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Catalogue # 1 
Coffin Inner coffin of priest of Montu, Hor (Hr) son of priest of Montu, 

Ankhhor, and lady of the house, Karama. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 27735 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus, BM EA 15655  
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Porter and Moss (1964), 828 
Strudwick (2006), 258-9 
Taylor (2001), 175, pl. 55 
Taylor (2003), 116, pl. 69 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Besenmut and Hor A family genealogy, plus in situ finding with other 
coffins dated to this dynasty.  

Materials Wood, paint, inlaid glass 
Height of 
Object 

179 cm 

Width of 
Object 

47 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

26 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears and chin 
post.  

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a red band, green band, yellow band and the 
rest of the coronet is N/A due to display position.  

Collar  Six rows solid bands. Seven rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval 
pendants. Red stolae. 

Nut Green-skinned goddess, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow solar 
disk, yellow collar, red dress, wings: plain blue, green and blue 
plumes with red tips, and crouching on nbw. The text is a invocation 
to Nut. Below there is an invocation. 

Register 1 On the left, red-skinned Amset(y), identified with a black wig, cone, 
yellow collar, red shroud over arms, blue mummiform standing body 
and arms crossed, holding sistrums. Red anthropomorphic baboon 
Hapi, identified with a black wig, cone, yellow collar, red shroud over 
arms, white mummiform standing body and arms crossed, holding 
sistrums. The central vignette is blue-skinned Atum, identified, on the 
left, with a a double crown, black beard, yellow collar, yellow-and-
green top, yellow-and-green kilt, red tail, yellow ankle bracelets with 
one hand holding an anx and the other holding emmer. Also holding 
emmer is the deceased, identified, with red-skin, a black wig, cone, 
black short beard, blue collar, bracelets, top, and long kilt. On the 
right side, a white anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, 
with a black wig, cone, red shroud over arms, blue collar, white 
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standing mummiform body and arms crossed, holding sistrums. Black 
anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with a black wig, cone, 
red shroud over arms, blue collar, white standing mummiform body 
and arms crossed, holding sistrums. 

Register 2 The central vignette is green anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, with a 
striped wig, blue-skin, yellow collar, green top, yellow-and-green kilt, 
tail, arms in adoration to the Abydos Fetish. Adoring on the other side 
is white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, with a black wig, blue-skin, 
yellow collar, green top, yellow-and-green kilt, and tail. On either 
side is a vignette of a white falcon with outstretched wings, a red solar 
disk above its head, standing on a false door, with an anx, wAs, nb, Sn 
and wDAt eye around the falcon.  

Register 3 The central vignette is a seated white anthropomorphic falcon, Ra-
Harakhty, identified, with a blue wig, red solar disk, green shoulders, 
white mummiform body, holding an anx and sitting on a Dw mountain. 
On the left side of Ra-Harakhty is blue anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, 
identified, with a striped wig, blue-skin, yellow collar, green top, half-
yellow-and-half-green kilt, tail and one arm in adoration. On the right 
side is white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified, with a blue 
wig, blue-skin, yellow collar, green top, half-yellow-and-half-green 
kilt, tail and one arm in adoration. On the left side is a vignette of 
green-skinned Nephthys, identified, and on the right side Isis, 
identified, with blue wigs, yellow collars and red dresses, standing.  

Feet  A yellow winged solar disk with two arms holding anxw. The red-
skinned deceased lying on a lion bed with a blue wig, cone, beard, 
green shoulders and white mummiform body with four canopics 
underneath. On both sides a kneeling green-skinned Ptah, identified, 
with a blue cap, mnit, and red mummiform body. A black jackal, 
identified as Wepwawet, with a red scarf lying on a standard. Below 
is a crocodile.  

Base anx, wAs, nb.  
Bottom Below a white-and-black bull (Apis) with horns and a red-skinned 

mummy on its back in a red blanket.  
Back A Htp-di-nsw formula. 
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Catalogue # 2 
Coffin Inner coffin of Ankhhor (anx-Hr), priest of Montu in Thebes, son of 

Hor, priest of Montu, overseer and scribe of the house of Amun and 
noble lady of the house Nesmut. 

Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, RO.III-b 
Other coffins Middle coffin, Leiden, RO.III-c, Outer sarcophagus, Leiden, RO.III-a. 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1980), 308 
Kees (1959), 64-5 
Porter and Moss (1964), 637, 828, 834 
Raven (1981), 7-21, pl. II 
Schmidt (1919), figs. 1030, 1033 
Taylor (1984), 27-57 
Vittmann (1978), 37-9, 55-6, 59-60 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Besenmut and Hor A family genealogy. 
Materials Wood and paint 
Height of 
Object 

175 cm 

Width of 
Object 

45 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

28 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Dark red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears and chin 
post.  

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet atop the head has a red band, band of white 
feathers with red dots, multi-coloured bands and in the middle, green-
skinned Nephthys, identified, with a red dress and crouching on nbw. 
The text is an invocation. 

Collar  Three rows solid bands. Thirteen rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants. Red stolae. 

Nut Green-skinned goddess, with a blue wig, red headband, identified in 
the yellow solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, wings: yellow with 
blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes with red tips, and crouching 
on a doorway. The text is a invocation to Nut. Below there is an 
invocation. 

Central 
Median 

Single line of text, a Htp-di-nsw formula. 

Register 1 On the left, red-skinned Amset(y), identified with a blue wig, cone, 
yellow shoulders, green mummiform standing body and holding a wAs 
scepter. Green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders, green mummiform standing body and 
holding a wAs scepter. On the right side, a red anthropomorphic 
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baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, 
green mummiform standing body and holding a wAs scepter. White 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, 
cone, red shroud over arms, blue collar, white standing mummiform 
body and arms crossed, holding sistrums. 

Register 2 On either side is a vignette of green anthropomorphic jackal with a 
black wig, on the left identified as Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, and on the 
right with a white wig as imy-wt, with blue-skin, yellow collar, white 
top, half-white-half-green kilt, holding two linens.  

Register 3 On the left, red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig, cone, green 
top, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, walking, with a tail, in a shrine, 
holding an anx and a wAs scepter. On the right, white anthropomorphic 
falcon Horus, identified xnty-mAA, with a blue wig, cone, red-skin, 
green top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking, with a tail, in a 
shrine, holding an anx and a wAs scepter. 

Register 4 On the left side is blue-skinned Xry-bAq=f, identified, with a black 
wig, cone, yellow top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking, with a 
tail, in a shrine, holding an anx and a wAs scepter. On the right, green 
anthropomorphic ibis Horus, identified nDty-it=f, with a black wig, 
blue-skin, red top, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, walking, with a 
tail, in a shrine, holding an anx and a wAs scepter. 

Register 5 On either side a wDAt eye on nb, on palace façade.  
Feet  A green-skinned damaged goddess, with a red solar disk, red dress, 

crouching on nbw with wings: blue-and-yellow spots, green, blue and 
green plumes with red tips. On either side is a black jackal with a red 
scarf and flail lying down.  

Base Palace façade motif. 
Bottom Below a white-and-black bull (Apis) with horns and a red-skinned 

deceased with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green mummiform body, 
on its back in a red blanket with a bA bird above. 

Back Down the middle a Dd pilar with a double plume curled crown, with a 
red solar disk and horns, with linen at the sides. The text are Htp-di-
nsw formulae. 
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Catalogue # 3 
Coffin Wooden inner coffin of Taawa (tA-aA-wAH), lady of the house, daughter 

of Hor, priest of Montu, overseer and scribe of the house of Amun 
and noble lady of the house Nesmut. Sister of Ankhhor, priest of 
Montu (RO.III a-c). 

Inv # Rosecrucian Egyptian Museum at San Jose, California. 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1980), 308 
Porter and Moss (1964), 637, 828, 834 
Raven (1981), 7-21, pl. I 
Sharpe (1837-55), 51-3 
Taylor (1984), 27-57 
Vittmann (1978), 37-9, 55-6, 59-60 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Besenmut and Hor A family genealogy, plus in situ finding with other 
coffins dated to this dynasty.  

Materials Wood and paint 
Height of 
Object 

N/A 

Width of 
Object 

N/A 

Thickness of 
Object 

N/A 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, and protruding ears. 
Wig  Black-brick pattern tripartite wig with flower and yellow bands at the 

bottom. Yellow vulture headdress on top of wig, with a coronet. Band 
of multi-coloured rectangles and the rest is not available due to 
display. 

Collar  Five rows solid bands. Six rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval 
pendants.  

Nut Green-skinned goddess, with a blue wig, red headband, identified in 
the yellow solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, wings: yellow with 
blue spots, green, blue and green plumes with red tips, and crouching 
on a false door. The background is red brick pattern. Below there is an 
invocation to the deceased. 

Central 
Median 

Single line of text, a Htp-di-nsw formula. 

Register 1 On the left, vignette of BoD spell 125. On the right, seated Osiris, 
identified, with the atef crown, a beard, shoulders, mummiform body, 
on a throne and holding a wAs scepter. In front of him, a snake, 
anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, with a wig, top, kilt, and linen. Holding 
the hand of the deceased, wearing a wig, cone, and large shroud. 
Behind her is the goddess Ma’at, identified, with a wig, feather, dress 
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and linen, with her hand on the shoulder of the deceased. Behind are a 
series of deities, the first a male with a wig and cone, then two 
anthropomorphic jackals with wigs, and finally an anthropomorphic 
falcon with a wig, and the rest all have shoulders, standing 
mummiform bodies and are holding linen and a mAat feather. On the 
right is a seated male deity with a wig, ram horns, beared, shoulders, 
stola, and seated on a throne in a mummiform body, holding a wAs 
scepter. In front of him, anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, with a wig, top, 
kilt, and linen. Holding the hand of the deceased, wearing a wig and 
large shroud. Behind her is a goddess, with a wig, feather, dress and 
linen, with her hand on the shoulder of the deceased. Behind are a 
series of deities, the first a male with a wig and beard, then an 
anthropomorphic baboon with a wig, then another male deity with a 
wig, beard, cone and stola, and finally an anthropomorphic jackal 
with a wig, all of them having shoulders and standing mummiform 
bodies and holding linen and a mAat feather. 

Register 2 On the left, anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a wig1, 
shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter in a 
shrine. Anthropomorphic falcon Duamutef, identified, with a wig, 
shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter in a 
shrine. On the right side, Amset(y), identified, with a wig, cone, stola, 
shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter in a 
shrine. Anthropomorphic jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, with a wig, 
shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter in a 
shrine. 

Register 3 On either side is a vignette of an anthropomorphic jackal on the left 
identified as Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, and on the right as imy-wt, with a 
wig, kilt and holding two linens. 

Register 4 On the left, anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified nDty-it=f, with 
a wig, cone, top, kilt, walking, with a tail, and holding an anx and a 
wAs scepter. On the right, Geb, identified, with a wig, top, kilt, 
walking, holding an anx and a wAs scepter. 

Register 5 On either side a wDAt eye on nb and palace façade. 
Register 6 On either side a vignette of a goddess crouching, with a wig, dress, 

linen and one arm in adoration. Another vignette of an 
anthropomorphic ibis deity with a wig, cone, shoulders, seated 
mummiform body and holding a mAat feather.  

Feet  A damaged goddess, with a solar disk, red dress, crouching with 
wings. In the line above she is identified as Isis.  

Base Palace façade motif. 
Bottom N/A 
Back Down the middle and sides are texts, Htp-di-nsw formulae. 
	

																																																								
1	Due to the nature of the photographs available, from Register 1 down, the images are all black and 
white. 
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Catalogue # 4 
Coffin Inner coffin of Gautseshen (GAwt-Ssn), lady of the house and daughter 

of priest of Montu Hor and Djedmutiwsankh. Aunt of Hor ii (CG 
41017).  

Inv # Copenhagen, Glyptotek Egyptian Collection, AEIN 1522 
Other coffins Middle coffin CG 41063, outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41018 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n.1114 
Jørgensen (2001)2, 204-41 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
Schmidt (1919), 199 n.113 
Taylor (1984), 52, n.2 
Vittmann (1978), 5 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood, fabric, plaster, gold and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

183 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face Gilded gold skin with detailed black eyes, eyebrows and protruding 
ears.  

Wig Black tripartite wig with yellow bands at the bottom. A yellow vulture 
headdress is on top. The coronet has a band of white feathers with red 
dots, then a multi-coloured band, red band and then in the middle is a 
black scarab beetle with a red solar disk in its front legs, on either side 
is an imnt and iAbt, below is a red solar disk with two uraei, and bdt.  

Collar Five rows of solid bands. Seven rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
ova pendants. 

Nut Green-skinned goddess, identified in the yellow solar disk, with a 
blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress, crouching, wings: 
plain blue wings, two rows of blue plumes with red tips. The 
background is red with cross-hatch.  

Register 1 In the center is a vignette of BoD spell 125. Green-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress, 
holding an anx and one arm in adoration. White anthropomorphic 
falcon Ra-Harakhty, with a red solar disk and uraeus, white wig, 

																																																								
2	Images in publication. 
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yellow shoulders, blue standing mummiform body and holding a wAs 
scepter. Green-skinned Osiris, identified, with the atef crown, beard, 
yellow shoulders, mnit, red standing mummiform body holding a wAs 
scepter. Green anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, with a red wig, blue-skin, 
white top, kilt, walking, linen with one arm in adoration and the other 
holding the hand of the deceased. The deceased with green-skin, blue 
wig, red headband, red dress. Behind her is a scale with a baboon 
sitting beneath it and Ammut with a double plume crown and solar 
disk. Above are two wDAt eyes and a nfr. On the left side green-
skinned Amset(y), identified, with a white wig, yellow shoulders, blue 
standing mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Green 
anthropomorphic falcon Duamutef, identified, with a white wig, 
yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, linen and holding a 
mAat feather. On the right, red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, 
identified, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, linen and holding a 
mAat feather.  

Register 2 The central vignette is a white falcon with a mnit, red mummiform 
body on a platform. Beside is a wDAt eye, nb, and a scepter. On the left 
is green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified xnty-sH-nTr, with a 
blue wig, blue-skin, yellow top, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, tail, 
walking, and holding linen and an incense pot. Behind is a green-
skinned deity with a blue wig, beard, yellow shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. On the right is is green 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified xnty-sH-nTr, with a blue 
wig, blue-skin, yellow top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, tail, walking, 
and holding linen and an incense pot. Behind is a green-skinned deity 
with a blue wig, beard, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform 
body and holding a wAs scepter. 

Register 3 In the center, vignette BoD spell 154, with a red winged solar disk 
with two uraei holding anxw. The green-skinned deceased lying on a 
lion bed, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red mummiform 
body with five jars underneath. On the left is green-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress and 
linen, one arm in adoration and the other holding an anx. A white 
falcon with outstretched wings, red solar disk and uraeus, a wDAt eye, 
anx, wAs. On the right, green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a 
white wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress, linen, one arm in 
adoration and the other holding an anx. A white falcon with 
outstretched wings, red solar disk and uraeus, a wDAt eye, anx, wAs. 

Register 4 The central vignette is a scene with a solar barque, green 
anthropomorphic ram Atum with horns, blue wig, blue-skin, green 
top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, holding an anx and a wAs scepter 
inside a shrine. White anthropomorphic falcon Horus with the double 
crown, blue wig, blue-skin, red top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, 
managing the oars. Green-skinned goddess with a blue wig, cone, red 
dress, kneeling with arms in adoration. Above the barque are two wDAt 
eyes. On the left side is a vignette of a red-skinned bA bird with 
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yellow shoulders, blue wings, arms in adoration. Below is vignette of 
BoD spell 85 with a green ram, horns and double plume crown with a 
red solar disk, red breast, walking and in front incense. On the right 
side two vignettes of adoring baboons and the dwAt. The far left 
vignette is a blue anthropomorphic ibis, identified as Osiris, with a 
white wig, yellow shoulders, blue standing mummiform body, linen 
and holding a mAat feather. On the far right vignette is a green 
anthropomorphic snake, identified as Ra-Harakhty, with a blue wig, 
cone, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, linen and 
holding a mAat feather. 

Register 5 On the left, the outside vignette is green-skinned Geb, identified, with 
a blue wig, beard, white top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, walking 
and holding an anx and a wAs scepter. The inside vignette is a green 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. On the far right 
side the vignette is white anthropomorphic falcon Atum, identified, 
with a blue wig, cone, blue-skin, white top, half-yellow-and-half-red 
kilt, walking and holding an anx and a wAs scepter. The inside vignette 
is a green anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. In the center is 
an Abydos Fetish on a Dw.  

Register 6 On the far left the vignette is green-skinned Ptah, identified, with a 
blue cap, beard, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body and 
holding a wAs scepter. The inside vignette is a green anthropomorphic 
ram with a blue wig, horns, yellow shoulders, blue standing 
mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. The far right vignettes is 
green-skinned Osiris, identified, with a white cap, beard, yellow 
shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. 
The inside vignette is a green anthropomorphic ram with a blue wig, 
horns, yellow shoulders, blue standing mummiform body and holding 
a wAs scepter. 

Feet Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
collar, red dress, wings: three rows of blue plumes with red tips and 
kneeling on nbw.  

Base  Palace façade motif. 
Bottom Black and white Apis bull, with the red-skinned deceased with a blue 

wig, yellow shoulders and a mummiform body covered in a red 
blanket.  

Back The middle text is an invocation, and the two sides as well with tp-
Dw=f at the top of the shoulders.  
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Catalogue # 5 
Coffin Middle coffin of Gautseshen (GAwt-Ssn), lady of the house and 

daughter of priest of Montu Hor and Djedmutiwsankh. Aunt of Hor ii 
(CG 41017). 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41063 
Other coffins Inner coffin AEIN 1522 and outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41048 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette in 

1858 in subterranean chambers of Hatshepsut temple. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Gauthier (1913), 404-8, pl. XXXII 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1040 
Lucarelli (2003), 270-274 
Mariette (1874), 195, nos. 452-7 
Maspero, n. 4940 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
Taylor (1984), 52 
Vittmann (1978), 5  
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Wood and paint 
Height of 
Object 

200 cm 

Width of 
Object 

75 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

68 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Face  Red-skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Small protruding ears and 
a broken nose.   

Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet with a red band, 
band of white leaves with red dots, band of multi-coloured rectangles, 
another band of white leaves, a bands of red and yellow. In the center 
is an Axt (N27). 

Collar  Five rows solid bands, eight rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval 
pendants.  

Central 
Median 

Single line of vertical text, an offering formula. 

Feet No decoration. 
Base N/A 
Bottom No decoration. 
Back Series of texts, offering formulae and invocations. 
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Catalogue # 6 
Coffin Inner coffin of Besenmut (bA-sn-mwt), priest of Montu, son of 

Espasefi. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 22940 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette in 

1858 in subterranean chambers of Hatshepsut temple. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 89-90 
Legrain (1893), 11-16 
Porter and Moss (1964), 647 
Quirke and Spencer (1992), 107, fig. 84 
Sheikholeslami (2003), 133, pl. XCII 
Taylor (2001), 175, pl. LVI [1] 
Taylor (2010), 74-5 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Wood and paint 
Height of 
Object 

190 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

45 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, black defined eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears, black 
beard and strap. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet has a red band, 
band of white leaves with red dots, a band of multi-coloured 
rectangles, another band of white leaves with red dots and in the 
center, green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red dress, 
four rows of wings: yellow with blue plumes, blue, green and blue 
plumes with red tips, crouching on a false door and holding a mAat 
feather in each hand. Text is an invocation to her.  

Collar  Five rows solid bands. Ten rows of vegetal motif with the last being 
oval pendants.  

Nut  Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
solar disk, red dress, wings: yellow with blue plumes, blue, green and 
blue plumes with red tips, and is crouching on a false door. Below is 
an invocation to her. 

Central 
Median 

Vignette BoD spell 154 with the deceased lying on a lion bed, with 
red-skin, a blue wig and beard, striped shoulders and a white 
mummiform body with red divisions, with the red solar disk above 
raditating rays upon the body. Eleven rows of vertical text with an 
invocation to the deceased and genealogical information. 
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Register 1  On the left, horizontally, a vignette of red-skinned Amset(y), 
identified, with a blue wig and beard, yellow-striped shoulders, a 
green standing mummiform body, holding a wAs scepter and in a 
shrine. On the right side, red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, 
identified, with his body damaged.  

Register 2  On the left, green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with 
a blue wig, yellow-striped shoulders, a green standing mummiform 
body, holding a wAs scepter and in a shrine. On the right, a white 
anthropomorphic falcon, identification damaged, with a blue wig, 
yellow-striped shoulders, a green standing mummiform body, holding 
a wAs scepter and in a shrine. Likely to be Qebehsenuef to complete 
the four sons of Horus. 

Register 3  On either side a green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on 
the left as imy-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr, both with black 
wigs, blue-skin, yellow collars, red tops, half-green-and-half-white 
kilts, yellow tails, walking and holding up two linens.  

Register 4  On the left, white anthropomorphic falcon Geb, identified, with a 
white wig, red-skin, green top, half-green-and-half-white kilts, yellow 
tails, walking and holding an anx and a wAs scepter. On the right, red-
skinned Horus, identified xnty-mAA, with a black wig, green top, half-
green-and-half-white kilts, yellow tails, walking and holding an anx 
and a wAs scepter. 

Register 5 On the left, green anthropomorphic ibis Xry-bAq=f, identified, with a 
black wig, blue-skin, red top, half-green-and-half-white kilts, yellow 
tails, walking and holding an anx and a wAs scepter. On the right, blue-
skinned HA, identified, with a black wig, red top, half-green-and-half-
white kilts, yellow tails, walking and holding an anx and a wAs scepter. 

Feet On the feet are two wDAt eyes on Ss (W3) with palace façade 
decoration. 

Base  Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, red 
dress, four rows of wings: same as Nut above,  crouching on nbw. The 
text is an invocation to her. On the other sides, anx, wAs, nb pattern.  

Bottom Invocation to the deceased. 
Back  BoD spells 68 and 713.  
 
	

																																																								
3	Taylor (2010), 75.	
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Cat # 7 
Coffin Inner coffin of Ankhefenkhons i (anx-f-n-xnsw), prophet of Montu, 

son of Besenmut i and lady of the house Taneshut. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41042 
Other coffins Middle coffin CG 41043, outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41001bis 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette.  
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1984), 82-86 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Gauthier (1913), 1-26, pls I-II 
Haikal (1983), 195-208 
Lieblein (1871), nos. 1090, 1093, 1096, 1109, 1117, 1123 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
Taylor (1984), 31, 40 
Vittmann (1978), 6-10, 14-5, 29-30, 44 
Yoyotte (Oct. 1976-Mar.1977), 39-54 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Wooden coffin, stucco canvas glued in layers. 
Height of 
Object 

190 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

40 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Face  Red-skin, black defined eyes and eyebrows with a black beard strap. 
The false beard is gone but a chin post remains. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with two yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a large circular border with a double garland 
of leaves in white and blue separated by red, yellow or blue lines on 
the outside edge. The inside is a row of blue rectangles between two 
yellow border lines and separated by seven lines of yellow, red, 
yellow, black, yellow, red and yellow again. On the inner most edge 
is a red line. In the middle is a depiction of the kneeling on a blue 
band outstretched winged goddess Nephthys, identified by her 
hieroglyph in a red solar disk with blue and yellow uraei. She has 
yellow-skin, a green wig, red headband, green collar and bracelets, 
and red dress. Her wings are three rows, the first is plain blue, then 
blue with red tips and then green with red tips. 

Collar  Four solid bands. Thirteen rows of vegetal motif with the last row 
being oval pendants. Under the collar are two protruding hands 
painted in red. They are crossed on the chest, the right being slightly 
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higher than the left. Under the collar also there are rows of blue text 
with fragments of BoD spell 294. On each side of these texts there is a 
ba-bird with incense (R7). 

Central 
Median 

Under the arms is a vertical line down the middle with text, which is 
in turn flanked by two figures on each side in four registers. Around 
the right hand are excerpts from BoD spells 29 and 30. Underneath 
the left hand is a red solar disk flanked by two uraei. Under the disk is 
a vertical band of hieroglyphs which ends in an Abydos Fetish. At the 
base of the fetish is Dw (N26). On this sign is a lion-headded goddess 
in mummiform. Her skin is yellow, the chest area green, and a red 
wig. Her wings are detailed with colour. Below the Dw sign is a 
bordered geometric shape followed by a falcon head with the double 
crown of Upper and Lower Egypt (S5). Just below this is a double 
plumed crown (S9) with a uraeus followed by two lines of text.   

Register 1  
 

The left side is green-skinned Amset(y), identified, represented as a 
child, with a blue lock of hair on his black wig, with a finger from his 
left hand at his mouth, yellow collar and bracelets yellow and in his 
right hand he has an anx. Behind him, red-skinned Hapi, identified, 
represented as a child, with a blue lock of hair on his black wig, with 
a finger from his left hand at his mouth, green collar, blue bracelets 
and in his right hand he has an anx. On the right, green-skinned 
Duamutef, identified, represented as a child, with a blue lock of hair 
on his black wig, with a finger from his left hand at his mouth, yellow 
collar and bracelets yellow and in his right hand he has an anx. Behind 
him, red-skinned Qebehsenuef, identified, represented as a child, with 
a blue lock of hair on his black wig, with a finger from his left hand at 
his mouth, green collar, around his neck an ib amulet, blue bracelets 
and in his right hand he has an anx. 

Register 2 
 

On the left side yellow anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified 
nDty-it=f, with blue-skin, a black wig, a green collar, yellow bracelets, 
green top, blue belt with a yellow knot, and a yellow kilt. He is 
wearing a double crown with his right arm raised and his left holding 
a piece of linen (V12). A green anthropomorphic lion goddess with 
blue wig, red headband and yellow standing mummiform body. She is 
wearing the double plume crown with a diadem. Her chest is green 
with a yellow border, and is wearing a long overcoat that hangs in the 
front with three decorated bands of one yellow and two blue. She is 
holding a mAat feather.  On the right side green anthropomorphic ibis 
Thoth, identified, with blue-skin, blue wig, a diadem with horns. 
yellow collar and bracelets, a yellow sash across his torso, a blue belt 
with a red knot, and a half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, his left hand 
raised and his right is holding linen. The goddess has a yellow 
mummiform body and a green and yellow uraeus head with a beard. 
She has a blue wig, a double plume crown with a diadem and mirrors 
the lion goddess except she is holding a knife. 

																																																								
4	Gauthier (1913), 1-26.	
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Register 3  
 

On either side black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on the 
left as imy-wt and on the right xnty-sH-nTr, with blue wigs, cones, 
blue-skin, yellow collars and bracelets, green tops, on the left the belt 
is yellow and blue with a red knot and on the right a blue belt with a 
red knot, half-yellow-and-half-green kilts and a green tail. They are 
holding in the left hand a wAs scepter and in the right an anx.  

Register 4 
 

On either side are green anthropomorphic rams with blue wigs, red 
headbands and yellow standing mummiform bodies. They have 
double plume crowns with a diadems and ram horns. The chests are 
green with yellow borders, and they are wearing long overcoats that 
hang in the front with three decorated bands of one yellow and two 
blue. They are holding mAat feathers. Behind them are kneeling red 
anthropomorphic crocodiles with the double plume crowns with a 
diadems and ram horns and red mummiform bodies. They are holding 
mAat feathers and pieces of linen while kneeling on doorways.  

Feet Yellow-skinned Isis, identified with a blue wig, red headband, double 
green collar, green bracelets, and a red dress. In her right hand she is 
holding an anx and in her left a sail. Her outstretched wings consist of 
three rows: the first blue with yellow borders, then green plumes and 
blue plumes with red tips. Flanking her on each side is a wDAt eye.  

Base  The base is decorated with three horizontal bands, blue, red and blue 
again, a line of hieroglyphs, and another blue band with yellow 
borders. The text is from BoD spell 157.  

Bottom N/A 
Back  
 

The back is covered in text with genealogical information. On the 
shoulders there are two representations of standing mummified 
deities. The head is a green bird, with a red outfit and green chest, a 
red cone on the head, a black wig, and a coat that is blue and yellow. 
The figure is in a dais and standing on a basin of alabaster (W3). 
Below the basin is a sort of rope (V4), and above the bird is a scroll 
(Y1) and a fire-drill (U28). On the other side the bird is a yellow 
falcon, with a menat amulet around its neck and a sxm scepter before 
it (S42). The text at the right is the beginning of BoD spell 89.  
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Catalogue # 8 
Coffin Middle coffin of Ankhefenkhons i (anx-f-n-xnsw), prophet of Montu, 

son of Besenmut i and lady of the house Taneshut. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41043 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41042, qrsw outer sarcophagus CG 41001bis. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette.  
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1984), 82-86 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Gauthier (1913), 26-31, pl. III 
Haikal (1983), 195-208 
Lieblein (1871), nos, 1090, 1093, 1096, 1109, 1117, 1123 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
Taylor (1984), 31, 40 
Vittmann (1978), 6-10, 14-5, 29-30, 44 
Yoyotte (Oct. 1976-Mar.1977), 39-54 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Coniferous wood and paint 
Height of 
Object 

200 cm 

Width of 
Object 

75 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

50 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Face  The face has no colour. Black defined eyes and eyebrows, and a chin 
post but no false beard. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet has nine rows of 
decoration. The first on the outside is a small red band in between two 
yellow lines. Then the next inner row is a garland of green and white 
leaves with red tips. The next row is a blue band in between two 
yellow lines, The fourth row is a large band of blue rays, red and 
green, three by three with yellow contouring lines. The fifth is the 
same as row three. The sixth is the same as row two. The seventh is a 
green band between two yellow lines. The eight is a band of blue, 
gree and red rectangles separated by two yellow lines and a black one. 
The final row is a red band between two yellow lines, then a green, 
blue and red band again all between two yellow lines. The image in 
the middle of the coronet is green skinned goddess (un-identified) 
with semi-outstretched blue and yellow wings, with a solar disk above 
her head, a blue wig, red headband, red jewelry and a red dress.  

Collar  Six rows of solid bands. Fourteen rows of vegetal motif, the last 
ending in oval pendants. 

Central The rest of the coffin is decorated only with a two lines of vertical 
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Median text down the middle edged by blue lines, consisting of a fragment of 
BoD spell 265. 

Feet The feet are damaged. 
Back  The back contains more text in blue surrounded by two parallel blue 

lines and contains sections of BoD spell 54. 
	

																																																								
5	Gauthier (1913), 26-31. 
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Catalogue # 9 
Coffin Inner coffin of Ankhefenkhons ii (anx-f-n-xnsw), priest of Montu, son 

of Neseramun, priest of Montu and Amun, son of Ankhefenkhons i 
and lady of the house Neskhons. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41048 
Other coffins Middle coffin CG 41049, qrsw outer sarcophagi CG 41001 and CG 

41004. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 188 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Elias (1993), 790, 803 
Gauthier (1913), 138-66, pl. XI 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), nos, 1109, 1129 
Mariette (1876), 187, nos. 452-7 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
PN I, 67.9, II, 347 
Taylor (1984), 31, 40 
Vittmann (1978), 5, 7, 29 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Sycamore wood, stucco and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

205 cm 

Width of 
Object 

60 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

52 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Dark red-skin,  defined black eyes, eyebrows and beard The beard is 
still intact and has green stripes on a yellow background. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet is surrounded by a large double border that is a 
row of multicoloured rectangles encased by two green lines. The 
outside border has five yellow and one green leaf pattern encased 
again by two green lines. On the superior edge on the back of the 
coffin there is a depiction of a red with black spots serpent. In the 
middle is a depiction of the squatting green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a light brown wig, red headband, red collar and 
braceletes and her sash and dress is red, crouching on nbw. Her left 
hand is reaching down and her right is up. There are five lines of text 
to the left, right and below her. 

Collar  Three rows solid bands. Twenty-one rows with blue oval pendants 
and beads on a red background. Falcon terminals.  
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Nut  
 

Red-skinned Nut, identified, with a yellow wig, red headband, green 
collar and bracelets, anda  red dress with sash with wings: black spots 
on yellow background, then blue, green and blue, squatting on a false 
door. In her right hand she has an anx and in her left a sail. Texts 
surround her about genealogy of the deceased and below her is a 
border of multicoloured rectangles. On either side of her BoD spell 85 
with a green ram with a red solar disk in a green double plume crown 
and a red chest, standing on a standard. 

Central 
Median 

Vignette BoD spell 154 with the green-skinned deceased lying on a 
lion bed with a black beard, blue wig and collar, and a red headband. 
There is a red solar disk above the deceased radiating down. Nine 
lines of vertical text with genealogical information. 

Register 1  
  

On either side is is a naked green-skinned deity represented as a child, 
identified on the left as Amset(y) and on the right as Hapi. They child 
has a lock of hair and his right hand is up to his mouth.  

Register 2 
 

On either side is is a naked green-skinned deity represented as a child, 
identified on the left as Duamutef and on the right as Qebehsenuef. 
They child has a lock of hair and his right hand is up to his mouth. 

Register 3  
 

On either side is green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as 
imy-wt-tp-Dw=f on the left, with green-skin, orange collar and belt, a 
half-yellow-and-half-green kilt and green tail. The right arm is bent 
and is holding linen. On the right, he is identified as xnty-sH-nTr, with 
a red collar, green belt, half-yellow-and-half-black stripe kilt, and a 
discoloured tail. His left arm is up to his face holding a linen and his 
right arm is down.  

Register 4 
 

On the left, green-skinned Geb, identified, with a black wig, orange 
collar and belt, a half-yellow-and-half-green kilt and green tail. In his 
right hand he has an anx and in his left a knife. On the right, yellow 
anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as nDty-it=f, with blue-skin, 
black wig, yellow collar and green belt, half-yellow-and-half-black 
stripe kilt, and a discoloured tail. In his right hand he has an anx and 
in his left a knife.  
 

Register 5 
 

On the left is yellow anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified xnty-
mAA, with blue-skin, black wig, orange collar, green belt, a half-
yellow-and-half-green kilt and green tail. In his right hand he has an 
anx and in his left a knife. On the right is yellow anthropomorphic 
falcon ir-n-Dd=f, identified, with blue-skin, black wig, yellow collar 
and green belt, half-yellow-and-half-black stripe kilt, and a 
discoloured tail. In his right hand he has an anx and in his left a knife.  
 
 
 

Register 6  On the left, blue-skinned Xry-bAk=f, identified, with a black wig, 
yellow collar and green belt, a half-yellow-and-half-green kilt and 
green tail. In his right hand he has an anx and in his left a knife. On 
the right, blue-skinned Heka, identified, with a black wig, brown 
collar, green belt and a half-yellow-and-half-green kilt. 
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Feet Two wDAt eyes with multicoloured rectangles.  
Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
Bottom  The bottom has a green-skinned squatting Isis, with a white wig, red 

headband, orange collar and bracelets, white sash, and red dress. Her 
left hand is down and her right hand holds cloth (S29). On top of her 
head was space for her name to be written but it was not used.  

Back  The back contains invocations to Anubis, Osiris-Wennefer, Geb, Ra-
Harakhty, and Osiris. On the sides of the coffin are fragments of BoD 
spells 26 and 1696 and some genealogy. 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

																																																								
6	Gauthier (1913), 138-66. 
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Catalogue # 10 
Coffin Middle coffin of Ankhefenkhons ii (anx-f-n-xnsw), priest of Montu, 

son of Neseramun, priest of Montu and Amun, son of Ankhefenkhons 
i and lady of the house Neskhons. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41049 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41048, qrsw outer sarcophagi CG 41001 and CG 

41004. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Gauthier (1913)7, 166-9 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), nos, 1109, 1129 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
PN I, 67.9, II, 347 
Taylor (1984), 31, 40 
Vittmann (1978), 5, 7, 29 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

225 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

16 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Face  Red-skin, black detailed eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears and a 
blue-and-yellow striped tressed beard.  

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. Coronet is not described by Gauthier.  

Collar  One row of solid bands. Twenty rows of stripes, the last row ending 
in oval pendants.  

Nut  Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a yellow/wood wig, red 
headband, solar disk, wood collar and bracelets, red dress, crouching, 
and four rows of wings: plain, blue, green and blue plumes with red 
tips. The text is an invocation to her.  

Central 
Median 

One line of vertical text containing an invocation to the deceased and 
genealogical information. On each side are three radiating lines of 
text, on the left containing invocations to Anubis imy-wt, Duamutef 
and Thoth, and on the right to Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, Qebehsenuef and 
Horus nDty-it=f.  

																																																								
7	There are no images in the publication, so description based on Gauthier’s notes. 
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Feet and 
Base 

N/A as broken off. 
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Catalogue # 11 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Ankhefenkhons ii (anx-f-n-xnsw), priest of 

Montu, son of Neseramun, priest of Montu and Amun, son of 
Ankhefenkhons i and lady of the house Neskhons.  

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41004 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41048, middle coffin CG 41049, qrsw outer sarcophagus 

CG 41001. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 188 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Catalogue Loret (1897), n. 1290 
Elias (1993), 790, 803 
Guilhou (2006), 31-8 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), nos, 1109, 1129 
Moret (1913), 75-88, pl. XII 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
PN I, 67.9, II, 347 
Taylor (1984), 31, 40 
Vittmann (1978), 5, 7, 29 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

246 cm 

Width of 
Object 

96 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

101 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, Horus 
xnty-mAA and Xry-bq=f. The post on the left has a Htp-di-nsw formula to 
Osiris and on the right to Anubis tp-Dw=f.   
Vignette: The five deities are all in shrines, Amset(y) has green-skin with 
a blue wig, red collar and green standing mummiform body. Duamutef 
has red-skin with a blue wig, green collar and red standing mummiform 
body. Anubis has green-skin, a blue wig, red collar and green standing 
mummiform body. Horus has red-skin, a blue wig, green collar and red 
standing mummiform body. Xry-bq=f has green-skin, a blue wig, red 
collar and green standing mummiform body. Above is pt. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation, the panel contains an 
invocation to Isis. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ptah and 
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on the right Atum.  
Vignette: In a shrine in the center is standing green-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress with 
one arm raised and holding linen. Above is pt. Below the entire side is 
palace façade. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis imy-wt and 
genealogical information, the panel contains invocations to Hapi, 
Qebehsenuef, Anubis imy-wt, Geb and Heka. The post on the left is a Htp-
di-nsw formula to Geb and on the right to Ra-Harakhty.  
Vignette: The five deities are all in shrines, Hapi has green-skin with a 
blue wig, red collar and green standing mummiform body. Qebehsenuef 
has red-skin with a blue wig, green collar and red standing mummiform 
body. Anubis has green-skin, a blue wig, red collar and green standing 
mummiform body. Geb has red-skin, a blue wig, green collar and red 
standing mummiform body. Heka has green-skin, a blue wig, red collar 
and green standing mummiform body. Above is pt. Below the entire side 
is palace façade.  

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation, the panel contains an 
invocation to Nephthys. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to 
Osiris Wennefer and on the right to Osiris nb-Ddt. 
Vignette: In a shrine in the center is standing green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress with 
one arm raised and holding linen. Above is pt. Below the entire side is 
palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased.  
Reg 1 vignettes: The twelve hours of night, identified, with green-skin, 
blue wigs, blue stars above heads, yellow collars and red dresses, 
standing.  
Reg 2 vignettes and identifications: Thirteen seated deities with blue 
wigs, yellow collars and red mummiform bodies holding knives. Green 
anthropomorphic gazelle k-f-n-r=n-SsA-ir-sA-Wsir, green bearded 
anthropomorphic snake n-hA=f-pr-m-r-stA, green anthropomorphic falcon  
w-sxt-pr-m-Iwnw, anthropomorphic wDAt-head mA-a-Tt=f-pr-m-xm, green 
anthropomorphic ram with red solar disk ?-pr-m-Sty-tA, green 
anthropomorphic lion nxn-wAb-pr-m-HkA, green-skinned deity nb-mAa-pr-
m-mAat-Sww, green double-headed anthropomorphic snake nb-hrw-pr-m-
pt, green anthropomorphic baboon in-na=f-pr-m-iqrt, green 
anthropomorphic hippopotamus wAD-ns-st-pr-n-ptH-Hwt-kA, green 
anthropomorphic bnw bird sr-iw-hrw-pr-n-wn-st, green-skinned deity 
iwnt-pr-m-STt, and green anthropomorphic jackal aA-d-pr-m-Iwnw-tn. 
Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Right Damaged 
Top Back Reg 1 vignettes: The twelve hours of day, identified, with green-skin, 

blue wigs, yellow collars and red dresses, standing.  
Reg 2 vignettes and identifications: Thirteen seated deities with blue 
wigs, yellow collars and red mummiform bodies holding knives. Green-
skinned deity mH-hrw-pr-m-tA-wr, green anthropomorphic jackal Dw-
Dw=f-pr-n-?, green anthropomorphic bull fn-nD-kA-pr-m-8-nw, green 
anthropomorphic lionrw-pr-m-pt, green anthropomorphic bearded snake 
nHA-Hr-msH-pr-m-r-stA, green anthropomorphic rabbit nbi-pr-m-xtxt, 
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green anthropomorphic ibisaAd-pr-m-iwnw-ln, green anthropomorphic 
baboonimy-bsk-ibw-pr-n-30-prt, green anthropomorphic 
hippopotamusiw-rr-dHr-pr-m-imnt, green anthropomorphic vulture HD-
ibH-pr-m-tAx, green anthropomorphic crocodile imy-sn=f-pr-m-kdt, green 
anthropomrophic heron mH-mdw-pr-m-wry, and green anthropomorphic 
falcon HD-rhiti-pr-m-sH. 
Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Left Damaged.  
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Catalogue # 12 
Coffin Inner coffin of Neseramun (Ns-r-Imn), priest of Montu and Amun, 

son of Ankhefenkhons i (CG 41001bis) and lady of the house 
Neskhons. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41044 
Other coffins Middle coffin CG 41045, outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41002. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette in 

1858 in subterranean chambers of Hatshepsut temple.  
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1905), 145-161 
Baillet (1896), 88 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Gauthier (1913), 31-74, pls. IV-V 
Lieblein (1871), nos. 1089, 1090, 1093, 1096, 1109, 1129, 2314 
Maspero (1884), no. 4926 
Payraudeau (2002), 250-255 
Piehl (1895-1903), I: 56, pl. LV, line 1 to pl. LX, line 2 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
PN I, 173.19 
Vittmann (1978), 14-5, 26, 30 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

200 cm 

Width of 
Object 

65 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

47 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red-skin, black defined eyes and eyebrows with a tracing of a beard. 
Protruding ears.  

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has four rows of decoration. The outside row 
consists of multicoloured three rows of rectangles. The second and 
inner rows are of yellow and green leaves with red tips. In the middle 
is a depiction of the kneeling partially outstretched winged green-
skinned Nephthys, identified. She has a yellow wig, red headband, 
yellow jewelry and her robe and braces holding at her shoulders are 
red. Her wings are multicoloured. 

Collar  
 

Six rows solid bands and twenty rows of vegetal motif. Arms are 
crossed across the chest, the right one holding the flail of Osiris and 
the left one holding the crook. Text underneath the arms, invocations. 

Nut  Under the arms is a green-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, 
yellow solar disk, red dress, yellow jewelry and green/blue and red 
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tipped wings. In her right hand is an anx and in the left is a sail (P3). 
Below her are two band of multicoloured rectangles. 

Central 
Median  

Vignette of BoD spell 154 with the deceased lying on the funerary 
bed with green-skin, blue wig, mummiform body and the rays of the 
sun overhead. Eleven rows of vertical text containing genealogical 
information and part of BoD spell 1548.  

Register 1 The left is green-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a black wig, cone, 
a red belt and collar, standing mummiform body, holding a wAs 
scepter in his right hand and an anx in his left. On the right is red 
anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, with a black wig, cone, red belt and 
collar, standing mummiform body, holding a wAs scepter in his right 
hand and an anx in his left..  

Register 3  Green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with a black wig, 
red-and-yellow belt and collar, standing mummiform body, holding a 
wAs scepter in his right hand and an anx in his left. On the right, 
yellow anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a black 
wig, cone, red belt and collar, standing mummiform body, holding a 
wAs scepter in his right hand and an anx in his left. 

Register 4  On either side, anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on the left 
as imy-wt-tp-Dw=f, and on the right, xnty-sH-nTr, with red wigs, red-
and-yellow collars and belts, half-green-and-half-yellow kilts, and in 
their right hands holding linen.  

Register 5  On the left, yellow anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as xnty-
mAA, with blue-skin, cone, red wig, red-and-yellow collar and belt, 
half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, holding a wAs scepter in his right hand 
and an anx in his left. On the right, blue-skinned Geb, identified,  with 
a black wig, yellow and red belt and collar with a half-green-and-half-
yellow kilt, holding a wAs scepter in his right hand and an anx in his 
left. 

Feet Two wDAt eyes and genealogical information.  
Base 
Description 

anx, wAs, nb pattern. 

Bottom A kneeling partially outstretched winged green-skinned Isis, 
identified. She has a yellow wig, red headband, yellow jewelry and 
her robe and braces holding at her shoulders are red. Her wings are 
multicoloured. 

Back 
Description 

There is genealogical information and the first few spells from the 
BoD. Near the end is a fragment of BoD spell 144.  

	

																																																								
8	All spells mentioned are identified in Gauthier (1913), 31-74. 
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Catalogue # 13 
Coffin Middle coffin of Neseramun (Ns-r-Imn), priest of Montu and Amun, 

son of Ankhefenkhons i (CG 41001bis) and lady of the house 
Neskhons. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41045 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41044, outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41002. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette in 

1858 in subterranean chambers of Hatshepsut temple.  
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1905), 145-161 
Baillet (1896), 88 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Gauthier (1913), 74-83, pls VI-VII 
Lieblein (1871), nos. 1089, 1090, 1093, 1096, 1109, 1129, 2314 
Maspero (1884), no. 4926 
Payraudeau (2002), 250-255 
Piehl (1895-1903), I: 56, pl. LV, line 1 to pl. LX, line 2 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
PN I, 173.19 
Vittmann (1978), 14-5, 26, 30 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

226 cm 

Width of 
Object 

83 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

94 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Face Dark skin, black detailed eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears 
Wig Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. 
Collar Twenty-five rows of blue and green stripes. 
Nut  Two wDAt eyes on either side. Nut is kneeling with her arms 

outstretched as she holds two anx. She has a white wig, white shoulder 
clasp, red headband, black collar and bracelets. She has her 
hieroglyphs above her head. Her wings have a row of blue spots, then 
rows two and three are blue and the fourth is green with red tips. She 
has blue text around her. 

Central 
Median 

One vertical row of text, genealogical information. There are no 
vignettes, but texts that identify who the horizontal vignettes were 
dedicated to. On the left side, Amset(y), Anubis imy-wt, Duamutef 
and Thoth. On the right, Hapi, Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, Qebehsenuef and 
Horus nDty-it=f. 
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Trough The left side of the trough are two wDAt eyes on top of a pedestal. 
Then  blue-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a wig, wood belt and 
collar, half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking. Then green 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified imy-wt, with a black wig, 
wood belt and collar, half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with a black wig, wood 
belt and collar, half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking. Green 
anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, identified, with blue-skin, black wig, 
wood belt, half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking and holding a wAs 
scepter. On the right is red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, 
with blue-skin, black wig, a white headband, wood belt and collar, 
half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking. Then green anthropomorphic 
jackal Anubis, identified xnty-sH-nTr, with a black wig, wood belt and 
collar, half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking. Anthropomorphic 
falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with blue-skin, with a black wig, 
wood belt and collar, half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking. Green 
anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified nDty-it-f, with blue-skin, 
black wig. wood belt and collar, half-white-and-half-green kilt, 
walking.   

Feet No decoration. 
Base N/A 
Bottom Isis, identified, with a green wig, yellow jewelry, dress and crouching 

on nbw. 
Back No decoration. 
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Catalogue # 14 
Coffin Inner coffin of Hor ii (Hr), priest of Montu and Amun, son of priest of 

Montu, Irethorru and lady of the house Gerhatseshnu.  
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41062 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41017. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 
 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Gauthier (1913), 381-402, pls. XXX-XXXI 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1112 
Moret (1913), 174-87 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
Vittmann (1978), 5 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wooden coffin, paint, stucco 
Height of 
Object 

185 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

43 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red-skin with abrasions from the stucco, black defined eyes and 
eyesbrows, trace of false beard. Protruding ears.  

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The varnish on the wood has turned the blue colour almost 
black. coronet has two rows of geometric shapes, the inside row of 
alternating rectangles in blue, orange, green and red, separated by 
black and yellow compartments. The outside row consists of feather 
tips in sections of three, sometimes four, yellows and one green, and 
crossed by a green line and a dotted red line.  Green netting separates 
them. In the middle is a depiction of the standing winged green-
skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, orange 
jewelry and red dress. Her wings are in three registers, the first dotted 
blue on yellow background, the second green feathers and the third 
blue (now black) on dark orange with red tips. She has one wing 
outstretched and the other halfway stretched.  Invocation text to her. 

Collar  Five rows solid bands. Sixteen rows of vegetal motif. Falcon 
terminals.  

Nut  Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a yellow solar disk., blue wig, red 
dress, yellow jewelry and green/blue and red tipped wings. In her 
right hand is a sail and in the left an anx. She is crouching on nbw.  
Invocation text to her.  
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Central 
Median  

Vignette of BoD spell 89 where the green-skinned deceased is lying 
on a lion bed, with a blue wig, collar and the mummiform body is 
coloured yellow with red stolae painted on. bA bird above. Seven lines 
of vertical text with genealogical information. 

Register 1 
 

The left is red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig and a 
standing green mummiform body. There are red stolae painted onto 
him. He is holding a green knife. On the right is red anthropomorphic 
baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig and blue standing 
mummiform body. He also has red stolae and is holding a green knife.  

Register 2  The left is green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with a 
blue wig, and a standing green mummiform body. There are red stolae 
painted onto him. He is holding a green knife. On the right, yellow 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig and 
a standing blue mummiform body. There are red stolae painted onto 
him. He is holding a green knife.   

Register 3  On either side blue anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on the 
left as imy-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr.  They have blue wigs, 
green collars, red tops, green belts and half-green-and-half-yellow 
kilts and holding linens. 

Register 4  On the left yellow anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as nDty-
it=f, with a blue wig, blue-skin, green collar, red top, green belt and 
half-green-and-half-yellow kilt. In his right hand he is holding a wAs 
scepter and in his left an anx. On the right is blue-skinned Geb, 
identified, with a blue wig, red top, green collar and blue kilt. In his 
right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. 

Register 5  The left is green anthropomorphic ibis Xry-bAq=f, identified, with a 
blue wig, green collar, red top, green belt and half-green-and-half-
yellow kilt. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left 
an anx. On the right is a green anthropomorphic falcon deity, no 
identification, with blue-skin, blue wig and beard, green collar, red 
top, green belt and half-green-and-half-yellow kilt. In his right hand 
he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. 

Feet Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
jewelry and red dress, crouching upon nbw, her arms outstreched with 
her green and blue wings. Below her are two black wDAt eyes. 

Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern.  
Bottom  
 

Above is a pt flanked by two wAs scepters. Below is an Apis bull with 
horns, red solar disk and uraeus, with the deceased on its back. The 
deceased has red-skin, a blue wig and a green mummiform body. He 
is held on with a red blanket. Before the bull is an obelisk. 

Back  There is genealogical information and BoD spell 179 . The sides of the 
coffin are invocations to Osiris and Re-Harakhty. 

	
	
	
	
																																																								
9	Gauthier (1913), 381-402. 
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Catalogue # 15 
Coffin Inner coffin of Wennefer ii (Wn-nfr), divine father of Amun, son of 

Ankhefenkhons i (CG 41001bis) and lady of the house Neskhons. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41046 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41006 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Abdalla (1988), 5-16, fig. ill 
Bierbier (1975), 92-7 
Gauthier (1913), 169-193, pl. VIII 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1127 
Maspero, no. 4964 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 79.19 
Vittmann (1978), 30 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Sycamore wood, stucco and painted canvas. 
Height of 
Object 

185 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

45 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red-skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows, with a trace of a beard 
and a chin post. Protruding ears.  

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a row of green leaves with red tips on a white 
background. It is in between two rows of a band of polychrome 
rectangles bordered in green.  In the middle is a depiction of the 
kneeling partially outstretched winged green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and braceletes 
and her dress is red. Her wings are yellow with black spots, then 
green with red tips and blue with red tips.  

Collar  Seven rows solid bands. Nine rows of vegetal motif with the last 
being oval pendants. Falcon terminals.  

Nut  
 

Green-skinned Nut, identified, with outstreched wings is kneeling a 
doorway. She has a blue wig, red headband, yellow solar disk, blue 
jewelry with yellow contours, a yellow collar, and red dress. She is 
holding mAat feathers. Her wings are black spots on yellow 
background, then blue, green and blue with red tips.  

Central 
Median 

One line of vertical text containing genealogical information.  

Register 1  
 

On the left is green-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, 
beard, cone, yellow shoulders, stola, white standing mummiform 
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body and holding emmer. On the right is red anthropomorphic baboon 
Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, green 
standing mummiform body, holding emmer. 

Register 2 
 

On the left is green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, 
with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform 
body, holding emmer. On the right is yellow anthropomorphic falcon 
Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, 
green standing mummiform body, holding emmer. 

Register 3  
 

On the left is a damaged vignettes of Anubis imy-wt, identified. On 
the right is green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified xnty-sH-
nTr, with a black wig, white sash, green belt, half-white-and-half-
brown kilt. He has both hands raised with red linen. 

Register 4 
 

On the left blue-skinned Geb, identified, with a black wig, red 
headband, cone, yellow collar, red sash, white belt with a half-white-
and-half-brown kilt. In his right hand he has an anx and in his left a 
wAs scepter. On the right is blue-skinned Horus, identified as xnty-
mAA, with a black wig, a red headband, cone, red sash, green belt, and 
a half-white-and-half-brown kilt. In his right hand he has an anx and 
in his left a wAs scepter. 

Register 5 
 

On the left blue-skinned Heka, identified, with a black wig, red 
headband, yellow collar, red sash, green belt with a half-white-and-
half-brown kilt. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter. On the 
right is blue-skinned Xry-bAq=f, with a black wig, a red headband, red 
sash, black belt, and a half-white-and-half-brown kilt. In his right 
hand he has an anx. 
 

Register 6  On either side a wDAt eye. 

Feet Green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow collar, yellow with black detailed bracelets, and a red dress. In 
her right hand she is holding an anx and in her left a sail, crouching on 
a doorway. Her outstretched wings are the same as Nut. Invocations 
to the deceased.  

Base   anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
Bottom  
 

Damaged. Surrounded by a row of multi-coloured rectangles and in 
the middle twelve lines of text composing an invocation to Ptah-
Sokar-Osiris and genealogical information. 

Back  Text from BoD spell 12110 and some genealogical information. 
	

																																																								
10	Gauthier (1913), 169-93. 
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Catalogue # 16 
Coffin Inner coffin of Tjesmutpert (Ts-mwt-prt), noble lady of the house, 

daughter of priest of Amun, Hor, son of the priest of Montu Harsiese 
(CG 41013), son of priest of Montu Neseramun (CG 41002). 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41053 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41014 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 
 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Elias (1993), 526, (III,2), no. 528 
Gauthier (1913), 220-40, pls XV-XVI 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871) I, n.1118 
Mariette (1876), 230 n.732 
Piehl (1895-1903), III, 88 (D) 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 393 
Vittmann (1978), 49, 51 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and canvas with paint.  
Height of 
Object 

178 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

43 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red-skin11. Defined black eyes, eyebrows and earrings. Protruding 
ears. 

Wig  Brick pattern black tripartite wig, with a vulture headdress with 
yellow plumes on a red background. The coronet12 has three bands of 
decoration in blue, red and green, which is followed by an exterior 
band of white, green and blue triangles. In the middle is a depiction of 
a standing outstretch-winged green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with 
a black wig, red headband, collar, bracelets and dress. Her wings are 
multicoloured, with three rows of green, blue and white wings with 
red tips. She is holding two mAat feathers in her hands. Invocation to 
Nephthys.  

Collar  Three rows solid bands. Nine rows of vegetal motif. Falcon terminals. 
Nut  A red-skinned crouching goddess with outstretched wings identified 

as Nut in the red solar disk above her head. She has a blue wig, red 
																																																								
11	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description has been acknowledged by 
Gauthier’s description.	
12	Since no image is available, Gauthier’s notes are used.	
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headband, green collar and bracelets, green dress and is holding two 
mAat feathers in her hands. Her wings consist of four rows, the first is 
a yellow background with blue spots, then blue, green and blue 
plumes with red tips. She is crouching on a doorway with coloured 
rectangles. Invocation to her.  

Central 
Median  

The vignette is of BoD spell 89, where the green-skinned deceased is 
lying on a lion bed with four canopic jars underneath. The deceased 
has a  black wig, cone, red headband, red chest and shoulders with 
black stripes, and a green mummiform body. Above is flying a bA bird 
and a pt. Five lines of vertical text, consisting of genealogical 
information, an offering to Osiris and BoD spell 89. 

Register 1  This register contains four vertical vignettes. On the left is red-
skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, beard, green cone, red 
headband and red shoulders, green standing mummiform body, in a 
shrine. Behind him is black anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, 
identified, with a blue wig, red shoulders, green standing mummiform 
body, in a shrine. On the right is red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, 
identified, with a blue wig, cone, red shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body, in a shrine. Behind him is black-and-red 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, 
cone, red shoulders, green standing mummiform body, in a shrine. 

Register 2  On either side is black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on 
the left as imy-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr, both with blue wigs, 
red shoulders, green standing mummiform bodies and inside shrines.  

Register 3  On the left, red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue blue wig, red 
headband, green cone and red shoulders, green standing mummiform 
body in a shrine. On the right, black anthropomorphic ibis, Xry-bAq=f, 
identified, with a blue wig, cone, red shoulders, a green standing 
mummiform body, in a shrine.  

Register 4  On either side a wDAt eye.  
Feet A standing outstretch-winged green-skinned Isis, identified, with a 

blue wig, red headband, red collar and bracelet and a red dress. She is 
holding two mAat feathers in her hands. Her wings are in three rows, 
the first a yellow background with blue spots and then green and blue 
plumes. She is standing above two  wDAt eyes and two Ss (W3). 

Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
Bottom  The bottom13 has a pt sky with an apis bull below carrying the 

deceased on its back. The deceased has green-skin, a black wig and a 
yellow mummiform body. The bA bird flies above while an obelisk 
(O25) is on the right.  

Back  In the center is a large Dd pillar with a double plume crown with two 
uraei, one of Upper and Lower Egypt. The western standard imnt 
(R14) is on either side of the pillar. The texts are of genealogical 
information, an offering to Osiris14. The feet consists of a palace 
façade.  

	
	
																																																								
13	Since no image is available, Gauthier’s notes are used.	
14 Notes taken from Gauthier. 
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Catalogue # 17 
Coffin Inner coffin of Pediamun (p(A)-di-Imn), priest of Montu, son of lady 

of the house Tabetjet (CG 41009) and Besenmut (CG 41007), son of 
Ankhefenkhons i (CG 41001bis). 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41057 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41008 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 192 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7, 104 
Gauthier (1913), 297-323, pls XXI-XXII 
Kitchen (1973), 231 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1094 
Meulenaere (1958), 194-201 
Moret (1913), 101-17 
Piehl (1886), 56 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 121.23 
Raven (1981), 14 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Sycamore wood with stucco canvas.  
Height of 
Object 

175 cm 

Width of 
Object 

60 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

44 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red-skin15 coffin is damaged. The eyes, eyebrows and traces of a 
beard are defined in black. Protruding ears. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet16 has two bands of 
decoration. The outside band consists of green and white leaves and 
the inner one of multicoloured rows of rectangles. In the middle is a 
depiction of kneeling green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a 
black wig, red headband, yellow jewelry and red dress. Her left hand 
is raised to her mouth while the other lies idly at her side. Invocation 
to her.  

Collar  Thirteen rows of vegetal motif with the last ending in oval pendants. 
Falcon terminals.  

Nut  Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
black-outlined collar and bracelets, and red dress, crouching on nbw. 

																																																								
15	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description has been acknowledged by 
Gauthier’s description.	
16	Since no image is available, Gauthier’s notes are used.	
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Her wings consist of a yellow with black spots, then a blue, green and 
blue set of plumes all with red tips.  

Central 
Median  

The vignette is BoD spell 154 with the red-skinned deceased lying on 
a lion bed with a blue wig and beard, red headband, green cone, 
yellow mummiform body and a red sun radiating solar rays. Five lines 
of vertical text. 

Register 1  On the left, facing the outside of the coffin, is red-skinned Amset(y), 
identified, with a black wig, yellow collar, a black outlined belt, red 
top, a half-green-and-half-white kilt, and tail. On the right is red 
anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a green-skin, a black 
wig, yellow collar, red top, half-green-and-half-white kilt, green belt 
and yellow tail.  

Register 2  One the left is green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, 
with red-skin, a black wig, green top, yellow collar,  half-brown-and-
half-white kilt and yellow tail. On the right is white anthropomorphic 
falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with red-skin, brown wig, yellow 
collar, green belt, green top, half-blue-and-half-white kilt and a 
yellow tail.  

Register 3  On either side, green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on 
the left as imy-wt, and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr,  with red-skin, black 
wigs, red tops, yellow collars, green belts, half-green-and-half-white 
kilts, yellow tails, in shrines and holding green and brown linen.  

Register 4  On the left, green anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as nDty-
it=f, with red-skin, a brown wig, green top, half-brown-and-half-
white kilt and yellow belt and tail. On the right side there is some 
damage to the vignette, but Geb is identified in the text. There is some 
appearance of red-skin, yellow collar, green top and a half-brown-
and-half-white kilt.  

Feet Green-skinned outstretch-winged Isis, identified with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar and bracelets and a red dress, crouching on a 
doorway. She is holding two mAat feathers. Her wings are composed 
of a yellow row with blue spots then rows of green, blue and white  
plumes with red tips. 

Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
Bottom  The bottom has genealogical text17.  
Back  The bottom18 is composed of forty-five lines on each side containing 

genealogical information and spell 64 of the BoD and five lines in the 
middle.  

	

																																																								
17	Since no image is available, Gauthier’s notes are used.	
18	Notes taken from Gauthier.	
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Catalogue # 18 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Khamhor (xA-m-Hr) priest of Montu, son of 
Ramaakheru, priest of Montu and Kakaiu.  

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41068 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria  

Brugsch (1877), 146-7 
PN I, 262 
Gauthier (1913), 469-97, pl. XXXIX 
Kitchen (1990), I, 173, nos 24, 29 
Maspero (1883), no. 4935 
Raven (1981), 16 
Taylor (1984), 51, 54 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Wood with painted stucco canvas and varnish. 
Height of 
Object 

193 cm 

Width of 
Object 

60 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

28 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red-skin. The eyes and eyebrows are outlined in black and a black 
tracing of a beard. Chin post and protruding ears.  

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has two rows of decoration. The outside row 
consists of oval pendants. The inner rows is of yellow and green 
leaves with red tips. In the middle is green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a wig blue, red headband, yellow jewelry and red 
dress, kneeling on nbw, and her arms extended up. Invocation to her. 

Collar  Three rows solid bands. Seventeen rows of vegetal motif with the last 
being oval pendants. Falcon terminals.  

Nut  Green-skinned kneeling goddess whose name is damaged. She is 
kneeling on nbw, with a yellow wig, red headband, yellow collar and 
bracelets, yellow straps and a red dress. Her wings are divided in four 
rows, the first a yellow background with black spots, then blue, green 
and blue rows of plumes. In her left hand she is holding a sail (P5) 
and in her right an anx. The text on either side of her is BoD spell 
17819.  

Central 
Median  

The vignette from BoD spell 89, with the deceased lying on a lion bed 
with a b# flying above with a white mummiform body. Seven lines of 

																																																								
19	Note by Gauthier.	
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vertical text. 
Register 1  On the left, blue-skinned Amset(y) looking outwards away from the 

coffin, identified, with a black wig, green collar, red top, yellow-and-
green kilt, green tail and in his left hand a wAs scepter and in his right 
an anx. On the right, red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, 
with blue-skin, a black wig, discoloured collar, red top, yellow-and-
green kilt, black tail and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 

Register 2  On the left is green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, 
with a red-skin, blue wig, green collar, green top, yellow-and-green 
kilt, black tail and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. On the right, 
yellow anthopomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a red-
skin a blue wig, green top, green collar, red belt, yellow-and-green 
kilt, black tail and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 

Register 3  On either side black anthropomorphic jackals Anubis, identified on 
the left as imy-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr, with blue-skin, blue 
wigs, green collars, red tops, yellow-and-green kilts, black tails and 
both are holding yellow and red linens in their hands.  

Register 4  On the left, yellow anthropomorphic falcon Horus identified as nDty-
it=f, with red-skin, a blue wig, green top, red belt, yellow-and-green 
kilt, black tail and and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. On the right, 
red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig, black beard, discoloured 
collar, yellow strap, yellow-and-green kilt, black tail and holding a 
wAs scepter and an anx. 

Feet On either side a wDAt eye.   
Base  The base consists of tits (V39) and Dd pillars (R11). 
Bottom  The bottom is a goddess, unidentified, kneeling with both arms 

straight up. She has green-skin, a yellow wig, red headband, 
discoloured collar and a red dress.  

Back N/A as only have lid. 
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Catalogue # 19 
Coffin Inner coffin of Harsiese (Hr-sA-Ast), god’s father of Amun, son of 

Ankhkhons, god’s father of Amun and Neskhons. 
Inv # Rio, Museu Nacional de Rio de Janeiro, RIO 528/531 
Provenance Provenance not stated when gift of Dom Pedro I from Fiengo 

collection, but assumed Thebes by comparison (Kitchen (1990), 153). 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Childe (1919), 30	
Kitchen (1990), I, 153-74, II, 145-62 
Porter and Moss (1962), 205 
Raven (1981), 16-17 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Kitchen explains that the genealogical information is present on the 
coffin inscriptions (he has translated them, but not given 
transliterations in this publication) and mentions that there is not 
enough information to link this particular coffin to a well-known 
family (Kitchen (1990), 171). He does, however, make many remarks 
on similarities between coffins CG 41044, 41047, 41056 and 41068, 
whom some are genealogically linked to the Besenmut family and 
thus provide a link. Most of the similarities highlighted are text 
related, either similarities in errors or in text composition. He also 
notes the mention of these coffins by Raven (1981, 16-17) in his 
article.  

Materials Wood and paint.  
Height of 
Object 

175 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red-skin. The eyes are outlined in black and a black tracing of a 
beard. False beard attached and protruding ears.  

Wig 
Decoration 

Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom.  

Collar  Nine rows of vegetal motif. Falcon terminals. 
Nut  Anthropomorphic ram Nut, identified, with a wig, solar disk and 

outstretched wings with four rows of plumes and she is clasping Snw. 
On each side of her is a representation of a male figure, identified as 
the deceased, adoring a ram with a double plumed crown. 

Central 
Median  

The vignette is from BoD spell 154 and depicts the deceased in 
mummiform lying on a lion bed with the sun radiating down on them 
with canopic jars underneath. Nine vertical lines of text consisting of 
BoD spells 89, 26 and then 2720.  

																																																								
20	Translations of the text provided by Kitchen (1990), identifying the spells.	
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Register 1  
 

On the left we have BoD spell 125 with the deceased being led by 
anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, to Osiris, in mummiform and wearing 
his atef crown with his wife Isis behind him, identified by her symbol. 
They are behind an offering table. Behind them the heart of the 
deceased is weighed on the scales. Thoth in baboon form with Ammut 
sitting beside the scale. A female goddess is present. On the opposite 
side we have the deceased being brought by Thoth to Ra-Harakhty, an 
anthropomorphic falcon with a solar disk and scepter, and 
mummiform body with the goddess Nephthys, identified, standing 
behind him. Another goddess. 

Register 2  On the left, facing out, Amset(y), and on the right Hapi, identified are 
both males, with a cap on, sash and tunic. Their right hand is raised to 
their mouths.  

Register 3  On the left, Duamutef, and on the right Qebehsenuef, identified are 
both males, with a cap on, sash and tunic. Their right hand is raised to 
their mouths. 

Register 4  On each side an anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on the left 
as imy-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr, with a sash, tail and tunic 
and are holding pieces of linen in their hands. 

Register 5 
 

On the left, Geb, identified, with a sash and tunic, tail, and holding a 
wAs scepter and an anx. On the right, Heka, identified with a sash, 
tunic, tail, and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 

Register 6 
 

On the left anthropomorphic falcon Xry-bAq=f, identified with a sash, 
tunic, tail, and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. On the right, 
anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as nDty-it=f, with a sash, 
tunic, tail, and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 

Feet On either side a wDAt eye.  
Base  Tit, Dd pattern. 
Bottom  The bottom is a depiction of Isis, identified, kneeling on nbw with her 

wings pointed downwards.  
Back  The back consists of invocations. 
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Catalogue # 20 
Coffin Inner coffin of Nekhtubasterau (nxt-bAst-rw), noble lady of the house, 

daughter of priest of Montu, Ankhefenkhons IV and Wedjarens. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41050 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41005 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Elias (1993), 538 (IV, 7), 540 
Gauthier (1913), 169-193, pl. XII 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1127 
Maspero (1883), n. 803 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
PN I, 210, n.8; II, 371 
Taylor (1984), 49, 51-2, 54 
Vittmann (1978), 50 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood with stucco canvas and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

180 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

44 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red-skin, but quite damaged. The eyes, eyebrows and earrings are 
defined in black. Protruding ears.  

Wig  Brick pattern tripartite wig with bands at the ends. The coronet has 
two bands of decoration. The outside band consists of green and white 
leaves and the inner one of multicoloured rows of rectangles. A 
serpent runs along the outside of the trough. In the middle is standing 
green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband 
and dress. Invocations to her. 

Collar  Four rows of solid bands. Fourteen rows of vegetal motifs. Falcon 
terminals. 

Nut  Red-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a wig, green collar and 
bracelets, and green dress. She is crouching on a doorway. Her wings 
consist of a row of yellow with black spots, then a blue, green and 
blue set of plumes all with red tips. On either side of Nut is vignette 
BoD spell 85, with a ram with double plume crown (S9) on a 
standard. In front is a bowl of incense (R7). 

Central 
Median  

The vignette is BoD spell 154 with the red-skinned deceased, with red 
shoulders and a green mummiform body, lying on a lion bed, with 
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four canopic jars beneath and a forward facing bA bird above holding 
small Snw in its claws. Three rows of vertical text, BoD spell 154 and 
genealogy. 

Register 1  On the left, facing outward, is blue- skinned Amset(y), identified, 
with blue beard and wig, cone, a red top, orange collar and belt, a 
half-yellow-and-half-green kilt and brown tail. He is holding in his 
right hand emmer and in his left an anx. On the right is red 
anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with blue-skin, a black 
wig, orange collar and belt, red top, half-yellow-and-half green kilt 
and brown tail. He is holding in his right hand emmer and in his left 
an anx. 

Register 2  On the left is green anthropomorphic jackal Hapi, identified, with red-
skin, blue wig, green top, orange collar and belt, a half-green-and-
half-yellow kilt and brown tail. He is holding in his right hand emmer 
and in his left an anx. On the right is red anthropomorphic baboon 
Qebehsenuef, identified, with red-skin, blue wig, orange collar and 
belt, green top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt and a brown tail. He is 
holding in his right hand emmer and in his left an anx. 

Register 3  On either side is green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, on the left 
identified as xnty-sH-nTr and on the right imy-wt. Anubis has blue-
skin, a black wig, orange belt and collar, red top, half-yellow-and-
half-green kilt and a brown tail. In their right hands they are holding 
blue and red linen and in their left hands an anx. 

Register 4  On the left, blue-skinned Osiris, identified as HqA-HD, with a black 
beard, blue wig, green top, orange collar and belt, a half-green-and-
half-yellow kilt and a brown tail. He is holding in his right hand 
emmer and in his left an anx. On the right red-skinned Geb, identified, 
with a black beard, blue wig, orange collar and belt, green top, a half-
green-and-half-yellow kilt and a brown tail. He is holding in his right 
hand emmer and in his left an anx. 

Register 5 
 

On either side a green anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified in the 
text, on the left nDty-it=f and on the right xnty-nn-mAA. They have 
blue-skin, black wigs, red tops, half-yellow-and-half-green kilts 
(opposites) and brown tails. Horus on the left has a damaged collar 
and belt, making them discoloured whereas Horus on the right has an 
orange collar and belt. In their hands they are holding emmer and an 
anx. 

Register 6 
 

On the left red-skinned ir-n=f Ds=f, identified, with a blue wig, 
discoloured beard, orange belt and collar, green top, half-green-and-
half-yellow kilt and a brown tail. He is holding in his right hand 
emmer and in his left an anx. On the right, green anthropomorphic ibis 
Xry-bAq=f, identified, with red-skin, a blue wig, green top, orange 
collar and belt, a half-green-and-half-yellow kilt and brown tail. He is 
holding in his right hand emmer and in his left an anx. 

Register 7 
 

On the left green anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified m-Axt, 
with blue-skin, black wig, orange collar and belt, red top, half-yellow-
and-half-green kilt and a brown tail. He is holding in his right hand 
emmer and in his left an anx. On the right is blue-skinned Atum, 
identified, with a black wig, orange collar and belt, red top, half-
yellow-and-half-green kilt and brown tail. He is holding in his right 
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hand emmer and in his left an anx. 
Feet Green-skinned winged Isis, identified, with a red headband, blue wig, 

yellow collar and bracelets and a red dress. She is holding two mAat 
feathers. Her wings are composed of a yellow background row with 
blue spots then rows of blue and green plumes with red tips. She is 
standing with her wings down. 

Base  tit and Dd pillars. 
Bottom  The bottom21 contains a depiction of green-skinned Isis, standing with 

her arms up, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and 
bracelets and a red dress.   

Back  Invocations Osiris, Horus m-Axt, Atum and two forms of Anubis imy-
wt and xnty-sH-nTr. There is also other invocations and genealogical 
information. The bottom has palace façade. 

	

																																																								
21 Note by Gauthier 
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Catalogue # 21 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Tabetjet (tA-bA-TAt), daughter of the priest of Montu 
Pedeamun and Babaiut, wife of Besenmut ii (CG 41047) and mother 
of Pedeamun ii, prophet of Montu (CG 40157). 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41058 
Other coffins Middle coffin 41059, outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41009. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Allen (1950), 20, 21, 50. 78, 87, 88, 107, 128, 129 
Assmann (1998), 5 n. 21-3 
Backes (2009), 31, 34-40 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Catalogue Loret (1897), n. 1285 
Elias (1993), I, 483, 526 (III-I) n. 528, 776, 822 n.147 
Gauthier (1913), 323-55, pl. XXIII 
Guilhou (2006), 31-8 
Kitchen (1973), 231 
Legrain (1914), 146-8 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1189 
Maspero (1883), no. 4925 
Piehl (1895-1903), 54, pls. LIII-LIV 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 356.17 
Taylor (1984), 29-30 
Vittmann (1978), 37-40 
von Falck (2001), 49 n.4, 50-3, 56, 64-6, 150-4, 164-5, 272-4, 278-9, 
638, 647-8, 655-6 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Wood with varnished stucco and paint.  
Height of 
Object 

175 cm 

Width of 
Object 

60 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

52 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Light red/pink-skin22. The eyes and eyebrows are defined in black. 
There are no earrings. Protruding ears. 

Wig  Tripartite wig decorated in plain blue colour with a vulture headdress, 
which has red and yellow wings. The coronet has two bands of 
decoration. The outside band consists of three yellow to one green 
leaf pattern on the outside and the inner one of multicoloured rows of 

																																																								
22	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description follows Gauthier’s description, 
323	
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rectangles. In the middle is a depiction of the standing green-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a yellow wig, red headband, yellow jewelry 
and red dress. Her wings are semi-opened and are composed of four 
rows of decoration; the first yellow with black spots, the last three 
being blue, green and more blue plumes with red tips. 

Collar  Five rows of solid bands. Thirteen rows of vegetal motif with the last 
being oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut  Yellow-skinned crouching winged Nut, identified, with a pale yellow 
wig, red headband, green collar, bracelets and dress. Her wings 
consist of a yellow with black spots row, then a blue, green and blue 
set of plumes all with red tips. She is crouching upon a false door. On 
each side of her is BoD spell 85 with a ram with a double plume 
crown on a standard with incense before it. 

Central 
Median  

The vignette is BoD spell 89 with the red-skinned deceased lying on a 
lion bed, with canopics underneath and with a bA bird above. The 
deceased has a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform 
body. Five rows of vertical text with BoD spell 89 and genealogy. 

Register 1  On the left is red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, green cone, black beard, green bracelets and a green 
mummiform body with yellow shoulders, in a shrine. Behind him is 
green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with red-skin, a 
blue wig, green bracelets and a green mummiform body with yellow 
shoulders, in a shrine. They are both holding emmer in their hands. 
On the right is red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with 
red-skin, blue wig, green bracelets and a green mummiform body 
with yellow shoulders, in a shrine. Behind him is yellow 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with red-skin, blue 
wig, green bracelets and a green mummiform body with yellow 
shoulders, in a shrine. They are both holding emmer in their hands. 

Register 2  On each side green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on the 
left as imy-wt and on the right is xnty-sH-nTr, with blue-skin, wigs, 
yellow collars, red tops, half green and half yellow kilt (opposite 
schemes) with uncoloured tails, in shrines. The one on the left is 
holding blue and red linen 

Register 3  On the left red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig, green collar 
and top, a half green half yellow kilt and an uncoloured tail, in a 
shrine. On the right Xry-bAq=f, identified, with red-skin, a blue wig, 
green collar and top, a yellow belt and a half blue and half yellow kilt, 
in a shrine.  

Register 4  On either side yellow anthropomorphic falcon Horus, on the left, 
identified as xnty-nn-mAA, and on the right as nDty-it=f. They have 
blue-skin, black wigs, yellow collars, red tops, half-green-and-half-
yellow kilts, and uncoloured tails, in shrines.  

Register 5 
 

On either side a wDAt eye. 

Feet Green-skinned partially outstretch-winged Isis, identified, with a 
yellow headband, blue wig, yellow collar and bracelets and a red 
dress, standing. Her wings are composed of a yellow with blue spots 
then rows of blue, green and blue plumes with red tips.  

Base  tit and Dd pillars. 
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Bottom  Text, BoD spell 50B23.  
Back  The back24	is composed of genealogy and BoD spells 65, 66 and 67 in 

the middle, genealogy and spells 51 and 52 on the left side and 
genealogy and spell 72 on the right side.  

	

																																																								
23	Gauthier, 339-40.	
24	Gauthier, 344-50.	
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Catalogue # 22 
Coffin Inner coffin of the priest of Montu Besenmut ii (bA-sn-mwt), son of 

priest of Montu Ankhefenkhons i (CG 41042) and Neskhons. 
Husband of Tabetjet and father of priest of Montu Pedeamun ii. 

Inv # Cairo, Cairo Egyptian Museum, CG 41047 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41007. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette in 

1858. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Allen (1950), 20-1, 79 
Assmann (1998), 2 nos. 10-11, 5 nos. 20-1, 23, 6 n. 28 
Baillet (1905), 146-7, 149 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Elias (1993), 532f (IVA-2), 731 n.30, 733 n.34, 747, 776, 802 (table 
73) 
Gauthier (1913), 111-138, pls. IX-X 
Kitchen (1973), 230-2 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), I, n. 1092, n. 1117 
Maspero (1883), no. 4955 
Moret (1913), 99-101 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643-44 
Raven (1981), 14-16 
Rössler-Köhler (1991), 141-3 
Taylor (1984), 33, 51, 53, 55 
Vittmann (1978), 36-9, 44-7, 52, 56, 60 
von Falck (2001), 150, 152, 159-60, 165, 167-9, 632 n.43, 46, 47, 
633-4, 721, 723, 731, 745 n. 123, 752, 758 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon discussion of the genealogical data provided by 
Gauthier (1913, 111-13, 115-17, 119-25, 128-32, 136), Kitchen 
(1973, 230-2), Bierbrier (1975, 92-5), and Vittmann (1978, 36-9, 60). 

Materials Stucco and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

190 cm 

Width of 
Object 

60 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

39 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red-skin25. The eyes and eyebrows are defined in black. Protruding 
ears. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig26. The coronet has two bands of 

																																																								
25	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description follows Gauthier’s description, 
113. 
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decoration. The outside band consists of one green and four brown 
leaves and the inner one of multicoloured rows of rectangles. In the 
middle is winged green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a 
yellow/brown wig, red headband and collar, yellow bracelets and  red 
dress. Her wings are three rows of blue, green and blue plumes. In her 
left hand she is holding an anx and in her right a sail. She is kneeling 
on nbw. 

Collar  Eleven rows of vegetal motif with the last being oval pendants. 
Across the chest are two crossed arms holding in the left hand a flail 
(S45) and in the right a crook (S28).  

Nut  Yellow-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a white wig, red 
headband, collar, bracelets and dress. Her wings consist of blue, green 
and blue set of plumes. She is crouching on a nbw sign. 

Central 
Median  

The vignette is BoD spell 154 with the deceased lying on a lion bed 
with a solar radiating above. The deceased’s skin is red, with yellow 
shoulders, blue wig, red headband, a black beard and a green 
mummiform body. Seven rows of vertical text, genealogy, BoD spell 
89 and part BoD spell 26. 

Register 1  On the left, facing the outside of the coffin is  red-skinned Amset(y), 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, white cone, black beard, 
green bracelet, a green mummiform body and yellow shoulders. There 
is a faint tracing of black stolae across his chest. On the right is red 
anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, green 
mummiform body with yellow shoulders and black spots on a white 
collar. Traces of stolae as well and they are both holding emmer.  

Register 2  On the left black anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with a 
blue wig, green mummiform body with yellow shoulders and black 
spots on a white collar. Traces of stolae. On the right white 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, 
green mummiform body with yellow shoulders and black spots on a 
white collar. Traces of stolae as well and they are both holding 
emmer. 

Register 3  On either side is black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on 
the left as imt-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr. On the left he blue-
skin, a red wig, yellow collar, green top, white belt and half-green-
and-half-white kilt. In his right hand he is holding red linen. On the 
right he has blue-skin, red wig, white collar and belt, green top and a 
half-white-and-half-green with black lines kilt. In his left hand he is 
holding red linen. 

Register 4  On the left white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified xnty-nn-
mAA with red-skin blue wig, green collar and top, white belt and a half-
black-and-white kilt. In his left hand he holds an anx and in his right a 
wAs scepter. On the right red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig, 
black beard, green collar and top, white belt and a half-white-and-
half-green with black stripes kilt. In his left hand he holds a wAs 
scepter and in his right he has an anx. 

Register 5 
 

On the left green anthropomorphic ibis Xry-bAq=f, identified, with 
blue-skin black wig, green collar, red top, white belt and a half-white-

																																																																																																																																																															
26	Gauthier, 111-13.	
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half-green with black stripes kilt. In his left hand he holds an anx and 
in his right a wAs scepter. On the right white anthropomorphic falcon 
Horus, identified nDty-it=f, with blue-skin, a black wig, green collar 
and belt, red top and a half-white-and-half-green with black stripes 
kilt. In his left hand he holds a wAs scepter and in his right he has an 
anx. 

Feet On either side a wDAt eye. 
Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
Bottom  The bottom27 is green-skinned Isis, identified, with a white wig, red 

headband, yellow collar and bracelets and a red dress, crouching on 
nbw. 

Back  The back is composed of texts, offerings to Osiris and Geb on the 
sides and in the middle BoD spell 17. 

	

																																																								
27	Gauthier, 135-7.	
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Catalogue # 23 
Coffin Inner coffin of the priest of Montu Hahet iii (Hahat) (HA-HAt) son of 

Hormaakheru and Ankhes. He is great-grandson on his mother’s side 
to Ankhefenkhons i (CG 41042) and Neskhons i.  

Inv # CG 41064 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette. 
Bibliography 
of Object 

Baillet (1905), 147 
Bierbrier (1975), 92 
Elias (1993), 543f (V-3), 550 
Gauthier (1913), 408-429, pls. XXXIII-IV 
Kitchen (1973), 225 
Lieblein (1871) I, n. 1093 
Maspero (1883), n. 4950 
Porter and Moss (1964), 646 
PN I, 233, n.11 
Taylor (1984), 51, 54 
Vittmann (1978), 14-5, 60 
von Falck (2001), 143-5, 292, 294, 822 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical information provided by Gauthier 
(1913, 409, 411-22, 425-7) and discussed by Kitchen (1973, 225), 
Bierbrier (1975, 92), and Vittmann (1978, 14-5, 60). Dated based 
upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family and the 
documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Sycamore wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

190 cm 

Width of 
Object 

56 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

48 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Green-skin28, black defined eyes and eyebrows and a black tressed 
beard.  

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet29 has two bands of 
decoration of three white to one green pointed leaf motif. A beige 
serpent with black spots contours the edge of the coffin trough. In the 
upper middle of the coronet is green-skinned Nephthys, identified, 
with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and bracelets and her 
dress dark beige, crouching on nbw. In her hands she is holding two 

																																																								
28	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description follows Gauthier’s description, 
408.	
29	Gauthier, 408-10.	
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mAat feathers. On each side there is a combination of symbols (F18), 
(D46), (X1) and (O49).  

Collar  Five rows of solid bands. Eighteen rows of vegetal motif, the last 
being oval pendants. Falcon terminals.  

Nut Register  Just below the collar is crouching winged beige-skinned Nut, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband,  green collar, bracelets and 
dress. Her wings consist of a row of yellow with black spots and then 
blue, green and blue set of plumes. She is holding an anx in each 
hand. Flanking each side of her name are two wDAt eyes. Flanking Nut 
on either side is a ram with a double plume crown (S9) with a solar 
disk on a standard in front of incense (R7), composing the vignette of 
BoD spell 85. 

Central 
Median  

The vignette is BoD spell 89 with the deceased lying on a lion bed 
with pt (N1) and a bA bird (G53) above. The deceased’s skin is red, 
with beige shoulders, blue wig and beard, cone, and green 
mummiform body. Below the bed are the four sons of Horus as 
canopic jars. Five rows of vertical text with genealogy and BoD spell 
89. 

Register 1  On the left facing the outside of the coffin is red-skinned Atum, 
identified, with a crown of Upper and Lower Egypt (S5), black beard, 
green collar and top, yellow belt, half-white-and-half-blue kilt and 
green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left 
an anx. On the right is white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified 
as m-Axt, with red-skin, a blue wig, a large red solar disk with uraei 
above his head, green collar and top, yellow belt and a half-white-
and-half-blue kilt. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in 
his right an anx. 

Register 2  On the left is blue-skinned Osiris xnty-imntyw, identified, with an atef 
crown (S8), black beard, yellow collar, red top, blue belt, a half-
white-and-half-green kilt and a green tail. In his right hand he is 
holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the right is blue-
skinned Khepri, identified, with a black wig, a scarab (L1) over his 
head, a black beard, yellow collar and belt, red top, half-white-and-
half-green kilt and green tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs 
scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 3  On the left red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, black 
beard, green collar and top, yellow belt, half-white-and-half-blue kilt 
and a green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in 
his left an anx. On the right is red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, with 
red-skin, a blue wig, green collar and top, yellow belt, half-white-and-
half-blue kilt and a green tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs 
scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 4  On either side is black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, on the left 
identified as imy-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr. On the left Anubis 
has black-skin, red wig, yellow top, blue belt, half-white-and-half-
green kilt and green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter 
and in his left an anx. On the right Anubis has black-skin, a red wig, 
green collar and top, blue belt, half-white-and-half-green kilt and 
green tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right 
an anx. 
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Register 5 
 

On the left green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with 
red-skin, a blue wig, green collar and top, yellow belt, half-white-and-
half-blue kilt, and green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs 
scepter and in his left an anx. On the right is white anthropomorphic 
falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with red-skin, a blue wig, green collar 
and top, yellow belt, half-white-and-half-blue kilt and green tail. In 
his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 6 
 

On the left is blue-skinned Geb, identified, with a black wig and 
beard, yellow collar, red top, blue belt, half-white-and-half-green kilt 
and a green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in 
his left an anx. On the right is white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, 
identified as xnty-nn-mAA, with blue-skin, a black wig, yellow collar, 
red top, blue belt, half-white-and-half-green kilt and a green tail. In 
his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 7 
 

On the left is red-skinned Heka, identified, with a blue wig, black 
beard, green collar and top, a yellow belt, half-white-and-half-blue 
kilt and a green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and 
in his left an anx. On the right is white anthropomorphic ibis Xry-
bAq=f, identified, with red-skin, a blue wig, green collar and top, 
yellow belt, half-white-and-half-blue kilt and a green tail. In his left 
hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 8 
 

On the left blue-skinned irt-rn=f-Ds=f, identified, with a black wig, a 
red collar and top, blue belt, half-white-and-half-green kilt and a 
green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left 
an anx. On the right is blue-skinned Shu, identified, with a black wig, 
red headband, a mAat feather above his head, black beard, yellow 
collar and belt, red top, half-white-and-half-green kilt and a green tail. 
In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 9 
 

On the left green anthropomorphic jackal Wepwawet, identified, with 
red-skin, a blue wig, green top, yellow belt, half-white-and-half-blue 
kilt and a green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and 
in his left an anx. On the right is beige-skinned Tefnut, identified, with 
a blue wig, a green collar, bracelets and dress. In her left hand she has 
a scepter with a lotus flower on it and in her right an anx. 

Register 10 
 

On the left is green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar and bracelets and a red dress. She has her 
symbol abover her head. In her right hand she is holding a wAs scepter 
and in his left an anx. On the right is green-skinned Neith, identified, 
with a crown of Upper Egypt (S3), yellow collar and bracelets and red 
dress. In her left hand she has a scepter with a lotus flower on it and in 
her right an anx. 

Register 11 
 

On the left green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar, bracelets and dress. In her right hand he is 
holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the right green-
skinned Selkis, identified with a scorpion (L7) above her head. She 
has green-skin, blue wig, red headband, beige collar, bracelets and 
dress. In her left hand she has a scepter with a lotus flower on it and in 
her right an anx. 

Feet The upper part consists mainly of text, but not completed on the 
bottom. 
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Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern.  
Bottom  The bottom30 consists of green-skinned winged Isis, identified, with a 

blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and bracelets and a red dress, 
crouching on nbw. She is holding mAat feathers and has half opened 
wings consisting of a yellow with black spots pattern, then blue, green 
and blue sets of plumes. 

Back  The back is a Dd pillar with eyes, holding a crook (S38) and flail 
(S45). The pillar has a double plume crown (S9) with a solar disk and 
two uraei. The pillar is also holding linens on its arms. The remainig 
of the surface has offering formulae. 

	

																																																								
30	Gauthier, 421-2.	
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Catalogue # 24 
Coffin Middle coffin of Tabetjet (Tabethet) (tA-bA-TAt), daughter of the priest 

of Montu Pedeamun and Babaiut, wife of Besenmut ii (CG 41047) 
and mother of Pedeamun ii, prophet of Montu (CG 40157). 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41059 
Other coffins Inner coffin 41058, outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41009. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 94 
Gauthier (1913), 355-63, pls. XXIV-V 
Kitchen (1973), 231 
Lieblein (1871) I, n. 1189 
Maspero (1883), n. 4939 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
Taylor (1984), 29-30 
Vittmann (1978), 40 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Sycamore wood with no paint except face and wig.  
Height of 
Object 

205 cm 

Width of 
Object 

65 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

85 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood  

Face  Pink-skin31. The eyes and eyebrows are defined in black. No earrings. 
Protruding ears. 

Wig  Tripartite plain blue wig with yellow bands at the bottom. The 
coronet32 has an outside band consisting of multicoloured rows of 
rectangles. In the middle is kneeling Nephthys, identified, kneeling on 
nbw, with her her arms upright, her wig blue, her headband red, and 
her bracelets, collar and dress are green.  

Collar  Nineteen rows of solid stripes with the last ending in oval pendants. 
Falcon terminals. 

Nut  Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband,  
yellow collar and bracelets, and red dress. Her wings consist of a row 
of wood background with black spots, then a blue, green and blue set 
of plumes all with red tips. Two wDAt (D10) eyes flank her.  

Central 
Median  

Three rows of verticals text down the center of the body of the coffin. 
The rest of the body is undecorated. 

																																																								
31	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description follows Gauthier’s description 
(355-63), 355.	
32	Gauthier, 356.	
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Trough Left 
Side 
 

On the left is a row of four deities and beginning with two wDAt eyes 
above a rectangular base. The first deity is Amset(y), identified, with 
a black wig and beard, green (trace of paint) collar, red top, half-
wood-and-half-green kilt and a green tail. Next is red-skinned Anubis 
imy-wt with a blue wig, black beard, green collar and top, half-wood-
and-half-blue kilt and a green tail. Next is blue-skinned Duamutef, 
identified, with a wood collar, black wig and beard, green collar, red 
rop, half-wood-and-half-green kilt and a green tail. These three deities 
have their arms down. Last there is green anthropomorphic ibis 
Thoth, identified, with red-skin, blue wig, green top, half-wood-and-
half-blue kilt and a green tail. He is holding a pole (O30) with the 
heaven (N1) symbol on top.  

Trough Right 
Side 
  

Two wDAt eyes above a rectangular base. The first deity is blue-
skinned Hapi, identified, with a black wig and beard, wood collar, red 
top, half-wood-and-half-green kilt and green tail. Next is red-skinned 
Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, with a blue wig, black beard, green collar and top, 
half-wood-and-half-blue kilt and a green tail. Next is blue-skinned 
Qebehsenuef, identified, with a black wig and beard, green collar, red 
top, half-wood-and-half-green kilt and a green tail. They all have their 
arms down. Then there is green anthropomorphic ibis Horus, 
identified as nDty-it=f with red-skin, a blue wig, green top, half-wood-
and-half-blue kilt and a green tail. He is holding a pole (O30) with the 
heaven (N1) symbol on top. 

Feet Undecorated 
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Catalogue # 25 
Coffin Inner coffin of Harsiese (Hr-sA-Ast), priest of Montu, son of Neferheres 

and priest of Montu, Neseramun, son of Ankhefenkhons i. 
Grandfather of Tjesmutpert. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41051 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41013 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 188 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Elias (1993), 534f (IV-2), u.540  
Gauthier (1913), 193-216, pls XIII-IV 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1090 
Mariette (1876), 187 n. 456 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 250.13 
Taylor (1984), 39, 51, 54 
Vittmann (1978), 41-3 
von Falck (2001), 150-6, 159-61, 226-30, 238-40, 255-61, 267-9, 
275-77, 280-1, 623-30, 632-5, 638, 641-3, 652-3, 657-8, 660 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and stucco canvas with paint and varnish. 
Height of 
Object 

200 cm 

Width of 
Object 

60 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

52 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red-skin33. Eyes, eyebrows and beard attachment are defined in 
black. The beard is tressed with yellow and green stripes. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet34 has two bands of 
decoration. The outside band consists of yellow and green leaves with 
red tips and the inner one of multicoloured rows of rectangles 
separated by yellow and black rectangle sections. In the middle is a 
kneeling green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a black wig, red 
headband, yellow collar, her bracelets colourless and red dress, on 
nbw. The text around her contains genealogical information. A red 
serpent is featured below her that follows the length of the coffin 
trough. 

																																																								
33	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description follows Gauthier’s description, 
194.	
34	Gauthier, 194-5.	
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Collar  Eight rows of vegetal motif with the last being oval pendants. Falcon 
terminals.  

Nut  Crouching yellow-skinned winged goddess, with a solar disk, blue 
wig, red headband, her collar, bracelets and dress are green, crouching 
on nbw. Her wings consist of yellow with green spots, blue, green and 
blue set of plumes with red tips. On either side of the goddess is a ram 
with a double plume crown with a solar disk on a standard in front of 
incense, composing the vignette of BoD spell 85. 

Central 
Median  

The vignette is BoD spell 89 with the deceased lying on a lion bed 
with a bA above. The deceased has red-skin, red shoulders, a green 
mummiform body, and a blue wig and beard. Below the bed are four 
canopic jars of the four sons of Horus. Seven rows of vertical text. 

Register 1  On the left facing the outside of the coffin is green-skinned Amset(y), 
identified, with a black wig and beard, a yellow collar, red top, orange 
belt and a half-yellow-and-half-green kilt. In his right hand he holds 
emmer and in his left an anx. On the right is red anthropomorphic  
baboon Hapi, identified, with green-skin, a black wig, yellow collar, 
red top, orange belt and a half-yellow-and-half-green kilt. He holds 
emmer in his left hand and in his right an anx.  

Register 2  On the left is green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, 
with blue-skin, a black wig, yellow collar, red top, orange belt and a 
half-yellow-and-half-green kilt In his right hand he holds emmer and 
in his left an anx. On the right is green anthropomorphic falcon 
Qebehsenuef, identified, with green-skin, a black wig, yello collar, 
red top, orange belt and a half-yellow-and-half-green kilt. He holds 
emmer in his left hand and in his right an anx. 

Register 3  On either side is green anthropomorphic jackals Anubis, identified in 
the text on the left as imt-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr. They both 
have green-skin, black wigs, yellow collars, red tops, orange belts and 
half-yellow-and-half-green kilts. In their hands they are holding red 
linen.  

Register 4  On the left is green anthropomorphic falcon Horus identified as xnty-
nn-mAA , with green-skin, a black wig, yellow collar, red top, orange 
belt and a half-yellow-and-half-green kilt. In his right hand he holds 
emmer and in his left an anx. On the right is green-skinned Geb, 
identified, with a black wig and beard, a yellow collar, red top, orange 
belt and a half-yellow-and-half-green kilt. He holds emmer in his left 
hand and in his right an anx. 

Register 5 
 

On the left is green-skinned Xry-bAq=f, identified, with a black wig, 
yellow collar, red top, orange belt and a half-yellow-and-half-green 
kilt. In his right hand he holds emmer and in his left an anx. On the 
right is green-skinned Geb, identified, with a black wig, yellow collar, 
orange belt, red top and a half-yellow-and-half-green kilt. He holds 
emmer in his left hand and in his right an anx. 

Feet Two wDAt eyes on either side. A serpant is located near the coffin 
trough. 

Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
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Bottom  The bottom35 consists of green-skinned Isis, with her arms raised in 
and crouching on nbw, with a  blue wig, red headband, yellow collar 
and a red dress.  

Back  The back down the middle there are five lines of offerings to Ptah-
Sokar-Osiris, Anubis imy-wt, Osiris wn-nfr, Ra-Harakhty and Geb, all 
identified in the text. On the two flanking sides are genealogical 
information. 

	

																																																								
35	Gauthier, 206-8.	
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Catalogue # 26 
Coffin Inner coffin of Wedja-renset (wDA-rns(t)) daughter of Wennefer iv and 

Tjesmutpert. Wife of Ankhefenkhons iv and mother of Nekhtbasterau 
(CG 41050). 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41054 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette in 

1858. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 96  
Gauthier (1913), 240-55, pl. XVII 
Jansen-Winkeln (2009), 440 
Lieblein (1871) I, n. 1269 
Porter and Moss (1964), 646 
PN I, 88 n.23 
Raven (1981), 12 
Taylor (1984), 35, 49 
Vittmann (1978), 50-1, 54-8 
von Falck (2001), 150, 153-4, 303, 424 
 

Date of 
Object 

End of 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical information provided by Gauthier 
(1913, 242, 244-50, 252-55) through hieroglyph texts present on the 
inner coffin (CG 41054), affiliating the coffin with the Besenmut 
family and their genealogical tree. An approximate date is given to 
the end of the 26th Dynasty based on Bierbrier (1975, 96), Vittmann 
(1978, 50-1, 54-8), Raven (1981, 12) and Taylor (1984, 35, 49). 

Materials Sycamore wood covered in stucco canvas. 
Height of 
Object 

175 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

43 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin36. The eyes and eyebrows are defined in black. There are no 
earrings. 

Wig  Tripartite wig decorated in front with a plain blue paint and a vulture 
headdress in white and the vulture is holding a small cartouche (V9). 
The sides have red and blue stripes. The coronet37 has three bands of 
decoration. The outside band consists of white leaves with a green 
spot on top, a red one in the middle and a blue one at the bottom, 
followed by a yellow band and then a red one. In the middle is a 

																																																								
36	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description follows Gauthier’s description, 
240.	
37	Gauthier, 241.	
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depiction of a scarab with a red solar disk in its front legs and a 
cartouche (V9) in its back legs. On the scarab’s left side is the symbol 
for the East iAbt (R15) and on the right is a symbol for the west, imnt 
(R14). Below are three bands in green, red and yellow with a red solar 
disk with uraei. 

Collar  The collar consists of eight rows of vegetal motifs with the last row 
being oval pendants.  

Nut  Just below the collar is a kneeling winged goddess on a doorway. Her 
name is not visible above her head38. Her skin is green, her wig blue, 
and her headband and dress are red. Her wings consist of a row of 
blue, green and blue set of plumes all with red tips. On either side of 
her are offering texts to Horus identified as m-Axt. Separating her from 
the scene below is a row of black leaves on a yellow background.  

Central 
Median 

The central median is composed of one line of vertical texts 
concerning genealogy. 

Register 1 The central scene is a procession of funerary deities to which the 
deceased is being presented to, BoD spell 125. On the left side of the 
central scene we have Osiris wearing the atef crown (S8) with green 
skin, a black beard and red mummiform outfit while holding a wAs 
scepter. Behind him is the goddess Isis identified with her symbol 
above her head. She has yellow skin, a blue wig, a red headband, 
white collar and green dress. Her left hand is raised in adoration and 
her right is holding blue and red linen. Behind her is her sister the 
goddess Nephthys identified by her symbol above her head. She has 
green skin, a blue wig, yellow collar and a red dress. She also has her 
left hand in adoration and her right holds blue and red linen. In front 
of Osiris is Anubis with a blue anthropomorphic body, green jackal 
head, red wig, green top, half yellow and half green with black stripes 
kilt and a yellow tail. On his right arm he is holding blue and red linen 
and holds an anx in his left while holding the deceased’s hand as well. 
She is behind Anubis with green skin, a blue wig, red headband, red 
and green funerary cone and a red dress. Her left hand holds Anubis’ 
and her right is up in adoration. Flanking the central scene on the left 
hand side are two gods identified in the text as Amset(y) and 
Duamutef. Amset(y) has red skin, a blue wig, a green mummiform 
outfit with red mummy braces and is holding a wAs scepter. Duamutef 
has a red anthropomorphic body, green falcon head, red and green 
funerary cone, blue wig and a green mummiform outfit with yellow 
shoulders. He is also holding a wAs scepter. On the right hand side are 
the gods Hapi and Qebehsenuef, both identified in the text. Hapi has a 
red anthropomorphic body, red baboon head, blue wig, green and red 
funerary cone and a green mummiform outfit with yellow mummy 
braces. Qebehsenuef has a red anthropomorphic body, green jackal 
head, blue wig and a green mummiform outfit with yellow mummy 
braces. They are both holding a wAs scepter. All four sons of Horus 
are in shrines. 

Register 2 This register contains two depictions of Anubis in a shrine, on the left 

																																																								
38	Gauthier makes reference that the name Nut is carved out in hieroglyphs but the photograph does 
not indicate so. Her name is mentioned however in the offering texts beside her, 241-2.	
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 identified as imy-wt and on the right xnty-sH-nTr. Each Anubis has a 
blue anthropomorphic body, green jackal head, blue wig, green top, 
half green and half yellow kilt and a yellow tail. In their hands they 
are holding blue and red linen. In the depiction on the right there is a 
trace of a left arm that had been holding an anx but was erased. In 
between this regsister and the next is a line of genealogy. 

Register 3  This register contains two depictions of the god Horus in a shrine, 
identified in the text, on the left m-Axt and on the right nDty-it=f. 
Horus on the left has red skin, a blue wig, black beard, green top, 
green belt, half green and half yellow kilt and a yellow tail. In his left 
hand he has an anx and in his right a wAs scepter. Horus on the right 
has red skin, a blue wig, black beard, yellow collar, green top, yellow 
belt, half green and half yellow with black stripes kilt and a yellow 
tail. In his right hand he has a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. In 
between this register and the next is a line of genealogy. 

Register 4  This register has a depiction of Osiris xnty-imntyDw on the left and 
Geb on the right, both identified in the text and in shrines. Osiris has 
blue skin, a black wig and beard, green funerary cone, red top, half 
yellow and half green with black stripes kilt and a yellow tail. In his 
left hand he has a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. Geb has blue 
skin, a black wig and beard, green funerary cone, yellow collar, red 
top, half yellow and half green with black stripes kilt and a yellow 
tail. In his left hand he is holding an anx and in his right a wAs scepter. 
In between this register and the next is a line of genealogy. 

Register 5  On the left Geb has red skin, a blue wig, green funerary cone, yellow 
collar, green top and belt, a half yellow and half black stripes kilt with 
a yellow tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his 
right an anx. On the right side, Ra-Harakhty has red skin, a blue wig, 
black beard, green funerary cone, yellow collar, green top and belt, a 
half yellow and half black striped kilt and a yellow tail. In his right 
hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. In between this 
register and the next is a line of genealogy.  

Register 6 
 

This final register contains a wDAt eye on either side on top of 
multicoloured rectangles. 

Feet The feet has a depiction of the winged goddess Isis, identified by her 
symbol, kneeling on a doorway She has blue skin, a red headband, 
blue wig, yellow collar and bracelets and a red dress. Her wings are 
composed of rows of blue, green and blue plumes with red tips. 

Base  The base consists of palace façade decoration. 
Bottom  The bottom39	contains a depiction of the apis bull with a mummy on 

its back. The mummy has red skin, a green wig, black funerary cone, 
a yellow mummiform outfit and a red blanket over it. Before the bull 
is an obelisk with a pyramidion on top. Below are multicoloured 
bands. 

Back  The back is composed of a tripartite wig with yellow and blue stripes. 
The middle of the back has three lines of text composed of offering 
formulae to Osiris xnty-imntyDw, genealogical information and BoD 
spell 1. The sides are composed of genealogy. 

																																																								
39	Gauthier, 251-2.	
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Catalogue # 27 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of the priest of Montu Wennefer iii (Unnufer) (wn-nfr), 
son of the priest of Montu Bakeptah and Nesekhensu (or possibly son 
of Neseramun, debated).  

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41056 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette in 

1858. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Allen (1950), 20-1, 43, 80, 102 
Backes (2009), 55 
Baillet (1905), 146-7, 149 
Bierbrier (1975), 94 
Budde, Dils, Goldbrunner, Leitz and Mendel (2002), 36 n.71 
Elias (1993), 542f (V-2), u.550 
Gauthier (1913), 267-97, pls XIX-XX 
Lieblein (1871) I, n. 1095 
Maspero (1883), no. 4943 
Piehl (1890), 57, pl .LXIc 
Porter and Moss (1964), 646 
PN I, 79 n.19 
Raven (1981), 14, 16. 
Taylor (1984), 51, 54. 
Vittmann (1978), 30, 34 
von Falck (2001), 25, 193-9, 200-5, 632, 634-5, 635, 638-40, 647 
 

Date of 
Object 

End of 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical information provided by Gauthier 
(1913, 270-80, 282, 287-92) through hieroglyph texts present on the 
inner coffin (CG 41056), affiliating the coffin with the Besenmut 
family and their genealogical tree. An approximate date is given to 
the end of the 26th Dynasty based on Bierbrier (1975, 94), and 
Vittmann (1978, 30, 34) and Raven (1981, 14, 16). 

Materials Sycamore wood, stucco and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

193 cm 

Width of 
Object 

60 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

54 cm 

Background 
colour 

Beige/wood  

Face  Green skin40, eyes detailed in black, beard has green and yellow 
tresses, and protruding ears.   

																																																								
40	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description follows Gauthier’s description, 
267.	
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Wig  Tripartite wig decorated with blue and yellow stripes. The coronet41 
has two bands of decoration, one a border with vegetal motif and the 
other three white and one green painted leaves. In the middle of the 
coronet is a depiction of the crouching goddess Nephthys, identified 
by her symbol, on nbw. Her skin is green, her wig blue, her headband 
red, her collar and bracelets yellow and her dress red. In her hands she 
is holding two mAat feathers. She has partially outstretched wings that 
are composed of four layers, the first a beige/wood background with 
black spots, then blue, green and blue plumes with red tips.  

Collar  The collar has sixteen rows of decoration with vegetal motifs such as 
flowers, rosettes and leaves. The last row consists of pendants. The 
collar ends in falcon terminals.  

Nut  Just below the collar is a crouching winged Nut with her name above 
her head identifying her, although not painted in. Above her are two 
wDAt eyes. Her skin is beige, her wig white, her headband red,  her 
collar, bracelets and dress are green. Her wings consist of a row of 
beige with black spots and then blue, green and blue set of plumes. 
She is holding an anx in each hand. Flanking Nut on either side is a 
ram with a double plume crown (S9) with a solar disk on a standard in 
front of incense (R7), composing the vignette of BoD spell 85. 

Central 
Median  

There are five rows of vertical text down the center of the body of the 
coffin. The text consists of genealogy and BoD spell 89, which is 
accompanied by a vignette. The vignette is the deceased in human 
mummiform lying on a lion bed with pt (N1) and a bA bird (G53) 
above. The deceased’s body is red, with multicoloured striped 
shoulders, green skin, blue wig, black beard and green funerary cone. 
Below the bed are four canopic jars.  

Register 1  On the left hand side facing the outside of the coffin is Atum, 
identified in the text. He has red skin, a crown of Upper and Lower 
Egypt (S5), black beard, green collar and top, yellow belt, half white 
and half blue and green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs 
scepter and in his left an anx. On the right side is Horus, identified in 
the text as m-Axt. He has a red anthropomorphic body, white falcon 
head, blue wig, a large red solar disk with uraei above his head, green 
collar and top, yellow belt and a half white half blue kilt. In his left 
hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 2  The next register on the left side is Osiris xnty-imnty-Dw identified in 
the text. He has blue skin, an atef crown (S8), black beard, yellow 
collar, red top, blue belt, a half white and half green kilt and a green 
tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. 
On the right side is Khepri (xpr-Ds=f) identified in the text. He has 
blue skin, a black wig, a scarab (L1) over his head, yellow collar, red 
top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt and a black tail. In his left 
hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 3  This registers contains on the left a depiction of Amset(y), identified 
in the text. He has red skin, a blue wig, green collar and top, yellow 
belt, half white and half blue kilt and a yellow tail. In his right hand 
he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the right side is 

																																																								
41	Gauthier, 267-8.	
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Hapy, identified in the text. He has a red anthropomorphic body, a red 
baboon head, blue wig, green collar and top, yellow belt, half white 
and half blue kilt and a yellow tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs 
scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 4  This register contains two depictions of Anubis, on the left identified 
in the text as imy-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr. On the left 
Anubis has a black anthropomorphic body, a black jackal head, red 
wig, reddish-brown collar and top, blue belt, half white and half green 
kilt and a yellow tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and 
in his left an anx. On the right Anubis has a black anthropomorphic 
body, a black jackal head, red wig, green collar and top, blue belt, half 
white and half green kilt and green tail. In his left hand he is holding a 
wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 5 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of Duamutef, identified 
in the text. He has red a anthropomorphic body, a black jackal head, 
blue wig, green top, yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt, and a 
yellow tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left 
an anx. On the right is Qebehsenuef, identified in the text. He has a 
red anthropomorphic body, white falcon head, blue wig, green collar 
and top, yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a yellow tail. In 
his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 6 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of Geb, identified in the 
text. He has blue skin, black wig and beard, reddish-brown collar, red 
top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt and a yellow tail. In his 
right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the 
right side is a depiction of Horus, identified in the text as xnty-nn-mAA. 
He has a blue anthropomorphic body, a white falcon head, yellow 
collar, red top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt and a yellow 
tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 7 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of Heka, identified in the 
text. He has red skin, blue wig, black beard, green collar and top, a 
yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a yellow tail. In his right 
hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the right 
side is a depiction of Xr(y)-bAq=f identified in the text. He has a red 
anthropomorphic body, a black ibis head, blue wig, white top, yellow 
belt, half white and half blue kilt and a yellow tail. In his left hand he 
is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 8 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of irt-rn=f-Ds=f, 
identified in the text. He has blue skin, a black beard and wig, a red 
top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt and a yellow tail. In his 
right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the 
right side is a depiction of Shu, identified in the text. He has blue skin, 
black wig, red headband, a mAat feather above his head, red collar and 
top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt and a yellow tail. In his 
left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 9 
 

This register contains on the left side a depiction of Wepwawet, 
identified in the text. He has a red anthropomorphic body, a green 
jackal head, blue wig, yellow collar, green top, reddish-brown belt, 
half white and half blue kilt and a yellow tail. In his right hand he is 
holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the right side is a 
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depiction of Tefnut, identified in the text. She has reddish-brown skin, 
blue wig, a green collar, bracelets and dress. In her left hand he is 
holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 10 
 

This register contains on the left side a depiction of Isis, identified in 
the text. She has green skin, blue wig, red headband, yellow collar 
and bracelets and a red dress. She has her symbol abover her head. In 
her right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the 
right side is a depiction of Neith, identified in the text. She has green 
skin, a crown of Upper Egypt (S3), red collar and dress. In her left 
hand she has a wAs cand in her right an anx. 

Register 11 
 

Finally this register contains on the left side a depiction of Nephthys, 
identified in the text and with her symbol above her head. She has 
green skin, blue wig, red headband, red collar and a reddish-brown 
dress. In her right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an 
anx. On the right is a depiction of Selkis, identified in the text and 
with a scorpion (L7) above her head. She has green skin, blue wig, 
red headband and a reddish-brown collar and dress. In her left hand 
she has a wAs scepter and in her right an anx. 

Feet The feet are composed of text only, BoD spells 138 and 74.  
Base  Alternating Dd and tit amulets.  
Bottom  
 

The bottom42 consists of an image of Isis, identified by her symbol, 
crouching on nbw. She has yellow skin, a blue wig, red headband, 
green bracelets and dress. She is holding mAat feathers and has half 
opened wings consisting of a yellow with blue spots pattern, then 
blue, green and blue sets of plumes with red tips. The text is BoD 
spell 151. 

Back  The back is composed of a tripartite wig and texts. The middle section 
contains genealogical information and BoD spell 26. The left side has 
genealogical information followed by BoD spell 101. The right side 
has again genealogical information and is then followed by BoD spell 
22.  

	

																																																								
42	Gauthier, 281-2.	
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Catalogue # 28 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Ditankh (Tatankh, Dedetmutshepenankh, 
Ditmutshetankh, Ditmutepankh) (di-t-anx, di-t-mwt-Sp-n-anx, di-t-
mwt-St-anx, di-t-mwt-p-anx), daughter of the priest of Montu 
Nebneteru.  

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41060 
Other coffins Middle coffin 41061, outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41019 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette in 

1858. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

De Rougé (1890), I, pl. L 
de Meulenaere (1966), 22.71 
Elias (1993), 82, 89-91, 300, 352-83 
Gauthier (1913), 363-75, pls. XXVI-VIII 
Lieblein (1871), I, nos. 1098-9 
Mariette (1864), n. 8 
Maspero (1883), n. 4968 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN 1, 397.13 
Taylor (2003), 116, n. 203 
Vittmann (1978), 48 
 

Date of 
Object 

End of 25th – 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Genealogical information provided by Gauthier (364-8, 372) and 
Vittmann (48) place the coffin in the late 23rd Dynasty but the stylistic 
features are prominent in the late 25th and early 26th Dynasty.  

Materials Wood   
Height of 
Object 

190 cm 

Width of 
Object 

70 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

68 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Face  Traces of gilding on face but most of it no longer remains. The eyes 
and eyebrows are defined in black. Protruding ears.  

Wig  Tripartite wig decorated in plain black colour with a vulture 
headdress, which has red and yellow wings43. The vulture is holding a 
cartouche (V9) in its talons and has two peaks in the front. The a 
coronet44 has two bands of decoration. The outside band consists of 
three yellow to one green leaf pattern on the outside and the inner one 
of multicoloured rows of rectangles. In the middle is an Axt (N17) and 
two lying down lions.  

																																																								
43	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description follows Gauthier’s description, 
363.	
44	Gauthier, 363-4.	
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Collar  The collar has ten rows of vegetal motifs patterns. There is no Nut 
depiction. 

Central 
Median 

There are five rows of verticals hieroglyphs down the center of the 
body of the coffin. The text consists of spell 89 from the BoD, which 
is accompanied by a vignette. The vignette is the deceased in human 
mummiform lying on a lion bed with a bA bird above. The deceased’s 
body is red with a green face. The rest of the text is genealogical.  

Register 1  On the left hand side text identifies the goddess Nephthys and on the 
right side Isis, but there are no depictions accompanying them.  

Register 2  On the left side the text identified Amset(y) and on the right Hapi. No 
depictions.  

Register 3  On the left hand side the text identifies Duamutef and on the right 
Qebehsenuef. There are no depictions.  

Register 4  This last register contains text identifying on the left Anubis xnty-sH-
nTr and on the right Anubis imy-wt. There are no depictions.   

Right Side of  
Trough 

Around the troph is a long line of text with an offering to the 
deceased. The right side has a procession of funerary deities, 42 in 
total and 23 on the right side ending with a depiction of the deceased 
with her name written before her. She has a long white dress, green 
skin, dark green wig, green funerary cone and her arms raised in 
adoration. All the odd numbered deities have red skin, dark green 
wigs, white bodies and red braces. The even numbered deities have 
green skin, dark green wigs, red bodies and black beards.  

Left Side of  
Trough 

The deities continue around the left side and are 13 in number. The 
text is an address to the deceased and parts of BoD spell 125 which 
leads up to the judgement scene. The scene has a canopy covering it 
with Osiris (identified in text) at the far right seated on a throne with 
an atef crown ((S8) and crook (S28) and flail (S45). He has a green 
face, white mummiform outfit and red hands. Before him is an 
offering table with Ammut seated on the other side. He has a green 
crocodile head, green and yellow collar as his lion mane, and a green 
and red hippopotamus body. Behind him is Thoth (identified in the 
text) with dark green ibis head and skin, black wig, half white and 
half green kilt and a red palette with writing instrument. Behind him 
is the scale with the right balance with a heart on it and Anubis 
(identified in text) with a green jackal head, blue wig, red 
anthropomorphic body, half white and half green kilt and his left hand 
holding the scale. Behind him is Horus (identified in text) with a 
white falcon head, green anthropomorphic skin, red top, half green 
and half white kilt and his hand holding the heart of the deceased. 
Above the scale is a small red and green baboon. Before the scale is a 
female figure in a white dress with green skin and a black wig sitting 
on a crook (S28) observes the scene. Behind the scale is the deceased 
(identified in the text) with green skin, blue wig, red headband, 
yellow bracelets and white dress. Both of her arms are raised. Behind 
her is a female figure with a black body and red dress and her head is 
a mAat feather. 

Feet The feet has a depiction of two wDAt eyes.  
Base  The base is undecorated. 
Bottom  The bottom has a mummified form of a divine bull, identified by the 
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horns and double plume crown as Mnevis45 (Mr-wr) from the CT and 
also by a mummified Horus of Nekhen (G13). The text has 
genealogical information.  

Back  The back is undercorated.  
	

																																																								
45	Wilkinson (2003), 174-5.	
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Catalogue # 29 
Object 
Description 

Middle coffin of Ditankh (Tatankh, Dedetmutshepenankh, 
Ditmutshetankh, Ditmutepankh) (di-t-anx, di-t-mwt-Sp-n-anx, di-t-
mwt-St-anx, di-t-mwt-p-anx), daughter of the priest of Montu 
Nebneteru and Bibi. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41061 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41060, outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41019 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette in 

1858. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Elias (1993), 82, 89-91, 300, 352-83 
Gauthier (1913), 375-81, pl. XXIX 
Lieblein (1871), I, nos. 1098-9 
Mariette (1864), n. 41 
Maspero (1883), n. 4967 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN 1, 397.13 
Raven (1981), 12, n.39 
Taylor (2003), 117, n. 205 
Vittmann (1978), 48 
 

Date of 
Object 

End of 25th – 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Genealogical information provided by Gauthier (376-77, 380) and 
Vittmann (48) place the coffin in the late 23rd Dynasty but the stylistic 
features are prominent in the late 25th and early 26th Dynasty. 

Materials Wood  
Height of 
Object 

215 cm 

Width of 
Object 

84 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

100 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood  

Face Traces of gilding on face but most of it no longer remains. The eyes 
and eyebrows are defined in black. Protruding ears. 

Wig  Tripartite wig decorated in plain black colour with a vulture 
headdress, which has red and yellow wings46. The vulture is holding a 
cartouche (V9) in its talons and has two peaks in the front. The 
coronet47 in the middle is a red sun disk with two uraei on each side 
holding an anx and the name of the city bHdt is written. Flanking each 
side is a baboon with horns and a solar disk in adoration pose. The 
text says dwAt-nTr. There is also genealogical information and borders 
of black and green pointed leaves and multicoloured rectangles.  

																																																								
46	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description follows Gauthier’s description, 
375.	
47	Gauthier, 375-6.	
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Collar  The collar has ten rows of vegetal motifs patterns. There is no Nut 
depiction. 

Central 
Median  

There are five rows of verticals hieroglyphs down the center of the 
body of the coffin consisting of BoD spell 154 and genealogical 
information. The vignette is the deceased on a lion bed with solar rays 
radiating down. The deceased has a green face, black wig and 
funerary cone, red headband and a red mummiform body.  

Register 1 
 

On the left side facing the outside of the coffin in a shrine is an 
unidentified male deity with blue skin, black wig and beard and a half 
wood and half green with black stripes kilt. In his left hand he has an 
anx and in his right emmer (M34). On the right side Hapi is identified 
in the text and has a red baboon head, black wig and beard, blue 
anthropomorphic body and a half wood and half green with black 
stripes kilt. In his right hand he has an anx and in his left emmer. He is 
in a shrine.  

Register 2 
 

The left side of this register has a green jackal head unidentified deity 
with a blue wig, red anthropomorphic body and a half wood and half 
green with black stripes kilt. In his left hand he has an anx and in his 
right emmer. On the right side Qebehsenuef is identified in the text 
with a wood falcon head, blue wig, red anthropomorphic body and a 
half wood and half green with black stripes kilt. In his right hand he 
has an anx and in his left emmer. They are both in shrines. 

Register 3  
 

The left side has an unidentified green jackal head deity with a black 
wig, blue anthropomorphic body and a half wood and half green with 
black stripes kilt. In his left hand he has an anx and in his right linen. 
The right side identifies Anubis xnty-sH-nTr with a green jackal head, 
black wig, blue anthropomorphic body and a half wood and half green 
with black stripes kilt. In his right hand he has an anx and in his left 
linen. They are both in shrines. 

Register 4 
 

The left side is very close to the feet and hardly visible. The symbol 
above the female figure’s head identifies her as Isis and she is 
kneeling on nbw. She has green skin, wood wig, red headband, blue 
bracelets and a red dress. The right side in the text and with her 
symbol identifies a kneeling Nephthys. She has green skin, wood wig, 
red headband, yellow bracelet and a red dress. The text also identifies 
them. Their arms are reaching for a cartouche (V9). A single line of 
hieroglyphs contour the troph with an offering to the deceased. 

Feet Undecorated except five lines of text. 
Base N/A 
Bottom Undecorated. 
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Catalogue # 30 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Tasheritnisis (tA-Srit-n-Ast) daughter of the priest of 
Montu Userken and Namenkhetamun. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41065 
Other coffins Middle coffin CG 41066, outer qrsw sarcophagus CG 41037 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette in 

1858. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Allen (1950), 20-1, 42, 72, 79-80, 84, 99 
Elias (1993), 544f (V-4) 
Gauthier (1913), 430-62, pls. XXXV-VI 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1097 
Maspero (1883), n. 4952 
Munro (2010), 200-24 
Munro (2009), 121 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
PN I, 368.7 
Raven (1981), 12, n.39 
Taylor (2003), 115 n.184, n.186 
von Falck (2001), 178-9, 226-7, 229, 231-2, 234-5, 238-9, 240-1, 
253-65, 267-72, 282-93, 623-6, 628-9, 632, 636-9, 641-6, 661-3, 665-
7, 670-3, 676-9 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th - 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical information provided by Gauthier 
(431-41, 443, 449-55) through hieroglyph texts present on the inner 
coffin (CG 41065), affiliating the coffin with the Besenmut family 
and their genealogical tree. Furthermore based on Munro’s article 
(200-24) it is dated because of a papyrus of a BoD found in a 26th 
Dynasty tomb with family connections to the individual.  

Materials Sycamore wood, paint and a small layer of stucco canvas. 
Height of 
Object 

185 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

45 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 
 

Face  Green skin48, eyes and eyebrows detailed in black, earrings. Large 
protruding earts. 

Wig  Tripartite wig decorated in plain blue with a vulture headdress and in 
the talons are cartouches (V9). The coronet49 is a multicoloured 
rectangle border with a serpent with black spots that contours the 

																																																								
48	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description follows Gauthier’s description, 
430.	
49	Gauthier, 431.	
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entire troph. In the middle of the coronet is a depiction of the sitting 
goddess Nephthys, identified by her symbol, on nbw. Her skin is 
green, her wig blue, her headband red, her collar and bracelets yellow 
and her dress wood. In each of her hands she is holding an anx. She 
has outstretched wings that are composed of four layers, the first a 
white background with black spots, then blue, green and blue plumes 
with red tips. There is some genealogical text. 

Collar  The collar has seven rows of horizontal bands and nineteen rows of 
decoration with vegetal motifs. The last row consists of oval 
pendants. The collar ends in falcon terminals.  

Nut  Just below the collar is a sitting winged Nut with her name above her 
head identifying her on a doorway. Above her are two wDAt eyes. Her 
skin is yellow, her wig blue, her headband red,  her collar, bracelets 
and dress are green. Her wings consist of a row of yellow with black 
spots and then blue, green and blue set of plumes. She is holding an 
anx in each hand. Flanking Nut on either side is a ram with a double 
plume crown (S9) with a solar disk on a standard in front of incense 
(R7), composing the vignette of BoD spell 85. 

Central 
Median  

There are five rows of vertical text down the center of the body of the 
coffin. The text consists of genealogy and BoD spell 89, which is 
accompanied by a vignette. The vignette is the deceased in human 
mummiform lying on a lion bed with pt (N1) and a bA bird (G53) 
above. The deceased’s body is yellow, green skin, blue wig and green 
funerary cone. Below the bed are four canopic jars.  

Register 1  On the left side facing the outside of the coffin is Atum, identified in 
the text. He has red skin, a crown of Upper and Lower Egypt (S5), 
black beard, green collar and top, yellow belt, half white and half blue 
and green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his 
left an anx. On the right is Ra, identified in the text. He has a red 
anthropomorphic body, white falcon head, blue wig, a large red solar 
disk with uraei above his head, green collar and top, yellow belt and a 
half white half blue kilt and a green tail. In his left hand he is holding 
a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 2  The next register on the left side is Osiris HqA-dwA identified in the 
text. He has blue skin, an atef crown (S8), black beard, yellow collar, 
red top, blue belt, a half white and half green kilt and a green tail. In 
his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the 
right side is Khepri (xpr-Ds=f) identified in the text. He has blue skin, 
a black wig and beard, a scarab (L1) over his head, yellow collar, red 
top, yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a green tail. In his 
left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 3  This registers contains on the left a depiction of Amset(y), identified 
in the text. He has red skin, a blue wig, black beard, green collar and 
top, yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a green tail. In his 
right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the 
right side is Hapy, identified in the text. He has a red 
anthropomorphic body, a red baboon head, blue wig, green collar and 
top, yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a green tail. In his 
left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 4  This register contains two depictions of Anubis, on the left identified 
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in the text as imy-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr. On the left 
Anubis has a black anthropomorphic body, a black jackal head, red 
wig, yellow collar and top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt 
and a green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in 
his left an anx. On the right Anubis has a black anthropomorphic 
body, a black jackal head, red wig, green collar and top, blue belt, half 
white and half green kilt and green tail. In his left hand he is holding a 
wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 5 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of Duamutef, identified 
in the text. He has red a anthropomorphic body, a green jackal head, 
blue wig, green collar and top, yellow belt, half white and half blue 
kilt, and a green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and 
in his left an anx. On the right is Qebehsenuef, identified in the text. 
He has a red anthropomorphic body, white falcon head, blue wig, 
green collar and top, yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a 
green tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right 
an anx. 

Register 6 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of Geb, identified in the 
text. He has blue skin, black wig and beard, yellow collar, red top, 
blue belt, half white and half green kilt and a green tail. In his right 
hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the right 
side is a depiction of Horus, identified in the text as xnty-nn-mAA. He 
has a blue anthropomorphic body, a white falcon head, black wig, 
yellow collar, red top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt and a 
green tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right 
an anx. 

Register 7 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of Heka, identified in the 
text. He has red skin, blue wig, black beard, green collar and top, a 
yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a green tail. In his right 
hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the right 
side is a depiction of Xr(y)-bq=f identified in the text. He has a red 
anthropomorphic body, a green ibis head, blue wig, black collar, 
green top, yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a green tail. In 
his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 8 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of irt-rn=f-Ds=f, 
identified in the text. He has blue skin, a black beard and wig, yellow 
collar, a red top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt and a green 
tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. 
On the right side is a depiction of Shu, identified in the text. He has 
blue skin, black wig and beard, red headband, a mAat feather above his 
head, yellow collar, red top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt 
and a green tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his 
right an anx. 

Register 9 
 

This register contains on the left side a depiction of an un-identified 
figure. He has a red anthropomorphic body, a green jackal head, blue 
wig, green collar and top, yellow belt, half yellow and half blue kilt 
and a green tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in 
his left an anx. On the right side is a depiction of Tefnut, identified in 
the text. She has yellow/wood skin, blue wig, a green collar, bracelets 
and dress. In her left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right 
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an anx. 
Register 10 
 

This register contains on the left side a depiction of Isis, identified in 
the text. She has green skin, blue wig, red headband, red collar and 
dress. She has her symbol abover her head. In her right hand she is 
holding a wAs scepter and in her left an anx. On the right side is a 
depiction of Neith, identified in the text. She has green skin, a crown 
of Upper Egypt (S3), yellow collar and red dress. In her left hand she 
has a wAs sceptre and in her right an anx. 

Register 11 
 

Finally this register contains on the left side a depiction of Nephthys, 
identified in the text and with her symbol above her head. She has 
green skin, blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and dress. In her 
right hand she is holding a wAs scepter and in her left an anx. On the 
right is a depiction of Selkis, identified in the text and with a scorpion 
(L7) above her head. She has green skin, blue wig, red headband and 
yellow dress. In her left hand she has a wAs scepter and in her right an 
anx. 

Feet The feet are composed of text only, BoD spell 75 and genealogical 
information.  

Base  Alternating wAs, anx and nb.   
Bottom  The bottom50 consists of an image of Isis, identified by her symbol. 

She has green skin, a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and 
bracelets and red dress. She is holding an anx in each hand. 

Back  The back is composed of a tripartite wig. The middle section is a Dd 
pillar with two red arms raised up and holding a sun and with an anx 
as a head. On the left of the pillar a female goddess identified with her 
symbol is Nephthys and on the right Isis, both wearing a girdle (V39). 
They have green skin, blue wigs, red headbands yellow collars and 
bracelets, red and blue girdles and in their opposing hands are holding 
linen and the other hand is holding the pillar. Nephthys has a yellow 
dress and Isis a red one. The text is an offering to Osiris xnty-imnty-
Dw and Ra-Harakhty. On each side there is eight figures. The first 
register on the left is Nephthys, identified by her symbol, kneeling 
and bending forward reaching for a cartouche (V9). On the right side 
is Isis identified with her symbol, kneeling and bending forward 
reaching the cartouche. They both have green skin, blue wigs, red 
headbands, yellow collars and bracelets and Nephthys has a yellow 
dress and Isis a red one. The second register on the left side has Selkis 
identified by the scorpion, kneeling. On the right side is Neith 
identified by her symbol and also kneeling. They have green skin, 
blue wigs, red headbands, yellow collars, bracelets and dresses. The 
third and fourth registers on each side is a baboon standing with arms 
raised in adoration with a red head, green body and green tail. Written 
beside them are dwA-nTr. The fifth and sixth register is on each side a 
wDAt eye. The sixth register is an unidentified standing black jackal on 
either side. The last register is a bA bird on a shrine with a red face, 
blue body, blue wig and black beard on either side. There is a long 
text on the side of the trough with parts of BoD spell 169. 

	
																																																								
50	Gauthier, 442-3.	
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Catalogue # 31 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Tatamon (Tadiamun)(T-di-Imn) daughter of the priest 
of Montu Djedky and Hahat. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41071 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette in 

1858. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Allen (1950), 22-3, 80, 84 
Elias (1993), 546f (V-6), u. 550 
Gauthier (1913), 513-32, pl. XL 
Graefe (2003), 119 
Lieblein (1871), I, n. 2310 
Porter and Moss (1964), 646 
PN I, 372.20 
Raven (1981), 12, n.39 
Taylor (2003), 115 n.186 
Taylor (1984), 35, 52 
Vittmann (1978), 49  
von Falck (2001), 25, 143-5, 214, 226, 231-2, 234-5, 259-61, 265-71, 
623, 632, 634-5, 638-43, 645-6, 653 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th - 26th Dynasty. 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical information provided by Gauthier 
(514-23, 525, 528-30) and Vittmann (49) through hieroglyph texts 
present on the inner coffin (CG 41071), affiliating the coffin with the 
Besenmut family and their genealogical tree.  

Materials Sycamore wood with stucco canvas and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

185 cm 

Width of 
Object 

60 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

45 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin51, eyes, eyebrows and rosette earrings detailed in black. 
Protruding ears. 

Wig  Tripartite wig decorated in plain black with a yellow vulture 
headdress  with red wings. The coronet52 has two bands, an inside 
yellow and green rown of pointed leaves and then on the outside a red 
band. In the middle of the coronet is a depiction of the winged 
goddess Nephthys, identified by her symbol. Her skin is green, her 
wig blue, her headband red, her collar and bracelets yellow and her 

																																																								
51	Due to the black and white images available, the colour description follows Gauthier’s description, 
513.	
52	Gauthier, 513-4.	
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dress red. In each of her hands she is holding an mAat feather. She has 
semi-outstretched wings that are composed of three layers, the first a 
beige background with blue spots, then green and blue plumes with 
red tips. On the troph is a red and black serpent and below it is a red 
solar disk with two uraei and the symbol for the west (R14) on the left 
and the symbol for the East (R15) on the right.  

Collar  The collar has nineteen rows of decoration with vegetal motifs. The 
last row consists of oval pendants. The collar ends in falcon terminals.  

Nut  Just below the collar is a crouching winged Nut with her name above 
her head identifying her on a doorway. Her skin is green, her wig 
blue, her headband red,  her collar and bracelets yellow and her dress 
has traces of red paint. Her wings consist of a row of yellow with blue 
spots and then blue, green and blue set of plumes with red tips. 
Flanking Nut on either side is a ram with a double plume crown (S9) 
with a solar disk on a standard in front of incense (R7), composing the 
vignette of BoD spell 85. 

Central 
Median  

There are five rows of vertical text down the center of the body of the 
coffin. The text consists of genealogy and BoD spell 89, which is 
accompanied by a vignette. The vignette is the deceased in human 
mummiform lying on a lion bed with pt (N1) and a bA bird (G53) 
above. The deceased’s body is yellow with black stripes, green skin, 
blue wig and green funerary cone. Below the bed are four canopic 
jars. The deceased has her name identified above her. 

Register 1  On the left side facing the outside of the coffin is Atum, identified in 
the text. He has red skin, a crown of Upper and Lower Egypt (S5), 
black beard, green collar and top, yellow belt, half white and half blue 
and black tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his 
left an anx. On the right is Horus, identified in the text as m-Axt. He 
has a red anthropomorphic body, white falcon head, blue wig, a large 
red solar disk with uraei above his head, green collar and top, yellow 
belt and a half white half blue kilt and a black tail. In his left hand he 
is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 2  The next register on the left is Osiris xnty-imnty-Dw identified in the 
text. He has blue skin, an atef crown (S8), black beard, yellow collar, 
red top, green belt, a half white and half green kilt and a black tail. In 
his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the 
right is Khepri (xpr-Ds=f) identified in the text. He has blue skin, a 
black wig and beard, a scarab (L1) over his head, yellow collar, red 
top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt and a black tail. In his left 
hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 3  This registers contains on the left a depiction of Amset(y), identified 
in the text. He has red skin, a blue wig, black beard, green collar and 
top, yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a black tail. In his 
right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the 
right is Hapy, identified in the text. He has a red anthropomorphic 
body, a red baboon head, blue wig, green collar and top, yellow belt, 
half white and half blue kilt and a black tail. In his left hand he is 
holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 4  This register contains two depictions of Anubis, on the left identified 
in the text as imy-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr. On the left 
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Anubis has a black anthropomorphic body, a black jackal head, red 
wig, green collar and top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt and 
a black tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left 
an anx. On the right Anubis has a black anthropomorphic body, a 
black jackal head, red wig, green collar and top, blue belt, half white 
and half green kilt and black tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs 
scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 5 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of Duamutef, identified 
in the text. He has red a anthropomorphic body, a green jackal head, 
blue wig, black collar, green top, yellow belt, half white and half blue 
kilt, and a black tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and 
in his left an anx. On the right is Qebehsenuef, identified in the text. 
He has a red anthropomorphic body, white falcon head, blue wig, 
green collar and top, yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a 
black tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right 
an anx. 

Register 6 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of Geb, identified in the 
text. He has blue skin, black wig and beard, yellow collar, red top, 
blue belt, half white and half green kilt and a black tail. In his right 
hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the right 
side is a depiction of Horus, identified in the text as xnty-nn-mAA. He 
has a blue anthropomorphic body, a white falcon head, black wig, 
yellow collar, red top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt and a 
black tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right 
an anx. 

Register 7 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of Heka, identified in the 
text. He has red skin, blue wig, black beard, green collar and top, a 
yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a black tail. In his right 
hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the right 
side is a depiction of Xr(y)-bAq=f identified in the text. He has a red 
anthropomorphic body, a green ibis head, blue wig, yellow collar, 
green top, yellow belt, half white and half blue kilt and a black tail. In 
his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 8 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of irt-rn=f-Ds=f, 
identified in the text. He has blue skin, a black beard and wig, yellow 
collar, a red top, black belt, half white and half green kilt and a black 
tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. 
On the right side is a depiction of Shu, identified in the text. He has 
blue skin, black wig and beard, red headband, a mAat feather above his 
head, yellow collar, red top, blue belt, half white and half green kilt 
and a black tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his 
right an anx. 

Register 9 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of Wepwawet identified 
in the text. He has a red anthropomorphic body, a green jackal head, 
blue wig, green collar and top, yellow belt, half yellow and half blue 
kilt and a black tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and 
in his left an anx. On the right is a depiction of Tefnut, identified in 
the text. She has yellow skin, blue wig, a green collar, bracelets and 
dress. In her left hand she is holding a wAs scepter and in her right an 
anx. 
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Register 10 
 

This register contains on the left a depiction of Isis, identified in the 
text. She has green skin, blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and a 
red dress. She has her symbol abover her head. In her right hand she 
is holding a wAs scepter and in her left an anx. On the right is a 
depiction of Neith, identified in the text. She has green skin, her 
symbol, a yellow collar and red dress. In her left hand she has a wAs 
sceptre and in her right an anx. 

Register 11 
 

Finally this register contains on the left a depiction of Nephthys, 
identified in the text and with her symbol above her head. She has 
green skin, blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and a red dress. In 
her right hand she is holding a wAs scepter and in her left an anx. On 
the right is a depiction of Selkis, identified in the text and with a 
scorpion (L7) above her head which is hard to see. She has green skin, 
blue wig, red headband and yellow collar and a red dress. In her left 
hand she has a wAs scepter and in her right an anx. 

Feet The feet are damaged. 
Base  Damaged in the front but in the back has palace façade.   
Bottom  The bottom	is damaged. 
Back  The back is composed of a tripartite wig with red and blue stripes on a 

yellow background.  The middle section is a Dd pillar with a double 
plume crown with a solar disk and two uraei that have the double 
crown of Egypt (S5). The pillar is holding a crook (S28) and flail 
(S45). The sides are offerings to Osiris Wennefer and Ra-Harakhty.  
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Catalogue # 32 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Irtyru (irt-rw), son of Serseru.  

Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6695 
Other coffins  
Provenance Memphis. Acquired in 1755 by the BM from William Lethieullier, a 

military/naval collector who traveled to Egypt in 1721 and 
bequeathed the coffin. 

Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria  

Bierbrier (2002), 31-3 
Moser (2006), 38 
Porter and Moss (1979), 765 
PN 1, 42.10 
Seeber (1976), 219.47 
Sloan (2003), fig. 96 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood with varnished stucco and paint.  
Height of 
Object 

199.2 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red	skin. The eyes and eyebrows are defined in black. Inlaid eyes. 
Large ears and beard is missing. 

Wig  Tripartite wig with blue and yellow stripes. The coronet has a 
depiction of winged Nephthys identified by her symbol. She is 
kneeling and holding two mAat feathers in her hands. Her skin is 
wood, her wig blue, her headband red, her collar, bracelets and dress 
are green. Her wings are have three rows of blue, green and blue 
plumes all on a yellow background with red tips.  

Collar  The collar has twelve rows of vegetal motif and three bands of solid 
red and green bands. The last row consists of oval pendants. There are 
falcon terminals on each side. Damage on the left side. 

Nut  Just below the collar is a crouching winged Nut with her name above 
her head in text identifying her. Her skin is wood, her wig is blue, her 
headband red, a red solar disk above her head with no inscription, her 
collar, bracelets and dress are green. Her wings are have three rows of 
blue, green and blue plumes all on a yellow background with red tips. 

Central 
Median 

There are three rows of verticals hieroglyphs down the center of the 
body of the coffin consisting of an offering formula and genealogical 
information with the owner’s name and that of his father. 

Register 1 This is a vignette of BoD spell 125, of a funeral procession of the 
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 deceased to the gods. The middle of the scene is badly damaged but 
Osiris can be identified on a throne, in mummiform holding a crook. 
Before him is an offering table in the shape of a lotus with four 
canopic jars on it. They are the four sons of Horus identified as a 
falcon, jackal, baboon and human. In front of the table is the Thoth, 
with an ibis head, writing instrument and palette. Behind him is a 
anthropomorphic goddess with a feather as a head identifying her as 
Ma’at. She is holding the hand of the deceased. portrayed here with 
short hair, a long kilt and his hand raised in adoration. Behind him is 
Ammut, the creature with the head of a crocodile, mane of a lion and 
body of a hippo, sitting on a shrine facing the other direction towards 
a scale. On the other side of Osiris is a female deity holding a wAs 
sceptre and an anx. There is no identification for her. Behind her is a 
lion with a figure holding incense but the rest of the scene is not 
visible. 

Register 2  On the left, the inner left figure an ibis-headed anthropomorphic deity 
with ram horns and a solar disk who is holding a palette. The name is 
damaged but from the earlier depiction Thoth can be identified. The 
outer figure is the male deity nw/niw/nww (M24), the personification 
of the primeval water, with a wig, kilt and in his left hand a wAs 
sceptre and in his right an anx. On the right side, the inner figure is 
Ra, a falcon headed anthropomorphic deity. The outer figure is a 
female deity, Nephthys. In their right hands they are holding wAs 
sceptres and in their left an anx. 

Register 3 
 

On a blue background this register has on the left side the inner figure 
identified as Wepwawet with a jackal head and the outer figure is 
Anubis imy-wt with another jackal headed deity. In their left hands 
they hold a wAs sceptre and in their right an anx. The right side inner 
figure is a male deity Min (R22) and the outer figure is Selkis, a 
female deity. In their right hands they are holding wAs sceptres and in 
their left an anx. 

Register 4  On a red background this register contains on the left inner side a 
female deity Isis and the outer figure the goddess Neith, both 
identified in the text. In their left hands they hold a wAs sceptre and in 
their right an anx. The right inner side is bDD, a ram headed 
anthropomorphic deity with a solar disk and the outer figure is male 
deity Geb. In their right hands they are holding wAs sceptres and in 
their left an anx. 

Register 5  
 

On a blue background the left inner figure is goddess Maat and the 
outer goddess is Sekhmet. In their left hands they hold a wAs sceptre 
and in their right an anx. On the right side the inner figure is a male 
deity T-nb-aHA, and the outer figure is male deity Osiris. In their right 
hands they are holding wAs sceptres and in their left an anx. 

Register 6 
 

On a green background the left side inner figure is female deity Nut 
and the outer goddess is Wadjet (I12). In their left hands they hold a 
wAs sceptre and in their right an anx. On the right side the inner figure 
is a goddess and the outer figure is male deity Ptah. In their right 
hands they are holding wAs sceptres and in their left an anx. 

Feet Two Anubis figures with a flail are perched on green shrines with a 
red door and identified as xnty-sH-nTr. 
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Base  The base consists of a blue rectangle with a red band and green 
squares.  

Bottom  Unable to access  
Back  The back consists of a depiction of a female deity, identified in the 

text as Hathor (O10). She has the symbol for the west (R13) on her 
head with a falcon on a standard. The falcon has ram horns and a 
double plume crown with a solar disk and flail. Before him is a mAat 
feather. She has wood skin, a blue wig, a red headband, blue collar 
and bracelet and a red dress with black bead net. She is holding two 
sistrums.  
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Catalogue # 33 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Nesetwedjat (Ns-t-wDAt), daughter of Djedmutefankh 
and Djedasetesankh.  

Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 22812 
Other coffins Outer anthropoid coffin BM EA 22813 
Provenance Thebes. Acquired in 1880 from the India Museum when it closed 

down. All the archaeological remains were eventually brought to the 
BM, after first being housed in the South Kensington Museum53.   

Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 91-2 
Desmond (1997) 250-61 
Porter and Moss (1960), 24 
Shimbun (1999), 27 
Taylor and Strudwick (2005), 60-1 
Walker and Bierbrier (1997), 49 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood with plaster, paint and bronze.  
Height of 
Object 

174 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

56 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink	skin. The eyes and eyebrows are defined in black. Blue paint 
around eyes. 

Wig  Tripartite wig in a black and gold brick pattern and a vulture 
headdress. The coronet has two bands of decoration, the inner row of 
black leaves and the outer is four yellow and one green leaf with a 
yellow band. In the middle is crouching Nephthys identified by her 
symbol. She has green skin, her wig black, her headband red, her 
collar, bracelets and dress are red. Below her is green bands.  

Collar  Four bands of solid bands. Eight rows of vegetal motif with the last 
consisting of oval pendants.  

Nut  Just below the collar is a crouching winged Nut with her name above 
her head in a yellow solar disk identifying her. Her skin is green, her 
wig is blue, her headband red, her collar and bracelets are yelow and 
her dress is red with a black bead net. She is crouching on nbw and 
her wings have a row of yellow with blue spots, a row of blue and 
then green plumes with red tips. There are offering formulae to Nut, 
Geb and Ptah-Ra-Harakhty.  

																																																								
53 Desmond (1997) 250-61 
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Central 
Median  

There is a horizontal line of text below Nut with an offering to Ra-
Harakhty. Down the middle of the coffin is one line of text with an 
offering to Osiris.  

Register 1 
 

There are two figures on each side, identified in the text. The inner 
left figure is Hapi with a green baboon head, blue wig, white funerary 
cone, gold and black collar, green mummiform body. The outer left 
figure is Qebehsenuef with a green jackal head, blue wig, gold and 
black collar and a green mummiform body. On the right inner side is 
Amset(y) with red skin, a blue wig, black beard, red headband, white 
funerary cone, gold and black collar and a green mummiform body. 
The outer figure is Duamutef with a white falcon head, blue wig, 
white funerary cone, gold and black collar and green mummiform 
body. Each figure is holding blue and red linens and mAat feathers and 
are in shrines. On the right side the father is named. 

Register 2  Above the figures is a line of text with an offering formula to Ptah on 
the left side. The figure is identified in the text as Horus nDty-it=f. He 
has a white falcon head, blue wig, white funerary cone, blue 
anthropomorphic body, gold top, half green and half whilte kilt and is 
holding in his left hand a wAs sceptre and in his right an anx. The 
deceased’s father is named on the far left. The right side has a line of 
text with an offering to Atum. The figure is Anubis xnty-sH-nTr with a 
green jackal head, blue wig, blue anthropomorphic body, gold top, 
half green and half white kilt and a green tail. He is holding red and 
blue linens. Both figures are in shrines. 

Register 3 
 

On the left side the inscription is an offering to Atum. Below is 
Anubis imy-wt with a green jackal head, blue wig, blue 
anthropomorphic body, red top, half green and half whilte kilt and 
green tail. He is holding red and blue linens. On the right side the 
inscription is an offering to Ptah and the figure is Geb with blue skin, 
black wig and beard, blue headband, gold top, half green and half 
white kilt and he is holding in his right hand a wAs sceptre and in in 
his left an anx. The deceased’s father is named on the far right and 
both figures are in shrines. 

Register 4  The inscription on the left is an offering to Geb and below is a wDAt 
eye on alabaster, Ss (W3) and a doorway. On the right side the 
inscription is an offering to Osiris and another wDAt eye is depicted.  

Feet A crouching winged Isis identified in the text and with her symbol is 
depicted with green skin, blue wig, and a red dress with a black bead 
net. Her wings are yellow with blue spots and then green and blue 
plumes.  

Base  Palace façade.  
Bottom  The bottom has an Apis bull on the left side with the deceased on its 

back and a bA flying over head with incesnse below and in front of the 
bull. The deceased has red skin, blue wig, red headband, green collar 
and white body. A red blanket covers it. Behind is a deity with a 
green baboon head, blue wig, green funerary cone, yellow collar and 
red body. Then there is a blue jackal headed deity with a yellow wig 
and collar and a green body. They are both holding red and blue linen 
and a mAat feather. 

Back  The back consists of a yellow and blue striped tripartite wig and down 
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the middle four rows of offering formulae to Ra-Harakhty, Osiris, 
Geb and Anubis. The sides consist of a bA bird with red skin, yellow 
wig, white body, blue wings and red feet while holding a mAat feather. 
The text is offering formulae to Ra-Harakhty and other deities.  
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Catalogue # 34 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Ameniryirt, (Imn-iry-irt), Priest of Amun and high 
official in the treasury and the overseer of the palace of Queen 
Amenirdis I, god’s wife of Amun during reign of Piankhi. 

Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6668 
Other coffins Middle coffin BM EA 22811, outer anthropoid coffin BM EA 6667 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Allen (1950), 18-9, 42, 79 
Budge (1924), 86-7 
Porter and Moss (1964), 828 
Taylor (2003), 116, pl. 70 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based genealogical information that names a god’s wife of 
Amun. 

Materials Wood, plaster, paint 
Height of 
Object 

183 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Green skin, black detail on eyes and brows. Black beard that is 
attached with yellow tresses. 

Wig  Tripartite blue and yellow stripes. The coronet has two red bands and 
a row of painted leaves. Then green skinned winged goddess 
Nephthys identified by her symbol. She has a blue wig, yellow collar, 
red dress and some remaining damaged parts. Her wings are red and 
green and she is holding mAat feathers.  

Collar Nine rows of vegetal motif and oval pendants as last row with falcon 
terminals. 

Nut  Winged goddess, hard to identify as Nut since dust and condition of 
coffin damaged the image between the top of the goddess and the 
beard. She has green skin, a yellow wig, headband and dress with a 
black bead net on top. She is crouching on a doorway and her 
outstretched wings are yellow with blue spots and then blue, green 
and blue plumes. On either side of the goddess is a green ram with a 
double plume crown and solar disk with two uraei on a standard. In 
front of the ram is incense making it part of BoD spell 85. Above the 
ram is a wDAt eye and Ss. There is a line of text with genealogical 
information below.  

Central 
Median  

Seven lines of text with genealogical information and offerings to 
Osiris. In the middle is a vignette of BoD spell 89 where the deceased 
with red skin, a blue wig, black beard and red and yellow 
mummiform body is lying on a lion bed. There are four canopic jars 
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under the bed and a bA and winged solar disk above. 
Register 1 
 

This funeral procession and BoD spell 125 centers on a table of 
offerings in front of green skinned Osiris with the atef crown, yellow 
shoulders and a green mummiform body holding a wAs scepter. 
Behind him is a white falcon deity with a red solar disk with horns, 
blue wig, green body and wAs scepter. Behind him is Isis, identified 
by her symbol. She has green skin, a blue wig and red dress holding 
linens. Behind her are fourteen red skin, blue wigged, yellow 
shouldered, green mummiform bodied deities with red linens and mAat 
feathers. On the other side of the table of offerings is Ammut on a 
shrine who is in front of Thoth, identified by text, with a blue ibis 
head and anthropomorphic skin, red wig, white top and black kilt. He 
is holding the hand of the deceased who has red skin and a green kilt 
with the other hand raised in adoration. Behind the deceased is the 
goddess Ma’at identified by her symbol above her head and she has 
green skin, a blue wig and a red dress. She is holding linens. Behind 
her is a scale under which is a black jackal headed deity with blue 
anthropomorphic skin and a green kilt and a white falcon with red 
anthropomorphic skin and a green kilt. A red baboon with a green 
body is placing the heart on the scale. The deceased is represented 
again behind the scale with red skin and a green kilt with arms raised 
up. The text underneath is an offering to Osiris. 

Register 2  On the left is a vignette of the god Hapy, identified in the text, with a 
yellow baboon head, yellow wig, yellow cone, yellow and black lined 
shoulders, green mummiform body and holding emmer. On the right 
is Amset(y), identified in the text, with blue skin, a yellow wig, 
yellow and black lined shoulders, a green mummiform body and 
holding emmer. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is Qebehesenuef, identified in the text, with a blue falcon 
head, yellow wig and cone, yellow and black striped shoulders, green 
mummiform body and holding emmer. On the right is Duamutef, 
identified in the text, with a black jackal head, yellow wig and 
anthropomorphic skin, yellow and black lined shoulders, green body 
and holding emmer. 

Register 4  On either side is a depiction of Anubis, identified on the left as imy-wt 
and on the right side as xnty-sH-nTr. Each has a black jackal head, 
yellow wig, anthropomorphic skin and top, a half yellow and half 
green kilt and holding yellow linens. 

Register 5  On the left is Horus, identified in the text as nDty-it=f. He has a blue 
falcon head, yellow wig and cone, black and yellow shoulders, green 
mummiform body and is holding emmer. On the right is Geb, 
identified in the text, with red skin, yellow wig, black beard, yellow 
and black striped shoulders, green mummiform body and holding 
emmer. 

Register 6 
 

On the left is Xr(y)-bAq=f, identified in the text, with a black ibis head, 
yellow wig and collar, green body and holding emmer. On the right 
side is ir-rn=f ds=f, identified in the text, with red skin, yellow wig, 
yellow and black striped shoulders, black beard, green body and 
holding emmer. 

Register 7 On the left is Horus, identified in the text as xnty-nn-mAA, with a blue 
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 falcon head, yellow wig, yellow and black striped shoulders, green 
body and holding emmer. On the right is Osiris, identified in the text, 
with green skin, a yellow wig, yellow and black striped shoulders, 
green body and holding emmer. 

Feet Two wDAt eyes. 
Base  Palace façade and a serpent on the trough. 
Bottom  Isis, identified by her symbol, with green skin, blue wig, red dress, 

green wings with red tips and mAat feathers. 
Back  Inaccessible due to condition of coffin. 
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Catalogue # 35 
Coffin Inner coffin of Djedmontuiuankh (Dd-mnTw-iw-anx), 

doorkeeper in the temple of Amun-Ra at Thebes and son of qswy-tA 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 25256 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, in 1894 it was purchased by the museum from Rollin & 

Feuardent. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 87 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 
PN I, 411.3 
Seeber (1976), 219.50 
Taylor (2003), 115 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, plaster, paint 
Height of 
Object 

191 cm 

Width of 
Object 

44 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

53.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, with black detailed eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  Blue and red striped tripartite wig. The coronet has an outer band of 

white leaves and an inner red band. In the middle is a black scarab 
holding a yellow solar disk in his front legs and a red solar disk in its 
back legs with two uraei. 

Collar  Eight rows of vegetal motif ending with oval pendants. On the left 
side the collar is damaged and the plaster has lost a lot of paint. 

Nut  A green skinned winged Nut, identified above her head, crouching on 
a doorway. She has a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and a red 
dress. Her wings are plain blue then green and blue plumes with red 
tips. Surrounding her is text with an offering formula and 
genealogical information. 

Register 1 
 

This funerary procession is of BoD spell 125 and comprises of green 
skinned Osiris, identified with his atef crown, black beard, yellow 
shoulders and a red mummiform body holding a wAs scepter. In front 
of him is a large snake and then a black anthropomorphic ibis deity 
with a red wig, blue anthropomorphic skin, green top, and a half green 
and half yellow kilt. One arm is raised and has red linen on it and the 
other is holding the hand of the deceased. The deceased has red skin, 
a green cone and a long green kilt. Behind him is a scale with a heart 
and a feather. Ammut is seated under it and so is a green 
anthropomorphic jackal deity with a white wig, yellow shoulders and 
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a green mummiform body holding a mAat feather. On the other side of 
Osiris is a red skinned deity with a green wig, yellow shoulders, blue 
cone and a blue mummiform body. Then there is a red 
anthropomorphic baboon deity with a green wig and cone, blue 
shoulders and a yellow mummiform body followed by a white 
anthropomorphic falcon deity with a green wig and cone, yellow 
shoulders and a red mummiform body. Then there is a black 
anthropomorphic jackal deity with a white wig, green shoulders and a 
yellow mummiform body followed by a black anthropomorphic 
crocodile deity with a white wig, yellow shoulders and a green 
mummiform body. Then there is a black anthropomorphic snake deity 
with a white wig, green shoulders and a yellow mummified body. 
They are all holding linen and a mAat feather. Lastly there is a symbol 
for the west. 

Register 2  On either side there is a white falcon with a red solar disk above his 
head and multi-coloured outstretched wings with a wDAt eye in front. 
In the middle there is a vignette of BoD spell 89 with the deceased 
lying on a lion bed with four jars underneath. The deceased has red 
skin, a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform 
body. 

Register 3 
 

On the left, the inner vignette is of a white anthropomorphic falcon 
deity with a blue wig, white cone, yellow shoulders and a red seated 
mummiform body. The middle vignette is a red anthropomorphic 
baboon deity with a blue wig, white cone, green shoulders and a 
seated yellow mummiform body. The outer vignette is a green 
skinned deity standing with a blue wig, white cone, yellow shoulders 
and a red mummiform body. They are all holding a mAat feather. On 
the right, the inner vignette is a black anthropomorphic ibis deity with 
a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red seated mummiform body. The 
middle vignette is a red anthropomorphic baboon deity standing with 
a blue wig, white cone, green shoulders and a yellow mummiform 
body. They are both holding a mAat feather.  The outer vignette is the 
symbol for the west. 

Register 4  On the left, the inner vignette is green skinned Neith, identified by her 
symbol, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and a red dress. 
She is crouching and has her left hand is raised. The middle vignette 
is a green anthropomorphic jackal deity with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and green mummiform body. He is holding linens and a 
mAat feather and is standing. The outer vignette is the symbol for the 
west. On the right, the inner vignette is of Nephthys, identified by her 
symbol, with green skin, a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and 
a red dress. She is crouching and has her right arm raised. The middle 
vignette is a green anthropomorphic jackal deity with a white wig, 
yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. He is standing and is 
holding linens and a mAat feather. The outer vignette is the symbol for 
the east. 

Feet A standing winged goddess with her wings down. The image is black 
on white plaster. 

Base  Palace façade. 
Bottom  The Apis bull with a red solar disk on its head. On its back held on by 
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a red blanket is the deceased with red skin, a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and a white mummiform body. In the front is some incense. 

Back  On either side is the writing tp-Dw=f  then a snake with a white crown 
of Upper Egypt and two mAat feathers on its back, then a nb, pr and 
niwt sign then a wx fetish (R16) followed by a cartouche and then a 
yellow snake. In the middle of the back is a Dd pillar with two 
symbols for the west and two red arms raised holding a solar disk, nb 
and a wDAt eye.  
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Catalogue # 36 
Coffin Inner coffin of Kepefenhamentu (kAp-f-n-HA-mnTw), priest of Amun 

and son of Hr-sn-t and xn-wsir-di-s. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6670 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, purchased from collector Joseph Sams in 1834.  
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 92-3 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 
PN I, 342.6 
Seeber (1976), 219.41 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, plaster and paint 
Height of 
Object 

181 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face 
Description 

Red skin with black defined eyes and eyebrows and chin strap. The 
ears are very faint. The beard is attached with yellow and blue tresses 
and a curl at the end. A wooden block is there for support.  

Wig  Yellow and blue striped tripartite wig. The coronet has outer bands of 
multi-coloured rectangles. The middle has a green skinned standing 
Nephthys, identified by her symbol, with wings down. She has a 
white wig, red headband and dress. Her wings are white, green and 
blue. She is holding mAat feathers and there are two wDAt eyes flanking 
her. 

Collar  Ten rows solid bands. Sixteen rows of vegetal motif with the last row 
being oval pendants and having falcon terminals.  

Nut  Crouching on nbw yellow skinned goddess Nut, identified by her 
symbol above her head, with a blue wig, red and white headband and 
a green dress. Her wings are yellow with blue spots, blue, green and 
blue plumes with red tips. On either side of her is a green ram with a 
red breast and double plume crown with a red solar disk standing on a 
standard with incense in front and a wDAt eye beside it. This is BoD 
spell 85.  

Central 
Median  

Seven lines of text down the center of the coffin with offering 
formulae and genealogical information. The vignette in the center is 
from BoD spell 89 with the deceased lying on a lion bed with canopic 
jars below and a bA bird above. The deceased has red skin, a blue wig, 
a black beard and a green mummiform body. The goddesses Isis at his 
feet and Nephthys at his head are present with green skin, blue wigs, 
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red headbands and dresses with their symbols identifying them and a 
wDAt eye in front of them. 

Register 1 
Description 

This funerary procession is BoD spell 125 and comprised of a seated 
Osiris, identified by his atef crown, with green skin, a black beard and 
a green mummiform body while holding the crook and flail. Behind 
his throne is winged Isis, identified by her symbol, with green skin, a 
blue wig, red headband and dress. Behind her are ten red skinned 
male deities with blue wigs, yellow shoulders and green mummiform 
bodies while holding wAs scepters. In front of Osiris is a table of 
offerings and a lotus flower and then Ammut sitting on a shrine. 
Behind Ammut is a black anthropomorphic ibis deity with green skin, 
a red top and a half blue and half yellow kilt leading a red skinned 
male. The deceased has a green collar and white kilt and is in front of 
Ma’at, identified by the feather above her head with green skin, a blue 
wig and a red dress. Behind her is a scale with a green 
anthropomorphic jackal deity with green skin, a yellow top and a half 
white and half blue kilt followed by a red skinned deity that is 
damaged but has a half white and half blue kilt. 

Register 2  On the left Atum is identified in the text and has red skin, a double 
crown of Upper and Lower Egypt, a black beard, yellow shoulders 
and a green mummiform body holding emmer. On the right there is a 
white anthropomorphic falcon deity, unidentified because of the 
damaged condition of the text, with a blue wig, red solar disk, yellow 
and black striped shoulders and a green mummiform body holding 
emmer. 

Register 3 
 

On the left side Osiris-Wennefer is identified in the text with red skin, 
a blue wig, plume crown with red solar disk, black beard, yellow 
shoulders and a green mummiform body while holding emmer. On 
the right the name of the red skinned male deity with a blue wig, 
yellow and black striped shoulders and a green mummiform body 
with holding emmer is unidentifiable. 

Register 4  On the left Amset(y) is identified in the text with red skin, a black 
beard, blue wig, yellow and black striped shoulders and a green 
mummiform body while holding emmer. On the right there is a red 
skinned deity with a damaged face and unidentifiable name. He has a 
blue wig, yellow and black striped shoulders and a green mummiform 
body while holding emmer. 

Register 5  On the left is Anubis, identified as xnty-sH-nTr, a black 
anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, yellow and black striped shoulders 
and a green mummiform body while holding emmer. On the right 
side, is an unidentified black anthropomorphic jackal deity with blue 
wig, yellow and black striped shoulders and a green mummiform 
body while holding emmer. 

Register 6 
 

On the left the name is damaged on this red skinned male deity with a 
blue wig, black beard, yellow and black striped shoulders and a green 
mummiform body while holding emmer. On the right is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon un-identifiable deity with a blue wig, yellow 
and black striped shoulders and a green mummiform body while 
holding emmer. 

Register 7 On the left hand side is a black anthropomorphic jackal deity with a 
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 blue wig, yellow and black striped shoulders and a green mummiform 
body while holding emmer. On the right is a red skinned deity with a 
blue wig, yellow and black striped shoulders and a green mummiform 
body while holding emmer. He is unidentifiable in the text. 

Register 8 
 

On the left is Xr(y)-bAq=f, identified in the text as a black 
anthropomorphic ibis, with a blue wig, yellow and black striped 
shoulders and a green mummiform body while holding emmer. On 
the right is a red skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow and black 
striped shoulders and a green mummiform body while holding 
emmer. He is unidentifiable in the text. 

Register 9 
 

On the left is Heka, identified in the text, with red skin, a blue wig 
and beard, yellow and black striped shoulders and a green 
mummiform body while holding emmer. On the right is a damaged 
red skinned male deity with an un-identifiable name and yellow and 
black striped shoulders and a green mummiform body while holding 
emmer. 

Register 10 
 

On the left is Osiris, identified in the text, with a blue wig and beard, 
yellow and black striped shoulders and a green mummiform body 
while holding emmer. On the right is a green-skinned goddess with a 
blue wig, red headband and dress and unidentifiable name. 

Register 11  On the left is Neith, identified in the text, with green skin, a blue wig, 
red headband and dress while holding a lotus flower. On the right is 
an un-identifiable goddess with yellow skin, a blue wig, red headband 
and yellow dress while holding a lotus flower. 

Register 12 
 

On the left is Nephthys, identified in the text with yellow skin, a blue 
wig, red headband and a green dress while holding a lotus flower. 

Feet wDAt eyes and text. 
Base  Palace façade on the back and on the front anx, wAs and nb. 
Bottom  Green skinned goddess with wings and unclear identity due to 

damage. She has a blue wig, red headband, yellow bracelets and a red 
dress. She is hold a mAat feather and there is a partial wDAt eye on her 
left but the plaster is peeling off. 

Back  The left side is very damaged and the paint has come off the plaster 
leaving no images. The right side has three seated red skinned male 
deities with blue wigs, red headbands, green mummiform bodies and 
holding a papyrus plant. Then there are two red baboons and a 
standing black jackal and a wDAt eye. In the middle there is a Dd pillar 
with a double plume crown with a solar disk and two uraei. 
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Catalogue # 37 
Coffin Inner coffin of Mutenpermes (Mwt-n-pr-ms), daughter of tA-n-xnsw 

divine father of Amun and iti. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6674 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, purchased in 1834 by the museum from collector Joseph 

Sams. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 88-9 
Porter and Moss (1964), 830 
PN I, 148.3 
Seeber (1976), 219.43 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

179.5 cm 
 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Pink skin with black defined eyes, eyebrows and rosettes. Protruding 
ears. 

Wig  A plain blue tripartite wig with a yellow vulture headdress. The 
coronet is an outer red band and a yellow solar disk. 

Collar  Twelve rows of vegetal motif with the last row being oval pendants. 
Most of the collar is covered in thick dust leaving a lot of the 
decoration in bad condition. 

Nut  Red skinned winged goddess Nut, identified by her symbol is 
kneeling on a false door. She has a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
collar and bracelets and a red dress with a girdle (V39). Her wings are 
yellow with blue spots, blue and green plumes with red tips and she is 
holding mAat feathers. On either side of the goddess is a ram with a 
double plume crown with a red solar disk with a stone vessel (W9), 
BoD spell 85. 

Central 
Median  

Down the center of the coffin is five lines of text of offerings and the 
vignette is BoD spell 151 with the deceased lying on a lion bed with 
black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis with a white wig and red kilt 
embalming him. The deceased has red skin, a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders with a red stola and a yellow mummiform body. 

Register 1 
 

This funerary procession is BoD spell 125 which is comprised of 
Osiris, identified with his atef crown, standing on a pedestal with 
green skin, red shoulders and a green mummiform body while holding 
a wAs scepter. Behind him are Isis and Nephthys identified by their 
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symbols, with red skin, blue wigs, red headbands, girdles and dresses 
with their arms raised in adoration. Behind them is black 
anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, identified by the scroll in his hand, with 
a green wig, red anthropomorphic skin and white kilt while he holds 
the hand of the deceased. The deceased has yellow skin, a blue wig, 
red cone, white dress and her other hand raised in adoration. There is 
a scale behind her. In front of Osiris is a table of offering and lotus 
flower then a red anthropomorphic falcon deity with a white wig, red 
skin, white kilt and one arm raised in adoration and the other holding 
an anx. Then there is a yellow anthropomorphic jackal deity with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red stola with a green mummiform 
body holding emmer. 

Register 2  On the left there is Hapi, identified in the text, red anthropomorphic 
baboon, with a blue wig, red cone, yellow shoulders with a red stola 
and a green mummiform body holding emmer. On the right is 
Amset(y), identified in the text, a red anthropomorphic jackal, with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red stola and a green mummiform 
body holding emmer. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is Qebehsenuef, identified in the text, with red skin, a blue 
wig, red cone, yellow shoulders and a red stola and a green 
mummiform body holding emmer. On the right is Duamutef, 
identified in the text, red anthropomorphic falcon, with a blue wig and 
cone, yellow shoulders with a red stola and a green mummiform body 
holding emmer. 

Register 4  On either side is Anubis, identified on the left as xnty-sH-nTr, a black 
anthropomorphic jackal, with a yellow wig, black skin, white top, red 
kilt and an anx in his left hand and in his right a wAs scepter. On the 
right, identified as nb-tA, black anthropomorphic jackal with a white 
wig, black anthropomorphic skin, white top and kilt holding an anx 
and wAs scepter. 

Register 5  On the left is an un-identified black anthropomorphic jackal deity 
with a yellow wig, black skin, white top and kilt and an anx in his left 
hand and in his right a wAs scepter. On the right Anubis, identified as 
nb-tA, a black anthropomorphic jackal, with a black wig and 
anthropomorphic skin, white top and red kilt holding an anx and wAs 
scepter. 

Feet wDAt eye on either side with rest composed of text, difficult to read 
due to dust condition. 

Base  Palace façade. 
Bottom  A red Axt with a black scarab. 
Back  Inaccessible due to placement of coffin. 
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Catalogue # 38 
Coffin Inner coffin of Takhebkhenem (tA-xb-xnm), lady of the house and 

daughter of pA-di-xnsw and ns-mwt. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6691 
Other coffins Outer anthropoid coffin  BM EA 6690. 
Provenance Thebes, purchased by the museum in 1835 from Dr. Alexander 

Turnbull Christie. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 97 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 
Seeber (1976), 219.45 
Taylor (2003), 114, pl. 61 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin that has been repainted in modern times by the museum 
with black defined eyes and eyebrows. Small protruding ears. 

Wig  Plain blue tripartite wig with a yellow vulture headdress where the 
vulture is holding a cartouche in each talon. The lower portion of the 
wig has a repainted portion where the collar decoration extends over 
the wig. The trough has red and blue stripes on a yellow background. 
The coronet has the outer band composed of a row of white leaves, 
then a yellow band, then a band of multi-coloured rectangles, a green 
band and then finally a red one. In the middle is a scarab holding in its 
front legs a yellow solar disk and in its back legs a cartouche. Below 
the scarab is another red solar disk with two yellow uraei.  

Collar  Two rows solid bands. Nine rows of vegetal motif with the last row 
being oval pendants.  

Nut  There are two figures represented on the chest. The first is a green 
ram with outstretched wings, a blue wig, a yellow solar disk with a 
uraeus on it, a feathered body and yellow talons with a green and red 
cartouche in them. The wings are blue and red.  Below is a white 
falcon with outstretched wings, a red solar disk, a striped body and 
yellow talons with a green and red cartouche in them. The wings are 
blue and yellow. They are both over a doorway. 

Register 1 
 

BoD spell 125. On the left there is a vignette with green skinned 
Osiris, identified by the atef crown he wears. He has a black beard, 
yellow shoulders, yellow stola and a red mummiform body while 
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holding a wAs scepter. Behind him is a red skinned deity with a blue 
wig, red and white cone, green shoulders and a yellow mummiform 
body. Following them is a red anthropomorphic baboon deity with a 
blue wig, yellow and red cone, yellow shoulders and a red 
mummiform body. They are each holding red and blue linen and a 
mAat feather. In front of Osiris is a table of offerings and a lotus 
flower. On the other side is a green skinned female with a blue wig, 
red headband and cone and a white dress. She is holding a sistrum. On 
the right hand side in the vignette we have green skinned Osiris, 
identified by the atef crown he wears. He has a black beard, yellow 
shoulders, yellow stola and a red mummiform body while holding a 
wAs scepter. Behind him is a white anthropomorphic falcon deity with 
a blue wig, red and green cone, green shoulders and a yellow 
mummiform body. Following them is a red anthropomorphic baboon 
deity with a blue wig, yellow and red cone, yellow shoulders and a 
red mummiform body. They are each holding red and blue linen and a 
mAat feather. In front of Osiris is a table of offerings and a lotus 
flower. On the other side is a green skinned female with a blue wig, 
red headband and cone and a white dress. She is holding a sistrum. 

Register 2  On either side is a vignette with a green anthropomorphic jackal deity 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red mummiform body. They 
are each holding green and blue linen and a mAat feather. Below each 
of them is genealogical information. 

Register 3 
 

On either side there is a white falcon with multicoloured wings that 
are outstretched towards the middle vignette and a wDAt eye is in 
front. In the middle the vignette is BoD spell 89 with the deceased 
lying on a lion bed with three jars underneath and a red winged solar 
disk about with an anx coming down on each side. The deceased has 
red skin, a blue wig, white cone, yellow shoulders and a green 
mummiform body. 

Register 4  On the left, the inner vignette is of a white anthropomorphic falcon 
deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, yellow stola and a yellow 
seated body followed by the outer vignette of a green 
anthropomorphic lion deity with a blue wig, white shoulders, yellow 
mummiform body and holding green and blue linen. On the right, the 
inner vignette is of a green anthropomorphic ibis deity with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders, yellow stola and a yellow seated mummiform 
body followed by the outer vignette of a green anthropomorphic lion 
deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green mummiform body and 
holding blue and yellow linens. They are each holding a mAat feather 
and their identities are unclear. 

Register 5  On the left, the inner vignette is of the goddess Neith, identified in the 
text, with green skin, a white wig, red headband, yellow collar and 
bracelets and a red dress. She is crouching down and has one arm 
raised in adoration. The outer vignette is of a red anthropomorphic 
crocodile deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red seated 
mummiform body with an unclear identity. On the right, the inner 
vignette is of a green skinned goddess, with an unclear identity, with a 
white wig, yellow collar and bracelets and a red dress. She is 
crouching and has one arm raised in adoration. The outer vignette is 
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of an unidentified red anthropomorphic crocodile deity with a blue 
wig, double plume crown with a solar disk, yellow shoulders and a 
red seated mummiform body. In the middle of these two sides is a 
yellow and blue wx fetish (R16). 

Feet The feet are covered with text and on either side a seated black jackal 
with a red collar on a standard. 

Base  Palace façade. 
Bottom  The Apis bull with a yellow solar disk above its head and on its back 

the deceased with red skin, a blue wig, a yellow cone, white shoulders 
and a black bead net covered white mummiform body. 

Back  On each side on the trough is the writing tp-Dw=f followed by a 
yellow snake with two uraei and another bit of writing pr-t-t dwA and 
then a wx fetish (R16) then a cartouche and another yellow snake with 
a black beard. In the middle of the back is a Dd pillar with ram horns 
and the double plume crown with a solar disk. Below there is a tit 
amulet with two uraei with solar disks and above the pillar is another 
solar disk with uraei and anxw.  
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Catalogue # 39 
Coffin Inner coffin of Djedastiusankh (Dd-Ast-iw-s-anx), lady of the house 

and daughter of tA-aAt 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6689 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 132 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 
PN I, 409.17 
Seeber (1976), 219.44 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Sycamore wood, plaster, paint 
Height of 
Object 

205 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face 
Descriptio 

Pink with black defined eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 

Wig  A tripartite red and blue striped wig. The coronet has traces of red but 
is very damaged. 

Collar  Eight rows of vegetal motif with the last row as oval pendants. 
 

Nut  A winged red solar disk with multi-coloured plumes and titles of the 
deceased in text. 

Central 
Median  

The middle vignette is BoD spell 89 with the deceased with red skin, 
a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body on a lion 
bed. Below are four canopic jars and above is a red solar disk with 
two uraei. On either side of the vignette are white falcons with red 
solar disks with uraei, blue wigs and outstretched wings. wDAt eyes are 
next to the falcons. Below the scenes are pointed green leaves with 
yellow dots and pointed yellow leaves with red dots. 

Register 1 
 

This funerary procession is BoD spell 125 and comprises of a green 
skinned deity with the white crown of Upper Egypt, a black beard, 
yellow shoulders, a red mummiform body and is holding a wAs 
scepter. In front of this deity is a blue snake representing Atum. Then 
black anthropomorphic ibis Thoth with a red wig, yellow collar, blue 
skin, red top and half yellow and half red kilt. His right arm is raised 
in adoration with red and blue linen and his left is holding that of the 
deceased with an anx. The deceased has green skin, a blue wig and 
cone, yellow collar and a red dress. Behind her is a scale with Ammut 
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and a black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow collar 
and red mummiform body with a mAat feather. On the other side 
behind the deity with the white crown are four deities, the first with 
red skin, a blue wig and cone, green shoulders and a yellow 
mummiform body. Behind him is a red anthropomorphic baboon with 
a blue wig and cone, yellow shoulders and a red mummiform body. 
Then there is a green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig and 
cone, yellow shoulders and a red mummiform body. Lastly there is a 
black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, red shoulders and a 
yellow body. They are all holding linen and mAat feathers. Together 
they make the four sons of Horus. Below them is an offering to the 
deceased. 

Register 2  Text with offering formulae. 
Feet More text but damaged. 
Base  There is no base. 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back  Unaccessible due to the condition of the coffin. On the left side of the 

trough there are four demons, the first is a yellow anthropomorphic 
lion with a blue wig, red shoulders and a yellow seated body. Then 
there is a yellow anthropomorphic snake demon with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a red seated body. That is followed by a black 
anthropomorphic jackal demon with a blue wig, red shoulders and 
yellow seated body. Finally there is a white anthropomorphic falcon 
demon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red seated body. They 
are all holding knives. On the right side there are five demons, the 
first is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red shoulders 
and a yellow seated body. Behind them is a yellow anthropomorphic 
rabbit with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red seated body. Then 
a red anthropomorphic double headed uraei demon with a blue beard 
and wig, red shoulders and a yellow seated body. Then there is an 
anthropomorphic nb basket with a wDAt eye inside demon with yellow 
shoulders and a red seated body. Finally there is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red shoulders and a yellow 
seated body. They are all also wielding knives. 
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Catalogue # 40 
Coffin Inner coffin of Itineb (Iti-nb), son of ns-tA-Hr-kA-rA. 

 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6693 
Other coffins  
Provenance Saqqara, in 1766 it was donated to the museum by King George III 

and was previously owned by Edward Wortley Montagu. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1988), 222-3 
Budge (1924), 98 
Eladany (2012), 165 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 
Seeber (1976), 219.46 
Taylor (2010)54, 178-9 
Taylor (2001), 240, pl. CLXXVII 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Sycamore fig wood, plaster, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

183.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

60 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

22 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Green skin with black detailed eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
 

Wig  Blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with a green and red feathered 
headdress. A headband sits on top of the wig with text and a red solar 
disk. The coronet is inaccessible. 

Collar  Eighteen rows of vegetal motif with the last one being oval pendants 
with falcon ended terminals with a solar disk. 

Nut  A red background with a pink skinned winged goddess Nut, identified 
in the text, crouching. She has a yellow wig, red headband, yellow 
collar and bracelets and a green dress. Her wings are yellow with blue 
spots, green and blue plumes with red tips. A red solar disk is above 
her head. On the left side of Nut is a kneeling Nephthys identified by 
her symbol holding a cartouche and a lying jackal beside her. On the 
right side is Isis, identified by her symbol, kneeling and holding a 
cartouche and a lying jackal beside her. 

Central 
Median  

Three lines of text down the center of the coffin with offering 
formulae. 

Register 1 This funerary procession is BoD spell 125 comprised of a black 

																																																								
54	Published image of coffin for reference. 
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 background and white figured scene with Osiris seated on a throne, 
identified by his atef crown, holding a crook and flail. Behind him is a 
damaged winged goddess standing with outstretched wings. In front 
of Osiris are four male deities in mummified forms with beards 
identified as the four sons of Horus in the text. Then there is a table of 
offerings with a lotus flower. On the other side of the table is 
anthropomorphic ibis Thoth with a tablet and writing instrument. 
Behind him is anthropomorphic jackal Anubis leading a female in a 
long dress. Then behind them is a scale with anthropomorphic baboon 
and ibis deities with a male placing a heart on the scale. Ammut is 
seated on a shrine. 

Register 2  On the left, the inner vignette is Thoth, identified in the text, 
anthropomorphic green ibis, black wig, red skin, red solar disk, half 
white and half green kilt. In front of him is the deceased with red skin, 
a black wig, yellow collar, a white and green dress and arms raised in 
adoration. The outer vignette is Hathor, identified in the text, with 
yellow skin, a black wig, green dress and holding a lotus scepter in 
her left hand and an anx in her right. In front of her is the deceased 
with red skin, a black wig, yellow collar, a white and green dress and 
arms raised in adoration On the right hand side the inner vignette is 
Ra-Harahkty, identified in the text, white anthropomorphic falcon, 
black wig, red skin, a half white and half green kilt with a wAs scepter 
in his right hand and an anx in his left. In front of him is the deceased 
with red skin, a black wig, yellow collar, a white and green dress and 
arms raised in adoration. The outer vignette is red skinned male deity 
Nu, identified in the text, with a blue wig, half white and half green 
kilt with a wAs scepter in his right hand and an anx in his left. In front 
of him is the deceased with red skin, a black wig, yellow collar, a 
white and green dress and arms raised in adoration. 

Register 3 
 

On the left the inner vignette is Anubis, identified, a green 
anthropomorphic jackal, a black wig, yellow collar, red skin, a half 
white and half green kilt with a wAs scepter in his left hand and an anx 
in his right. In front of him is the deceased with red skin, a black wig, 
yellow collar, a white and green dress and arms raised in adoration. 
The outer vignette is yellow skinned Bastet, identified in the text, with 
a black wig, green collar and dress and holding a lotus scepter in her 
left hand and an anx in her right. In front of her is the deceased with 
red skin, a black wig, yellow collar, a white and green dress and arms 
raised in adoration. On the right side the inner vignette is Wepwawet, 
identified in the text, a green anthropomorphic jackal, black wig, red 
skin, a half white and half green kilt with a wAs scepter in his right 
hand and an anx in his left. In front of him is the deceased with red 
skin, a black wig, yellow collar, a white and green dress and arms 
raised in adoration. The outer vignette is Horus, identified xnty-xt in 
the text, a white anthropomorphic falcon, red skin, a half white and 
half green skin with a wAs scepter in his right hand and an anx in his 
left. In front of him is the deceased with red skin, a black wig, yellow 
collar, a white and green dress and arms raised in adoration. 

Register 4  On the left, the inner vignette is yellow skinned Neith, identified in 
the text, with a black wig, green collar and dress and holding a lotus 
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scepter in her left hand and an anx in her right. In front of her is the 
deceased with red skin, a black wig, yellow collar, a white and green 
dress and arms raised in adoration. The outer vignette is red skinned 
deity, identified in the text as nb-aHA, with a blue wig, half white and 
half green kilt with a wAs scepter in his left hand and an anx in his 
right. In front of him is the deceased with red skin, a black wig, 
yellow collar, a white and green dress and arms raised in adoration. 
On the right, the inner vignette is yellow skinned Isis, identified in the 
text, with a black wig, green collar and dress and holding a lotus 
scepter in her right hand and an anx in her left. In front of her is the 
deceased with red skin, a black wig, yellow collar, a white and green 
dress and arms raised in adoration. The outer vignette is green 
anthropomorphic ram Khnum, identified in the text, with red skin, 
half white and half green kilt with a wAs scepter in his right hand and 
an anx in his left. In front of him is the deceased with red skin, a black 
wig, yellow collar, a white and green dress and arms raised in 
adoration. 

Register 5  On the left side the inner vignette is Khonsu, identified in the text, a 
green anthropomorphic ram with horns, a black wig, red skin, half 
white and half green kilt with a wAs scepter in his left hand and an anx 
in his right. In front of him is the deceased with red skin, a black wig, 
yellow collar, a white and green dress and arms raised in adoration. 
The outer vignette is yellow skinned Sekhmet, identified in the text, 
with with a black wig, green collar and dress and holding a lotus 
scepter in her left hand and an anx in her right. In front of her is the 
deceased with red skin, a black wig, yellow collar, a white and green 
dress and arms raised in adoration. On the right side the inner vignette 
is red skinned Geb, identified in the text, with a black wig, half white 
and half green kilt with a wAs scepter in his right hand and an anx in 
his left. In front of him is the deceased with red skin, a black wig, 
yellow collar, a white and green dress and arms raised in adoration. 
The outer vignette is red skinned Osiris, identified in the text, with a 
black wig, half white and half green kilt with a wAs scepter in his right 
hand and an anx in his left. In front of him is the deceased with red 
skin, a black wig, yellow collar, a white and green dress and arms 
raised in adoration. 

Register 6 
 

On the left, the inner vignette is irt-Hr, identified in the text, a white 
anthropomorphic falcon head, black wig, red skin, green collar, half 
white and half green kilt with a wAs scepter in his left hand and an anx 
in his right. In front of him is the deceased with red skin, a black wig, 
yellow collar, a white and green dress and arms raised in adoration. 
The outer vignette is yellow skinned Nut, identified in the text, with 
with a black wig, green collar and dress and holding a lotus scepter in 
her left hand and an anx in her right. In front of her is the deceased 
with red skin, a black wig, yellow collar, a white and green dress and 
arms raised in adoration. On the right, the inner vignette is red 
skinned Hp-t, identified in the text, with a black wig, half white and 
half green kilt with a wAs scepter in his right hand and an anx in his 
left. In front of him is the deceased with red skin, a black wig, yellow 
collar, a white and green dress and arms raised in adoration. The outer 
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vignette is of three green cobras on top of each other and in front of 
them is the deceased with red skin, a black wig, yellow collar, a white 
and green dress and arms raised in adoration. 

Feet On the feet there are two jackals lying on shrines with a flail and hook 
with a mAat feather on its back and identified as xnty-sH-nTr. 

Base  There are two solid green bands at the front. 
Bottom  Inaccessible. 
Back  The sides of the trough have at the top on either side a crouching 

Nephthys and Isis, identified by their symbols, with yellow skin, 
green collars, bracelets and dresses adoring a wx fetish. Below are 
two jackals with flails and mAat feathers on shrines. Below this are 
four rows of deities being adored by the deceased with red skin, a 
black wig and a white dress and arms raised. On the left the first deity 
is a red skinned male deity, identified as Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, with a 
black wig and beard and a half white and half green kilt, holding in 
his right hand a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. Below is a green 
anthropomorphic baboon deity, identified as Osiris xnty-imnti-Dw, 
with a black wig, red skin, a green collar and a half white and half 
green kilt holding in his right hand a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. 
Below is a green anthropomorphic jackal identified as xnty-sH-nTr, 
with a black wig, red skin, a green collar and a half white and half 
green kilt holding in his right hand a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. 
Below is a green anthropomorphic jackal identified as Anubis, with a 
black wig, red skin, a green collar and a half white and half green kilt 
embalming a red skinned, black wigged mummy in bandages. On the 
right side the first deity is a red skinned male deity, identified as 
Amset(y), with a black wig and beard and a half white and half green 
kilt, holding in his left hand a damaged wAs scepter and in his right an 
anx. Below him is Qebehsenuef, identified in the text, a white 
anthropomorphic falcon, black wig, red skin and a half white and half 
green kilt, holding in his left hand a wAs scepter and in his right an 
anx. Below is yellow skinned goddess Isis, identified in the text, with 
a black wig, green collar, bracelets and dress holding in her left hand 
a wAs scepter and in her right an anx. Below her is an unnamed yellow 
skinned goddess with a black wig, green collar, bracelets and dress 
holding in her left hand a wAs scepter and in her right an anx. In front 
of her is green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified, with a 
black wig, red skin, a green collar and a half white and half green kilt 
embalming a red skinned, black wigged mummy in bandages. On 
each side is another representation of the deceased. Down the middle 
of the back is a Dd pillar with an atef crown, ram horns, red solar disk 
and two uraei with sun disks. The pillar has a face and is holding a 
crook and flail. Above the pillar is a red skinned male deity with a 
black wig and beard, green collar and top and a half white and half 
green kilt crouching and holding up a barque with a shrine where a 
double headed anthropomorphic ram with horns is sitting. He has a 
black wig and a yellow mummiform body and is holding a crook and 
flail inside a red solar disk. On either side are two green baboons with 
red hands and feet and a red solar disk above their heads with their 
arms in adoration. 
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Catalogue # 41 
Coffin Inner coffin of Ankhesnefer (anx-s-nfr), lady of the house and 

daughter of xnsw-ms and Ast-ir-di-s. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6672 (on long-term loan to 

Kelvingrove museum, Glasgow) 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 96-7 
Porter and Moss (1964), 828 
PN I, 68.2 
Seeber (1976), 219.42 
Taylor (2001a), 237, fig. 174 
Taylor (2001b), 174, pls. LIV-LV 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, plaster, paint 
Height of 
Object 

185 cm 

Width of 
Object 

62 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

46 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin with black detailed eyes and brows, fringe and earrings.  
Protruding ears. 

Wig  Black wig with brick pattern and a gold gilded vulture headdress and 
sun disk on forehead. 

Collar  Three solid bands and seventeen rows of vegetal motifs and last row 
of oval pendants and falcon terminals.  

Nut  Green skinned winged goddess Nut, indentified above her head, 
crouching on nbw. She has a blue wig, red headband, collar and dress 
with yellow bracelets. Her wings are outstretched with yellow with 
blue spots, then blue, green and blue plumes with red tips. On either 
side of the goddess are green rams with red scarves, blue horns and 
double plume crowns with red solar disks. They are both standing on 
standards and have incense in front of them denoting BoD spell 85. 
Below in a line of text with genealogical information. 

Central 
Median  

Down the center of the coffin are two vignettes, the first with winged 
Isis and Nephthys, identified by their symbols. Isis is on the right and 
Nephthys on the left and they both have green skin, blue wigs, red 
dresses and outstretched wings with wDAt eyes next to them. In 
between them is a wx fetish (R16). The second vignette is BoD spell 
151 with black anthropomorphic jackal with a red wig and top and 
black skin embalming the deceased who is lying on a lion bed with 
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four jars underneath. The deceased has green skin, a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and a green mummiform body. The text below is comprised 
of six lines of offering formulae. 

Register 1 
 

Vignette BoD spell 125 has a red skinned deity with the red crown of 
Lower Egypt, a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform 
body holding a wAs scepter. Behind this deity is Osiris, with green 
skin, the atef crown identifying him, a beard, yellow shoulders and a 
green mummiform body holding a wAs scepter. Then there is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a double plume crown, red shoulders 
and a green mummiform body. Behind him is Isis, identified by her 
symbol, with green skin, a blue wig, red dress and wings with a wDAt 
eye. Behind her are six red skinned male deities with blue wigs are 
beards, yellow shoulders and green mummiform bodies. They are 
holding red linen and mAat feathers. In front of the procession is a 
table of offerings and a lotus flower and Ammut sitting on a shrine. 
Behind him on the right side is black anthropomorphic ibis Thoth 
with a blue wig, blue skin, white top and a half white and half blue 
kilt holding red linen and a scroll in one hand and the hand of the 
deceased with the other. The deceased has yellow skin, a blue wig and 
a green dress. Her free hand in raised in adoration. Behind her is a 
scale with a seated anthropomorphic ibis deity with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a green body and a red skin deity with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders and a green body. They are both holding mAat 
feathers.  

Register 2  On the left is Amset(y), identified in the text, with red skin, a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body holding emmer. 
On the right is Hapy, identified in the text, red anthropomorphic 
baboon, a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body 
holding emmer. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is Duamutef, identified in the text, green anthropomorphic 
jackal head, blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform 
body holding emmer. On the right is Qebehsenuef, identified in the 
text, a green anthropomorphic falcon, blue wig, yellow shoulders and 
a green mummiform body holding emmer. 

Register 4  On either side is a representation of Anubis, identified on both sides 
in the text as imy-wt. Green anthropomorphic jackals with blue wigs, 
yellow shoulders and green mummiform bodies holding emmer. 

Register 5  On the left side is red skinned Geb, identified in the text, with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body holding emmer. 
On the right is Horus, identified as xnty-nn-mAA, a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
green mummiform body holding emmer. 

Register 6 
 

On either side is a representation of Xr(y)-bAq=f, identified in the text, 
white anthropomorphic falcon, blue wigs, red hands, yellow shoulders 
and green mummiform bodies holding emmer. 

Register 7 
 

On the left is Horus, identified in the text as nDty-it=f, white 
anthropomorphic falcon, blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green 
mummiform body holding emmer. On the right side is a red skinned 
deity, unidentified due to the condition of the coffin, with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body holding emmer. 
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Feet Green-skinned winged Isis, identified with her symbol, standing with 
her wings down. She has a blue wig, red dress and blue and green 
wings and is holding mAat feathers. There are two lines of text down 
each side as offerings. 

Base  Palace façade.  
Bottom  Apis bull with deceased on its back. The deceased has red skin, a 

black wig and white mummiform body with a red beat net blanket 
over it. In front of the bull is an obelisk and above is a bA bird. 

Back  Inaccessible due to position of display. 
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Catalogue # 42 
Coffin Inner coffin of Penamunnebnesuttawy (pn-Imn-nb-nsw-tAwy), priest 

of Amun and Bastet and son of Mitenesamun and Takhateret. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6676 
Other coffins Middle coffin BM EA 6675 and outer fragments (BM EA 6945-

6949). 
Provenance Thebes, purchased by the museum in 1834 through Sotheby’s from 

collector Joseph Sams. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 96 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 
Taylor (2001b), 174, pls. LIII-LIV 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, paint, plaster 
Height of 
Object 

171 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Repainted with thick red paint, while the original had plaster and 
paint peeling away. There is black detail around eyes and eyebrows. 
Protruding ears. 

Wig  Yellow and blue striped tripartite wig. The coronet has a red band 
then a band of four white leaves and one yellow leaf and then a 
yellow band. In the middle is a scarab with a red disk in its front legs 
and a cartouche in its back legs. On either side is a representation of 
the east and the west. Below the scarab is a red solar disk with two 
uraei. 

Collar  Eight rows of vegetal motif with the last row being oval pendants and 
having falcon terminals. There are four rows of horizontal bands. 

Nut  The background is red with a green beat net pattern on top. The 
winged goddess Nut, identified above her head, is crouching. She has 
a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and bracelets and a red dress 
with a green bead net over it. Her wings are outstretched and they are 
plain blue, then green and blue plumes with red tips. Below is an 
offering formula and genealogical information. 

Central 
Median  

A single line of text runs down the center of the coffin with a	Htp-di-
nsw formula followed by some genealogical information. 

Register 1 
 

On each side there is a vignette with two winged goddesses with 
green skin, blue wigs, red solar disks, yellow collars and bracelets, red 
dresses and holding mAat feathers. Their wings are yellow and then 
blue and green plumes with red tips and have wDAt eyes next to them. 
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In the middle of the two goddess is Osiris, identified by his atef 
crown, with green skin, a beard, yellow shoulders and a red 
mummiform body while holding a wAs scepter. 

Register 2  On the left side there is a red skinned deity with a blue wig, green 
cone, beard, yellow shoulders and green mummiform body in the 
inner vignette and then in the outer vignette is a green 
anthropomorphic jackal deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
red mummiform body. They are both holding wAs scepters. The text 
below them is an offering to Geb. On the right side there is a red 
anthropomorphic baboon deity with a blue wig, red and green cone, 
yellow shoulders and bracelets and a green mummiform body. Behind 
him is a white anthropomorphic falcon deity with a blue wig, red and 
green cone, yellow shoulders and bracelets and a red mummiform 
body. They are both holding wAs scepters. Below them is an offering 
to Anubis. They four deities together comprise the four sons of Horus. 

Register 3 
 

On either side is a green anthropomorphic jackal deity with blue wig, 
red skin, yellow collar, green top, a half white and half green with 
black stripes kilt and holding in each hand an anx and wAs scepter. 
Below the left vignette is an offering to Osiris and on the right side 
genealogical information. 

Register 4  On either side is a red skinned deity with a blue wigs and beards, 
yellow shoulders and green mummiform bodies while holding wAs 
scepters.  

Register 5  A wDAt eye on both sides and genealogical information. 
 

Feet Green skinned goddess Hathor with horns and a sun disk (C9) with a 
blue wig, yellow collar and bracelets and a red dress with a blue bead 
net over it. Her wings are plain blue and then green and blue plumes 
with red tips. She is crouching on nbw and holding mAat feathers. This 
has been repainted.  

Base  Palace façade. 
Bottom  Text with an offering formula. 
Back  On each side of the trough there is a tp-Dw=f sentence followed by an 

offering to Osiris and then on the left side there is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon deity with a blue wig, white cone, yellow 
shoulders and a red mummiform body holding blue, yellow red linens 
and a mAat feather. Following this deity is a white anthropomorphic 
jackal deity with a blue wig, white shoulders and a red mummiform 
body while holding red, yellow and blue linens and a mAat feather. On 
the right of the trough there is a red skinned deity with a blue wig and 
beard, white cone, yellow shoulders and a red mummiform body 
holding blue and yellow linen and a mAat feather. Behind them is a red 
anthropomorphic baboon deity with a white wig and cone, yellow 
shoulders and a red mummiform body holding linen and a mAat 
feather. Below these vignettes on either side is a wx fetish with a 
double plume crown and red solar disk and a cartouche at the bottom. 
In the middle of the back is a Dd pillar with two red arms holding 
linens, a wDAt eye holding a solar disk with tit amulets and symbols 
for the east and west.   
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Catalogue # 43 
Coffin Middle coffin of Penamunnebnesuttawy (pn-Imn-nb-nsw-tAwy), priest 

of Amun and Bastet and son of Mitenesamun and Takhateret. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6675 
Other coffins Inner coffin BM EA 6676 and outer fragments (BM EA 6945-9). 
Provenance Thebes, purchased in 1834 by the museum from collector Joseph 

Sams. 
Bibliography 
of Object 

Porter and Moss (1964), 829 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood,	paint,	plaster	
Height of 
Object 

209 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Wood, dark colour 

Face  Dark red skin with varnish covering it.  Black detail on eyebrows and 
eyes. Large protruding ears. Fragment of false beard attached.  

Wig  Tripartite wig with blue and yellow stripes and some damage. The 
coronet with faint traces of red bands and a red solar disk in the 
middle. The paint has not survived too well.  

Collar  Eight rows of vegetal motifs, last row oval pendants. 
Central 
Median  

Faint trace of line of writing down the middle. Very bad condition. 
 

Feet Undecorated. 
Bottom Undecorated. 
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Catalogue # 44 
Coffin Inner coffin lid of Pediamunenet	(p-di-Imn-t), attendant and 

doorkeeper of Ra at Thebes and son of Osiris-ms. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6682 
Other coffins Middle coffin, BM EA 6683 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Bettum (2010), 52, 64-5 
Budge (1924), 124 
Dawson and Gray (1968), 14-5, pl. VIId 
Porter and Moss (1964), 830 
Shimbun (1999), 113 
Taylor (2005), 58-9 
Taylor (2001b), 173, pl. LIV 
 

Date of 
Object 

Found in a tomb of the 25th Dynasty in Thebes by Anastasi in the 
early 19th century and purchased by museum in 1839. He was found 
along with his father and other coffins of family members55. 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Cartonnage, plaster, paint, varnish 
Height of 
Object 

176 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin with black defined eyes and brows. No ears. 
Wig  Blue and yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet is inaccessible. 
Collar  Five rows solid bands. Seven rows of white feathers and tubular red, 

yellow and green beads. On each side of the collar is a yellow 
anthropomorphic lion seated deity with a blue wig, red cone, yellow 
shoulders and a red mummiform body holding an anx.  

Register 1 
 

The middle scene is with a winged red solar disk with two uraei above 
green skinned Osiris, identified in the text. He has the atef crown, a 
black beard, yellow shoulders and a red mummiform body with a blue 
bead net on top and yellow a pair of yellow stola. He is standing on a 
pedestal and is holding a crook, flail and wAs scepter. Behind him is 
standing Isis, identified in the text and by her symbol, with green skin, 
a blue wig, red headband and collar, yellow bracelets and a red dress. 
She is holding red and blue linen in her left hand and raising her right 
in adoration. Before both gods is a representation of the deceased with 
red skin, a blue wig and beard, red headband, green collar and a white 
garment. Both of his arms are raised in adoration and he is named in 
the text. On the left side of the vignette are two representations of two 

																																																								
55	Bettum (2010), 52, 64-5.	
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of the four sons of Horus. The first is a yellow skinned male deity 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red mummiform body. 
Behind him is a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and red mummiform body. On the right hand side is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red 
mummiform body. Behind him is a black anthropomorphic jackal 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red mummiform body. All 
four of them are holding red and blue linens and a mAat feather. There 
are offerings and genealogical information. 

Register 2  This vignette is of Sokar-Osiris; identified in the text, with a yellow 
head, blue wings and red feet. He has a yellow solar disk above his 
head and is standing on alabaster (W3) and in front of him is a sxm 
(S42) scepter with a cartouche. There are offerings and genealogical 
information. 

Register 3 
 

In this vignette, in the middle is a domed and a double plumed 
feathered Abydos fetish with a yellow solar disk on a Dw symbol with 
two sxm scepters on either side. Selkis and Neith, who are identified 
in the text and by their symbols, flank it. They both have yellow skin, 
a blue wig, red headband, green collar, yellow bracelets and a red 
dress. They are crouching on nbw and have their heads looking 
behind them with their inside arm raised in adoration of the fetish. 
There are offerings and genealogical information. 

Register 4  This final register has the same fetish in the middle but has two green 
anthropomorphic rams with blue horns and a yellow solar disk in a 
double plume crown with yellow shoulders and a red mummiform 
bodies flanking on either side. They are both holding red and blue 
linens and the one on the left is identified as Khnum. There are 
offerings and genealogical information.  

Feet An offering formula flanked by two black lying down jackals on an 
alabaster basket with a yellow and red scarf. The jackals are identified 
as Wepwawet. 

Base  Red with a green stripe. 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back  Only have the lid. 
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Catalogue # 45 
Coffin Inner coffin of Shepenmehyt (sSp-n-mH-t), lady of the house and 

sistrum player and daughter of Hor and Tasherienhethor. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 22814B 
Other coffins Outer anthropoid coffin BM EA 22814A 
Provenance Thebes, donated to the museum in 1869 by King Edward VII. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Andrews (1998), 63, fig. 63 
Shimbun (1999), 27 
Porter and Moss (1964), 673 
Seeber (1976), 217.11 
Taylor and Strudwick (2005), 62-3 
Taylor (2003),114, pls. 64, 67, 75 
Taylor (2001b), 174, pl. LIV 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Sycamore fig wood, paint 
Height of 
Object 

171 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Green skin, defined black eyes and brows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A blue/black tripartite wig in brick pattern with a golden vulture 

headdress on top and a yellow solar disk. The coronet has an exterior 
row of white and green leaves and then red and yellow bands. In the 
middle is a scarab holding in its front legs a red solar disk and in its 
back legs a cartouche. East and West symbols flank each side.  

Collar  Three rows solid bands. Ten rows of vegetal motif with the last 
ending in oval pendants.  

Nut  A green skinned winged goddess crouching on nbw with a lying down 
black jackal beneath. She is identified as Nut above in a yellow solar 
disk. She has a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and bracelets 
and a red dress. Her wings are outstretched and comprise of a row of 
yellow with blue spots, then rows of blue, green and blue plumes with 
red tips. 

Central 
Median  

The center of the coffin has five lines of text with offering formulae. 
The vignette is spell 89 where the deceased is lying on a lion bed, 
with four jars beneath the bed and a heart, and a bA bird flying over. 
The deceased has red skin, a blue wig, red shoulder and green body. 

Register 1 
 

This is a funerary procession BoD spell 125 with an offering table and 
a lotus flower, on the left of it is a green snake zoomorphic form of 
Atum with red hands and feet with a red solar disk above his head and 
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an anx around his raised arms. Behind him is a green skinned Osiris 
with a blue and white atef crown, blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders, green body and a wAs scepter. Behind him are Isis and 
Nephthys identified by their symbols, with green skin, blue wigs, red 
collars and dresses and red and blue linens hanging off their raised 
left arms in adoration. Behind the goddesses is a red skinned deity 
with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and green body and then 
a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, green shoulders and a 
red body. Behind him is a green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders and a green body, which is followed by a green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, green shoulders and a red 
body. Behind them are a green anthropomorphic cobra with a blue 
wig and beard, yellow shoulders and a green body. This is then 
followed by a green anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, green 
shoulders and a red body. Behind them are the final two which are a 
black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
green body followed by a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue 
wig, green shoulders and a red body. They are all holding blue and 
red linens and a mAat feather. On the right side of the table of offerings 
is blue anthropomorphic ibis Thoth with a red wig, blue 
anthropomorphic skin, white top and a half white and half green kilt. 
He has a red solar disk with horns on his head. He is raising his right 
arm in adoration and his left is holding the right hand of the deceased 
who has green skin, a blue wig and a large red shroud. Behind the 
deceased is Ammut with a red face, blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
green body with a mAat feather above his head. He sits in front of a 
scale with the symbol for the west on its right side. Below this register 
is a single line of text of an offering formula with the name and titles 
of the deceased.  

Register 2  On the left is Amset(y) identified in the text with green skin, a black 
sidelock with short black hair, a yellow collar, naked with his right 
hand to his mouth. On the right is Hapi is identified also with green 
skin, a black sidelock and short black hair, a yellow collar, naked with 
his left hand up to his mouth. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is Duamutef, identified in the text, with green skin, a black 
sidelock with short black hair, a yellow collar, naked with his right 
hand up to his mouth. On the right is Qebehsenuef, identified in the 
text, with green skin, a black sidelock with short black hair, a yellow 
collar, naked with his left hand up to his mouth. 

Register 4  On either side is Anubis, identified in the text as imy-wt, with red 
skin, a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders, green body, holding red 
and green linens and a mAat feather. 

Register 5  On the left is Horus, identified as xnty-nn-mAA, with a red skin, blue 
wig and beard, yellow shoulders, green body, holding red and green 
linens and a mAat feather. On the right is Geb, identified in the text, 
with a green falcon head, blue wig, yellow shoulders, green body, 
holding red and green linens and a mAat feather. 

Feet Two wDAt eyes facing the head of the coffin. 
Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
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Bottom  Apis bull with deceased on its back with red face, green wig, yellow 
shoulder and white body in mummiform. Red blanket straps deceased 
on the back. 

Back  N/A 
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Catalogue # 46 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Ankhpakhered	(anx-pA-Xrd), God's Father of Amun 
and the monthly priest of the estate of Amun. 

Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 24958 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes. Acquired in 1893 by the museum when donated by the Duke 

of Sutherland. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Elias (1993), 814 
Porter and Moss (1964), 647 
PN I, 63.17 
PN II, 346 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, plaster and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

189 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin with black defined eyebrows and eyes and strap for false 
beard. Protruding ears.  

Wig  Yellow and blue striped tripartite wig. The coronet has a row of green 
leaves, then multi-coloured rectangles, then another row of green 
leaves and a final row of multi-coloured rectangles. In the middle is a 
standing green skinned goddess (the symbol above her head is 
damaged so her identity is unclear) with a blue wig, red dress and 
wings that are outstretched downwards with a row of yellow with blue 
spots then blue, green and blue plumes.  

Collar  Twelve rows of vegetal motif with the last row as oval pendants. 
Nut  Red skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, white headband, green 

collar and dress, crouching on a doorway. On either side of the 
goddess is a green ram with a red scarf, horns and a yellow double 
crown with a red solar disk and a wDAt eye above, BoD spell 85. 

Central 
Median 

In the middle is a vignette of the deceased lying on a lion bed with 
four canopic jars underneath. The deceased has a green face, black 
beard and black/blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform 
body. Above the deceased is a bA, and on the left side is Isis and the 
right Nephthys, identified by their symbols, who both have green 
skin, a blue wig, red headband and dress for Isis and a yellow 
headband and dress for Nephthys, and their front hands raised in 
adoration. Down the center is seven lines of text. 

Register 1 On the left of the central vignette are two smaller vignettes, the inner 
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 one of a green skinned Amset(y), identified in the text, with a 
blue/black wig and beard, red top and a half yellow and half blue kilt. 
Behind him is a green anthropomorphic jackal identified in the text as 
Duamutef, with a blue wig, red skin, a green top, a half yellow and 
half blue kilt and a green tail. Each of them is holding in his left hand 
a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. On the right, the inner figure is a 
green skinned deity, the head and accompanying text are damaged 
and therefore unidentifiable, with traces of a yellow top, a half yellow 
and half blue kilt, and holding a wAs scepter in his right hand and an 
anx in his left. The outer figure is a white anthropomorphic falcon, 
unidentified because of the damaged text, with a blue/black wig, red 
skin, green top, half yellow and half blue kilt with a wAs scepter in his 
right hand and an anx in his left. 

Register 2  On the left is a black anthropomorphic jackal, the identity is damaged 
due to the condition of the coffin, with a blue/black wig, red skin, 
green top, a half yellow and half blue kilt, a green tail and a wAs 
scepter in his left hand and an anx in his right. On the right the 
condition of the coffin due to dust and varnish makes the image 
unclear. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is a green skinned male deity, unidentified because of the 
damaged condition of the text on the coffin, with a blue/black wig and 
beard, yellow collar, red top, a half yellow and half blue kilt, a green 
tail and a wAs scepter in his left hand and an anx in his right. On the 
right is a green skinned male deity, with a large crack in the wood that 
is right through the vignette, making clear identification difficult. The 
accompanying text is also in terrible condition. Traces of a kilt and a 
wAs scepter are present. 

Register 4  On the left is a green anthropomorphic ibis, unidentified because of 
the damaged condition of the text on the coffin, with a blue/black wig, 
red anthropomorphic skin, green top, a half yellow and half blue kilt, 
green tail and a wAs scepter in his left hand and an anx in his right. On 
the right is a red skinned male deity with a blue/black wig, green top 
(faint trace of colour), half yellow and half blue (faint colour) kilt, 
green tail and a wAs scepter in his right hand and an anx in his left. The 
accompanying text is in terrible condition. 

Register 5  A wDAt eye on each side. 
Feet Image of a winged standing goddess but the damaged condition of the 

coffin does not allow for any identification. 
Base  Palace façade. 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back  The trough sides have offering formulae. The rest is inaccessible due 

to the condition of the coffin. 
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Catalogue # 47 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin Pesbes, (ps-bs), doorkeeper of Bastet in Thebes and lady 
of the house, daughter of Mutirdis, sistrum player of Amun-Ra. 

Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6671 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 68-9 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, plaster and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

183.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

52 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

49 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, black detail on eyes and eyebrows. Black beard that is 
attached with yellow tresses. 

Wig  Tripartite blue and yellow stripes. The coronet has two an outer red 
band, then a row of white and green leaves and finally multi-coloured 
rectangles. In the middle is a green skinned goddess Nephthys, 
identified by her symbol, crouching on nbw. She has a white wig, red 
headband, yellow collar and a red dress. Her right arm is down and 
her left is raised. The text is an offering to her. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands and then eleven rows of tubular beads and 
white feathers with oval pendants as last row with falcon terminals. 

Nut  Green skinned winged goddess Nut, identified above her head in a 
solar disk, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and bracelets 
and a red dress with a black. She is crouching on a doorway and her 
outstretched wings are plain yellow and then blue, green and blue 
plumes. On either side of the goddess is a green ram with a double 
plume crown and solar disk on a standard. In front of the ram is 
incense making it part of BoD spell 85. 

Central 
Median 

Nine lines of text with Htp-di-nsw formula and the name and title of 
the deceased. In the middle is a vignette of BoD spell 89 where the 
deceased with red skin, a blue wig, black beard, yellow shoulders and 
a green mummiform body is lying on a lion bed. There are four jars 
under the bed and a solar disk above radiating sunrays over the 
deceased. 

Register 1 
 

Vignette BoD spell 125.  Table of offerings with a lotus on it, then 
green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, yellow shoulders and a 
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green mummiform body seated on a throne with a crook and flail in 
front of it. In front of Osiris is a green snake (Atum). Behind Osiris 
are Isis and Nephthys, identified by their symbols. They have green 
skin, blue wigs, yellow collars and red dresses holding linens and an 
arm raised in adoration. Behind them are ten deities. The first is a red 
skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow cone, yellow shoulders and a 
green body. Then there is a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue 
wig, green shoulders and a red body. Then two green 
anthropomorphic birds, both with blue wigs, the first with yellow 
shoulders, the second with green and the first with a green body and 
the second with a red. Then there is a red skinned deity with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders and a green body. A red anthropomorphic 
baboon with a blue wig, green shoulders and a red body. Then a green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green 
body. Then a green anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, green 
shoulders and a red body. Then a green anthropomorphic snake with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green body. Finally a red skinned 
deity with a blue wig, green shoulders and a red body. They all are 
holding red and blue linens and a mAat feather. On the other side of the 
table of offerings is green anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth), with a blue 
wig, red disk, blue anthropomorphic skin, yellow top and a half green 
and half kilt. He is holding the hand of the deceased and his other one 
is raised in adoration with blue and red linens. The deceased has red 
skin, bald, a white collar and a long white kilt with the other hand 
raised in adoration. Behind the deceased are two deities, the first a red 
anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, red cone, yellow shoulders 
and a green body. Then other is a green anthropomorphic falcon with 
a blue wig, yellow cone, yellow shoulders and a green body. They 
both have blue and red linens and a mAat feather. Behind them is a 
scale with Ammut and under which is a seated green 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, white cone, green shoulders 
and a red body holding a mAat feather. Below this is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula. 

Register 2  On the left is a vignette of the god Hapi, identified in the text, a red 
anthropomorphic baboon, blue wig, green cone, yellow shoulders, 
green body and holding emmer. On the right is Amset(y), identified in 
the text, with red skin, a blue wig, yellow shoulders, a green body and 
holding emmer. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is Qebehesenuef, identified in the text, a green 
anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, green shoulders, red body and 
holding emmer. On the right is Duamutef, identified in the text, a 
green anthropomorphic falcon, blue wig, green shoulders, red body 
and holding emmer. 

Register 4  On either side is a depiction of Anubis, identified on the right as imy-
wt and on the left side as xnty-sH-nTr. Each is a green 
anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, yellow shoulders, green body and 
holding emmer 

Register 5  On the left is Xr(y)-bAq=f, identified in the text, with green skin, blue 
wig and beard, green shoulders and red body and holding emmer. On 
the right side is Geb, identified in the text, with red skin, blue wig and 
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beard, green shoulders, red body and holding emmer. 
Register 6 On either side is a depiction of Horus, identified in the text on the left 

as as  xnty-nn-mAA  and on the right as nDty-it=f. He is a green 
anthropomorphic falcon, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green 
body and is holding emmer. 

Feet Two wDAt eyes. 
Base  anx, wAs, nb in the front and palace façade on the sides. 
Bottom  Apis bull with a red disk and uraeus, an obelisk in front and the 

deceased on the back. The deceased has red skin, a white wig, white 
shoulders, green body and a red blanket. 

Back  hTp-di-nsw formula on the sides but damaged. Down the middle is a 
Dd pillar with a double plume crown, red disk, black ram horns and a 
double uraei. On either side is the symbols for the east and west. 
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Catalogue # 48 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin of Shepenmehyt (sSp-n-mH-it), lady of the 

house and sistrum player and daughter of Hr and tA-Sri-n-Ht-Hr. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 22814A 
Other coffins Inner coffin BM EA 22814B 
Provenance Thebes, donated to the museum in 1869 by King Edward VII. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Andrews (1998), 63, fig. 63 
Shimbun (1999), 27 
Budge (1924), 132 
Porter and Moss (1964), 673 
Seeber (1976), 217.11 
Shimbun (1999), 27 
Taylor and Strudwick (2005), 62-3 
Taylor (2003),114, pl. 75 
Taylor (2001b), 174, pl. 54 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Sycamore fig wood, paint 
Height of 
Object 

203 cm 

Width of 
Object 

80 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

75 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes and brows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A blue/black tripartite wig in brick pattern with a golden vulture 

headdress on top and a yellow solar disk. The coronet has a red band, 
a row of white and green leaves and then red and yellow bands. In the 
middle is a red solar disk over a mountain (Dw) and the symbols for 
east and west. 

Collar  Two rows solid bands and then twenty-one rows of feathers. 
Nut  A red solar disk with two uraei and multicoloured wings. Below is a 

Htp-di-nsw formula.  
Register 1 
 

This is a funerary procession BoD spell 125 with an offering table and 
a lotus flower. Behind it is a green skinned Osiris with a blue and 
white atef crown, blue beard, yellow shoulders, green body and a wAs 
scepter and a crook and a flail. Behind him are Isis, Nephthys and 
Ma’at identified by their symbols, with green skin, blue yellow, red 
collars and red dresses with red and blue linens hanging off their 
raised left arms in adoration. Behind the goddesses are a red skinned 
deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and green body. 
Then a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and a red body. Behind him is a white anthropomorphic 
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falcon with a blue wig, green cone, yellow shoulders and a green 
body, which is followed by a green anthropomorphic jackal with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red body. Behind them are a green 
anthropomorphic cobra with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders 
and a green body. Then followed by a green anthropomorphic jackal 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red body. They are all 
holding red and blue linens and a mAat feather. On the right side of the 
table of offerings is a green anthropomorphic ibis with a red wig, blue 
skin, green top and a half white and half green kilt. He is raising his 
right arm in adoration with red and blue linens and his left is holding 
the right hand of the deceased who has green skin, a blue wig and a 
large red shroud. Behind the deceased is a red anthropomorphic 
baboon with a blue wig, yellow cone, yellow shoulders, a green body, 
red and blue linens and a mAat feather. Then there is a red skinned 
deity with a blue wig and beard, green cone, green shoulders and a red 
body. He is holding blue and red linens and a mAat feather.  Finally 
there is a scale with Ammut and a white anthropomorphic falcon with 
a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a seated green body holding a mAat 
feather. 

Register 2  Offering formula to deceased with their name and titles. 
Register 3 
 

The middle scene is the deceased on a lion bed with four jars 
underneath and a black anthropomorphic Anubis with a red wig and a 
white top standing over the body. The deceased has red skin, a blue 
wig, red headband, yellow shoulders and a green body. On either side 
of the central scene are two inner and outer scenes. The inner scene is 
a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders 
and a green seated body with blue and red linens and a mAat feather in 
a shrine. The outer scene is green falcon with a red solar disk above 
its head and outstretched wings with a wDAt eye beside it. 

Register 4  Offering formula to deceased with their name and titles. 
Register 5  From left to right an un-identified red skinned deity with a blue wig, 

yellow shoulders and a green-seated body. Then a green 
anthropomorphic jackal identified in the text as Qebehsenuef with a 
blue wig, green shoulders and a red-seated body. Then a white 
anthropomorphic falcon identified in the text as Duamutef with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders and a green-seated body. Then a red 
anthropomorphic baboon identified in the text as Hapi with a blue 
wig, green shoulders and a red-seated body. Then a red skinned deity 
identified in the text as Amset(y) with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders and a green-seated body. Then finally a white 
anthropomorphic falcon identified in the text as Duamutef with a blue 
wig, green shoulders and a red-seated body. They are all holding red 
and blue linens and a mAat feather and in a shrine.  

Feet A green falcon with a red solar disk and uraeus, collar and red 
mummified body. Then a wDAt eye on a nb + t and a lotus with a 
cartouche base and a double plume crown with a red disk. All this is 
on palace façade. 

Base  N/A 
 

Bottom  Undecorated. 
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Back  Inaccessible at the moment. The trough sides are offerings to the 
deceased. 
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Catalogue # 49 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin of Takhebkhenem (tA-xb-xnm), lady of the 

house and daughter of pA-di-xnsw and ns-mwt. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6690 
Other coffins Innter coffin BM EA 6691 
Provenance Thebes, purchased by the museum in 1835 from Dr. Alexander 

Turnbull Christie. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 99 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 
Seeber (1976), 219.45 
Taylor (2003), 114 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dating criteria based on stylistic comparisons with other coffins dated 
using genealogical data. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin with black defined eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  Tripartite wig with red and blue stripes on a yellow background. The 

coronet has an outer band is composed of a solid red band then a row 
of white leaves, then a red band. In the middle is a red solar disk but 
damaged. 

Collar  Five rows solid bands and then seven rows of feathers and tubular 
beads. 

Nut  A winged red solar disk with uraei, the word bdt and the name and 
titles of the deceased. 

Register 1 
 

BoD spell 125 with a green snake form of Atum with a green 
anthropomorphic falcon deity with a blue wig and a red solar disk 
above his head, blue skin, a red collar, green top, a half white and half 
green kilt and green tail with a wAs scepter. Behind him is a green 
skinned Osiris with a blue and white atef crown, blue wig and beard, 
yellow shoulders, red body and a wAs scepter. Behind him are Isis and 
Nephthys identified by their symbols, with green skin, blue wigs, red 
headbands, yellow collars and red dresses with red and blue linens 
hanging off their raised left arms in adoration. Behind the goddesses 
is a red skinned deity with a blue wig, green and red cone, yellow 
shoulders and red body and then a red baboon headed deity with a 
blue wig, green and red cone, green shoulders and a yellow body. 
Behind him is a white anthropomorphic falcon deity with a blue wig, 
green and red cone, yellow shoulders and a red body. They are all 
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holding blue and red linens and a mAat feather. On the right side of 
Atum is a green anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) with a red wig, blue 
skin, green top and a half white and half green kilt. He holds a scroll 
in his right hand and his left is holding the right hand of the deceased 
who had green skin, a blue wig, red headband, green and red cone and 
a red dress while holding a sistrum. Behind the deceased is a scale 
with two wDAt eyes, a red baboon with a green body and Ammut.  

Register 2  Name and titles of deceased with names of the father and mother. 
Register 3 
 

The middle scene is BoD spell 154 with the deceased lying on a lion 
bed with five jars underneath and a red disk with two uraei above 
holding an anx. The deceased has red skin, a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow shoulders and a green body. On either side is a falcon with a 
red solar disk with a uraeus, outstretched wings and a wDAt eye before 
it. 

Register 4  Name and titles of deceased but damaged. 
Feet A blue falcon with a blue and red collar and a red mummiform body 

lying on alabaster with a wDAt eye above. 
Base  N/A 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back  On each side on the trough are offerings of the deceased to gods 

Anubis, Osiris, Ra-Harakhty and Atum.  
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Catalogue # 50 
Object 
Description 

Outer anthropoid coffin Ameniryirt, (Imn-iry-irt), Priest of Amun and 
high official in the treasury and the overseer of the palace of Queen 
Amenirdis I, god’s wife of Amun during reign of Piankhi. 

Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6667 
Other coffins Inner coffin BM EA 6668, middle coffin BM EA 22811 
Provenance Thebes, acquired by Anastasi. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 95 
Porter and Moss (1964), 828 
Taylor (2003), 116 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based genealogical information that names a god’s wife of 
Amun. 

Materials Wood, paint 
Height of 
Object 

244 cm 

Width of 
Object 

202 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

102 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, black detail on eyes and chin straps in paint and eyebrows 
sculpted. Beard is missing. 

Wig  Tripartite blue and yellow stripes. The coronet has a row of white 
feathers and multi-coloured rows of rectangles. In the middle is a red 
solar disk with uraei. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands and fifteen rows of feathers. Last row is 
oval pendants.  

Nut  A red solar disk with two uraei and wings. The text below is an 
offering formula and has genealogical information of the name and 
titles of the deceased. 

Register 1 
 

On the right we there is a vignette of BoD spell 125, with a white 
falcon headed deity (Ra-Harakhty) with a blue wig, red solar disk 
with a uraeus, yellow shoulders, a green body and holding a wAs 
scepter sitting on a throne. Before him is a green ibis headed deity 
(Thoth) with a blue wig, blue anthropomorphic skin, a white top and a 
half white and half green kilt with red and white linen and a scroll in 
his left hand and the deceased’s in his right. The deceased has red 
skin, bald with a green collar, a white kilt with a green sash. The other 
hand is raised in adoration. Behind the deceased is a green skinned 
goddess with a blue wig and red dress. Then there are five red skinned 
male deities with blue wigs, green shoulders and bodies with red and 
blue linen holding mAat feathers. The other side is separated by a Htp-
di-nsw formula. The left side has a green skinned Osiris with a beard 
and atef crown, yellow shoulders and a green body holding a wAs 
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scepter seated on a throne. Before him is a table of offerings with a 
lotus flower and a seated Ammut on a shrine. Then there is a green 
ibis headed deity (Thoth) with a red wig, blue anthropomorphic skin, 
a white top and a half white and half green kilt while holding linen in 
his arm raised in adoration and the other leading the deceased. The 
deceased has red skin, bald with a green collar, a white kilt with a 
green sash. Then there is a green skinned goddess with a blue wig and 
red dress. Behind her is a scale with a black jackal deity (Anubis) and 
a green falcon headed deity (Horus) with a white wig, red 
anthropomorphic skin, white top and white kilt. 

Register 2  On either side there are the name and titles of the deceased and a Htp-
di-nsw formula. In the middle there is a vignette with a white falcon 
with a red solar disk with a uraeus, blue wig, white and blue collar 
and a red mummified body. Before the falcon is a double plume 
crown with red disk lotus stand. Behind the falcon is a wDAt eye on nb 
and then Isis, identified by her symbol, with green skin, blue wig, red 
headband and dress. She has one arm raised in adoration. 

Register 3 
 

On either side there is a white falcon with multi-coloured wings that 
are outstretched towards the middle vignette and a wDAt eye is in 
front. In the middle the vignette is BoD spell 89 with the deceased 
lying on a lion bed with four jars underneath and a black Anubis with 
a red wig, a white top and a half white and half green kilt. The 
deceased has a red and white body and a damaged face. On the right 
side there are three red skinned male deities with blue wigs, yellow 
shoulders and green bodies while holding red and blue linen and mAat 
feathers. 

Register 4  Offering formula with name and titles of deceased. 
Register 5  In the middle there is a scene with a winged green snake with a white 

crown of Upper Egypt with blue legs and an anx around his neck. On 
the right side there are four red skinned male deities with blue wigs, 
yellow shoulders and green bodies with the first holding emmer and 
the rest holding mAat feathers. On the left side there is a red skinned 
deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green body holding 
emmer. Behind him is a white falcon headed deity with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a green body followed by a black jackal headed 
deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green body. The last 
one is damaged. They are all holding red and blue linens and a mAat 
feather. 

Register 6 
 

The central scene in this register is a bA with red skin, a blue wig, 
yellow collar and a blue body with a cartouche behind him. He is 
adoring a barque with a seated green Osiris with an atef crown, blue 
beard, yellow shoulders and a green body and a seated Ra-Harakhty 
with a falcon head, red solar disk, blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
green body. On the other side of the shore is a shrine with another bA 
and cartouche behind it. 

Feet Broken off. 
Base  N/A 
Bottom  Broken off. 
Back  The back cannot be seen, the trough sides are decorated but unclear. 
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Catalogue # 51 
Coffin Inner coffin Nesmut, (Ns-mwt), lady of the house, chantress of Amun 

and head of the chamber of Amun’s domain. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 75193 
Other coffins  
Provenance Sheikh Ab el-Qurna, given by the Egyptian Government to the Prince 

of Wales in 1869 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Porter and Moss (1964), 674 
 

Date of 
Object 

25-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based on stylistic criteria compared with coffins of similar style 
with genealogical dating. 

Materials Wood, plaster and paint 
Height of 
Object 

185 cm 

Width of 
Object 

57.8 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

50 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, black detail on eyes and eyebrows but possibly repainted in 
modern times. Protruding ears. 

Wig  Tripartite blue and yellow striped wig. The coronet has a solid red 
band then a row of white feathers and four rows of multicoloured 
bands, yellow, blue, yellow and red. In the middle is a red solar disk 
with a Dw mountain. 

Collar  Seven rows of solid coloured bands and seven rows of white feathers 
and tubular beads. Last row is oval pendants.  

Nut  A red winged solar disk with two uraei. 
Central 
Median 

A single line of hieroglyphs with the name and titles of deceased.  

Register 1 
 

On the left there is a vignette of a green skinned Osiris with a beard 
and atef crown, yellow shoulders, yellow mummy braces and a red 
body holding a wAs scepter. Before him is a red skinned deity with a 
blue wig and beard, yellow cone, green shoulders and a yellow body 
with red and blue linen and holding a mAat feather. Behind him is a 
white falcon headed deity with a white wig, yellow cone, yellow 
shoulders and a red body with yellow and blue linens and holding a 
mAat feather. Behind him is the symbol for the west. The right is a 
white falcon headed deity (Ra-Harakhty) with a blue wig, white 
crown of Upper Egypt with a uraeus, yellow shoulders, yellow 
mummy braces, a red body and holding a wAs scepter. Before him is a 
red baboon headed deity with a blue wig, red cone, green shoulders 
and a yellow body with red and blue linen and a mAat feather. Behind 
him is a black jackal headed deity with a blue wig, red cone, yellow 
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shoulders and a red body with red and blue linen holding a knife. 
Behind him is the symbol for the east. Together these four make the 
four sons of Horus.  

Register 2  Three lines of text with name and titles of the deceased. 
Register 3 
 

This register has four scenes, the inside ones comprising of green ram 
headed deities with double plume crowns with red solar disks, blue 
wigs, green shoulders and yellow bodies with yellow and blue linens 
and a mAat feathers. On the outside there are two scenes of white bird 
headed deities with yellow crowns in the shape of the white crown of 
Upper Egypt, white wigs, yellow shoulders, red bodies and blue 
linens with knives. 

Register 4  Either side there is a red baboon with a double plume crown with a 
red solar disk, blue wig, yellow shoulders, yellow mummy braces and 
a red seated body with white linen and a mAat feather. 

Feet On either side there is a yellow snake deity with a blue wig, yellow 
crown of Upper Egypt, white shoulders, yellow body and red and blue 
lines holding a mAat feather.  

Base  N/A 
Bottom  Apis bull with deceased on its back. The deceased has a red face, red 

cone and red blanket over it. 
Back  The back does not have any decoration but the sides of the troph are 

offerings from the deceased to Anubis, Osiris, Ra-Harakhty and 
Atum. 
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Catalogue # 52 
Coffin Inner coffin of Bekrenes (bAk-rn-s), daughter of Pedehor. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 15654 
Other coffins  
Provenance Sheikh Abd el-Qurna, tomb of Amenkha, found alongside EA 

22814A and EA 6690.  
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 97 
Dawson and Gray (1968), 15-16 
Lieblein (1871), I, n. 1354 
Porter and Moss (1964), 674 
PN I, 91.17 
Seeber (1976), 218.26 
Shimbun (1999), 114 
Walker and Bierbrier (1997), 47 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic criteria comparable with other coffins that 
can be dated with genealogical data. 

Materials Wood, plaster and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

148 cm 

Width of 
Object 

38 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

34 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin with black defined eyes and eyebrows. Nose is broken and 
the left ear is missing. The right one looks detached. 

Wig  A tripartite wig with blue and yellow stripes and red ones on the 
trough. The coronet has an the outer band composed of a red band, 
row of white leaves, then a yellow band. In the middle is red solar 
dish on a Dw mountain. 

Collar  Three rows solid bands, then five rows of vegetal motif with the last 
row being oval pendants.  

Nut  A red winged solar disk with two uraei. On the sides are a green snake 
demon with a blue wig and beard, green shoulders and a red-seated 
body whole holding a knife. 

Register 1 
 

This register is BoD spell 125 funerary procession. On the right side 
is a white falcon headed deity (Ra-Harakhty) with a blue wig, red 
solar disk with a uraeus, yellow shoulders, a red body and holding a 
wAs scepter. Before him is a green snake (Atum). Behind him are four 
deities: a green skinned male deity with a blue wig, red and yellow 
cone, yellow shoulders, red body, blue and yellow linens and holding 
a mAat feather. Then there is a red anthropomorphic baboon with a 
blue wig, yellow and red cone, yellow shoulders, red body, blue and 
yellow linens and holding a mAat feather. Then there is a green 
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anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow and red cone, yellow 
shoulders, red body, blue and yellow linens and holding a mAat 
feather. The last deity on this side is a green anthropomorphic jackal 
with a blue wig, yellow and red cone, yellow shoulders, red body, 
blue and yellow linens and holding a mAat feather. On the other side of 
the green snake is a green anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) with a red 
wig, blue skin, a yellow top and a half yellow and half red kilt lifting 
his right arm to give Atum libation and the deceased’s in his left. The 
deceased has green skin, a blue wig, red headband, yellow cone and 
red dress. Behind the deceased is a scale with Ammut. 

Register 2  Offerings to the deceased. 
Register 3 
 

The central vignette is BoD spell 89 with the deceased lying on a lion 
bed with five jars below and a red solar disk with two uraei holding 
an anx each above. The deceased has green skin, a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and a red body. On each side is a panel with green snake 
deities with blue wigs and beards, yellow shoulders and red-seated 
mummiform bodies holding mAat feather. 

Register 4  Name of the deceased, title and name of the father.  
Feet A white falcon with a yellow and blue collar and red mummified 

body. It is lying on alabaster and a wDAt eye above. 
Base  N/A 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back  No decoration directly on the back but the sides of the trough have 

offerings to Osiris and Anubis. 
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Catalogue # 53 
Coffin Inner coffin lid of Irtersenu (irt-r-snw), lady of the house and 

daughter of Djedamuniufankh, priest of Amun. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 29781 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, purchased by Sir A.B. Granville in 1853. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 65 
Granville (1825), 269-71 
Porter and Moss (1964), 828-9 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic criteria comparable with other coffins that 
can be dated with genealogical affiliation. 

Materials Wood, plaster and paint 
Height of 
Object 

150.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and earrings. Face has a 
swollen look, a large face. 

Wig  A blue/black tripartite wig in brick pattern with a golden vulture 
headdress on top and a yellow solar disk. The coronet is damaged. 

Collar  Two lines of green and red horizontal lines and then thirty rows of 
vegetal motif with the last ending in oval pendants.  

Nut  A green skinned winged goddess crouching on a doorway. She is 
identified as Nut above in a yellow solar disk. She has a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar and bracelets and a red dress. Her wings are 
outstretched and comprise of a row of yellow with blue spots, then 
rows of blue, green and blue plumes with red tips. On either side of 
her there is a green ram with a double plume crown with a red solar 
disk, red scarf, standing on a standard with incense before it, part of 
BoD spell 85. The text is a Htp-di-nsw formula and name and title of 
the deceased.  

Central 
Median  

The center of the coffin has seven lines of text with Htp-di-nsw 
formulae. The vignette is BoD spell 151 where the deceased is lying 
on a lion bed, with four jars beneath the bed and black Anubis with a 
red wig standing over the deceased. The deceased has red skin, a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders and green body. 

Register 1 
 

Vignette of BoD spell 125 with a small offering table and a lotus 
flower. Before it is green skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, 
blue cone, yellow shoulders, green body and a wAs scepter. Behind 
him is a red skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, green shoulder 
and red body holding a wAs scepter. Then a green anthropomorphic 
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falcon with a red solar disk, blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green 
body holding a wAs scepter. Behind him are Isis and Nephthys 
identified by their symbols, with green skin, blue wigs, yellow collars, 
red dresses and red and blue linens hanging off their raised left arms 
in adoration. Behind the goddesses is a green anthropomorphic falcon 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and green body, with red and blue 
linens holding a mAat feather. Then a red skinned deity with a blue 
wig, green shoulders and a red body. Then another red skinned deity 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green body. A damaged 
figure follows and then a green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders and a green body, linens and a mAat feather. 
Then there is a red skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders 
and a red body followed by another red skinned deity with yellow 
shoulders and a green body. The last figure is damaged. On the right 
side of the table of offerings is a blue ibis headed deity with a blue 
wig, blue anthropomorphic skin, blue and red linens holding a scroll 
and the hand of the deceased. The deceased has green skin, a blue wig 
and a red dress. Behind the deceased are two red skinned deities with 
yellow shoulders and red bodies. Then there is a scale and Ammut 
with a mAat feather above his head.  

Register 2  On the left is Amset(y) identified in the text with red skin, a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a green body while holding emmer. He is also 
followed by the same formula.On the right is Hapy is identified as a 
red anthropomorphic baboon, a blue wig, a yellow collar, green body 
and holding emmer. He is followed by a Htp-di-nsw formula. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is an unidentified green anthropomorphic falcon with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green body while holding emmer. 
On the right is a red skinned deity, unidentified, with a blue wig and 
beard, yellow shoulders and a green body while holding emmer. 

Register 4  On the left is a green anthropomorphic jackal, unidentified, with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green body while holding emmer. 
On the right is a red skinned deity, unidentified, with a blue wig and 
beard, yellow shoulders and a green body while holding emmer.  

Register 5  On the left is an unidentified green anthropomorphic falcon that is 
damaged. On the right side is another green anthropomorphic falcon, 
unidentified, with a blue wig and green body but is damaged.  

Register 6 
 

On either side are red skinned deities, unidentified, with blue wigs, 
yellow shoulders and green bodies while holding emmer.  

Register 7 
 

On the left there is there is a red skinned unidentified damaged deity 
and on the right side a damaged green anthropomorphic falcon 
unidentified deity. 

Feet The feet are broken off.  
Base  N/A 
Bottom  Bottom is broken off. 
Back  N/A 
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Catalogue # 54 
Coffin Middle coffin lid of Pediamunenet	(p-di-Imn-t), attendant and 

doorkeeper of Ra at Thebes and son of Wsir-ms. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6683 
Other coffins Inner coffin BM EA 6682 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Bettum (2010), 52, 64-5 
Budge (1924), 98 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 
Taylor (2009), 573-4 
 

Date of 
Object 

Found in a tomb of the 25th Dynasty in Thebes by Anastasi in the 
early 19th century and purchased by museum in 1839. He was found 
along with his father and other coffins of family members57. 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint 
Height of 
Object 

195 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin with black defined eyes and brows. No ears and no chin, 
damaged. 

Wig  Blue and yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet has a solid band 
row in green, yellow, red and yellow. No inner decoration. 

Collar  Seven rows of leaves and beads.  
Central 
Median 
 

A row of vertical hieroglyphs composing an offering formula. 

Feet Undecorated. 
Base  Undecorated. 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back  A line of hieroglyphs with the name and titles of the deceased in an 

offering formula. 
	
	

																																																								
57	Bettum (2010), 52, 64-5.	
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Catalogue # 55 
Coffin Middle coffin of Shepesetisisnefer	(Sps-st-Ast-nfr), lady of the house 

and daughter of xnsw-ms and lady of the house Sps-st-Ast-nfr. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6702 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 94 
Porter and Moss (1964), 828 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. Purchased in 1839 from G. 
Anastasi. 

Materials Sycamore fig wood, some paint. 
Height of 
Object 

204 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin with black defined eyes and brows. Broken nose, separated 
lips and protruding ears. 

Wig  Blue and yellow striped tripartite wig on lid and red, blue and yellow 
striped wig on the trough. Hair fringe apparent. The coronet atop the 
head has a row of green leaves encased in two blue lines. In the 
middle of the lid portion is a red solar disk above a Dw mountain. On 
the trough are two lines of hieroglyphs composing a funerary offering. 

Collar Three rows of solid bands and ten rows of feathers with the last two 
being solid red lines.  

Central 
Median  

A single line of vertical hieroglyphs with an offering formula and the 
name and titles of the deceased. 

Feet Undecorated mostly except for the continual line of text from the 
median. 

Base  Undecorated. 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back  Undecorated. 
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Catalogue # 56 
Coffin Middle coffin of Ameniryirt, (Imn-iry-irt), Priest of Amun and high 

official in the treasury and the overseer of the palace of Queen 
Amenirdis I, god’s wife of Amun during reign of Piankhi. 

Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 22811 
Other coffins Inner coffin BM EA 6668, outer anthropoid coffin BM EA 6667 
Provenance Thebes, acquired by Anastasi. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 94 
Porter and Moss (1964), 828 
Taylor (2003), 116 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based genealogical information that names a god’s wife of 
Amun. 

Materials Wood, paint 
Height of 
Object 

210.2 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow but red varnish on wood 

Face  Red skin, black detail on eyes and eyebrows. Ears are small and not 
prominent and there is a remaining small black beard.  

Wig  Tripartite blue and yellow striped wig. Part of the left side is broken. 
The coronet has a row leaves around the edge and in the middle of the 
lid is a red solar disk with two uraei enclosed in a box. There is a faint 
trace of writing below but not legible. The trough portion is 
undecorated and partially damaged. 

Collar  Four rows of solid bands and twenty rows of feathers and beads with 
the last row being oval pendants.  

Central 
Median  

A single line of vertical hieroglyphs composing a Htp-di-nsw formula 
and providing the names and titles of the deceased.  

Feet Broken off and missing 
Base  Missing. 
Bottom  Missing. 
Back  The back is undecorated but the trough has a line of hieroglyphs 

running around the coffin with offerings to Ra-Harakhty, Geb, Amun, 
Osiris and Anubis. It also includes the name and titles of the 
deceased. 
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Catalogue # 57 
Object 
Description 

Outer anthropoid coffin of Nesetwedjat (Ns-t-wDAt), lady of the house 
and daughter of Dd-mwt-f-anx and Dd-Ast-s-anx.  

Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 22813 
Other coffins Inner coffin BM EA 22812 
Provenance Thebes? Acquired in 1880 from the India Museum when it closed 

down. All the archaeological remains were eventually brought to the 
BM, after first being housed in the South Kensington Museum 
(Desmond 1997, 250-61).   

Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 95-6 
Desmond (1997) 250-61 
Green (2001), 45 
Porter and Moss (1962), 24 
Shimbun (1999), 27 
Taylor and Strudwick (2005), 60-1 
Walker and Bierbrier (1997), 49 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, plaster and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

231 cm 

Width of 
Object 

69 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

95 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow but badly damaged by fire. 

Face  Pink skin. The eyes and eyebrows are defined in black. Paint fading 
under fire damage. Protruding ears. 

Wig  Tripartite blue and yellow striped wig with fringe. There is no coronet 
and the lid is damaged.  

Collar  Six rows of solid bands and twelve rows of vegetal motif. 
Nut  Just below the collar is a winged solar disk.  
Register 1 
 

On the far left there is a symbol of the west then a jackal in 
mummiform with linen and a mAat feather. Identified as Duamutef. 
Then there is a falcon with a funerary cone, mummiform body with 
linen and a mAat feather. The identification is damaged. The following 
figure is a baboon with a mummiform body with linen and a mAat 
feather. Name is damaged. Then there is a human deity with a wig, 
cone and mummiform body with linen and a mAat feather. Partial 
name resembles Amset(y) making these four figures the four sons of 
Horus. Then there are two goddesses with bead net dresses, wigs and 
one clearly identified as Isis with her symbol and a second female 
without a symbol but certainly her sister Nephthys since they always 
come in a pair. Then there is Osiris identified by the atef crown, in a 
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mummiform body holding a wAs scepter along with a crook and flail. 
Then there is a falcon deity with a mummiform body with a bead net, 
beard, wAs scepter and a red solar disk above his head identifying him 
as Ra-Harakhty. Then there is a snake with a beard, possibly Atum, 
before a table of offerings. On the other side there is a jackal headed 
anthropomorphic deity with a kilt, one arm raised with linen on it and 
the other hand holding that of the deceased. Then there is a depiction 
of a female in a long dress with a cone. Behind her is a scale. This 
scene depicts BoD spell 125. 

Register 2  Offering formula to the deceased with her name and titles. 
Register 3 
 

The middle has a vignette of BoD spell 89 with the deceased on a lion 
bed wearing a wig, cone, shoulders and striped mummified body. 
Colours are distorted because of the layer of ash and burnt wood. 
Above the deceased hovers a bA bird and below the bed there are 
seven canopic jars. On either side of the vignette are two falcons with 
outstretched wings and a red solar disk, holding mAat feathers in its 
talons. There is also a wDAt eye and nb beside the falcons.  

Register 4  Offering formular to the deceased with her name and titles.  
Register 5 
 

A series of seated deities. The left and right sides are damaged. In the 
middle there is a falcon, baboon and human visible. 

Feet Cross-hatching pattern but damaged. Visible trace of palace façade 
pattern as well. 

Base  N/A  
Bottom  N/A 
Back  Two heavy to move in order to see.  
Trough  
 

On the right side there is a Xkr pattern alternating between yellow and 
green. Then there is a line of text with a Htp-di-nsw formula with the 
name and titles of the deceased. The other side is not visible due to 
the position of the coffin in the massive case against the wall. 
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Catalogue # 58 
Coffin Coffin fragment of Tanetaa	(T-nt-aA), lady of the house and 

wife/betrothed of Pasenhor. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 30360 
Other coffins Cartonnage case, mummy and mummy case are in the Field Museum 

of Natural History, Chicago (30005).  
Provenance Thebes? Bought in 1898 from R.J. Moss & Co. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 92 
Parkinson (1999), 78 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 
Taylor (1993), 9 
Taylor (2003), 109 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information and association with 
husband/betrothed.  

Materials Wood, plaster, linen and paint 
Height of 
Object 

190 cm 

Width of 
Object 

39 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

4.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Side 1  Portion of inner trough of right side of coffin. Two figures, the name 
of the first damaged. Part of the head is damaged but is a green 
skinned deity with a black wig and yellow shoulders, braces and 
body. Identified in the text as Hapi. The other figure is a white falcon 
with a black wig, green and red cone, yellow shoulders and braces 
and a red body. Identified in the text partially by A(n)s, perhaps 
Amset(y) since the name behind happy resembles the ending of 
Duamutef, representing the sons of Horus. In front of them is a Htp-di-
nsw formula with the name of the deceased, her title and the name of 
her husband/betrothed. 

Side 2  Portion of the outer trough of right side of coffin. The first figure is 
broken but the remnants are of a black anthropomorphic skinned deity 
with a tail, yellow outfit and black wig standing on a shrine. The 
broken text mentions purification so perhaps it was a scene of a deity 
purifying the deceased. Following this is a long inscription of twenty-
eight lines includng the name of the deceased and her 
husband/betrothed. The end of the text has a white falcon headed 
deity with a red wig, blue anthropomorphic skin, yellow collar, 
braces, top, blue belt, half yellow and half white kilt and a blue tail 
while holding in his right hand an anx. His left arm is raised. Above 
the scene is a five set of blue and yellow Xkr (Aa30) ornaments with 
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four green ones. They are between two lines of multi-coloured 
rectangles.  
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Catalogue # 59 
Coffin Portion of lid of inner coffin of Pediherephor	(p-di-Hr-p-Hr). 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 55325 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 131 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, plaster and paint 
Height of 
Object 

205 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin with black defined eyes and brows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  Blue, red and yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet has solid 

bands of colour and then in the middle is a red solar disk with two 
uraei. This is not a complete depiction as only the lid portion remains 
and is not complete. 

Collar Three rows of solid bands and six rows of feathers and beads with last 
row of oval pendants.   

Nut  
 

Red winged solar disk. Below is a row of white feathers between two 
rows of multi-coloured rectangles. 

Register 1 
 

On the right side there is a green skinned Osiris with the atef crown to 
identify him, yellow shoulders, a green body and holding a wAs 
scepter. Behind him is a green skinned Isis with her symbol to 
identify her, with a blue wig, red dress, blue and red linen on her 
raised left arm. Behind her is a green skinned Nephthys, identified by 
her symbol, with a blue wig, yellow dress and blue linen on her raised 
left arm. Behind her are four figures, the first a red skinned deity with 
a blue wig and beard, white cone, yellow shoulders and a green body, 
red and blue linen and holding a mAat feather. Then there is a red 
anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, white cone, green 
shoulders, red body, red and blue linen and holding a knife. Then 
there is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, white cone, 
yellow shoulders, green body, red and blue linen holding a mAat 
feather. Then there is a green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, red body, red and blue linen and a knife. The rest is 
damaged. 

Register 2 A row of yellow rectangles with a black circle in the middle and then 
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 text with an offering formula and the name of the deceased. 
Register 3  A row of ornaments Xkr (Aa30) between multi-coloured rectangles. 

The scene is damaged with a vignette from BoD spell 151 of Anubis 
with black skin and a red wig, mummifying the body of the deceased 
on a lion bed with a canopic jar underneath. On the far left side is a 
trace of wings and a cartouche, possibly belonging to a falcon, a motif 
seen before. 

Register 4 
 

A row of yellow rectangles with a black circle in it. The last row is 
very damaged and dirty. 
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Catalogue # 60 
Coffin Trough of the coffin of Neskhonsupakhered, (Ns-xnsw-pA-Xrd), son of 

bA-kA-di-n-xnsw. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 47975 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? Acquired in 1908 from Panayotis Kyticas. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Budge (1924), 67-8 
Porter and Moss (1964), 828 
 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Bibliography 
of dating 
criteria 

 

Materials Wood, plaster and paint 
Height of 
Object 

223 cm 

Width of 
Object 

80 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

48 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Trough 
 

Single line of hieroglyphs running around coffin. Htp-di-nsw formula 
with name of deceased and father. 
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Catalogue # 61 
Coffin Inner coffin of Pasenhor, (P-sn-Hr), Libyan settler and member of the 

Meshwesh, husband/betrothed of Tanetaa BM EA 30360, son of 
Sheqesh and Amenhotep(et).  

Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 6668 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? Acquired in 1893 from R.J Moss & Co. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Andrews (1998), 58, fig. 56 
Barucq (1947), I, fig. 19 
Budge (1924), 92 
Caygill (1999), 219 
Parkinson (1999), 78 
Porter and Moss (1964), 829 
PN 1, 110.28 
Seeber (1976), 219.49 
Taylor (2010a)56, 232-33, n.122 
Taylor (2005), 96, fig. 75 
Taylor (2003), 109, pl. 58 
Yoyotte (1976-7), 39-54 
Yoyotte (1961), 135, note 6 
 

Date of 
Object 

23rd Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated on Libyan settlements in Egypt during the Third Intermediate 
Period, but not definite. 

Materials Wood and paint 
Height of 
Object 

203 cm 

Width of 
Object 

67.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

White  
 

Face  Red skin, black detail on eyes and eyebrows. No protruding ears. 
Wig  Blue and yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet has an outside row 

of leaves, then a row of multi-coloured rectangles and the rest is 
inaccessible due to object being on loan.  

Collar Four rows of solid bands, then a row of white feathers, then a large 
section of red with black bead net over it with an Abydos Fetish 
amulet on top (R17). Then there are six rows of vegetal motif with the 
last row composed of lotus (M9) and other flowers. Below on either 
side is a representation of a snake (I15). 

Central 
Median  

Three lines of text composing BoD spell 1 and the name of the 
deceased with his title.  

Register 1 This register has three scenes. The central scene is a green-skinned 

																																																								
56	Publication has images.  
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 Osiris, wearing the atef crown and sitting on a throne. He has a white 
beard, white shoulders, orange mummy braces, a red body with blue 
stripes. He is identified in the text. There is a table of offerings before 
him with the four sons of Horus on it who are all identified. First there 
is green skinned Amset(y) with a blue wig, red and white cone, white 
shoulders and a red body. Then green anthropomorphic baboon Hapi 
with a blue wig, red and white cone, white shoulders and a red body. 
Then white anthropomorphic falcon Duamutef with a blue wig, red 
and white cone, green shoulders and a white body. Then there is black 
anthropomorphic jackal Qebehsenuef with a blue wig, red and white 
cone, white shoulders and a red body. Then there is a snake and a 
kneeling red skinned male identified as the deceased with a short blue 
wig, white headband, red and green cone, white top and long white 
kilt. His arms are raised in adoration. The next figure is white 
anthropomorphic falcon Horus identified as nDty-it=f with a blue wig, 
red and green cone, leopard skin over torso and top of white kilt. His 
arms are raised in adoration and making offerings to a Dd pillar.  
The vignette on the left is green anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, 
identified in the text, with a blue wig, red skin, white collar and top, 
blue belt, white kilt and blue tail holding the hand of the deceased, 
identified. He has red skin, a blue wig, white headband, red and green 
cone, green collar and long kilt while holding an ib (F34) in his other 
hand. To his left is a sxm staff. 
The scene on the right a scale with black anthropomorphic Anubis, 
identified as tp-Dw=f-sH-nTr, with a red wig, white collar, blue 
anthropomorphic skin, green top, green and red belt, white kilt, blue 
tail and holding blue and red linen in his left hand and the ib of the 
deceased in his right. The goddess Ma’at, identified by her symbol, 
stands on the scale and has white skin, a blue wig, red dress and is 
holding an anx. Ammut is below her. This is BoD spell 125. 

Register 2  Extracts of BoD spell 125 to accompany the register above. Also has 
a short section with a line from BoD spell 1.  

Register 3 
 

Extracts of BoD spell 125 to accompany register 1. Also has a short 
section with a line from BoD spell 1. 

Register 4  
 

On either side is the deceased with red skin, a short blue wig, and 
white kilt, lying down in adoration. Below him is a white falcon with 
outstretched multi-coloured wings with a cartouche in front. 

Feet A green skinned Osiris wearing a dual crown (S5), a blue beard, white 
collar, green top, rest of the skin on the body is blue, a white kilt and 
sitting on a throne while holding a wAs scepter. Behind him is a green 
skinned Nephthys, identified by her symbol, with a blue wig, red 
headband, green collar and red dress. In front of Osiris is the 
deceased, identified in the text, with red skin, a blue wig, short beard, 
red headband, red and green cone, green collar, long white shroud 
with his arms in adoration. The rest of the text is an offering formula. 
The whole scene is inside a shrine and above it there are two black 
lying down jackals with red scarves identified as Wepwawet, before 
an Abydos fetish. 

Base  Red stripe. 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
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Back  Covered in text. 
Trough  
 

The head has a red solar disk with wings. Below there is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a white crown (S1), blue wig, white 
shoulders and braces, red mummiform body and holding a wAs 
scepter. He is between two cobras with white crowns who are 
stretching down from the solar disk above. On the left side there is a 
red seated anthropomorphic baboon and then a green seated 
anthropomorphic crocodile. They both have blue wigs, white 
shoulders, red bodies and knives. On the right side there is a green 
seated anthropomorphic crocodile and a kneeling green lion deity 
with blue wigs, white shoulders, red bodies and holding each two 
knives.  
On the left side of the troph there is a top border of Xkr (Aa30) 
decorations in green and white. They are then encased by rows of 
multi-coloured rectangles. The scene begins from the head to the feet 
with a wDAt eye and a nb sign. Following this there is a white falcon 
with white shoulders and a red mummified body, an archaistic image 
of the falcon (G11) and then a sxm staff (S42) and a cartouche (V9). 
Then there is a green deity with a blue wig and beard, white 
mummiform body wrapped in blue and white linens. He is surrounded 
by two snakes. Then there is a white falcon deity with a blue wig, red 
anthropomorphic skin, white collar, green top, white kilt and tail. He 
is holding in his right hand an anx and is adoring a Dd pillar. On the 
other side of the pillar is a green Osiris, identified by text, with the 
white crown, white shoulders and braces, red body and holding a 
crook (S38). He stands behind a large tit amulet (V39). In front of this 
there is a red hippo deity with a blue wig, identified in the text as Nut. 
Then there is a green crocodile deity with a blue wig, red 
anthropomorphic skin, white collar, green top, white kilt and tail, 
identified as Geb, holding in his right hand an anx and in his left a wAs 
scepter. Then there is a white cow goddess with a red solar disk and 
horns over her head, with white skin and a red dress identified as 
Hathor who is holding in her right hand an anx and in her left a lotus 
staff. Then there is a white falcon deity identified as Horus nDty-it=f 
with a blue wig, red and green cone, red anthropomorphic skin, white 
collar, top and kilt with a blue belt and tail. He is holding in his right 
hand an anx and in his left a wAs scepter. Then there is green skinned 
Isis, identified with her symbol, with a black wig, red dress and 
holding in her right hand an anx and in her left a lotus staff. Then 
there is red skinned Osiris, identified in the text, with a blue wig, red 
headband, black beard, white collar, green top, white kilt and tail. He 
is holding in his right hand an anx and in his left a wAs scepter. Then 
there is a black jackal deity identified as Qebehsenuef in the text, with 
a blue wig, white shoulders and red body. Then there is a white falcon 
deity, identified in the text as Duamutef, with a blue wig, white 
shoulders and red body. Then there is a red baboon deity, identified in 
the text as Hapi, with a red cone, white shoulder and body. Then a 
green skinned Amset(y), identified in the text, with a black wig, green 
and red cone, white shoulder and red body. Then a green ibis deity 
with a blue wig, red anthropomorphic skin, white collar, top and kilt 
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with a blue belt and tail. His right arm is adoring another Dd pillar 
with a sxm staff and cartouche while his other hand is holding a scroll 
which identified him as Thoth. Then there is another mummified 
falcon on a shrine with a wDAt eye and a nb sign. 
The right side has a top border of Xkr (Aa30) decorations in green and 
white. They are then encased by rows of multi-coloured rectangles. 
The scene begins from the head to the feet with a wDAt eye and a nb 
sign. Then there is some text dedicated to Thoth with the name of the 
deceased included. Then there is a green Osiris, identified in the text 
dedicated to him, wearing the white crown with a uraeus on it, white 
shoulders and red braces and body holding a crook. Then there is a Dd 
pillar with a red skinned head with a black wig and beard and ram 
horns on it. There is also a tit amulet. Then a black jackal deity with a 
blue wig, white shoulders and a red body wrapped in blue and red 
linen identified as Qebehsenuef. Then a white falcon deity with a blue 
wig, red and green cone, white shoulders and red body wrapped in 
blue and red linen identified as Duamutef. Then a red baboon deity 
with a blue wig, white shoulders and red body wrapped in red and 
blue linen identified as Hapi. Then a green skinned deity with a blue 
wig, white shoulders and a red body wrapped in linen identified as 
Amset(y). Then finally a white falcon deity with a blue wig, red 
anthropomorphic skin, white collar, green top, white kilt and blue tail 
adoring a Dd pillar with offerings. The last scene is another 
mummified falcon on a shrine with a wDAt eye and a nb sign. 
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Catalogue # 62 
Coffin Inner coffin of Djedher (Dd-Hr), high official and priest in the temple 

of Menu and son of pA-di-Imn and lady of the house Nesemetenrenet 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 20650 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim? Purchased in 1887 by E.A.W. Budge. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Brech (2008), 110-3, pl. III 
Budge (1924), 90-1 
Dawson and Gray (1968), 46 
Elias (1993), 550f 
Porter and Moss (1962), 24 
PN I, 411.12 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, plaster and paint 
Height of 
Object 

174 cm 

Width of 
Object 

48 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

45 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and beard strap. Protruding 
ears and a broken false beard that is missing. 

Wig  A yellow and blue striped tripartite wig with a damaged piece in front. 
The coronet has a row of green, blue and red leaves and then in the 
middle a green skinned Nephthys, identified by her symbol and in the 
text dedicated to her. She has a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar 
and dress and she is crouching on nbw. Her wings are outstretched 
and are made of three rows; green with spots then yellow and blue 
plumes. She is holding mAat feathers. 

Collar Four rows of solid bands and then eleven rows of vegetal motif with 
the last ending in oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut  A yellow skinned winged goddess crouching on nbw. She is identified 
as Nut above in a yellow solar disk. She has a blue wig, red headband, 
green collar and dress. Her wings are outstretched and comprise of a 
row of white feathers, then rows of blue, green and blue plumes with 
red tips. In her right hand she is holding an anx s and a Dd in her left. 
Flanking her head are two wDAt eyes. On either side of the goddess is 
a representation of a green ram with horns and a double plume crown 
(S9) with a red solar disk standing on a standard before incense with a 
wDAt eye behind it. This is a vignette from BoD spell 85. Below is a 
line of hieroglyphs with an offering formula to Nut. 

Central The center of the coffin has nine lines of text composed of BoD spells 
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Median  89 and 127 with the names and titles of the deceased and his parents. 
There are two vignettes, the first is two green skinned goddesses 
identified by their symbols as Nephthys and Isis with blue wigs, red 
headbands, red collars and dresses and outstretched wings while 
holding mAat feathers and a wDAt eye in front of them. They are 
adoring the Abydos fetish (R17) in the middle. The other vignette is 
spell 89 where the deceased is lying on a lion bed, with four jars 
beneath the bed (all four identified with text as the four sons of Horus 
with white anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, black 
anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, red anthropomorphic baboon 
Hapy and a red skinned Amset(y)) and a bA bird flying over. The 
deceased has green skin, a blue wig and beard, red cone, yellow 
shoulders and green body. At his head is a green skinned Isis, 
identified by her symbol with a blue wig, red dress and her right arm 
raised in adoration with red linen. At his feet is a green skinned 
Nephthys, identified by her symbol, with a blue wig, yellow dress and 
her left arm raised in adoration with red linen. 

Register 1 
 

On the left is Atum, identified, with red skin, the dual crown (S5), a 
white collar, green top, half white and half green kilt and a blue tail. 
He is holding in his right hand a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On 
the right is a white falcon head Ra-Harakhty, identified, with a blue 
wig, red solar disk with uraeus above head, red anthropomorphic skin, 
green collar and top, half white and half green kilt and blue tail. In his 
left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 2  On the left is blue skinned Osiris, identified, with the atef crown (S8), 
red collar and top, half white and half green kilt and blue tail. In his 
right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the 
right is blue skinned Khepri, identified, with a blue wig and beard, a 
scarab (L1) above his head, yellow collar, red top, half white and half 
green kilt and blue tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and 
in his right an anx. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is Amset(y) identified in the text with red skin, a blue wig 
and beard, a green collar and top, a half white and half green kilt and 
blue tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an 
anx. On the right is red baboon Hapy, identified, with a blue wig, 
green collar and top, half white and half green kilt and blue tail. In his 
left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 4  On either side is a green jackal Anubis, identified in the text as imy-wt 
and xnty-sH-nTrw with blue anthropomorphic skin, a blue wig, red top, 
half white and half green kilt and a blue tail. They are holding wAs 
scepters and each an anx. 

Register 5  On the left is a green jackal Duamutef, identified in the text, with a 
blue wig, red anthropomorphic skin, green top, half white and half 
green kilt and a blue tail. He is holding in his right hand a wAs scepter 
and in his left an anx. On the right is damaged Qebehsenuef, identified 
in the text, with a blue wig, red anthropomorphic skin, green collar 
and top, half white and half green kilt and blue tail. In his left he is 
holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 6 
 

On the left is a damaged unnamed green skinned deity with a blue 
wig, yellow collar, red top, half white and half green kilt and blue tail. 
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In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On 
the right is white falcon Horus, identified as xnty-xty, with a blue wig, 
blue anthropomorphic skin, red top, half white and half green kilt and 
blue tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an 
anx.  

Register 7 
 

On the left is a red skinned deity, identified as irr=f-Dd=f, with a blue 
wig, green collar and top, half white and half green kilt and blue tail. 
In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On 
the right is green ibis, identified as Xry-bAq=f, with a blue wig, red 
anthropomorphic skin, green top, half white and half green kilt and 
blue tail. In his left hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an 
anx. 

Register 8 
 

On the left is a damage-named green skinned deity with a blue wig, 
yellow collar, red top, half white and half green kilt with a blue tail. In 
his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an anx. On the 
right is another damage-named blue skinned deity with a blue wig and 
beard, red top, half white and half green kilt and a blue tail. In his left 
hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his right an anx. 

Register 9 
 

On the left is green jackal Wepwawet, identified, with a blue wig, red 
anthropomorphic skin, green top, half white and half green kilt and 
blue tail. In his right hand he is holding a wAs scepter and in his left an 
anx. On the right is yellow skinned Tefnut, identified, with a blue wig, 
red solar disk with uraeus above her head and a green dress. In her left 
hand she is holding an anx. 

Register 10 
 

On the left is green skinned goddess Isis, identified in text but her 
symbol damaged, with a blue wig and red dress and in her right hand 
she is holding a wAs scepter and in her left an anx. On the right is 
green skinned Neith, identified, with a red crown of Lower Egypt, 
yellow collar and dress and in her left hand she is holding a wAs 
scepter and in her right an anx. 

Register 11 
 

On the left is green skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, 
yellow collar and dress. In her right hand she is holding a wAs scepter 
and in her left an anx. On the right is green skinned Selkis, identified, 
with a blue wig, scorpion (L7) above her head, red collar and dress. In 
her left hand she is holding a wAs scepter and in her right an anx. 

Feet Two wDAt eyes facing the head of the coffin. 
Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern. 

 
Bottom  Green skinned standing Isis, identified by her symbol, with a blue 

wig, red headband, collar and dress. Her wings; row of yellow with 
spots, then green, yellow and blue plumes are down. She is holding 
mAat feathers. The text is dedicated to her. 

Back  The back is composed of a middle scene with a Dd pillar with kA arms, 
an anx head and holding a red solar disk. Then there is some text with 
an offering formula. The first two registers on either side have four 
green skinned goddesses with blue wigs, yellow and green dresses, 
kneeling and identified as Isis, Nephthys, Selkis and Neith. The next 
two registers are four (two each side) adoring baboons. The next 
register has a wDAt eye on either side and the following one has on 
either side a black jackal. The next register is another one of two wDAt 
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eyes. The last register is a bA bird on a shrine, with arms raised in 
adoration. 
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Catalogue # 63 
Coffin Inner coffin of Taosir (tA-Wsir), daughter of Nesmin and Ta-amun, 

priestess of Osiris at Akhmim.  
Inv # California Virtual Museum, APR.VL.01175 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim? Due to association with Min and his cult at the site? 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Brech (2008), 209-11 
PN I, 359.7 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty/Ptolemaic? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint, gesso. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Red  

Face  Yellow skin, round face, black detailed eyes and eyebrows, 
protruding ears and no visible neck. 

Wig  Plain blue tripartite wig, very large and bulbous in shape. 
Collar Eleven bands of solid colour and then thirteen rows of three different 

patterns; circular gold disks, green and white leaves and white petals. 
The last row is comprised of a row of green and red drop pendants. 
There are falcon terminals on either side. The collar size is almost the 
entire size of the upper portion of the coffin, in a more mat like shape. 
At the end of the collar in the middle there is a pendant with a triad of 
gods. The far left is a lion-headed god with a solar disk above the 
head, a wig, defined shoulders and seated mummiform body. Middle 
figure is a goddess with a mAat feather, with a wig, headband and 
seated dress. The right figure is a male deity with a beard, dual crown 
and seated mummiform body. The likely triad due to iconography is 
Tefnut, Nut and Atum.  

Nut  A kneeling yellow skinned goddess with a blue wig, white headband, 
red collar and dress with a black bead net over it. She has a yellow 
sun disk above her head with no identification. Her outstretched 
wings are blue with white spots, red, green and blue plumes. Above 
her on either side are two wDAt eyes and below are two sphinxes. In 
front of the felines are two kneeling women, one on either side. The 
one on the left has yellow skin, a blue wig and green dress with one 
arm raised to a male deity with yellow skin, a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, green body and a white sheath holding linen and an anx. On 
the right side the woman has yellow skin, a blue wig and a white 
dress. She has one arm raised to an anthropomorphic falcon with a 
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blue wig, green body and white sheath. On the far left side is a lying 
down ram. 

Register 1 In the middle of this register is a Dd pillar with a double plume crown 
and ram horns. On either side is a cobra with an atef crown. Then on 
the left side are four deities, the first a green anthropomorphic snake 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and green mummiform body. The 
second a green anthropomorphic frog with a blue wig and yellow 
mummiform body, the third a yellow anthropomorphic snake with a 
blue wig and green mummiform body and finally a green 
anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, yellow mummiform body 
holding linen and an anx. On the right side another four deities, the 
first a green anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig and a white 
mummiform body, then a yellow anthropomorphic frog with a blue 
wig and green body, then another yellow anthropomorphic snake with 
a blue wig, mummy braces and a green body. The last is a yellow 
anthropomorphic jackal with yellow shoulders and a green body. 

Central 
Median  

Seven lines of hieroglyphs contaning Htp-di-nsw formula and 
genealogy. On the sides are five rows of three deities with yellow 
skin, blue wigs and alternating green and red seated mummiform 
bodies holding knives. Along the side of the coffin is a row of seated 
deities with alternating green and red bodies and all wielding knives. 
There are thirty-three each side. 

Feet A black seated jackal with a flail on a shrine on either side. 
Base  The base consists of palace façade decoration. 
Bottom  The bottom contains a depiction of the Apis bull with a mummy on its 

back. The mummy has red skin, a blue wig, and a red body. 
Trough  A green cobra with an atef crown on either side of the troph. 
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Catalogue # 64 
Coffin Inner coffin of Djedhor (Dd-Hr), son of Psamtek, priest of Min and 

lady of the house, Ashetweret. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 29776 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim? Due to association with Min and his cult at the site 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Allen (1950), 18, 19, 43, 79, 85 
Brech (2008), 233-5 
Budge (1924), 52 
Dawson and Gray (1968), 45 
“Gold and Civilization” Catalogue Australia (2001), 117 
Porter and Moss (1962), 24 
PN I, 411.12 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty/Ptolemaic? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, plaster, linen, paint, gold 
Height of 
Object 

176 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

32 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Gilded skin, black detailed eyes and eyebrows, inlaid eyes, protruding 
ears and a tressed beard. 

Wig  Plain blue tripartite wig, large and bulbous in shape. 
Collar Twenty-one bands of solid colour and then eleven rows of vegetal 

motif. The last row is comprised of a row of oval pendants. There are 
falcon terminals on either side. The collar size is almost the entire size 
of the upper portion of the coffin, in a more mat like shape.  

Nut A kneeling yellow skinned goddess with a blue wig and red dress. She 
has a red solar disk above her head with no identification. Her 
outstretched wings are blue, red and green plumes. On either side of 
her are two wDAt eyes on standards. The text is a Nut formula. On the 
left side there are three deities, the first Hapi, identified, a yellow 
anthropomorphic baboon, blue wig, yellow striped shoulders and a 
red mummiform body holding linen and an anx. Then there is 
Qebehsenuef, identified, a white anthropomorphic falcon, dressed the 
same as Hapi. Then in front there is Anubis, identified as nb-tAw, with 
a blue wig, yellow striped shoulders and a green mummiform body, 
holding linen and an anx. On the right side is Amset(y), identified, 
with yellow skin, a blue wig, yellow striped shoulders and a red 
mummiform body holding linen and an anx. Then there is Duamutef, 
identified, a yellow anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, yellow striped 
shoulders and a green mummiform body linen and an anx. Lastly there 
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is Osiris, identified, a yellow anthropomorphic falcon, blue wig, 
yellow striped shoulders and a red mummiform body linen and an anx. 

Register 1 The deceased is lying on a lion bed and has yellow skin, a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a red body. Below the bed are four canopic jars 
as the four sons of Horus. On the left side there is is a bending over 
yellow skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig and green dress. 
Then behind her is yellow anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified, 
with a blue wig and red mummiform body. On the right side is a 
bending down yellow skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig and red 
dress. Behind her is black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified 
with a blue wig and green mummiform body. The accompanying text 
is a formula to the goddesses. 

Central 
Median  

Five lines of hieroglyphs contaning Htp-di-nsw formula and 
genealogy. Then there is a section of PT 44757. On the left side in four 
rows each containing one deity. The first is Min, identified, with 
yellow skin, a blue wig, yellow striped shoulders, a green seated body 
and a knife. Then below is a yellow skinned male deity, identification 
difficult to decipher, with a blue wig, yellow striped shoulders, red 
seated body and knife. Then there is Sekhmet, identified, a yellow 
anthropomorphic feline, blue wig, yellow shoulders, a green seated 
body and knife. Lastly there is Nephthys, identified, with yellow skin, 
a blue wig, kneeling in a green dress with her left arm up towards her 
mouth. On the right side there is Atum, identified, with yellow skin, a 
double crown, beard, yellow shoulders, a green seated body and knife. 
Then there is Tefnut, identified, a yellow anthropomorphic feline, 
blue wig, yellow shoulders, red seated body and knife. Then Ra-
Harakhty, identified, a white anthropomorphic falcon, blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, green seated body and knife. Finally there is yellow 
skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, kneeling in a red dress with 
her arm to her mouth. On each side of them is a vertical row of eleven 
seated demons with human, crocodile, hare and bird heads. 

Feet A black seated jackal with a flail on a shrine on either side. Sphinxes 
are lying down on either side.  

Base  Line of hieroglyphs from BoD spell 89. 
Bottom  The bottom contains a depiction of a shen. 
Trough  A green cobra with an atef crown on either side of the trough with a 

lotus flower. 
	

																																																								
57	Brech (2008), 233.	
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Catalogue # 65 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Isis-Weret (As.t-wr.t), sistrum player of Min. 

Inv # Montreal, MMFA, 1999.3657 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim?  
Bibliography 
of Object 

 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty/Ptolemaic? 

Dating  Akhmim due to title and association with Min, a popular cult center at 
Akhmim. 

Bibliography 
of dating 
criteria 

  

Materials Wood, plaster, paint and varnish 
Height of 
Object 

177 cm 

Width of 
Object 

53 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

40 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Yellow skin, black detailed eyes and eyebrows, round face and 
protruding ears.  

Wig  Plain black tripartite wig, large and bulbous in shape with layer of 
varnish. 

Collar Twelve bands of solid colour and then nine rows of vegetal motif. The 
last row is comprised of a row of oval pendants. There are falcon 
terminals on either side.  

Nut  A kneeling yellow skinned goddess with a blue wig, red headband 
and green dress. She has a yellow sun disk above her head with no 
identification. Her outstretched wings are blue, red and blue plumes. 
She is holding two mAat feathers. On either side of her are two wDAt 
eyes on standards.  

Central 
Median  

Five lines of hieroglyphs contaning Htp-di-nsw formula and 
genealogy. 

Register 1 
 

On the left side there are four deities. The inner most deity is a red 
skinned male deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red 
mummiform body and yellow shroud. Then there is a yellow 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and 
mummiform body, with a red shroud. Then a red skinned male deity 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and mummiform body and a red 
shroud. Then a yellow skinned male deity with a beard, blue wig, 

																																																								
57	Not allowed photographs inside museum, so intensive notes were taken at visit. Image available at 
www.mbam.qc.ca. 
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yellow shoulders and mummiform body and a red shroud. On the 
right side are another four deities. The inner one is a red 
anthropomorphic baboon deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and 
mummiform body with a red shroud. Then a yellow anthropomorphic 
falcon deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red mummy brace, 
green mummiform body and yellow shroud. Then there is a yellow 
skinned male deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red mummy 
brace, green mummiform body and red shroud. Then a yellow 
skinned male deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and 
mummiform body, red mummy brace and shroud. 

Register 2 
 

On the left side are three seated deities holding knives. The inner most 
is a yellow skinned male deity with a blue wig, red shoulders and  a 
yellow mummiform body. The next is a yellow anthropomorphic 
falcon deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red mummiform 
body. Then there is a yellow anthropomorphic snake deity with a blue 
wig, red shoulders and a yellow mummiform body. On the right side 
there are three other seated deities with knives. The inner most is a 
yellow anthropomorphic feline deity with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and a green mummiform body. The next is a yellow 
anthropomorphic falcon deity with a blue wig, red shoulders and 
mummy brace and a yellow mummiform body. The last is a yellow 
skinned female deity with a white wig and red dress. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is a seated yellow skinned Isis, identified by her symbol, 
with a blue wig and red dress. One of her arms is raised to her mouth 
in front of a shrine/door. On the right side is a seated yellow skinned 
Nephthys, identified by her symbol, with a blue wig and yellow dress. 
One of her arms is raised to her mouth in front of a shrine door. 

Feet A black seated jackal with a flail on a shrine on either side. Sphinxes 
are lying down on either side with blue wigs. 

Base  Single line of Htp-di-nswformula. 
Bottom  Un-decorated. 
Back  Not available due to position of coffin in case. 
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Catalogue # 66 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Nesshu (ns-Sw), priest of Min, son of Neshmenu, priest 
of Min and Ashetweret. 

Inv # Yverdon, Musée d’Yverdon-les-Bains et région, MY/3775-2/3 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim? Due to association with Min and his cult at the site? 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Brech (2008), 194-6 
Küffer and Siegmann (2007)58, 160-66 
Küffer (2011), 19-34 
PN I, 179.6 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty/Ptolemaic? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, plaster, linen, paint, gold 
Height of 
Object 

176 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

32 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Gilded skin, black detailed eyes and eyebrows, and protruding ears. 
Wig  Plain dark blue tripartite wig, large and bulbous in shape. Damaged 

on the top and bottom. 
Collar Sixteen bands of solid colour and then thirteen rows of beads and 

feather decoration. The last row is comprised of a row of oval 
pendants. There are falcon terminals on either side. The collar size is 
almost the entire size of the upper portion of the coffin, in a more mat 
like shape.  

Nut   A kneeling yellow skinned goddess with a blue wig, yellow headband 
and multicoloured rectangle shapes on her dress. She has a yellow sun 
disk above her head with no identification. She is holding two mAat 
feathers. Her outstretched wings are blue, red green and blue plumes. 
Above her on either sides are two wDAt. Below there are two lying 
down sphinxes.The text is genealogiocal with name and titles of the 
deceased and parents. On the left side there are two deities above 
wings, the top figure is a yellow skinned male deity with a blue wig, 
red shoulders and a damaged body. Below is a red anthropomorphic 
baboon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform 
body. They are both in shrines. Along the side of the trough are six 
seated deities with alternating red and green mummiform bodies each 
holding knives. Below them beside the sphinx are four seated deities 
mostly with falcon heads, knives and alternating red and green bodies. 
On the right side is an anthropomorphic falcon and an 

																																																								
58	Image provided in publication. 
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anthropomorphic jackal completing the four sons of Horus. A mirror 
image of the six deities on the top and four on the bottom are present. 

Register 1 The deceased is lying on a lion bed and has yellow skin, a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a red body. Above hovers a bA bird. Below the 
bed are four canopic jars as the four sons of Horus. The text is an 
offering to the deceased. On the left side there is a kneeling yellow 
skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig and green dress. She 
has one hand in mourning. Behind her is a seated yellow skinned male 
deity with a blue wig and a knife. On the right side is a kneeling 
yellow skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig and red dress. Behind 
her is a yellow skinned seated god with a blue wig and a knife. 

Central 
Median  

Five lines of hieroglyphs contaning an offering to Nut and PT 44760. 
On either side there are five rows of four seated yellow skinned male 
deities with knives and alternating green and red mummiform bodies. 

Feet A black seated jackal with a flail on a shrine on either side. Text is an 
offering to Anubis and genealogical information.  

Base  One row of the Htp-di-nsw formula. 
Bottom  The bottom contains a depiction of lotus and papyri in a swamp 

(M8)61. 
Trough  A green serpent with an atef crown. 
	

																																																								
60	Brech (2008), 194.	
61	Brech (2008), 195.	
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Catalogue # 67 
Coffin Inner coffin of Pa-basa (pA-(n)-bs) priest of Min, son of Iretenethoriru, 

priest of Min and scribe of the silver house of Min and lady of the 
house Ashetiyty. 

Inv # Wien, Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, AEG 10 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim? Due to association with Min and his cult at the site? 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Brech (2008)62, 97-100, pl. III 
PN I, 107.10 
Seipel (1989), 304f 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint and varnish 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Green skin, yellow detailed eyes, eyebrows and sideburns, protruding 
ears and a tressed beard. 

Wig  Blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at ends. The 
coroney has on the outside a row of multicoloured rectangles and in 
the middle is the goddess Nephthys, identified by her symbols, 
kneeling on nbw.  

Pectoral  Four bands of solid colour and then fourteen rows of vegetal motif. 
The last row is comprised of a row of oval pendants. There are falcon 
terminals on either side.  

Nut  A crouching green skinned Nut, identified, with a white wig, red 
bracelets and dress. She has a yellow sun disk above her head her 
name in it. Her outstretched wings are yellow with blue spots, green 
and blue plumes. On either side of her is a green rams on a standard 
with a red scarf, double plume crown, red solar disk and horns. Before 
the ram is a pot of incense, part of BoD spell 85. Above the goddess is 
a cartouche and a wDAt eye. The inscription is to a Nut formula, PT 
368 and genealogical information of names and titles.   

Central 
Median  

A vignette of BoD spell 89 where the deceased is lying on a lion bed 
with four jars underneath. The deceased has green skin and a red 
mummiform body. Hovering above is a bA bird. On the left side there 
is yellow skinned Isis, identified by her symbol, with a blue wig and 
green dress. On the right side is yellow skinned Nephthys, identified 
by her symbol, with a blue wig and green dress. The text is five lines 

																																																								
62	Image provided in publication.	
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of hieroglyphs with genealogical information and BoD spell 89. 
Register 1 
 

On the left there is an offering formula to Osiris and then a speech by 
Amset(y), who has red skin, a blue wig, funerary cone, a yellow tunic 
and is holding emmer. On the right there is an offering to Osiris and a 
speech by Hapi, a red anthropomorphic baboon, blue wig, funerary 
cone, green skin, a red tunic and is holding emmer. 

Register 2 
 

On the left there is an offering to Atum and then a speech by 
Duamutef, a black anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, red skin, blue 
tunic and is holding emmer. On the right there is an offering to 
Khonsu and then a speech by Qebehsenuef, a green anthropomorphic 
falcon, blue wig, red skin, a blue tunic and is holding emmer.  

Register 3 
 

On the left is an offering to Ra, although some of the text is damaged 
and then a speech by Horus nDty-it=f, a anthropomorphic green 
falcon, blue wig, green skin, a red tunic and is holding emmer. On the 
right there is an offering to Ra, damaged, and then a speech by Horus 
the Elder (wr), a green anthropomorphic falcon, blue wig, green skin, 
a yellow tunic and is holding emmer.  

Register 4 On either side there is an offering to Anubis and then a speech by 
Anubis, a black anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, red skin, a blue 
tunic and is holding emmer. 

Feet Green skinned winged Isis, identified, crouching on nbw with a a 
white wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress. Her wings are 
yellow with blue spots, green and blue plumes. Below her on either 
side is a black jackal lying on a shrine with a red scarf. The text 
surrounding Isis is BoD spell 151. 

Base  anx, wAs and nb pattern. 
Bottom  The deceased on the back of the Apis bull with the bA bird above. On 

the right is an obelisk and on the left is a green skinned Isis, identified 
with a red dress. 

Back  A large Dd pillar with a dark green head and atef crown with an 
offering formula to Osiris. The sides are texts with Htp-di-nsw 
formulae to various gods. 
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Catalogue # 68 
Coffin Inner coffin of Irthoreru (irt-Hr-ir-w), priest of Osiris, son of 

Ankhwennefer, second prophet of Min, son of Nesmin, son of 
Padiese, and mother lady of the house, Iwshankh, daughter of priest 
of Min, Harsiese. 

Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 20745 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim? Due association with Min and his cult at the site 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Brech (2008), 103-5 
De Meulenaere (1988), 41-9 
Porter and Moss (1962), 24 
PN I, 42.11 
Robins (1997), 221 
Seeber (1976), 220, n.57	
Shaw and P. Nicholson (1995), 190-1 
Taylor and Strudwick (2005), 60-1 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint and varnish 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, black detailed eyes, eyebrows and sideburns, small 
protruding ears and post mark remains from broken false beard. 

Wig  Blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with green bands at the back. 
The coronet has on the outside a yellow band, then a row of 
multicoloured rectangles, then a row of white and green leaves and 
finally a red band. The middle has a green skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress 
straps. Most of her body is damaged. Her wings only show some blue 
colour with red tips as most of them are damaged. The text is an 
offering to her.   

Pectoral  Three bands of solid colour and then twetny-one rows of vegetal 
motif. The last row is comprised of large lotus flowers. There are 
falcon terminals on either side.  

Nut A crouching yellow/white skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, 
red headband, green collar, bracelets and dress. She has a yellow sun 
disk above her head her name in it. Her outstretched wings are yellow 
with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes with red tips. She is 
holding mAat feathers. Above her are two writings of the name of 
Osiris. On either side of her is a green ram on a standard with a red 
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scarf, double plume crown, red solar disk and horns. Before the ram is 
a pot of incense, part of BoD spell 85. The inscription is to a Nut 
formula. 

Register 1 
 

This register contains the scene of BoD spell 125. Green skinned 
Osiris, whose name is written above him, is seated on a throne with 
his atef crown, beard, white shoulders and green mummiform body 
while holding a crook and flail. Behind the throne is Ra-Harakhty a 
white anthropomorphic falcon, blue wig, red solar disk with a uraeus 
on his head, white shoulders and a green mummiform body holding a 
wAs scepter. Behind him is a cartouche. Then there is green skinned 
winged Isis, identified by her symbol, with a blue wig, red headband 
and dress. Her wings are yellow with blue spots, green and blue 
plumes with red tips. She is holding a mAat feather in each hand. Then 
there is a blue and green snake with a beard, red double crown, red 
human legs and is holding a wAs scepter. Then there are five white 
skinned male deities with blue wigs and beards, white shoulders and 
green mummiform bodies holding wAs scepters. Then there is some 
damaged and then five more deities. Before seated Osiris is a table of 
offerings with a lotus flower on it. Then there is a green 
anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, red solar disk above his head, 
blue skin, a half green and half white kilt, blue tail and is holding a 
scroll, identifying him as Thoth, and red linen. His free hand is 
holding the deceased, who is named, with red skin, short blue hair, a 
white collar and long white kilt. His other hand is raised in adoration. 
Then there is green skinned Ma’at, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband and dress and her hand raised in adoration. Behind her is 
the scale with black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis holding the heart. 
Two red baboons stand on the other side of the scale and have blue 
heads, green bodies and red feet. They are all in adoration pose. A 
Htp-di-nsw formula is below in a single horizontal band.  

Central 
Median  

A vignette of BoD spell 89 where the deceased is lying on a lion bed 
with four jars underneath, the four sons of Horus identified as jackal 
Duamutef, human Amset(y), baboon Hapi and falcon Qebehsenuef. 
The deceased has red skin, a blue wig, red headband, beard, white 
shoulders and a green mummiform body. The text is five lines of 
hieroglyphs with a Htp-di-nsw formula dedicated to the deceased and 
the four sons of Horus.  

Register 2 
 

On either sides are Ra-Harakhty, identified, white anthropomorphic 
falcon, blue wig, white shoulders, green mummiform body and 
holding a wAs scepter. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is Atum, identified, with green skin, double crown, white 
shoulders and a green mummiform body. On the right is Osiris, 
identified, with green skin, atef crown, beard, white shoulders, red 
scarf and a green mummiform body. Both deities are holding a wAs 
scepter. 

Register 4 
 

On the side is Khepri, identified, with red skin, blue wig and beard, 
red headband, black scarab on head, white shoulders and a green 
mummiform body. On the right is Horus, identified as xnty-nn-mAA, 
white anthropomorphic falcon, funerary cone, blue wig, white 
shoulders and a green mummiform body. Both deities are holding a 
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wAs scepter. 
Register 5 
 

On the left is Hapi, identified, red anthropomorphic baboon, blue wig, 
white shoulders and a green mummiform body. On the right is 
Amset(y), identified, with red skin, a blue wig, red headband, beard, 
white shoulders and a green mummiform body. Both deities are 
holding a wAs scepter. 

Register 6 
 

On the left is Qebehsenuef, identified, white anthropomorphic falcon, 
blue wig, white shoulders and a green mummiform body. On the right 
is Duamutef, identified, black anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, 
white shoulders and a green mummiform body. Both deities are 
holding a wAs scepter. 

Register 7 
 

On the left is Geb, identified, with red skin, a blue wig, red headband, 
white shoulders and a green mummiform body. On the right is Xry-
bAq=f, identified, green anthropomorphic ibis, blue wig, white 
shoulders and a green mummiform body. Both deities are holding a 
wAs scepter. 

Register 8 
 

On the left is Tefnut, identified, with green skin, a blue wig, white 
shoulders and a green mummiform body. On the right is a red skinned 
deity, the identification damaged, with a blue wig, red headband, 
beard, white shoulders and a green mummiform body. Both deities 
are holding a wAs scepter. 

Register 9 
 

On the left is Neith, identified, with green skin, a blue wig, double 
crown, white shoulders and a green mummiform body. On the right is 
Isis, identified, with green skin, a blue wig, red headband, symbol, 
white shoulders and a green mummiform body. Both deities are 
holding a wAs scepter. 

Register 10 
 

On the left is Selkis, identified, with green skin, a blue wig, red 
headband, scorpion on head, white shoulders and a green mummiform 
body. On the right is Nephthys, identified, with green skin, a blue 
wig, redheadband, symbol, white shoulders and a green mummiform 
body. Both deities are holding a wAs scepter. 

Feet On either side is a black jackal lying on a shrine with a red scarf.  
Base  anx, wAs and nb pattern on the front and palace façade on the sides and 

back. 
Bottom  A standing green skinned winged Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red 

headband, yellow collar and red dress. Her wings are down and are 
composed of yellow with blue spots, green and blue plumes with red 
tips. She is hold an anx in each hand. The text is damaged at the 
beginning. 

Back  A large Dd pillar with a double plume crown, red solar disk and horns. 
Flanking each side is a cobra with a red solar disk and Hathor horns. 
Below on each side is a symbol for the west. 
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Catalogue # 69 
Coffin Inner coffin of lady of the house, Ta-Ikush (tA-iqS). 
Inv # Prague, P625A 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Brezinova and Hurda (1976), 141 
Cerny (1940), 226 
Schiaparelli (1924), 193. 151 
Seeber (1975), 35, 24.44-8 
Strouhal and Vyhnanek (1979), 55.17 
Verner (1982), 300-16 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow63 

Face  Light coloured skin (possibly pink?), black detailed eyes and 
eyebrows. No neck, small protruding ears. 

Wig A tripartite wig with dark brick patterned wig with a vulture 
headdress and a band at the end (yellow?). Back trough striped. The 
coronet is composed of a band, a row of feathers, another band and 
the middle a scarab flanked by two symbols of the west and below a 
dark (red?) solar disk with two uraei. 

Collar  Ten rows of beads and white feathers with the last ending in oval 
pendants.  

Nut  A dark skinned (Green?) winged goddess crouching on nbw. She has 
a wig, collar and dress with four rows of wings. 

Register 1 
 

Representation of BoD spell 125. Osiris with an atef crown, shoulders 
and mummiform body holding a wAs scepter. Behind is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a wig, solar disk with uraeus, Ra-
Harakhty, with shoulders and a mummiform body holding a wAs 
scepter. Behind is a dark skinned Isis, identified, with wig, light dress 
with one arm raised with linen. Then behind dark skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with wig, dark dress with one arm raised with linen. Then a 
male deity with wig, funerary cone, shoulders, mummiform body and 
linen holding a mAat feather. Then an anthropomorphic baboon, 

																																																								
63	Publication photographs are only available in black and white so most of the colour references are 
hypothetical based on comparative material.	
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falcon, jackal, ibis and snake with a wig, shoulders, mummiform 
body, linen and all holding a mAat feather. In front of Osiris is a snake 
with human legs with an anx in its raised arm. They are facing Thoth 
who has a wig, funerary cone, top, kilt, tail and an arm raised with the 
other holding the deceased. The deceased has dark skin, a wig and a 
dress. Behind her is an anthropomorphic falcon with a solar disk and 
uraeus, wig, shoulders, mummiform body with linen and holding a 
mAat feather. Then an anthropomorphic jackal with a wig, shoulders, 
mummiform body with linen holding a mAat feather. Then there is a 
scale with Ammut and a seated anthropomorphic jackal with a 
mummiform body. 

Register 2  The middle is a BoD spell 89 scene with the deceased on a lion bed 
with a wig, funerary cone, shoulders and a mummiform body. Above 
him is a bA bird and Anubis. Below are five canopic jars. To each side 
of the scene are offering formulae and a depiction of a falcon with a 
solar disk above its head with a uraeus, outstretched wings and a 
cartouche. 

Register 3 
 

The middle scene is a mummiform falcon on alabaster with a solar 
disk and uraeus on top. Beside him are wDAt and nb. On either side are 
winged falcons with solar disks are uraei next to offerings to Horus of 
Behdet. The far sides of this register have a seated mummiform ibis 
on the left and ram on the right. 

Register 4  In the middle is an Abydos Fetish. On the left is a seated mummiform 
Amset(y), identified, with a wig, cone, and shoulders holding linen 
and a mAat feather, inside a shrine. Behind with the same outfit is 
Atum, identified. On the right are two male deities depicted exactly 
the same as the left side figures are Qebehsenuef and Ptah-Sokar, both 
identified in shrines. 

Register 5  On the left are two seated mummiform deities in shrines, the inner a 
baboon identified as Hapy and the outer an unidentified ibis. On the 
right again are two mummiform seated deities in shrines, the inner 
baboon identified as Duamutef and the outer an unidentified ibis. 

Register 6 
 

On either side a wDAt eye on alabaster with the texts being a Htp-di-
nsw formulae 

Feet Isis, identified in the text, kneeling on nbw with three rows of 
outstretched wings. She has a light coloured wig, dark skin and a dark 
dress.  

Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
 

Bottom  Apis bull with deceased on its back and an incense pot before it. 
Back  A Dd pillar with double plume crown and ram horns, with the symbols 

for east and west flanking. The text is composed of Htp-di-nsw 
formulae. 
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Catalogue # 70 
Coffin Inner coffin of Pestjef (Ps-T.f), son of Patyaudimut. 
Inv # Rio, Museu Nacional do Rio de Janeiro, RIO 529, 530 
Provenance Thebes? Provenance not stated when gift of Dom Pedro I from Fiengo 

collection. 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Childe (1926a), 3-5 
Childe (1926b), 47-51 
Kitchen (1990), I, 149-53, II, 138-144 
Porter and Moss (1962), 205 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Materials Wood and paint.  
Height of 
Object 

183 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow64 

Face  Red skin. The eyes and eyebrows are outlined in black and a black 
tracing of a beard. Protruding ears.  

Wig  Yellow and blue striped tripartite wig. The coronet is composed of a 
solid band and in the middle a dark (red?) solar disk, uraeus and 
Behdet in writing. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands and nine rows of vegetal motif with the last 
being a row of oval pendants. 

Nut  Nut is identified by her name in the solar disk above her head with 
dark skin, a wig, dress and crouching on a doorway. She has three 
rows of outstretched wings, the first being spotted. The background is 
cross-hatching and below is a row of feathers. The text is a Nut 
formula.  

Register 1  Representation of BoD spell 125. In the middle is Osiris with the 
white crown, a mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. Behind 
him is Ra-Harakhty, an anthropomorphic falcon, solar disk with 
uraeus, mummiform body and wAs scepter. Then two female deities in 
long dresses with their arm in adoration, one has a funerary cone. 
Behind them are the four sons of Horus in mummiform, with wigs 
and funerary cones, holding mAat feathers. The first is a falcon, then a 
baboon, jackal and human. The last deity on the left is damaged. In 
front of Ra-Harakhty, the image is damaged but then Thoth with a kilt 
and tail (his body damaged) holding the hand of the deceased. The 
deceased is bald and in a long dress. Behind is an ibis with a funerary 
cone, mummiform body and holding linen and a mAat feather. Next is 

																																																								
64	All colour references are notes from Kitchen in his publication, as all the photographs provided are 
black and white.	
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a damaged figure and then a scale with Ammut and a standing 
Anubis. 

Register 2  The middle scene is a mummiform falcon on alabaster with a wDAt 
next to it. The on the left is the goddess Selkis, identified, crouching 
with dark skin, wig and bead net dress, with one arm in adoration. 
Behind her is an anthropomorphic baboon in a mummiform seated 
body holding mAat. The last figure is damaged. The text is dedicated to 
Selkis. On the right is the goddess Neith, identified, with a damaged 
head, but visible dress. She is in the same position as Selkis. Behind 
her is a falcon-headed and jackal-headed deity in seated mummiform 
bodies holding mAat feathers. 

Register 3  On the left is an anthropomorphic falcon with a wig, cone, shoulders 
and mummiform seated body holding mAat. Behind is an 
anthropomorphic ibis seated deity. The text identifies Horus (nDty-
it=f). On the right is an anthropomorphic ibis deity with a wig, cone, 
shoulders, mummiform seated body holding mAat feather. Behind is a 
male deity with a wig, beard, cone and seated mummiform body. The 
text identified Thoth and the middle section comprises of genealogy. 

Register 4  On each side the inner scene is a wDAt eye on alabaster and the outer 
scene a standing male deity with a wig, cone, and mummiform body 
holding mAat. The text is genealogy. 

Feet Damaged, with traces of a crouching winged figure, possibly a 
goddess.  

Base  Two solid lines. 
Bottom  N/A  
Back  A Dd pillar in the middle and on the left side offerings to Ra-Harakhty 

and on the right to Osiris. The sides of the troph include the epithet of 
Anubis tp Dw=f and continues with (nb) r (dwAt) sxm, followed by a 
cartouche and then a snake with an atef crown. 
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Catalogue # 71 
Coffin Inner coffin of Tjaoneferamen ((T)aw-nfr-Imn), servant of the divine 

votaress of Amun. 
Inv # Montreal, Redpath Museum, RM 2717 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, paint 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and brows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig and on the trough the addition 

of red as well. The coronet has a row of white feathers and writing in 
the middle (angle of display difficult to determine translation). 

Collar Five rows of solid bands and twelve rows of vegetal motifs ending in 
a row of oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut  A green skinned winged Nut, identified, crouching on nbw. She has a 
blue wig, red solar disk with her name, blue collar and bracelets and a 
red dress with black bead net over. Her wings are outstretched and 
comprise of a row of yellow with blue spots, then rows of blue, green 
and yellow plumes with red tips. She is holding mAat feathers. On her 
left is a green ram with a double plume crown, red solar disk and 
horns standing on a standard with an incense pot in front of him, part 
of BoD spell 85. On the right is a mirror image where the ram is 
coloured black. 

Central 
Median  

The center of the coffin has five lines of text with offering formulae. 
The vignette is spell 89 where the deceased is lying on a lion bed, 
with four jars beneath the bed and a bA bird flying over and a red solar 
disk with uraei. The deceased has green skin, a blue wig and beard 
and a green mummiform body. 

Register 1 
 

Representation of BoD spell 125 with a green Osiris with the atef 
crown, yellow shoulders, blue mummiform body holding a wAs 
scepter. Behind is a green goddess with a blue wig, red headband and 
red dress holding a blue anx. Then a red male deity with a blue wig 
and beard, then a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, then a 
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green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig and a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig and funerary cone. All of 
these deities have yellow shoulders, a green mummiform body and 
are holding emmer. Behind them are five red male deities with blue 
wigs and beards, yellow shoulders and green mummiform bodies. The 
names of the four sons of Horus are written in text. In front of Osiris 
is a table of offerings and black anthropomorphic ibis Thoth with a 
red wig, blue skin, blue top, half green and half white kilt holding the 
hand of the deceased. The deceased is red skinned and bald with a 
long green kilt. Behind him is a red skinned goddess with a green 
dress and the last figure is too hard to see. 

Register 2  On the left is Amset(y) identified in the text, with red skin, a blue wig 
and beard, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. On the 
right is Amset(y) identified in the text, red anthropomorphic baboon, 
blue wig, funerary cone, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform 
body. They are both holding emmer.  

Register 3 
 

On the left is Duamutef, identified in the text, green anthropomorphic 
jackal, blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. On 
the right is Qebehsenuef, identified in the text, white anthropomorphic 
falcon, blue wig, funerary cone, yellow shoulders and a green 
mummiform body. They both are holding emmer. 

Register 4  On either side is an Anubis, identified in the text on the left as imy-wt, 
xnty-sH-nTr on the right, green anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body holding emmer. 

Register 5  On the left is Geb, identified in the text, with red skin, a blue wig and 
beard, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. On the right is 
Horus, identified as nDty-it=f, white anthropomorphic falcon, blue 
wig, funerary cone, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. 
They are both holding emmer. 

Register 6 
 

On the left is Horus, identified as xnty-nn-mAA, white 
anthropomorphic falcon, blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green 
mummiform body. On the right is Xry-bAq=f, identified in the text, 
green anthropomorphic ibis, blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green 
mummiform body. They are both holding emmer. 

Feet A green winged goddess crouching on nbw. She has a blue wig, red 
collar and dress. Her wings are four rows of yellow with spots, then 
blue, green and blue plumes. Her arms are raised. 

Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
 

Bottom  Apis bull with deceased on its back with red skin, blue wig and beard 
and a green mummiform body. A red blanket straps deceased on the 
back of the bull who is in front of incense and an obelisk. 

Back  Htp-di-nsw formulae. 
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Catalogue # 72 
Coffin Inner coffin of lady of the house Schepenese (Sp-n-Ast), daughter of 

priest of Amun, Pasetinef (ÄM 51-52). 
Inv # St. Gallens, No number (1) 
Other coffins Middle coffin, St Gallens (2) 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Küffer and Siegmann (2007), 110-20 
Müller and Siegmann (1998)65, 37-60 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated relative upon the identification of father Pestjenef (ÄM 51-52) 
and grandfather Padiamun having the title of god’s father of Amun, 
which was the title of the elite found in the cache in the Hathor chapel 
of the Hatshepsut temple at Deir el-Bahri. This title was closely 
related to the members of the Besenmut family that lived during the 
26th Dynasty at Thebes66. 

Materials Wood, paint 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes and brows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A blue/black tripartite wig in brick pattern with a vulture headdress on 

top and yellow bands at the bottom. A coronet is composed of a band 
of white feathers, a solid yellow, red and another yellow band and in 
the middle a scarab with a red solar disk in its front and back legs. It 
is on a palace façade with the symbol of the east on the left and the 
west on the right.  

Pectoral  Three lines of solid bands and then nine rows of vegetal motif with 
the last ending in oval pendants.  

Nut  A green skinned winged Nut, identified, crouching on a doorway. She 
is identified as Nut above in a yellow solar disk. She has a blue wig, 
red headband, yellow collar and bracelets and a red dress. Her wings 
are outstretched and comprise of a row of yellow with blue spots, then 
rows green and blue plumes. The text is an offering formula to Nut. 

Central 
Median  

The center of the coffin has one line of text down the center and is 
and offering formula to Osiris. 

Register 1  On the left is Amset(y) identified in the text with red skin, a blue wig 
and beard, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. Behind is 

																																																								
65	Images in publication	
66	Küffer and Siegmann (2007), 118-9; Müller and Siegmann (1998), 56-9.	
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Duamutef identified, white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. On the right is Hapy 
is identified in the text, red anthropomorphic baboon, blue wig yellow 
shoulders and a green mummiform body. Behind is Qebehsenuef, 
identified, black anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, yellow shoulders 
and a green mummiform body. They are all in shrines and holding 
emmer. 

Register 2 
 

On either side is an Anubis, identified in the text on the left as imy-wt, 
xnty-sH-nTr on the right, blue anthropomorphic jackal, red wig, blue 
skin, red top, half yellow and half green kilt, yellow tail and holding 
linen. 

Register 3  On the left is Geb, identified, with green skin, a blue wig, red top, half 
white and half yellow kilt and a yellow tail. On the right is Horus, 
identified as nDty-it=f, with green skin, a blue wig, red top, half white 
and half yellow kilt and yellow tail. They are both holding a wAs 
scepter. 

Register 4 
 

On the left is Heka (mAA-it=f), identified, with green skin, a blue wig, 
yellow top, half green and half yellow kilt and a yellow tail. On the 
right is Xry-bAq=f, identified, with green skin, a blue wig, red top, half 
green and half yellow kilt and a yellow tail. They are both holding a 
wAs scepter. 

Register 5  A wDAt eye on either side. 
Feet A green winged Isis, identified, with a blue wig and a red dress 

crouching on a doorway. Her wings are yellow with spots, then blue 
and green plumes. 

Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
 

Bottom  Apis bull with deceased on its back. The scene contains no colour 
pigment. 

Back  Dd pillar with a double plume crown, red solar disk and ram horns. 
The text contains BoD spell 71 and CT 691 with a Htp-di-nsw 
formula.  
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Catalogue # 73 
Object 
Description 

Inner coffin of Taditamun (tA-dit-Imn), daughter of Padihorpakhered 
and Iretiru. 

Inv # Oloumouc, Muzeum umění Olomouc,	6183A 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and 
Dating 
Criteria 

Brezinova and Hurda (1976), 141 
Budge (1924), 84-5 
Gabra (1928), 74-6 
Gardiner (1947), 206-7 
Gauthier (1913), 220 
Schiaparelli (1924), 202-3 
Seeber (1976), 35, 24.44-8 
Verner (1982), 114-63 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, paint 
Height of 
Object 

184 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow67 

Face  Light skin (pink?), defined black eyes, eyebrows and earrings. 
Protruding ears.  

Wig  A dark tripartite wig in brick pattern with a vulture headdress on top. 
The trough portion is striped. The coronet has a standing Nephthys, 
identified, with a wig, dress and her arms are down. Her wings have 
three rows of plumes. The text is a Htp-di-nsw to various deities. 

Collar  Two rows of solid bands and twelve rows of vegetal motif with the 
last row ending in oval pendants. Falcon terminals.  

Nut  A dark skinned winged Nut, identified, crouching on a false door. She 
has a wig, headband, and dress. Her wings have four rows of plumes. 
The text is a Htp-di-nsw formula and genealogical information. On 
either side of her are rams on standards in front of incense, BoD spell 
85. 

Central 
Median  

Two vignettes , the first standing winged Isis and Nephthys, 
identified, with a Dd pillar, wDAt, nfr and nb. The second vignette is 
BoD spell 151 where the deceased lying on a lion bed, with four jars 
beneath the bed with Anubis and a bA bird flying over. The text is an 
offering formula. 

																																																								
67	Colour is interpreted as the publication photographs that are available are in black and white.	
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Register 1 
 

A representation of BoD spell 125. The scene has Osiris with an atef 
crown, beard, mummiform body and a wAs scepter. Behind him is a 
winged Isis with a wDAt eye. Then a male deity with a beard, 
mummiform body, holding emmer and linen. Then jackal, baboon, 
falcon, jackal, ibis, snake, falcon, snake, ibis, falcon and crocodile 
anthropomorphic deities all with mummiform bodies and holding 
emmer and linen. In front of Osiris is Ra-Harakhty with a falcon head, 
solar disk with uraeus, and mummiform body. Then in front is Amun 
with the double plume crown, beard, mummiform body and holding a 
wAs scepter. Then there is a snake with human legs and a table of 
offerings. Before the table is Thoth with an ibis head, holding a scroll 
in one hand and the other holding the hand of the deceased. The 
deceased is a female with a funerary cone, wig and long dress. Behind 
her is Ma’at with a female body and a feather as a head. Behind her is 
a human, falcon and ibis headed deity in a mummiform body before a 
large scale. Under the scale is Ammut and a symbol of the west. 

Register 2  On the left is Amset(y) identified in the text, with a wig, beard, 
shoulders, mummiform body and holding emmer. On the right is 
Hapy, identified, anthropomorphic baboon, wig, shoulders, 
mummiform body and holding emmer. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is Duamutef, identified in the text, anthropomorphic 
jackal, wig, shoulders, mummiform body and holding emmer. On the 
right is Qebehsenuef, identified, anthropomorphic falcon, wig, 
shoulders, mummiform body and holding emmer. 

Register 4  On either side is an Anubis, identified in the left text as xnty-sH-nTr 
and on the right imy-wt, anthropomorphic jackal, wig, shoulders, 
mummiform body and holding emmer. 

Register 5  On the left is Geb, identified, with a wig, beard, shoulders, 
mummiform body and holding emmer. On the right is Horus, 
identified as xnty-nn-mAA, identified in the text, anthropomorphic 
falcon, wig, shoulders, mummiform body and holding emmer. 

Register 6 
 

On the left is Horus, identified as nDty-it=f, anthropomorphic falcon, 
wig, shoulders, mummiform body and holding emmer. On the right is 
Heka mAA-it=f, identified, with a wig, shoulders, mummiform body 
and holding emmer. 

Register 7 
 

On the left is Osiris xnty-imntiw, identified, with a wig, shoulders, 
mummiform body and holding emmer. On the right is Xry-bAq=f, 
identified, anthropomorphic ibis, wig, shoulders, mummiform body 
and holding emmer. 

Feet Htp-di-nsw formula with a standing Isis, identified, with her wings 
down and two wDAt eyes. 

Base  anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
 

Bottom  Apis bull with deceased on its back and a bA bird above. 
Back  Dd pillar with a double plume crown, solar disk, ram horns and two 

uraei with symbols of the west. The texts are Htp-di-nsw formulae. 
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Catalogue # 74 
Coffin Inner coffin of Amenhotepiyin (Imn-Htp-iy-in), son of Amunkai and 

Bakri. Related to Nesmut BM EA 75193, member of same family. 
Sister Djedmutesankh. 

Inv # Edinburgh, National Museums Scotland, NMS, A. 1869.33C (lid), 
A. 1869. 33B (trough) 

Other coffins Outer anthropoid coffin, NMS, A. 1869.33A (lid), A.1869.33 (trough) 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Adams, C. (1990), 5-19 
Aston, D. (2009), 252-3 
Birch, S. (1874), 189, 212-4 
Lieblein, J. (1871), nos.432, 1354 
Manley, B. and Dodson, A. (2010)68, 85-7 
Nail, N.H. (2000), 67-79 
Porter and Moss (1964), 673-4 
Seeber, C. (1976), 217 
 

Date of 
Object 

Late 25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, paint and plaster. 
Height of 
Object 

182 cm 

Width of 
Object 

49.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

21 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red-skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears and short 
beard. 

Wig  A yellow-blue-and-red striped tripartite wig with a band of feathers at 
the bottom. The coronet is of a band of white feathers, and in the 
middle a black scarab with a red solar disk and Snw in its feet. Below 
are nb and pt signs along with imnt on either side. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands, seven rows of vegetal motif with last being 
oval pendants. 

Nut  Green-skinned Nut, identified, kneeling on nbw with a blue wig and a 
red dress with a bead-net. Three rows of wings: yellow with blue 
spots, green and blue plumes. 

Register 1 Vignette BoD 125 with a green bearded snake with a cone, white 
falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk (Ra-Harakhty), green shoulders, 
red body, standing and holding a wAs scepter and flail. Behind is 
green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, beard, blue shoulders, red 
body, standing and holding a wAs scepter, crook and flail. Green-
skinned Isis and Nephthys with blue wigs, red dresses, standing and 

																																																								
68	Images in publication.	
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holding linens. Then a red-skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, 
cone, yellow shoulders, green body, standing, linens and holding a 
mAat feather. Then in the same outfits as the red-skinned deity, are a 
red anthropomorphic baboon, white falcon and black jackal, all 
standing (four sons of Horus). Before the snake is green 
anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) with a red wig, cone, blue body, white 
top, half-green-and-half-white kilt, walking and holding linens. In his 
other hand he leads the deceased with red-skin, a blue wig, white top 
and long white kilt, walking. Behind him is a scale with Ammut and 
imnt. 

Register 2 
 

The middle vignette is a white falcon with a red mummiform body 
with a bead net, lying on sS with a wDAt eye and nb. On the right is a 
green-skinned crouching goddess on a podium with a red dress and 
behind is a red-skinned standing deity in a shrine. On the left is green-
skinned crouching Neith, identified, with a blue wig and a red dress 
and a red-skinned standing deity in a shrine.  

Register 3  In the middle is vignette of BoD 89 with the deceased on a lion bed 
with four jars underneath. The deceased has red-skin, a blue wig and 
beard, cone and striped body. On either side is a white falcon with a 
red solar disk above its head with outstretched wings, a wDAt eye and 
nb.  

Register 4 
 

Divided down the center by a Dd pillar with two red arms and linens. 
On the left sie is black anthropomorphic jackal, with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a red seated body in a shrine holding a mAat 
feather. A white anthropomorphic falcon with yellow shoulders and a 
green seated body in a shrine. On the right is a white anthropomorphic 
falcon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red seated body in a 
shrine, and then a red-skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders 
and a green seated body in a shrine.  

Register 5 On the left is a red-skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders 
and green seated body and an anthropomorphic falcon with a red 
seated body. On the right is a green anthropomorphic snake with a 
green seated body in a shrine and then an anthropomorphic deity with 
a red seated body in a shrine. Beneath either side is a wDAt eye. 

Feet Text with jackals sitting on shrines with a flail and incense on either 
side. 

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom  (Apis bull) with the deceased on its back. The deceased has red-skin, 

a blue wig and beard, red shoulders, green body and a yellow blanket. 
Back Dd pillar with red arms above, holding a green disk with a wDAt eye in 

the middle. On each side are snakes with beards, double plume 
crowns with horns and a mAat feather on their backs. Below is a 
yellow star in a blue disk, then a lotus scepter with double plumes, 
solar disk, Snw and a serpent with a cone and a beard. 
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Catalogue # 75 
Object 
Description 

Outer anthropoid coffin of Amenhotepiyin (Imn-Htp-iy-in), son of 
Amunkai and Bakri. Related to Nesmut BM EA 75193, member of 
same family. Sister Djedmutesankh. 

Inv # Edinburgh, National Museums Scotland, NMS, A. 1869.33A (lid), 
A.1869.33 (trough) 

Other coffins Inner coffin, NMS, A. 1869.33C (lid), A. 1869.33B (trough) 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Adams, C. (1990), 5-19 
Aston, D. (2009), 252-3 
Birch, S. (1874), 189, 212-4 
Lieblein, J. (1871), nos.432, 1354 
Manley, B. and Dodson, A. (2010)69, 82-4 
Nail, N.H. (2000), 67-79 
Porter and Moss (1964), 673-4 
Seeber, C. (1976), 217 
 

Date of 
Object 

Late 25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, paint and plaster. 
Height of 
Object 

230 cm 

Width of 
Object 

71 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

37.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red-skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. Short 
beard and a wide neck. 

Wig  A yellow-blue-and-red striped tripartite wig. The coronet composed is 
a band of yellow and green feathers, and in the middle a red solar disk 
with two uraei, imnt on either side and the toponym bHdt. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands, ten rows of vegetal motif with the last 
being oval pendants. 

Nut  Red solar disk with wings and bHdt. 
Register 1 Vignette BoD 125 with a green bearded snake (Atum), white 

anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk (Ra-
Harakhty), yellow shoulders, blue body, standing and holding a wAs 
scepter. Behind is blue-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, beard, 
yellow shoulders, red body, standing and holding a wAs scepter. 
Green-skinned Isis and Nephthys with black wigs, red dresses, 
standing and holding linens. Then a red-skinned deity with a blue wig 
and beard, cone, yellow shoulders, red body, standing, linens and 

																																																								
69	Images in publication and some provided by author.	
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holding a wAs scepter and mAat feather. Then in the same outfits as the 
red-skinned deity a red anthropomorphic baboon, white 
anthropomorphic falcon and a black anthropomorphic jackal, all 
standing (four sons of Horus). Before the snake is green 
anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) with a red wig, cone, green body, white 
tunic, green sash, walking and holding linens. In his other hand he 
leads the deceased with red-skin, a blue wig, cone and long white kilt, 
walking. Behind him is a scale with Ammut and imnt. 

Register 2 Fifteen columns of text. 
Register 3  In middle is vignette of BoD 89 with the deceased on lion bed with 

five jars underneath and a bA bird above. The deceased has red-skin, a 
blue wig and body. On either side is a white falcon with a red solar 
disk above its head with outstretched wings, a wDAt eye, nb and anx.  

Register 4 
 

Thirteen columns of text.  

Feet A white falcon with a red mummiform body. A sxm, wDAt, nb and 
text. 

Trough One row of blue hieroglyphs. 
Bottom  No décor. 
Back No décor.  
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Catalogue # 76 
Coffin Inner coffin of Shepenhor (Sp-n-Hr), lady of the house, daughter of 

Inamunnyefnebu, a scribe and Iretiru. 
Inv # Glasgow, Hunterian Museum, GLAHM D.6 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Jones (1979), 56-62 

Date of 
Object 

25th – 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, paint and plaster. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Pink-skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Painted ears. 
Wig  A black brick pattern with a yellow vulture headdress on top holding 

a Snw in each talon and yellow bands at the ends with a rosette 
pattern. The coronet is a band of white and green feathers, a row of 
multicoloured rectangles and in the middle is a green-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, 
red dress with a black bead-net and one hand up to her mouth, the 
other holding linens. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands, eight rows of vegetal motif with the last 
being oval pendants. 

Nut  Green-skinned Nut, identified, crouching on nbw with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar, bracelets and a red dress with a bead-net. 
Four rows of wings: yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue 
plumes. Underneath is a line of hieroglyphs with the name, title and 
genealogy of the deceased.  

Central 
Median 

One vertical line Htp-di-nsw formula and an Abydos fetish.  

Register 1 On the left there are two vignettes, the first is Amset(y), identified, 
with red-skin, a blue wig and beard, red headband, cone, yellow 
shoulders with blue pendants, a green standing mummiform body, wAs 
scepter and in a shrine. The second is green anthropomorphic jackal 
Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders with blue 
pendants, a green standing body, wAs scepter and in a shrine. On the 
right the first vignette is red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, 
identified, blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders with blue pendants, a 
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green body, wAs scepter and in a shrine. The second is white 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified with blue wig, cone, 
yellow shoulders with blue pendants, a green standing body, wAs 
scepter and in a shrine. 

Register 2 
 

On the left and right is green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, 
identified as imy-wt, with a black wig, blue body, red top, half-white-
and-half-green kilt, green tail, walking and holding a wAs scepter and 
an anx.  

Register 3  On the left is Geb, identified, with blue-skin and a beard, black wig, 
red headband, cone, red top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, green tail, 
walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. On the right is white 
anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as nDty-it=f, with a black 
wig, red body, green top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, green tail, 
walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 

Register 4 
 

On either side is green-skinned Osiris, identified with the atef crown, 
a blue beard and collar, red mummiform body with a black bead-net 
and holding a wAs scepter. Then green-skinned Isis, identified, with a 
blue wig, red dress, standing with wings and behind her is identical 
Nephthys, identified. Then a wDAt eye and nb. 

Register 5 wDAt eye and palace façade on either side. 
Feet Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 

collar and a red dress with a bead-net, crouching on nbw. Four rows 
of wings: yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes with 
red tips. She is holding in each hand a mAat feather. 

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom  (Apis bull) with a red disk and horns and the deceased on its back. 

Deceased has red-skin, a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders, white 
body and a red blanket. Incense in front and some text.  

Back Htp-di-nsw  formula.   
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Catalogue # 77 
Coffin Inner coffin of Ta-aat (tA-aA-t), lady of the house. 
Inv # Manchester, Manchester Museum, MAN 10881b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th – 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

181.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

53.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

29.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Ears and earrings drawn 
on. 

Wig  A black brick pattern with a yellow vulture headdress on top and 
small black trim hairline. The trough has red and blue stripes. On the 
top is a coronet with a red solid band, band of white feathers and in 
the middle a red solar disk with a Dw mountain and symbols of the 
west.  

Collar  Two rows of solid bands and nine rows of vegetal motif and the last 
row of oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut  Green skinned winged goddess with a blue wig, red solar disk without 
identification, and a red dress crouching on a doorway. Four rows of 
wings with the first being yellow with blue spots then blue, green and 
blue plumes. The text is a Nut formula and on either side is green ram 
with a double plume crown with a red solar disk and horns and a red 
scarf standing on a standard in front of incense. A wDAt eye and nb. 

Central 
Median 

Seven lines of vertial hieroglyphs with a central vignette of BoD spell 
89. The deceased is lying on a lion bed with red skin, a blue wig and 
beard, yellow shoulders and a green body with four canopics 
underneath and a  bA bird above. Then there is a falcon sitting atop a 
symbol of the west. 

Register 1 BoD spell 125. A table of offerings with emmer. Then a blue Osiris 
with the atef crown, yellow shoulders, green body and holding linen 
and a mAat feather. Then ten red skinned deities with blue wigs and 
beards, yellow shoulders, green bodies and holding linens and mAat 
feathers. In front of the table is a blue anthropomorphic ibis with a 
black wig, blue skin, half white and half green kilt and holding red 
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linen. Then the deceased with green skin, a blue wig and red shroud. 
Then Ammut sitting on a shrine. Behind a green skinned deity with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders, green body and holding linen and a mAat 
feather. Then a scale with symbols of the west. 

Register 2 
 

On the left is a red skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders and a green body holding emmer. Then a green skinned 
deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red body. On the right is 
a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, 
green body and holding emmer. Then a green anthropomorphic jackal 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green body. 

Register 3  On the left is a green skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders and a red body holding emmer. Then a red skinned deity 
with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and a green body. On the 
right is a red skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders and a red body holding emmer. Then a green 
anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green 
body.  

Register 4 
 

On the left is a red skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders and a green body holding emmer. Then a green skinned 
deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red body. On the right is 
a green anthropomorphic hawk with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and 
a green body holding emmer. Then a green skinned deity with a blue 
wig and beard, yellow shoulders and a red body.  

Register 5 On the left is a green skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders and a red body holding emmer. On the right is a green 
skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and a red 
body.  

Feet Two wDAt eyes on nb baskets and in the middle is a standing green 
skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red dress and three rows of 
wings with blue, green and blue plumes.  

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom  Apis bull with the deceased on its back with a red blanket on a 

mound. 
Back A Dd pillar with a double plume crown, red solar disk and horns, mAat 

feathers, cobras and symbols of the west.   
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Catalogue # 78 
Coffin Inner coffin of Khary (HA-ry), priest of Amun and son of 

Ankhpakhered. 
Inv # Manchester, Manchester Museum, MAN 9354b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th – 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and side beard. A black 
attached smooth beard slightly curled. Protruding ears. 

Wig  Blue and yellow striped tripartite.  On the top is a coronet with a row 
of multicoloured rectangles, then in the middle a black scarab with a 
yellow solar disk in the front legs and a cartouche it its back ones.  

Collar  Eight rows of solid bands and twelve rows of vegetal motif and the 
last row of oval pendants.  

Nut  Yellow skinned winged Nut, identified, with a yellow wig, solar disk 
and a red dress crouching on nbw. Three rows of wings with the first 
being yellow then green and blue plumes. She is holding mAat 
feathers. On the left is red anthropomorphic baboon, identified as 
Hapi, with a blue wig, blue and red striped shoulders, yellow body 
and holding red linen. Then white anthropomorphic falcon identified 
as Qebehsenuef with a blue wig, blue and red striped shoulders, red 
body and holding red linen. On the right is a yellow skin deity 
identified as Amset(y), with a blue wig and beard, blue and red 
striped shoulders, yellow body holding red linen. Then red 
anthropomorphic jackal identified as Duamutef, with a blue wig, blue 
and red shoulders, red body holding red linen. 

Central 
Median 

One lines of vertial hieroglyphs composed of a Htp-di-nsw formula. 
An Abydos fetish and a Dw mountain. 

Register 1 On the left is blue skinned Khepri, identified, with a blue wig, yellow 
collar and top, red kilt and holding an anx and wAs scepter. On the 
right is white anthropomorphic falcon, identified as Ra-Harakhty, 
with a red solar disk and uraeus, blue wig, blue skin, red top and kilt, 
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holding an anx and wAs scepter. 
Register 2 
 

On the left is a yellow skinned Seshat, identified with a yellow star 
above her head, a blue wig, yellow collar, red dress with a blue sash 
holding an anx and having one arm raised with linen. Then on the 
right is a yellow skinned Selkis, identified, with a blue wig and red 
dress with a yellow sash, holding an anx and having one arm raised 
with red and blue linen. 

Register 3  wDAt eyes on either side. 
Feet A lying down black jackal with a red scarf, flail and sxm on either 

side. 
Base Palace façade. 
Bottom  Apis bull with the deceased on its back with yellow shoulders and a 

red body.  
Trough There are five registers of text and vignettes. The first contains on the 

left a black anthropomorphic vulture with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and a red seated body holding a knife. On the right is a red 
anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and 
seated body holding a knife. The second register contains on the left a 
yellow anthropomorphic rabbit with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and 
a red seated body holding a knife. On the right is a yellow 
anthropomorphic lion with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red 
seated body holding a knife. The third register on the left contains a 
yellow anthropomorphic cow with curved horns, a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and seated body holding a knife. On the right is a yellow 
anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and seated 
body with a knife. The fourth register on the left contains a green 
anthropomorphic crocodile with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
red seated body holding a knife. On the right is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red 
seated body holding a knife. The last register on the left contains a red 
skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and seated 
body with a knife. Then on the right is a red anthropomorphic cow 
with Hathor horns, a blue wig, yellow shoulders and seated body with 
a knife. 
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Catalogue # 79 
Coffin Inner coffin of Asru (As-rw), lady of the house, daughter of Pa-ikush 

and lady of the house Taaimnet. 
Inv # Manchester, Manchester Museum, MAN 1777B 
Other coffins Outer anthropoid coffin, MAN 1777c 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Archbold and David (2000) 12, 13, 134, 135, 144, 149 
David (ed.) (2008), 46,47, 48, 110, 112, 130, 145, 160, 213 
Price (2012), 211-213 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

181 cm 

Width of 
Object 

47.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

37 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and earrings. Protruding ears. 
Wig  Black brick background with a yellow vulture headdress with yellow 

bands at the bottom.  
Collar  Three rows solid bands and ten rows of vegetal motif with the last 

row oval pendants. 
Nut Register  Green winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband and red 

dress with black bead net crouching on a false door. Four rows of 
wings; yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes. Text is 
the Nut formula. 

Register 1 BoD spell 125 on a black background with yellow figures. Table of 
offerings with lotus. Falcon with a solar disk and uraeus, Ra-
Harakhty, with a wig, striped shoulders, body with a bead net and 
holding a wAs scepter. Isis and Nephthys, identified, with wigs and 
dresses with bead nets holding linen. Four sons of Horus, human, 
baboon, jackal and falcon with wigs, beards, striped shoulders, bodies 
with bead nets, green and red linen and all holding a mAat feather. The 
other side of the table has an ibis, Thoth, with a wig, top, kilt, linen 
and scroll. Holding hand of deceased with a wig, dress with a bead net 
and hand in adoration. Ammut and a scale with the symbol of the 
west. 

Register 2 BoD spell 89 vignette in the middle with the deceased on a lion bed 
with four canopics underneath and a bA bird above. On either side is a 
winged falcon with a solar disk and uraeus and a wDAt eye and nb. 

Register 3 
 

In the middle a mummified falcon with a solar disk and uraeus lying 
on palace façade with a wDAt eye and nb. On either side is a winged 
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female goddess with a solar disk and cartouche in front. 
Register 4 In the middle, spanning two registers is a large Osiris with the atef 

crown, beard, bead net body, crook, flail and red and blue linen. On 
the left is anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a wig, bead 
net body, red and blue linen and holding a mAat feather in a shrine. 
Anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified with a wig, bead net 
body, red and blue linen and holding a mAat feather in a shrine. On the 
right is Imsety, identified, with a wig, bead net body, red and blue 
linen and holding a mAat feather in a shrine. Anthropomorphic jackal 
Duamutef, identified, with a wig, bead net body, red and blue linen 
and holding a mAat feather in a shrine. 

Register 5 A wDAt eye on either side. 
Feet Green winged goddess with a blue wig, red headband, red dress with 

bead net crouching on nbw. Her wings have green and blue plumes. 
Base anx, wAs, nb. 
Bottom  N/A 
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 80 
Coffin Inner coffin of Anonymous. 
Inv # Manchester, Manchester Museum, MAN 964670 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th – 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, paint and plaster. 
Height of 
Object 

185 cm 

Width of 
Object 

74 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

33.5cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Dark reddish skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows and earrings. 
Protruding ears and damaged nose.  

Wig  A black brick pattern with a yellow vulture headdress on top. Yellow 
bands on ends of tripartite wig. The trough has red and blue stripes. 
On the top is a coronet that is significantly damaged but has traces of 
a band of green feathres and a red solar disk in the middle. 

Collar  No solid bands and eleven rows of vegetal motif with the last row 
being oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut  Yellow skinned Nut, identified, crouching on nbw with a blue wig, 
red headband, green collar and dress. Her wings have four rows: 
yellow with blue spots, then blue, green and blue plumes. On either 
side is a green ram with a double plume crown and red solar disk, red 
scarf on a standard in front of insence. Above in a wDAt eye and nb 
with a Nut formula underneath.  

Central 
Median 

Five lines of vertial hieroglyphs with a central vignette of BoD spell 
89. The deceased is lying on a lion bed with green skin, a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a green body with four canopics underneath and 
a  bA bird above.  

Register 1 BoD spell 125. A table of offerings and then behind is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk with uraeus, 
identifying as Ra-Harakhty, with yellow shoulders, a green body and 
holding a wAs scepter. Then a green Osiris with the atef crown, red 
shoulders and a green body and holding a wAs scepter. Behind is a 
green Isis, identified by her symbol, with a blue wig, red headband 
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and dress. Then there is a series of nine red skinned deities with blue 
wigs and beards, red headbands, yellow shoulders and green 
mummiform bodies. On the other side of the table of offerings is 
Ammut seated on a shrine and behind him a scale. Under the scale is a 
black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
green body holding a mAat feather. Then a symbol of the west. 

Register 2 
 

On either sides of spell 89 vignette there are white falcons with 
outstretched wings and a wDAt eye and then lastly, on the right side, 
the left is damaged there is a red skinned deity with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body.  

Register 3  On the left is a red skin deitiy with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
green mummiform body inside a shrine, which is damaged. On the 
right there is a red skinned deity, identified as Hapi, with a blue wig, 
beard, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body with linen and 
holding a mAat feather inside a shrine.  

Register 4 
 

On the left is a red skinned deity, identified as Duamutef, with a blue 
wig and beard, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body 
holding emmer inside a shrine. On the right is a red skinned 
Qebehsenuef, with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and a 
green mummiform body holding emmer inside a shrine. 

Register 5 On the left is a red skinned deity, with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders and a green mummiform body holding emmer inside a 
shrine. On the right is a red skinned deity, with a blue wig and beard, 
yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body holding emmer inside 
a shrine. 

Feet Broken 
Base Broken 
Bottom  Broken 
Back N/A   
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Catalogue # 81 
Coffin Inner cartonnage coffin of Isisirdis (Ast-ir-di-s). 
Inv # Stockholm, Medelhavsmuseet, NME 00271 
Other coffins Middle coffin NME 003, outer anthropoid coffin NME 004 
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Dodson (2015), 28-9 
Schmidt (1919), 185 n. 1020 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Cartonnage and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Round face and 
protruding ears. 

Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. On the top is a coronet with a red solid band, band of white 
and green leaves, then yellow, red and yellow solid bands and in the 
middle a black scarab and symbols of the west.  

Collar  Five rows of solid bands and seven rows of beads and feathers motif 
with the last row of oval pendants. Red stola. 

Nut  A green winged ram with a blue wig and horns and a yellow solar 
disk without identification, and a blue body. In the talons holding two 
red cartouches. The rows are composed of three rows, the first blue 
and then two of green plumes. 

Register 1 Portion of BoD spell 125. A green Osiris with the atef crown, blue 
beard, yellow shoulders, red braces and body holding a wAs scepter. 
Then in front is an offering table with a lotus flower. On the other side 
is the deceased with green skin, a blue wig, red headband, red and 
white cone, yellow collar, red dress and her hands in adoration. 
Behind Osiris is a red and blue cobra with the crown of Upper Egypt. 
This is mirrored on the right with the addition of a green skinned deity 
with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red body and holding red and 
blue linen and a mAat feather.  

Register 2 
 

On the left is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red and 
blue cone, yellow shoulders, red body and holding yellow and green 
linen and a mAat feather. Then a green anthropomorphic jackal with a 
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blue wig, yellow shoulders, red body and holding yellow and blue 
linen and a mAat feather. On the right is a green skinned deity with a 
blue wig, red headband, yellow shoulders, red body and holding 
yellow and blue linens and a knife. Then a red anthropomorphic 
baboon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red body and holding 
yellow and blue linen and holding a knife. In the middle is a white 
falcon with large outstretched wings mirroring the ram in the pectoral 
region but with a red solar disk above its head. 

Register 3  In the middle is a vignette of a white falcon with blue shoulders, 
yellow stola, red mummified body lying on alabaster. A sxm in front 
and a wDAt, nb behind. On either side is a vignette of a white falcon 
with green, blue and red outstretched wings and a red solar disk above 
its head, a wDAt eye in front and anx, wAs, nb above. 

Register 4 
 

In the middle of registers four and five is an Abydos fetish. On the left 
is a green anthropomorphic ibis with a red wig, blue skin, yellow top, 
half yellow and half red kilt, yellow tail and holding red linen. Then a 
green skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow collar and red dress. On the right is a white anthropomorphic 
falcon with a blue wig, double crown of Upper and Lower Egypt, 
with blue skin, yellow top, half yellow and half red kilt, blue tail and 
holding blue linen. Then a green skinned Isis, identified, with a blue 
wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress and holding a lotus scepter 
and an anx. 

Register 5 On the left is a green anthropomorphic ram with horns and a cone, 
blue wig, yellow shoulders, red body and holding green and yellow 
linen and a mAat feather. Then a green anthropomorphic snake with a 
blue wig, red cone, yellow shoulders, red body and holding green and 
yellow linen and a mAat feather. On the right is a red anthropomorphic 
hippopotamus with a blue wig, yellow cone, shoulders, a red body 
and holding green and yellow linen and a mAat feather. Then a green 
anthropomorphic crocodile with a blue wig, yellow cone and 
shoulders, red body and holding green and yellow linen and a mAat 
feather. 

Feet Text with an offering formula to Osiris xnty-Imntiw. On either side is 
a black jackal lying down with a red scarf and a mAat feather. The left 
is identified as Anubis xnty-sH-nTr and the right as Wepwawet.  

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom  Apis bull with the deceased on its back with a red body and blanket 

facing an obelisk and some text with the deceased’s name. 
Back A Dd pillar with a double plume crown, red solar disk and two cobras 

with red solar disks and uraei. Then a nb and pt with a red solar disk 
and two cobras holding each an anx.  tit underneath the pillar. The 
sides are composed of tp-Dw then a lotus scepter with a double plume 
crown with a red solar disk and a cartouche at the end. Then a yellow 
snake with a beard and a wAs with an anx.    
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Catalogue # 82 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin of Isisirdis (Ast-ir-di-s). 
Inv # Stockholm, Medelhavsmuseet, NME 00472 
Other coffins Inner coffin NME 002, middle coffin NME 003 
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Dodson (2015), 32-3 
Schmidt (1919), 184, n. 1018 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears and the 
left eye is hollow. 

Wig  A blue, yellow and red striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. On the top is a coronet with a red solid band, band of white 
and green leaves, then yellow, red and yellow solid bands and in the 
middle a red solar disk, two yellow cobras, Behdet and symbols of the 
east and west.  

Collar  Five rows of solid bands and nine rows of beads and feathers motif 
with the last row of oval pendants.  

Nut  A winged red solar disk with two cobras and three rows of wings: 
white plumes, blue and then green with yellow and blue tips. The text 
is an offering formula with the name of the deceased. 

Register 1 BoD spell 125. A white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red 
solar disk with a uraeus, identified as Ra-Harakhty, blue skin, yellow 
and red collar, green top, half white and half red kilt, blue tail and 
holding anx and wAs scepter. Then green Osiris with an atef crown, 
blue wig, yellow shoulders, red braces, red body and holding wAs 
scepter, crook and flail. Green Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar, red dress and holding red and blue linen. 
Then same for Nephthys, identified. Green deity with a blue wig, red 
headband, green, white and red cone, yellow shoulders, red body and 
holding blue linen and a mAat feather. A red anthropomorphic baboon 
with a blue wig, red, green and white cone, yellow shoulders, red 
body and holding blue linen and a mAat feather. White 
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anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red, green and white cone, 
yellow shoulders, red body and holding blue linen and a mAat feather. 
Green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, red, green and white 
cone, yellow shoulders, red body and holding blue linen and a mAat 
feather. Together they are the four sons of Horus. In front of Ra-
Harakhty is a green snake with a beard, a green anthropomorphic ibis, 
identified as Thoth, with a red wig, blue skin, yellow top, half red and 
half yellow kilt, blue tail and holding a scroll and anx. Green skinned 
deceased with a blue wig, red headband, red, green and white cone, 
and white dress holding Thoth’s hand. Then green Ma’at, identified, 
with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress and holding 
red and blue linen. Scale with green and red baboon, then Ammut. 
Two wDAt, nfr above and a heart in one scale and the other a mAat 
feather.  

Register 2 
 

Offering formula, sixteen columns. 

Register 3  In the middle a vignette with the deceased lying on a lion bed with 
five canopics and a crown of Lower and Upper Egypt underneath. 
The deceased has green skin, a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
shoulders and a blue and red body. Above is a red solar disk with 
yellow, blue and green wings. 

Register 4 
 

Offering formula with thirteen columns. 

Feet White falcon with red, yellow and blue striped shoulders and a red 
mummiform body lying on alabaster and palace façade. wDAt, nb, tA, r, 
nb.  

Base N/A 
Bottom  N/A 
Trough On the left is offering formula for text and a series of vignettes 

containing demons wrapping around from the head to the feet. A 
green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and 
braces, white mummiform seated body, a knife and a red background. 
A white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, white and red cone, 
yellow shoulders and braces, white mummiform seated body, knife 
and a yellow background. A red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue 
wig, red and white cone, yellow shoulders and braces, white 
mummiform seated body, knife and a red background. Green skinned 
deity with a blue wig, red headband, white and red cone, yellow 
shoulders and braces, white mummiform seated body, knife and a 
yellow background. Green anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and braces, white mummiform seated body, knife. 
On the right is a green anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig and 
beard, red and white cone, yellow shoulders and braces, white 
mummiform seated body, knife and a yellow background. A green 
anthropomorphic turtle with yellow shoulders and braces, white 
mummiform seated body, knife and a red background. A green 
anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig and beard, two yellow mAat 
feathers on its head, yellow shoulders, red braces, white mummiform 
seated body, knife and yellow background. Green anthropomorphic 
cobra with a blue wig, white and red cone, yellow shoulders, red 
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braces, white mummiform seated body, yellow mAat feather and a red 
background. White anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, white 
and red cone, yellow shoulders and braces, white mummiform seated 
body, yellow mAat feather and a yellow background. On the top there 
is a red anthropomorphic hippopotamus with a double plume crown 
with red solar disk, yellow shoulders and braces, red body and knife. 
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Catalogue # 83 
Coffin Inner coffin of Padiese (pA-di-Ast), lector priest of Ma’at, son of 

Tanetditese and Iretiru, same title, son of Merkhensu.  
Inv # Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, AEG 8902 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Brech (2008), 58-62, pl. II 
Koemoth (1994), 147-9 
Komorzynski (1969/70), 73-8 
PN 1, 121.18 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears and a 
tressed attached beard. 

Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. On the top is a coronet with a solid red band then a row of 
white feathers and then a solid yellow band. 

Collar  Four rows of solid bands, thirteen rows of feathers and beads. 
Nut  A large Abydos fetish. On the sides of the fetish are two winged 

felines with white crowns of Upper Egypt. 
Register 1 On the left of the fetish is a blue anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, 

identified, with a striped wig, red and white shoulders, green kilt and 
tail. His right arm is in adoration and his left is holding an anx. Behind 
is green Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, white 
collar, blue dress and a red sash. On the right side is a green 
anthropomorphic falcon with a striped wig, blue skin, leopard print 
tunic and a red collar. His right hand is in adoration. Behind is green 
Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red headband and collar, blue dress 
and red sash. Her left hand is holding red and blue linen and her right 
hand in adoration. On the far left are two vignettes of red 
anthropomorphic baboons with blue wigs, yellow and red striped 
shoulders, green bodies and holding red and blue linens. They are 
identified as Duamutef and Qebehsenuef. On the far right are two 
vignettes of red skinned deities with blue wigs and beards, yellow and 
red striped shoulders, red bodies and identified as Amset(y) and Hapi.  

Register 2 A winged red solar disk with a double uraeus and below is BoD spell 
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 125. Green Osiris, identified, seated on a throne, shaped like a shrine, 
with the white crown of Upper Egypt, blue beard, yellow collar, green 
body and red shroud. In front of him is green Isis, identified, with 
blue hair, a red headband, white collar, blue dress and red sash. 
Behind her is black anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, identified, with a 
blue and yellow striped wig, blue skin, white collar, green kilt and a 
blue tail. Then a red skinned man, bald, identified as the deceased, 
with a green and yellow shroud. Then an obelisk. Then a green 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow and red striped 
shoulders and a red body. Then a faceless deity with a blue wig, 
striped shoulders and a green body. On the right are two green 
goddesses with blue wigs, a yellow and a red headband, white collars, 
blue dresses and red sashes. Behind them is a green anthropomorphic 
snake with a white crown with uraeus, blue wig, striped shoulders and 
red body. Then a red skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, striped 
shoulders and a green body. The last deity is damaged and has no 
face. 

Register 3  This vignette, BoD spell 125.  A green anthropomorphic falcon with a 
blue wig, red solar disk, crossed arms and a red shroud with a green 
body. On a throne identified as Ra-Harakhty. In front is red Atum, 
identified, with a double crown, green collar, tunic and tail holding an 
anx and wAs. In front is a scale with a red faced Ammut and a green 
body. Behind is a green Neith, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, white collar, blue dress and red sash. Then a yellow 
anthropomorphic cow, identified as Hathor, with a double plume 
crown and horns, blue wig, green skin, blue dress and red sash. Then 
behind are two red baboons with blue wigs, striped shoulders, red 
bodies and holding linens.  

Register 4 
 

BoD spell 151 with the deceased, red skin, a blue wig and beard, 
yellow striped shoulders and a red body lying on a lion bed. 
Underneath are four canopics and a black anthropomorphic jackal 
Anubis standing over the deceased with a red wig, blue skin and a 
green tunic. On the right is a green Isis, identified, with a blue wig, 
yellow headband, red dress crouching on nbw. Behind is an 
anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig and beard, white crown, 
striped shoulders and red body identified as Atum, holding linen. On 
the left is a crouching on nbw green Nephthys, identified, with a blue 
wig, red headband, blue dress with a red sash. Behind is a black 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, striped shoulders, blue body 
holding linens. 

Register 5 Yellow Osiris with white crown, beard, green striped shoulders, 
yellow body and red braces being embalmed with Anubis, identified, 
as a black anthropomorphic jackal, red wig, blue skin, white top and 
green kilt. On the right is red skinned Amun, identified, with a blue 
wig and beard, collar and leopard tunic. On the left is a blue obelisk, a 
green and red anthropomorphic cobra, identified as Wedjat, and on 
the right a green vulture with a white body and blue wings standing 
on a shrine, identified as Nekhbet. 

Feet Mummiform falcon with a green head, yellow and green striped 
shoulders and red body lying on alabaster with  a red solar disk and 
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two uraei on top of the head. A sxm and a papyrus column with a 
Horus falcon with uraeus atop. 

Base Red, blue and red bands. 
Bottom  Undecorated.  
Back Htp-di-nsw formula in middle with name and title. On the sides are 

invocations to Isis and Nephthys.  
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Catalogue # 84 
Coffin Middle coffin of Isisirdis (Ast-ir-di-s), lady of the house and daughter 

of Ditkheiu, vizier of Amun. 
Inv # Stockholm, Medelhavsmuseet, NME 00373 
Other coffins Inner coffin NME 002, outer anthropoid coffin NME 004 
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Dodson (2015), 30-1 
Schmidt (1919), 184, n. 1019 
 

Date of 
Object 

25-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Large protruding ears. 
Wig  A blue, yellow and red striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. On the top is a coronet with a red solid band, band of white 
leaves, then yellow, red and yellow solid bands and in the middle a 
red solar disk with two yellow cobras. 

Collar  Five rows of solid bands and eight rows of beads and feathers motif 
with the last row of oval pendants.  

Central 
Median 

One row of offering formula with name and title of deceased. 

Feet Continuation of text from central median.  
Base N/A 
Bottom  No decoration. 
Trough One line of hieroglyphs around the entire trough with an offering 

formula and genealogy. 
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Catalogue # 85 
Coffin Inner coffin of Bakenren (bAk-n-rn), priest of Amun. 
Inv # Stockholm, Medelhavsmuseet, NME 81674 
Other coffins Outer coffin (undecorated) NME 817 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Dodson (2015), 34-7 
Lieblein (1871), n. 2294 
Piehl (1903), 52-3 
PN 1, pp. 280.5 
Schmidt (1919), 184-5, nos. 1019, 1022 
Van Dijk (1990), 361 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Cartonnage, paint and plaster. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and side burns. Small 
protruding ears and a broken nose. 

Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. On the top is a coronet with a solid red band then a row of 
white feathers and then a solid yellow band with white, red and blue 
beads, then a red ban. In the middle a black scarab.  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands, five rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants. Red stola. 

Nut  Green Nut, identified, with a blue wig and headband, yellow collar 
and bracelets, red dress and crouching on nbw. Three rows of wings, 
the first solid blue, and two rows of green plumes. Holding an anx and 
sail. Nut formula.  

Register 1 BoD spell 125 with green Osiris with a yellow crown of Upper Egypt, 
yellow shoulders, red body and a wAs scepter. Green Isis, identified, 
with a blue wig, red dress and holding Osiris’ shoulders. Then a blue 
skinned deity, naked with a yellow wig and shoulders with his hand to 
his mouth. Behind him is another naked deity except with green skin. 
In front of Osiris is the deceased with red skin, a blue wig, green 
cone, blue collar and yellow kilt. Then blue and green naked deities 
like on the other side comprising the Four Sons of Horus. The text is 
an invocation to Osiris with the name of the deceased. 

																																																								
74	I am indebted to Aidan Dodson for providing his copy of images for my use.	
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Register 2 
 

In the middle a vignette of a white falcon with blue and red striped 
shoulders and a red mummiform body in a shrine on alabaster. A sxm, 
wAs, nb. The text is offering to Osiris with the name and title of the 
deceased. On either side a white falcon with red disk and outstretched 
wings, a green ram with double plume crown and horns, red breast, on 
a standard with incense. 

Register 3  This vignette, BoD spell 89, with the deceased lying on a lion bed 
with four canopics underneath and a bA bird above. The deceased has 
red skin, blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and a green body, 
inside a shrine. On the left is green Nephthys, identified, with a 
yellow wig, red collar and dress crouching with one hand raised. On 
the right side is a mirror image but of Isis, identified. The text is an 
offering formula.   

Register 4 
 

In the middle of this register and the following two is an Abydos 
Fetish. On the left is a green anthropomorphic ibis with a red wig, 
blue skin, yellow top and kilt and a green tail. His hand is raised in 
adoration. On the right is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a 
white wig, blue skin, white top and a half white and half blue kilt. His 
hand is raised in adoration. The text is an offering formula.  

Register 5 The middle vignettes are green anthropomorphic rams with blue wigs 
and horns, yellow shoulders, red bodies, blue and yellow linens and 
mAat feathers. On the far left is a yellow anthropomorphic 
hippopotamus with a blue wig, yellow cone, shoudlers and seated 
body. On the far right is a green anthropomorphic crocodile with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders and seated body. 

Feet Green deceased with a white wig, black beard, yellow shoulders and a 
white body lying on his stomach on a lion bed holding a scepter. 
Beneath him are snakes, the red crown, white crown, crook, flail and 
a band of cloth (S10). Above is a red solar disk with yellow, blue and 
green wings. On either side are black jackals on standards identified 
as Wepwawet. 

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom  Apis bull with deceased on its back. Red skin, yellow wig, black 

beard, yellow body and a red blanket.  
Back Dd pillar with a red and black double plume crown with a red solar 

disk and horns. The texts are invocations and genealogical 
information. 
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Catalogue # 86 
Coffin Inner coffin of Thothirdes (DHwty-ir-di-s). 
Inv # Brooklyn, Brooklyn Museum, 37.1521Eb75 
Other coffins  
Provenance Saqqara? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

139 cm 

Width of 
Object 

46 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

27 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears and a 
tressed attached beard. 

Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. On the top is a coronet with a solid red band then a row of 
white feathers and then green and red bands. In the middle a black 
scarab with a red solar disk with two cobras in its front legs and a 
cartouche in the back. On the left is a green deity with a blue wig and 
beard, cone, yellow shoulders and a red body. On the right is a black 
jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red body. Both are 
holding linens and a mAat feather.  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands, twelve rows of vegetal motif with the last 
being oval pendants.  

Nut  Red skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, green collar and dress 
crouching on nbw. Three rows of wings, yellow with blue spots then 
green and blue plumes. On either side is a green ram with a double 
plume crown with horns, red breast on a standard with incense. A 
wDAt eye above and the text is Nut formula.  

Register 1 BoD spell 125. Table of offerings and then two green deities with 
white crowns of Upper Egypt, blue beards, yellow shoulders, green 
bodies and wAs scepters. Green Isis, identified, with a blue wig and 
red dress holding red linen. Damaged goddess. Black 
anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, yellow shoulders, green body, blue 
and yellow linens and a mAat feather. Green deity, blue wig and beard, 

																																																								
75	Some images provided by author from visit, but a full-scale frontal image available from museum 
website, www.brooklynmuseum.org.	
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cone, yellow shoulders, red body, linens and a mAat feather. Red deity 
with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders, green body, linens and a 
mAat feather. Black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, red body, linens and a mAat feather. Red deity with a blue 
wig and beard, yellow shoulders, green body, linens and a mAat 
feather. Green anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, red body, linens and a mAat feather. Red deity with blue wig 
and beard, yellow shoulders, green body, linens and a mAat feather. 
Green deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders, red body, 
linens and a mAat feather. Red deity with blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders, green body, linens and a mAat feather. On the other side of 
the table a black anthropomorphic ibis with a red wig, blue skin, 
yellow top and kilt with arm in adoration. Holding the hand of the 
deceased with red skin, blue wig, cone and white kilt. Green Ma’at, 
identified, with a head as a feather and a red dress. Ammut on a 
shrine, scale and symbol of the west. 

Central 
Median 
 

Vignette BoD spell 89 with the deceased on a lion bed with four 
canopics underneath and a bA above. On the left side is Nephthys, 
identified and Isis, identified on the right. They both have green skin, 
blue wigs and red dresses with their hands in adoration. There are 
seven lines of text of Htp-di-nsw formulae. 

Register 2  On the left is a black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, green body, linen and a mAat feather. On the right a red 
deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and a green body 
with linen and a mAat feather. 

Register 3 
 

On either side is a black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, green body, linen and a mAat feather. 

Register 4 On either side is a black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, green body, linen and a mAat feather 

Register 5 A wDAt eye on either side. 
Feet A wDAt eye on either side. 
Base Palace façade. 
Bottom  Apis bull with the deceased on its back.  
Back Dd pillar with a double plume crown with a red solar disk and two 

cobras with the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt, linens and mAat 
feathers. The texts are invocations.  
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Catalogue # 87 
Coffin Inner coffin of Tamutharibes (tA-mwt-hr-ib-s), lady of the house, 

daughter of Pedinehemanu and Shepenisis.  
Inv # Liverpool, Liverpool World Museum, M14047 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

174 cm 

Width of 
Object 

50 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

13 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and earrings. Protruding ears 
and a broken nose. 

Wig  A black background with a yellow vulture headdress holding a 
cartouche and a black fringe. Yellow bands on the end. On the top is a 
coronet with a solid red band then a row of white and green leaves 
and then a solid green, yellow and multicoloured rectangles band. The 
middle is damaged by fire. 

Collar  Four rows of solid bands, twelve rows of vegetal motif with the last 
one being oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut  Yellow winged Nut, identified, with a yellow wig, red headband, 
green collar and dress crouching on a doorway. Holding an anx and 
sail with four rows of wings, yellow with blue spots, blue, green and 
blue plumes. Text is the Nut formula and a Htp-di-nsw formula to 
various funerary gods. Below a single line of text with an invocation 
and the name and title of the deceased. 

Register 1 BoD spell 125. Table of offerings with lotus. Osiris with atef crown, 
beard, striped shoulders and bead net body, holding the crook, flail 
and wAs scepter. Isis and Nephthys, identified, with wigs, bead net 
dresses, linens and in adoration poses. Human deity with wig, beard, 
striped shoulders, stola, bead net body, red and blue linen and holding 
a mAat feather. Then anthropomorphic baboon, jackal, falcon, human, 
human, damaged, baboon and human all with the same outfits. The 
other side of the table is an anthropomorphic ibis with striped wig, 
skin, top, kilt, tail, linen and holding scroll, Thoth. Holding the hand 
of the deceased with wig, large shroud and in adoration pose. Goddess 
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Ma’at with a feather-head and bead net dress. Damaged Ammut on 
shrine, damaged scale with symbol of the west and a bead net seated 
human. Underneath a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris Wennefer. 

Register 2 
 

In the middle BoD spell 89 with the deceased on a lion bed with four 
canopics underneath with cloth and a bA above. The deceased a striped 
wig, shoulders, stola and a bead net body. On either side winged 
falcons with a wDAt eye and a standing male with a wig, striped 
shoulders, stola, bead net body, linen and a mAat feather. On the left 
side an anthropomorphic ibis. Below a Htp-di-nsw formula.  

Register 3  Solar barque with a seated Isis with striped wig, shoulders, a stola, 
seated bead net body and holding a mAat feather. Cobra with white 
crown. White anthropomorphic falcon, Ra-Harakhty, with the red 
solar disk and uraeus, wig, striped shoulders, stola, bead net seated 
body and holding a wAs scepter surrounded by a serpent. Nephthys, 
identified with striped wig, shoulders, stola, and seated bead net body. 
Four adorning baboons on either side and a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-
Harakhty. 

Register 4 
 

Very damaged by fire. Middle mummified falcon on alabaster flanked 
by two goddesses, identified as Neith kneeling on nbw. Wig, 
headband, bead net dress and arms in adoration. Damaged outer sides. 

Register 5 Abydos fetish in middle and on the left Duamutef, identified, an 
anthropomorphic baboon, wig, striped shoulders, stola, bead net body, 
red and blue linen and a mAat feather. On the right is a human deity 
with a wig, striped shoulders, stola, bead net body, red and blue linens 
and a mAat feather. 

Register 6 On the left is a human deity but damaged. On the right is an 
anthropomorphic jackal deity but damaged. 

Register 7 A wDAt eye on either side. 
Feet Green Isis, identified with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and 

bracelets and a red dress crouching. She has four rows of wings, 
yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes. She is holding an 
anx and a sail. 

Base anx, wAs, nb, 
Bottom  Apis bull with Hathor horns, yellow solar disk and cobra, deceased on 

its back with green skin, blue wig, yellow and green striped shoulders, 
green bead net body and a red blanket. Obelisk and incense in front 
and name of Hapi. 

Back Htp-di-nsw formula in four columns to different gods. Sides are 
composed of same formulas with invocations and wishes for the dead 
with the name of the deceased and genealogy.  
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Catalogue # 88 
Coffin Inner coffin of Haty (HAt-y). 
Inv # Liverpool, Liverpool World Museum, M39.4042.5 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

182.8 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55.9 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

46 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. No protruding ears. 
Wig  A blue, yellow and red striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. On the top is a coronet with a red solid band, band of white 
leaves, then yellow, red and yellow solid bands and in the middle no 
decoration.  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands and six rows of beads and feathers motif. 
Central 
Median 

Yellow band but no text. 

Register 1 On the left is a green deity with a blue wig and beard, red headband 
and cone, yellow shoulders, red body, blue and yellow linen and 
holding a knife. The outer figure is a green anthropomorphic snake 
with a yellow cone, blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders, red body, 
blue and yellow linen and holding a knife. On the right is a green 
deity with a blue wig and beard, red headband and cone, yellow 
shoulders, red body, blue and yellow linen and holding a knife. The 
outer figure is damaged but has traces of a white crown, blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, red body, blue and yellow linens and is holding a 
knife. 

Register 2 
 

On either side is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a red solar disk 
and uraeus, yellow, red, blue and green outstretched wings and 
holding a cartouche. 

Register 3  On the left is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, white 
and red cone, yellow shoulders, red body, blue and yellow linens and 
holding a knife. The outer figure is a red anthropomorphic 
hippopotamus with a blue wig, double plume crown with red solar 
disk, yellow shoulders, red body, blue and yellow linens and holding 
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a knife. On the right side are mirror images except the hippopotamus 
is seated. 

Register 4 
 

On the left is a green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, red seated body and holding a knife. On the right is a 
damaged figure with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, stola, red body and 
holding a knife. 

Register 5 On both sides a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, green 
and red cone, yellow shoulders, stola, red seated body and holding a 
knife.  

Feet Red and blue stripes. 
Base N/A 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Trough One line of hieroglyphs with an invocation and the name of the 

owner. 
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Catalogue # 89 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin of Padiamun (p-di-Imn), doorkeeper of the 

temple of Amun, iry aA Imn pr. 
Inv # Liverpool, Liverpool World Museum, M14003 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 
 

Date of 
Object 

23rd Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

225 cm 

Width of 
Object 

89.3 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

54 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A blue, red and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. On the top is a coronet which is damaged by fire.  
Collar  Three rows of solid bands, nine rows of feathers and beads with the 

last being oval pendants.  
Nut Register  Red disk with red, blue and yellow plumes. The text is a Nut formula.   
Register 1 BoD spell 125. Green snake with blue beard. Green Osiris with atef 

crown, blue beard, yellow and green striped shoulders, red body and a 
wAs scepter. Green snake. White anthropomorphic falcon with red 
solar disk and uraeus, Ra-Harakhty, blue wig, yellow shoulders, red 
body and a wAs scepter. Green Isis, identified, with a blue wig, yellow 
collar and dress, yellow and blue linen and an arm in adoration. Red 
deity with a blue wig and beard, green and red cone, green shoulders, 
yellow body, red and blue linen and a mAat feather. Red 
anthropomorphic baboon with blue wig, white and red cone, yellow 
shoulders, red body with bead net, yellow and blue linen and a mAat 
feather. White anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, green and red 
cone, green shoulders, yellow body, red and blue linens and a mAat 
feather. Other side of table is a green anthropomorphic ibis with a red 
wig, blue skin, yellow top, half white and half red kilt and holding a 
scroll, Thoth who is holding hand of deceased with red skin, bald, 
white and red cone, yellow collar and kilt. Scale with Ammut 
underneath and a green jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red 
body, blue and yellow linen and a mAat feather. 

Register 2  Htp-di-nsw formula with twelve columns. 
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Register 3 
 

The middle is a vignette of the deceased on a lion bed with four 
canopics underneath and a red winged solar disk above. Deceased has 
red skin, blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and green body. On 
either side is text and a white falcon with a red solar disk above its 
head, outstretched wings and a wDAt eye in front. 

Register 4 Htp-di-nsw formula with eleven columns. 
Feet Damaged but a trace of a mummified falcon with a red body and bead 

net lying on palace façade, with wDAt and nb, surrounded by some 
text. 

Base N/A 
Bottom  Undecorated.  
Back Single line of hieroglyphs, a Htp-di-nsw formula with the name and 

title of deceased. 
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Catalogue # 90 
Coffin Inner coffin lid of Pedneferhotep (p-d-nfr-Htp), keeper of gardens and 

stables of the temple of Amun, son of Pednebamun and Neswa. 
Inv # Liverpool, Liverpool World Museum, M39.4042.10 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

184 cm 

Width of 
Object 

49.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

27 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and black and yellow tressed 
false beard. Small protruding ears, one missing. 

Wig  A red, yellow and blue striped tripartite wig with yellow bands on the 
end. On the top is a coronet with a row of green leaves, rest damaged 
and middle with traces of a red solar disk. 

Collar  Twenty-eight rows of feathers and beads with the last one being oval 
pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut Register  Green winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
collar and red dress crouching on nbw. Holding an anx ain each hand 
and with four rows of wings; yellow with blue spots, blue, green and 
blue plumes. Above her head are two wDAt eyes. On either side is a 
green ram with a double plume crown with red solar disk and horns, 
with a red breast on a standard with incense in front. Text is the Nut 
formula and below a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty.  

Register 1 BoD spell 125. Table of offerings with lotus. Red Osiris with atef 
crown, blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and green body, holding 
a wAs scepter. White anthropomorphic falcon with a red solar disk and 
uraeus, Ra-Harakhty, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green body 
and holding a wAs scepter. Cartouche. Green winged Isis, identified, 
with a blue wig and red dress. Eight red deities with blue wigs and 
beards, yellow shoulders, green and red alternating bodies and 
holding a wAs scepters. The other side of the table Ammut sitting on a 
shrine with a double plume crown. Blue ibis with red solar disk, blue 
wig and anthropomorphic skin, green top, half green and half white 
kilt, holding the hand of the deceased. Deceased has red skin, bald, 
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white top and kilt. Scale. 
Central 
Median 
 

BoD spell 151 with deceased on a lion bed with four canopics 
underneath and a black Anubis with red wig standing over him and a 
bA. The deceased has red skin, a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders 
and a green body. Five columns of hieroglyphs of a Htp-di-nsw 
formula.  

Register 2 On either side a red skin deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders, green body and holding a wAs scepter.  

Register 3 
 

On either side a red skin deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders, red body and holding a wAs scepter. 

Register 4 On either side a red skin deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders, green body and holding a wAs scepter. 

Register 5 On either side a red skin deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders, red body and holding a wAs scepter. 

Register 6 On either side a red skin deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders, green body and holding a wAs scepter. 

Register 7 On either side a red skin deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders, red body and holding a wAs scepter. 

Feet Black winged scarab with three rows of wings; yellow with blue spots 
then green and blue plumes. Cartouche in its front and back legs. 
Flanking either side are black jackals lying on shrines. 

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom  Red solar disk, Dw mountain and symbols of the east and west. 
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Catalogue # 91 
Coffin Inner coffin lid of Taini (tA-ini), lady of the house. 
Inv # M1955.4B 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

188 cm 

Width of 
Object 

56 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

39 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, and eyebrows. Protruding ears, swollen 
face and a broken nose. 

Wig  A red, blue and yellow striped tripartite wig. Yellow bands on the 
end. On the top is a very damaged coronet with traces of a red solid 
band and a row of white feathers.  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands, seven rows of beads and feathers motif 
with the last one being oval pendants.  

Nut Register  Red solar disk with two uraei and three rows of wings; yellow with 
blue spots, blue and green plumes with red tips.  

Register 1 BoD spell 125. Green snake with beard and mAat feather on head. 
Green Osiris with atef crown, a blue beard, yellow and blue 
shoulders, red body with bead net and a wAs scepter. Green Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband and dress, red and yellow 
linen and arms in adoration. Green Nephthys, identified, with blue 
wig, red headband and dress with bead net, blue and yellow linen and 
arms in adoration. Green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, red body, blue and yellow linen and a mAat feather. 
White anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, blue and yellow 
striped shoulders, red body, blue and yellow linen and a mAat feather. 
Last figure damaged. On either side of snake is a green 
anthropomorphic ibis with a red wig, blue cone and anthropomorphic 
skin, green top, yellow kilt, blue linen and arms in adoration. Holding 
the hand of the deceased with green skin, a blue wig, blue and red 
cone and red dress. Scale with Ammut and a damaged deity. 

Register 2 
 

Htp-di-nsw formula in ten columns. 
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Register 3  BoD spell 89 with the deceased on a lion bed with four canopics 
underneath and a bA above. The deceased has red skin, a blue wig and 
beard, white and green cone, yellow and blue shoulders and a red 
body with a bead net. On the left is a green anthropomorphic ibis with 
a blue wig and cone, yellow and blue striped shoulders, a red with 
bead net seated body and a mAat feather. On the right is a damaged 
deity with a red bead net seated body and a mAat feather. 

Register 4 
 

Htp-di-nsw formula in eight columns. 

Feet Palace façade but rest damaged. 
Base N/A 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
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Catalogue # 92 
Coffin Middle coffin of Diisis (di-Ast), daughter of Pawyanher. 
Inv # Liverpool, Liverpool World Museum, M39.4042.8 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

192 cm 

Width of 
Object 

73.2 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow with dark black paint/varnish on body. 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, and eyebrows with protruding ears. 
Wig  A red, blue and yellow striped tripartite wig. Yellow bands on the 

end. On the top is a very damaged coronet. 
Collar  Five rows of solid bands, nine rows of vegetal motif. 
Central 
Median  

Single line of hieroglyphs, Htp-di-nsw formula with the name of 
owner and father. 

Feet Continuation of text. 
Base N/A 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 93 
Coffin Middle coffin lid of Tety? (t-ty), or possibly Tetyef, obscured. 
Inv # Edinburgh, National Museums Scotland, A.1907.591 
Other coffins  
Provenance Middle Egypt?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Manley and Dodson (2010)76, 77-8 

Date of 
Object 

25-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

192 cm 

Width of 
Object 

60 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

32 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, and eyebrows with protruding ears. 
Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with a yellow and black 

vulture on top. Yellow bands on the end.  
Collar  Three rows of solid bands, 10 rows of feathers and beads motif. 
Register 1 Vignette with the deceased on the left in a white shroud with red skin 

and a blue wig in adoration pose. On the other side is a red baboon 
with a blue body and a red solar disk above its head representing 
Thoth. The text in the middle is an offering formula.  

Central 
Median  

Single line of hieroglyphs, Htp-di-nsw formula with the name of 
owner obscured at bottom. 

Feet Continuation of text. Traces of other previous decoration. 
Base N/A 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back N/A 
	

																																																								
76 Images in publication. 
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Catalogue # 94 
Coffin Inner coffin of Wedjarenes (wDA-rn-s), daughter of lady of the house 

Aakheredut and Tahorpakhepes. 
Inv # Paris, Louvre, N 2626 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Barbotin (2005), 98-100 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

189 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears, left one 
drawn on. 

Wig  A black brick background with a blue and green winged vulture 
headdress holding a Snw and a black fringe. The coronet has a band of 
green and white leaves and red and black beads. In the middle is a 
green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a white wig, red headband, 
white collar and dress, crouching on a black block and holding a mAat 
feather. Her wings have four rows: yellow with blue spots, blue, green 
and blue plumes with red tips. The text is an invocation to her. A 
serpent goes round the edge of the coffin. Below Nephthys is a black 
scarab with a red solar disk in its front legs and a Snw in its back ones. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands, thirty-one rows of vegetal motif. Falcon 
terminals. 

Nut  Yellow-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a white wig, red 
headband, green  collar and dress, holding an anx and HtAw, crouching. 
Four rows of wings, yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue 
plumes with red tips. On either side is a green ram with a double 
plume crown with a red solar disk and horns, red scarf, standing on a 
standard. A white falcon with a red anthropomorphic body, green top, 
half white and half green kilt and a green tail. Holding a long wAs 
scepter attached to a Dd pillar and an anx. It is raised to green-skinned 
Osiris with the atef crown, crook and flail, beard, yellow collar, long 
red top, green bottoms and sitting on a throne. The text are 
invocations to funerary deities and genealogy of the deceased. 

Central One line of vertical hieroglyphs with an invocation to Nut.  
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Median 
Register 1 On the left is Hapi, identified, a red anthropomorphic baboon, blue 

wig, striped shoulders, black stola, green mummiform body, standing 
in a shrine and holding emmer. Duamutef, identified, a green 
anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, striped shoulders, black stola, 
green mummiform body, standing in a shrine and holding emmer. On 
the right is Amset(y), identified, with red skin, blue wig and beard, 
yellow cone, striped shoulders, black stola, green mummiform body, 
standing in a shrine and holding emmer. Qebehsenuef, identified as 
white anthropomorphic falcon, blue wig, striped shoulders, black 
stola, green mummiform body, standing in  shrine and holding a wAs. 
Text is genealogical information. 

Register 2 
 

On the left is green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a black wig, 
red headband, yellow collar and dress, standing with outstretched 
wings: yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes and 
holding a mAat feather. A wDAt eye and Ss. Green-skinned Selkis, 
identified, with a blue wig, headband, yellow collar, red dress, 
holding an anx and wAs scepter, standing in a shrine. On the right side 
is green-skinned standing Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar, red dress, standing with outstretched wings: 
yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes and holding a 
mAat feather. A wDAt eye and Ss. Green-skinned Neith, identified, with 
a red crown of Lower Egypt, yellow collar, red dress, standing in a 
shrine holding an anx and wAs scepter. 

Register 3 On the left Anubis, identified as xnty-sH-nTr, a black anthropomorphic 
jackal, red wig, black body, green top, half white and half green kilt, 
green tail, holding red linen and walking in a shrine. White 
anthropomorphic falcon Ra-Harakhty, identified, with a red wig, blue 
body, red solar disk and uraeus, green top, half white and half green 
kilt, holding a wAs scepter and an anx, walking in a shrine. On the 
right is Anubis, identified as imy-wt, a black anthropomorphic jackal, 
red wig, black body, green top, half white and half green kilt, green 
tail, holding red linen and walking in a shrine. Blue-skinned Geb, 
identified, with a black wig, yellow collar, red top, half white and half 
green kilt, blue tail, holding a wAs scepter and an anx, walking in a 
shrine. 

Register 4 On the left is red-skinned Atum, identified, with a double crown of 
Upper and Lower Egypt, green collar and top, half white and half 
green kilt, green tail, holding a wAs scepter and an anx, walking in a 
shrine. White anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as nn-mAA, 
with a black wig, blue body, yellow collar, red top, half white and half 
green kilt, green tail, holding a wAs scepter and an anx, walking in a 
shrine. On the right is green anthropomorphic ibis, identified as Xry-
bq=f, with a blue wig, red body, white top, half white and half green 
kilt, black tail, holding a wAs scepter and an anx, walking in a shrine. 
White anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as nDty-it=f, with a 
blue body, yellow collar, red top, half white and half green kilt, black 
tail, holding a wAs scepter and an anx, walking in a shrine. 

Feet Standing green-skinned winged Isis, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow collar, red dress, crouching on nbw with two black jackals 
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with white collars lying down. She has four rows of wings, yellow 
with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes. She is holding a mAat 
feather in each hand. A wDAt eye on either side and a snake that 
encircles the entire coffin. 

Base Dd, tit. 
Bottom  Apis bull coming out of the mountain with the deceased on its back 

and a pyramid (tomb) in front of it. 
Back Dd pillar with green triple plumes and red solar disks and red horns. 

Two cobras with red solar disks. Above are winged red solar disks 
and pt. The Dd pillar is holding the crook and flail and has a red-
skinned face. The pillar is held up by a blue-skinned deity with a 
black wig, red collar and top, half white and half green kilt, green tail, 
standing on Dw with imnt and iAbt on either side. Down the left side is 
a kneeling green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar and red dress, holding a Snw. The right side is 
a kneeling green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar and red dress, holding a Snw. Then on either 
side are two red baboons with green bodies and blue legs in adoration 
pose. A red-skinned bA head with a blue wig, red striped shoulders, 
blue wings, green legs, holding an anx in its talons and a Dd on a chain 
around its neck. A standing anthropomorphic black jackal, identified 
as Anubis, with a red scarf. A wDAt eye, red-skinned head with a black 
wig, cone, on top of a lotus flower, a standing green-skinned 
Nephthys, identified on the left and Isis on the right, with a blue wig, 
red headband, yellow collar, red dress and long tit, her hand in 
adoration pose. Htp-di-nsw formula. 

Trough All the figures are yellow with a blue background going around the 
entire coffin on the trough. On the left side a scale with standing 
female with a long dress, a standing bald male in a long kilt, standing 
goddess Ma’at, anthropomorphic snake with seated mummiform 
body, wig, cone and holding a knife. An anthropomorphic ibis, three 
male deities, an anthropomorphic lion, falcon, reverse-headed snake 
and lion with wigs, cones, seated mummiform bodies and knives. On 
the right side two male deities, an anthropomorphic crocodile, snake, 
jackal, hippopotamus, falcon, baboon, ram, falcon, male deity, 
anthropomorphic reverse-headed snake, hippopotamus, baboon, two 
crocodiles, falcon, two male deities, an anthropomorphic snake, 
jackal, vulture, male deity, anthropomorphic falcon and ram all with 
wigs, cones, seated mummiform bodies and knives. 
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Catalogue # 95 
Coffin Inner coffin of Kaahapy (kA-a-hpy), lady of the house. 
Inv # Paris, Louvre, N 2566 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

177 cm 

Width of 
Object 

52 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and earrings. Protruding ears 
drawn on and a broken nose. 

Wig  A black brick background with a yellow vulture headdress and a black 
fringe. Yellow bands on the end. The coronet is damaged. 

Collar  Sixteen rows of feathers. Falcon terminals. 
Nut  Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 

yellow collar and a red dress crouching on a false door. Four rows of 
wings, yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes with red 
tips. Text is a Htp-di-nsw formula. On either side is a green ram with a 
double plume crown with a red solar disk and horns, red scarf, 
standing on a standard with incense in front of it. 

Register 1 Vignette of BoD spell 125. Table of offerings with a pot and a lotus. 
Red-skinned deity with blue wig and beard, double plume crown with 
red solar disk and horns with yellow shoulders, green mummiform 
body and holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned Osiris with atef 
crown, beard, yellow shoulders and green mummiform body, holding 
a wAs scepter. Green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red 
solar disk and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty?), yellow shoulders and blue 
mummiform body, holding a wAs scepter. Standing outstretched 
winged green-skinned Isis with a blue wig and red dress with a wDAt 
eye and nb. Five red-skinned deities with blue wigs and beards, 
yellow shoulders, green mummiform bodies and holding red and blue 
linens and mAat feathers. All figures are standing. The other side of the 
table is a black anthropomorphic ibis with a blue body, black wig, red 
solar disk, white top, half white and half green kilt, green tail and 
holding a scroll (Thoth) and red and blue linen. He is walking the 
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deceased who he leads by his hand. The deceased has green skin, a 
black wig and a white shroud. A green-skinned Ma’at with a mAat 
feather as a head and a red dress. She is standing. A red 
anthropomorphic hippo head with a blue wig, green double plume 
crown, yellow shoulders and a green animal body. Holding a mAat 
feather and sitting on a shrine. A scale and two mAat feathers.  

Register 2 
 

The middle vignette has a solar barque with a green-skinned deity in 
the middle with a blue wig, red solar disk and uraeus and a red-seated 
body. A large blue cobra encircles the deity and a blue crown. A table 
of offerings with a lotus flower. Green-skinned standing female deity 
with a blue wig, red dress and holding red and blue linen with her 
arms in adoration. A standing blue-skinned deity with a black wig, 
green crown, red top, half white and half blue kilt, holding an oar. On 
either side of the barque is a standing baboon with arms in adoration. 

Central 
Median 

Vignette of BoD spell 151. Deceased with red skin, a blue wig and 
beard, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body lying on a lion 
bed with four jars underneath. Above is black anthropomorphic jackal 
Anubis with a red wig, black body, and a red top. Green-skinned 
winged Isis with a red dress on the left and the right a green-skinned 
winged goddess with a red dress. Seven lines of text, a Htp-di-nsw 
formula.  

Register 3  Horizontal figure on either side of a red-skinned deity with a blue wig 
and beard, yellow shoulders, green mummiform body and holding a 
wAs scepter. Htp-di-nsw formula.  

Register 4 
 

Horizontal figure on either side of a red-skinned deity with a blue wig 
and beard, yellow shoulders, green mummiform body and holding a 
wAs scepter. Htp-di-nsw formula. 

Register 5 Horizontal figure on either side of a red-skinned deity with a blue wig 
and beard, yellow shoulders, green mummiform body and holding a 
wAs scepter. Htp-di-nsw formula. 

Register 6 Horizontal figure on either side of a red-skinned deity with a blue wig 
and beard, yellow shoulders, green mummiform body and holding a 
wAs scepter. Htp-di-nsw formula. 

Feet Standing green-skinned winged Isis, with a blue wig, red headband 
and dress. She has three rows of wings, yellow with blue spots, green 
and blue plumes.  
A wDAt eye on either side and a snake that encircles the entire coffin. 

Base anx, wAs, nb. Palace façade on sides. 
Bottom  Standing winged goddess. 
Back Htp-di-nsw formula and invocations to funerary deities.  
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Catalogue # 96 
Coffin Inner coffin of Tariut (tA-r-iw-t) lady of the house and daughter of 

Itcheri, sailor of the house of Amun and Tairy, lady of the house. 
Inv # Paris, Louvre, N 2580 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

178 cm 

Width of 
Object 

53 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears and a 
broken nose. 

Wig  A black brick background with a yellow vulture headdress holding 
Snw. Yellow bands on the end. The coronet is a red band then white 
and green feathers with a red circle and in the middle a standing 
green-skinned Nephthys with a blue wig, red headband and dress with 
three rows of wings.  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands and eight rows of feathers and beads. The 
last row is oval pendants. 

Nut  Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow  collar and a red dress with a black bead net crouching on a 
doorway. Four rows of wings, plain blue, blue, green and blue plumes 
with red tips. Text is an invocation to Nut and genealogy.  

Central 
Median 

One line of hieroglyphs with invocation to the deceased. 

Register 1 Vignette of BoD spell 125. In middle a green-skinned Osiris with atef 
crown, blue beard, green and yellow striped shoulders, green 
mummiform body holding a wAs scepter and crook and flail. Behind a 
green-skinned Isis, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red 
dress with black bead net and holding red and blue linen with one arm 
raised in adoration. Table of offerings with a lotus flower. Green-
skinned woman with a blue wig, red headband, cone, red dress with 
black bead net and holding red and blue linen with both arms in 
adoration. They are all standing. On the left side is Hapi, identified as 
a red anthropomorphic baboon, blue wig, cone, green and yellow 
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striped shoulders, green mummiform body, yellow and blue linen and 
holding a mAat feather. Duamutef, identified, a white anthropomorphic 
falcon, blue wig, cone, green and yellow striped shoulders, green 
mummiform body, yellow and blue linen and holding a mAat feather. 
On the right side is Amset(y), identified, with red skin, blue wig and 
beard, cone, green and yellow striped shoulders, green mummiform 
body, yellow and blue linen and holding a mAat feather. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, 
green and yellow striped shoulders, green mummiform body, yellow 
and blue linen and holding a mAat feather. All are standing in shrines. 
Offering to Ra-Harakhty. 

Register 2 
 

On either side a green anthropomorphic jackal, identified on the left 
as Wepwawet and on the right as Anubis xnty-sH-nTr. Blue wig, red 
body, green top, kilt and tail. Holding two red and blue linens and 
walking inside shrines. Offering to Osiris Wennefer and Ptah. 

Register 3  On either side is a red-skinned deity, identified on the left is Geb and 
the right Ra-Harakhty with a blue wig and beard, cone, green top, half 
white and half green kilt, green tail, holding an anx and wAs scepter. 
Walking in a shrine. Offerings to Osiris and Atum.  

Register 4 
 

On either side is a blue-skinned deity, identified on the left as Osiris 
xnty-imntiw and on the right Osiris, with a blue wig, cone, red top, 
half green and half white kilt, tail holding an anx and wAs scepter. 
Walking in shrines. Offering to Osiris. 

Register 5 wDAt eye on palace façade. 
Feet Green-skinned winged Isis crouching, with a blue wig, red headband 

and dress. She has three rows of wings, yellow with blue spots, and 
blue plumes.  
 

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom  N/A 
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 97 
Coffin Inner coffin of Irethoriru (irt-Hr-irw), scribe of the treasury, priest of 

Mut. 
Inv # Paris, Louvre, E 11296 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, paint and stucco. 
Height of 
Object 

184 cm 

Width of 
Object 

48 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears and a 
missing beard. 

Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has an Axt. 

Collar  One row of solid band and eleven rows of vegetal motif with the last 
one being oval pendants. In middle of the collar is a black vulture 
with outstretched wings and holding a double plume crown and Snw. 
Falcon terminals. On either side is a kneeling red-skinned male with 
black hair and a white kilt, a table of offerings with two loaves of 
bread, a yellow snake with a blue wig, green and yellow striped 
shoulders and a white mummiform seated body on a throne. Above is 
a red-skinned male with green bottoms. 

Register 1 Vignette of BoD spell 125. White anthropomorphic falcon with blue 
wig, blue anthropomorphic body, white top, half white and half blue 
kilt, walking and holding hand of the deceased with red skin, black 
hair, cone, white top and kilt. He is also walking and behind him is a 
scale with a baboon seated, an ib, mAat feather, black anthropomorphic 
ibis with blue wig, red body, white top, half white and half blue kilt, 
holding a scroll and pen (Thoth?). Yellow Ammut with a blue wig 
and body of a hippopotamus sitting on a shrine. In front of the falcon 
is a blue and yellow cobra. Blue-skinned Osiris with the atef crown is 
seated on a throne with crossed arms holding the crook and flail and 
wearing a white tunic. A standing goddess with blue skin, wig and a 
red dress. 

Register 2 In the middle is a wx fetish (R16) and two Dd pillars with winged lion 
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 heads at the base. On either side are two yellow-skinned deities with 
blue wigs and beards, green and yellow striped shoulders and white 
mummiform bodies standing on a lotus flower. Then a red-skinned 
male with black hair, white top and kilt holding a sickle (U1) in front 
of two bunches of stalks of grain. Behind are three yellow 
anthropomorphic ibis deities with blue wigs, green and yellow striped 
shoulders and white-seated mummiform bodies on a shrine. 

Register 3  On the left a walking black anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, red 
body, white top, half white and half green kilt, one hand raised in 
adoration, the other holding an anx. Standing yellow-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, green dress and holding yellow 
and red linen. Red-skinned male with a black wig, white top and long 
kilt, walking and holding blue and yellow linen. On the right is a 
white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig and body, white collar 
and top, half white and half green kilt, walking with one hand raised 
in adoration and the other holding an anx. Standing yellow-skinned 
Isis, identified, with a blue wig, green collar and dress and holding 
yellow and blue linen. Red-skinned male with a black wig, white top 
and short kilt, walking and holding blue and yellow linen. 

Register 4 
 

In the middle is vignette of BoD spell 151 with the deceased on a lion 
bed with a blue wig and beard, yellow and green striped shoulders, 
and a red mummiform body with black bead net. Anubis is a green 
anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, yellow body and a white kilt. On 
the left side is a standing yellow-skinned female with a blue wig, 
green collar and dress holding yellow and red linen. A green-skinned 
deity with a blue wig, yellow and green striped shoulders, white 
mummiform body and holding red and blue linen. A green 
anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, yellow and green striped 
shoulders, white mummiform body and holding red and blue linen. 
On the right a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow 
and green striped shoulders, white mummiform body and holding red 
and blue linen. A blue anthropomorphic jackal with a a blue wig, 
yellow and green striped shoulders, white mummiform body and 
holding red and blue linen. 

Register 5 On the right is a red-skinned male with a black wig and long white 
kilt. His hand is to his face and receiving libation from a yellow-
skinned goddess with a blue wig, green collar and dress standing in a 
tree. A yellow and red cow with black horns is lying on a shrine. On 
the right is a red-skinned male with black hair and a long white kilt 
receiving a HtAw from a white anthropomorphic falcon with green and 
yellow striped shoulders and a red mummiform body with black bead 
net in a lying down position. The anthropomorphic falcon has two 
arms one holding the offering and the other a flail and is lying on a 
striped altar. 

Register 6 Black jackal lying on a shrine with a sxm and flail. On the left is a 
black cow with horns and a red blanket with black bead net. On the 
right is a white and black cow with horns and the same blanket. 

Feet Red background with black bead net pattern and a black scarab with a 
Snw in its back legs. 

Base Blue and red stripes.  
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Bottom  N/A 
Back Damaged Dd pillar.  
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Catalogue # 98 
Coffin Inner coffin lid of Pami (pA-mi), priest of Amun at Karnak, son of 

Pakhar, priest of Amun, chief of the city, vizier, son of Pami, third 
priest of Amun, chief of the city, vizier, son of Irbastetwedjanefw, 
lady of the house, daughter of King Takelot III. 

Inv # Paris, Louvre, E 3863 
Other coffins qrsw sarcophagus, CG 41036 
Provenance Thebes, priest of Karnak. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Desti (2004), 243 n.120 
Porter and Moss (1964), p. 647 
Seipel (1989), 296 
Taylor and Strudwick (2003), 98 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. Association with a King.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

191 cm 

Width of 
Object 

49 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears and a 
black tressed curling false beard.  

Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands on the end. 
The coronet has white feathers with red dots, row of multicoloured 
rectangles and a black scarab in the middle with a red solar disk in its 
front legs and flanked by the imnt and iAbt. 

Collar  Seven rows of vegetal motif with the last row as oval pendants. 
Nut  Green-skinned winged goddess with a blue wig, red solar disk, yellow  

collar and a red dress with black bead net crouching on nbw. Three 
rows of wings, yellow with blue spots, green and blue plumes with 
red tips. Text is an invocation to Osiris. 

Central 
Median 

One line of hieroglyph text. Htp-di-nsw formula with titles and 
genealogy.  

Register 1  On either side is a green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, blue 
beard, blue and yellow striped shoulders and a red with black bead net 
mummiform body. He is standing holding a wAs scepter. On either 
side of him is a green-skinned goddess with a blue wig, red solar disk, 
yellow collar, red dress with black bead net, standing with 
outstretched wings and holding a mAat feather. wDAt and nb.  

Register 2 
 

On the left is Hapi, identified, a red anthropomorphic baboon, blue 
wig, cone, red and blue striped shoulders, yellow stola and green 
mummiform body. White anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, 
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identified, with a blue wig, cone, red and blue striped shoulders, 
yellow stola and green mummiform body. On the right is Amset(y), 
identified with red skin, a blue wig, cone, red and blue striped 
shoulders, yellow stola and green mummiform body. A black 
anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified with a blue wig, cone, 
red and blue striped shoulders, yellow stola and green mummiform 
body. They are all standing with wAs scepters. Invocation to Anubis 
xnty-sH-nTr and imy-wt. 

Register 3 On either side a green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as 
xnty-sH-nTr and imy-wt, with a red wig, blue anthropomorphic body, 
green top, half green and half white kilt, holding up two red linens 
and walking. Invocation to Horus nDty-it=f and Geb. 

Register 4  On the left side Horus nDty-it=f, identified, a white anthropomorphic 
falcon, blue wig, red body, white and green top, half white and half 
green kilt. On the right is red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig 
and beard, yellow collar, green top and a half white and half green 
kilt.They are both holding an anx and wAs scepter and walking. 
Invocations to the dead. 

Register 5 wDAt on Ss. 
Feet Crouching green-skinned winged goddess, with a blue wig, red 

headband, red solar disk with cow horns (Hathor?Isis?), yellow collar 
and red dress with black bead net. She has three rows of wings, 
yellow with blue spots, green and blue plumes with red tips. She is 
holding an anx in each hand. 
The text is an invocation to Isis. 

Base Red and blue stripes. 
Bottom  N/A 
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Catalogue # 99 
Coffin Inner coffin lid of Karkahetikhy (kA-rw-kA-hT-ixy), servant of the place 

of Hekat. 
Inv # Paris, Louvre, E 398777 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Vittmann (2007), 146 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, paint and stucco. 
Height of 
Object 

176 cm 

Width of 
Object 

53 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Dark brown skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the end.  
Collar  Three rows of solid bands, thirteen rows of vegetal motif with the last 

being oval pendants. Red stola. 
Nut  Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 

yellow collar and a red dress crouching on a false door. Four rows of 
wings, yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes with red 
tips. Text is an invocation to Nut and a Htp-di-nsw formula with the 
name of the deceased.  

Central 
Median 

Vignette of BoD spell 89. Deceased with red skin, a blue wig and 
beard, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body lying on a lion 
bed with four jars underneath. Above is a bA bird. Five lines of text, 
invocations to funerary deities.  

Register 1  On the left is Hapi, identified, a red anthropomorphic baboon, blue 
wig, yellow shoulders and green mummiform body. Then 
Qebehsenuef, identified, a white anthropomorphic falcon, blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and green mummiform body. On the right is 
Amset(y), identified, with red skin, blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
green mummiform body. Then Duamutef, identified, a green 
anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green 
mummiform body. They are all standing in a shrine and holding red 
and blue linen and a mAat feather. Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris. 

Register 2 On either side is Anubis, identified on the left as imy-wt and the right 
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 as xnty-sH-nTr, a green anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, blue body, 
red top and half white and half green kilt. They are walking in a 
shrine and holding two red linens. Htp-di-nsw formula to Wepwawet 
and Ra-Harakhty. 

Register 3 On either side are red-skinned deities identified as Horus on the left 
and Geb on the right, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green 
mummiform body. They are standing in shrines and holding red and 
blue linen and a mAat feather. Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris. 

Register 4 On either side are red-skinned deities, unidentified on the left and Xry-
bq=f on the right, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green 
mummiform body. They are standing in shrines and holding red and 
blue linen and a mAat feather. 

Register 5 wDAt eye on either side. 
Feet Green-skinned winged Isis, with a blue wig, red headband yellow 

collar and a red dress crouching on nbw. She has four rows of wings, 
yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes with red tips. She 
is holding an anx and HtAw (P5). Invocation to her in text.  

Base anx, wAs, nb.  
Bottom  Apis bull, white bull with black spots, with the deceased on its back. 
Back Dd pillar in the middle with a double plume crown, solar disk and 

horns. Two cobras are present but damaged. Flanking the pillar are 
linens and the text is difficult to read due to some damage.  
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Catalogue # 100 
Coffin Inner coffin of Mehytusekhet (mHy-tw-sxt). 
Inv # Paris, Louvre, AF 6552 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood, paint and gold gilding. 
Height of 
Object 

195 cm 

Width of 
Object 

53.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Gold gilded, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding small ears. 
Wig  A solid black wig with a red, yellow and green winged headdress with 

a black scarab holding a Snw. Red and blue striped bands at the 
bottom.  

Collar  Two rows of solid bands, twenty-six rows of feathers and beads and 
falcon terminals with yellow solar disks and small winged solar disks 
above. 

Nut  Yellow-skinned winged goddess with a blue wig, white headband, 
yellow solar disk, blue collar and a red-and-blue checkered dress 
kneeling. Four rows of wings, blue, red, green and blue plumes. She is 
holding mAat feathers. On the left is an anthropomorphic baboon and 
falcon with wigs, shoulders and standing mummiform bodies, holding 
linens and a wDAt eye beside them. On the right is a male god and 
anthropomorphic jackal with wigs, shoulders and standing 
mummiform bodies, holding linens and a wDAt eye beside them. They 
comprise the four sons of Horus.  

Register 1 Vignette of BoD spell 154. Deceased with green skin, a black wig and 
a red mummiform body lying on a lion bed with four jars underneath. 
Above is a winged solar disk. On the left is a yellow-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, red dress and kneeling with one hand 
raised. Six yellow-skinned deities with blue wigs and beards, and 
alternating standing red and green mummiform bodies. On the right is 
a yellow-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, green dress 
and kneeling with one hand raised. Five yellow-skinned deities with 
blue wigs and beards, and alternating standing red and green 
mummiform bodies. 
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Central 
Median 

Four rows of vertical text of an offering formula to the deceased with 
her name written. Some damaged.  

Register 2 All figures are in yellow on a blue background. On either side are four 
seated deities with wigs, shoulders and seated mummiform bodies. 

Register 3 
 

On the left are three seated deities and on the right four with wigs, 
shoulders and seated mummiform bodies. 

Register 4 On either side are three seated deities with wigs, shoulders and seated 
mummiform bodies. 

Feet Yellow-skinned standing goddess with outstretched wings, a blue wig 
and green dress. Two black jackals with red scarves are lying on 
shrines. 

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom  Apis bull, white bull with black spots and horns, running, with the 

deceased, black-skinned, blue wig, red mummiform body, on its back. 
Back N/A due to accessibility. 
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Catalogue # 101 
Coffin Inner coffin of Neshor (Ns-Hr). 
Inv # Paris, Louvre, E 7820 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

187 cm 

Width of 
Object 

53.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink-skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A solid black wig with a winged headdress with a black scarab 

holding a red solar disk. 
Collar  Eighteen rows of feathers and circles with falcon terminals. 
Nut  Yellow-skinned winged goddess with a blue wig, yellow headband, 

and a red-and-blue checkered dress crouching. Three rows of wings 
but heavily damaged by dust.   

Register 1 Vignette of BoD spell 89. Deceased with green skin, a blue wig and a 
red mummiform body lying on a lion bed with four jars underneath. 
Above is a bA bird. A damaged standing deity on either side with a 
mummiform body and holding (emmer?). 

Register 2 Yellow cobras with beards and yellow-skinned seated goddesses with 
blue wigs, red mummiform bodies and solar disks. 

Central 
Median 

Four rows of vertical text of an offering formula to the deceased with 
her name written. Very damaged.  

Side of 
Coffin 

On both sides of the lid are 23 yellow-skinned seated deities with blue 
wigs, and alternating red and green mummiform bodies. 

Feet Standing goddess with outstretched wings, very damaged. 
Base Undecorated. 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back Htp-di-nsw formulars, middle section damaged. 
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Catalogue # 102 
Coffin Coffin of Iahmes (i-Axm-s), priest of Ptah in Memphis. 
Inv # Paris, Louvre, E 18842 
Other coffins  
Provenance Memphis 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Galliano (2012), 163 
Kockelmann (2008), 20 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood. 
Height of 
Object 

199 cm 

Width of 
Object 

51.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Wood  

Face  Defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. Tressed beard 
attached. 

Wig  A solid tripartite wig. 
Central 
Median 

A pt above four rows of vertical text of an invocation to the deceased 
with name and title.  

Feet Undecorated. 
Base Undecorated. 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back Undecorated? 
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Catalogue # 103 
Coffin Inner coffin of Padief (pA-di-f), priest of Amun.  
Inv # Paris, Louvre, N 2579 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

200 cm 

Width of 
Object 

58.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red-skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Inlaid eyes and a broken 
nose. 

Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the end. 
The coronet has a row of multicoloured rectangles and a row of white 
leaves.  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands, one row of oval pendants and Ma’at in the 
middle, identified, with a feather above her head, a wig, seated 
mummiform body and holding an anx. pt above. On the left is a 
bending goddess with a wig, bead-net-covered dress holding a large 
encircled tpy and mwt. On the right is a standing hippopotamus with a 
wig, striped shawl down the back, holding knife and leaning on a sA. 
(Tawaret?). iAbt behind. 

Nut  Winged solar disk.  
Central 
Median 

One row of vertical text, Htp-di-nsw with name and title of deceased. 

Register 1 On the left is the deceased, identified, with a black wig, headband, 
cone, top and long white kilt. Standing bent to the offerings while in a 
dpt boat (P1). A bA pot (W10), tall striped poll, Hqs staff and Osiris, 
identified, with a wig, striped shoulders and a blue standing 
mummiform body. On the right is an offering table with a pot and 
lotus flower. White anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, solar 
disk and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty?), striped shoulders and a blue standing 
mummiform body. Holding a wAs scepter, crook and flail. Deceased, 
identified, with a black wig, headband, cone, top and long white kilt. 
Standing bent to the offerings while in a dpt. 

Register 2 On either side a kneeling winged goddess, on the left on Ss and on the 
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right multicoloured rectangles. She has a black wig, headband, red 
solar disk and uraeus, collar and a red dress with black bead net. 
Three rows of wings extended in front. She is holding a mAat feather. 
Snw, wDAt.  

Register 3 
 

On the left is the deceased, identified, with a black wig, headband, 
cone, white shawl and long kilt. In his right hand is a staff and in the 
other the abA scepter (A22). He is walking towards as Ma’at, 
identified, with a wig, headband, feather on head, collar, bead net 
dress and standing with arms out to receive the deceased. On the right 
is the deceased, identified, crouching with a black wig, headband, 
cone, collar, white shawl and short kilt. His hands are out to receive a 
water libation. Table of offering with a lotus flower. Large cedar tree 
with an anthropomorphic cow goddess with a solar disk, horns, 
double plume crown (Hathor?), with a wig, collar and dress. She is 
standing and pouring the libation from a Hst pot (W14). 

Register 4 On the left are two deities with wigs, beards, shoulders, striped 
standing mummiform bodies holding mAat feathers and a snake above. 
On the right side is a blue dpt with a falcon on the front. Head and 
shoulders of a gazelle. 

Register 5 On either side are lying down black jackals with a collar, on a shrine 
and with a flail. On the left it is unidentified and on the right as 
Wepwawet. 

Feet Undecorated.  
Base N/A  
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back To come from conservator asap. 
Trough Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty. 
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Catalogue # 104 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Tashepenkhonsu (tA-Sp-n-xnsw), lady of 

the house, sistrum-player of Amun, daughter of wab priest Iwefai, son 
of Horiset, son of priest, overseer of the city and vizier, Iwefai, son of 
Isetet, daughter of Horenhekat. 

Inv # Paris, Louvre, E 3913 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

De Meulenaere (1966), 22 n.103 
Hairy (2012), 65 
Jansen-Winkeln (2009), 436 
Munro (2009), 6 
Porter and Moss (1964), 832 
Schmidt (1919), 167 n. 927 
Strudwick and Taylor (2003), 112 
Vandier (1952), 84 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Length of 
Object 

200 cm 

Width of 
Object 

72 cm 

Height of 
Object 

78 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Front Text: is an invocation to the deceased along the top and the main part 
with name, title and genealogy. On the posts are text, invocations to 
the deceased. 
Vignettes: Standing green-skinned Seshat, identified, with a blue wig, 
red headband, yellow collar, red dress and holding out red and blue 
linen. Yellow-skinned deceased, identified, sitting on her heel with a 
black wig, red headband, cone, green collar, red dress and arms in 
adoration. Green-skinned Osiris, identified, with the white crown, 
blue beard, green shoulders, red and yellow stola, and red seated 
mummiform body. Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, 
green shoulders, red stola, yellow seated body. Green-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, green shoulders, red stola, red 
seated body. They are all holding an anx and on a platform. In shrines 
with Xkr, with a red and white background, a green anthropomorphic 
snake with two mAat feathers on its head, a blue wig, green shoulders, 
yellow stola, yellow seated body and holding a knife. A green 
anthropomorphic crocodile with two mAat feathers on its head, a blue 
wig, green shoulders, red stola, yellow seated body and holding a 
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knife. A red anthropomorphic hippopotamus two mAat feathers on its 
head, a blue wig, green shoulders, yellow stola, yellow seated body 
and holding a knife. Yellow falcon with blue wings sitting on imnt. 
White anthropomorphic falcon Ra, identified, with a red solar disk 
and uraeus, blue body, green top, yellow kilt sitting on a shrine 
holding a wAs scepter. Black scarab, Snw, blue anthropomorphic ibis 
with a red wig, blue body, green top, half yellow and half red kilt, 
walking and holding the hand of the deceased. Yellow-skinned 
deceased, identified, with a black wig, cone, green collar and dress, 
standing. An obelisk coming out of a mountain. A red and blue 
baboon sitting and offering a wDAt to a lying down white cow with a 
double plume crown, red solar disk and horns, (Hathor?) with a wDAt 
as an eye, blue collar, red bead net blanket and flail. Two wDAt eyes 
above with a red solar disk with an eye inside. Yellow snake above. A 
seated blue god with a blue wig, collar, green top and yellow kilt. 
Two red-skinned arms coming out of imnt with red and blue linen. 

Right Side Text: an invocation to the deceased along the top and in the main text. 
The posts are text, both invocations to Wepwawet and Anubis xnty-
sH-nTr. 
Vignettes: a table of offerings with the deceased on the left, identified, 
with yellow-skin, a black wig, red headband, cone, green collar, long 
white and yellow shroud and seated in a chair with a bA pot 
underneath and holding an abA scepter. On the right is a red-skinned 
priest with a short black wig and beard, white kilt and a leopard-skin 
tunic. He is walking with the right arm raised. 

Back Text: invocation to the deceased along the top and in the main text. 
The posts are text, one damaged and one with invocations to 
Qebehsenuef and Duamutef. 
Vignettes: Yellow-skinned deceased, identified, sitting on her heel 
with a black wig, red headband, cone, green collar, red dress and arms 
in adoration. Green-skinned Osiris, identified, with the white crown, 
blue beard, green shoulders, red and yellow stola, and red seated 
mummiform body. Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, red shoulders, and a yellow seated body. They are both 
holding an anx and on a platform. Yellow-skinned deceased, 
identified, with a black wig, cone, green collar and dress, standing. 
On a raised hill three red-skinned bA birds with blue wigs, red 
headbands, yellow collars, red and blue wings, yellow legs and arms 
in adoration. A blue-skinned god with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
top, half yellow and half red kilt, holding a scroll (Thoth?) and 
walking. A red-skinned god with a blue wig and top, half white and 
half blue kilt with one hand on his chest. A blue-skinned god with a 
blue wig and beard, yellow top, half yellow and half red kilt with his 
hand on his chest. A red-skinned god with a blue wig and top, half 
white and half blue kilt with one hand on his chest. A red-skinned 
Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, top, half yellow and half blue 
kilt, pulling a shrine with a black jackal with a red scarf lying inside, 
identified as Anubis. Two wDAt eyes and a red solar disk. A yellow-
skinned goddess with a blue wig, red headband, green collar, red 
dress standing. A red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with 
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a blue wig, green top, red body, half white and half green kilt, 
walking. White anthropomorphic falcon, identified as Duamutef, with 
a blue wig, yellow collar, green top, red body, half red and half 
yellow kilt and walking. A green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue 
wig, red body, green top, half yellow and half blue kilt, walking.  

Left Side 
 

Text: an invocation to the deceased along the top and in the main part. 
The posts are text, invocations to the deceased, one damaged. 
Vignettes: yellow solar barque with a white falcon with a yellow 
breast and legs and blue wings on front. A white falcon inside the 
barque. Green lotus flower with a white falcon and cobra on it. 
Gazelle head in from with a bA jar. Two anx inside a shrine. On the 
left side canopic jars with a green jackal with a red wig and a white 
falcon with a blue wig, Duamutef and Qebehsenuef, and on the right 
side yellow-skinned Amset(y) with a blue wig and cone, and a red 
baboon Hapi with a blue wig and cone. On either side of the jars is a 
green-skinned female with a short black wig, blue collar, red dress 
and standing with one arm on her breast. 

Top Front Text: invocations to the deceased down the middle and along the side. 
Vignettes: white falcon with a blue collar and red mummiform body 
lying on a shrine. A yellow-skinned goddess with a damaged head, 
red dress and standing with her arm on green-skinned Osiris, 
identified, with the atef crown, blue beard, shoulders, red stola, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. Table of 
offerings. Red-skinned deceased, identified, with a black wig, cone, 
long white shroud and arms in adoration. Red anthropomorphic 
baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow collar, blue 
body, green top, half yellow and half red kilt, blue tail, walking and 
holding an anx and a wAs scepter. Blue-skinned Amset(y), identified 
with a blue wig, yellow collar, green top, half yellow and half red kilt, 
walking and holding an anx and a wAs scepter. One yellow-skinned 
and one green-skinned goddesses with blue wigs, one red and one 
green dress, standing with arms out holding yellow solar disks. Large 
blue-skinned goddess with stars on her body, (Nut) stretched around 
them. Blue-skinned god with a blue wig, green top, half green and 
half white kilt, lying on his elbows (Geb). White anthropomorphic 
falcon, identified as Duamutef, with a blue wig and body, green top, 
half yellow and half red kilt, walking and holding an anx and a wAs 
scepter. A green anthropomorphic jackal, identified as Qebehsenuef, 
with a red wig, blue body, green top, half yellow and half red kilt, 
walking and holding an anx and a wAs scepter. Red-skinned deceased, 
with a black wig, cone, long white shroud and arms in adoration. 
Green-skinned Osiris, identified, with the atef crown, blue beard, 
shoulders, red stola, red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs 
scepter. A yellow-skinned goddess with a blue wig, green dress and 
standing. White falcon damaged. 

Top Back Text: invocations to the deceased down the middle and along the side. 
Vignettes: white falcon with a blue and red collar and red 
mummiform body lying on palace façade. A Dd pillar with a Snw on 
top.  Yellow-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, green 
dress and standing with her hands on green-skinned Osiris, identified, 
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with a white crown, blue beard, red shoulders, yellow stola, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. He is standing 
on a pedestal. Red-skinned deceased, identified, with a black wig, red 
headband, cone, long white shroud lying down on her elbows and 
knees. A white anthropomorphic falcon, identified as Ra, in a solar 
barque with a blue wig, red solar disk and uraeus, blue body, green 
top, half yellow and half red kilt holding a wAs scepter. A green cobra 
encircles him. A green-skinned goddess with a black wig, cone and 
red dress is standing before him holding the oar. Red-skinned 
deceased, identified, with a black wig, red headband, cone, long white 
shroud, sitting on her heels with her hands in adoration. Green-
skinned Osiris, identified, with a white crown, blue beard, red 
shoulders, yellow stola, red standing mummiform body and holding a 
wAs scepter. Yellow-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, 
green dress and standing and a little damaged. Damaged white falcon. 

Top Sides On the left side a black jackal with a red scarf, identified as Anubis 
with a flail lying on a shrine and a yellow cobra. On the right side two  
wDAt eyes, two Snw, nfr. 
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Catalogue # 105 
Coffin Middle coffin of Anonymous. 
Inv # Paris, Louvre, E 112S 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? Memphis? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood. 
Height of 
Object 

171.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

34 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Wood  

Face  Destroyed. 
Wig  A solid tripartite wig. 
Collar Nine rows of vegetal motif with the last ending in oval pendants. 
Nut Winged goddess Nut, identified, with a wig, dress and kneeling. Her 

wings are outstretched and she is holding in each hand an anx. 
Central 
Median 

Six vertical rows of text comprising BoD spell 72.  

Feet Undecorated. 
Base Undecorated. 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back Undecorated? 
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Catalogue # 106 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Irbastetwedjanefw (ir-bAstt-wDA-nfw), lady 

of the house, daughter of King Takelot III and Kakat, singer of the 
great house.  

Inv # Paris, Louvre, E 3872 
Other coffins Inner coffin, Musée de l’Opéra, 17 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bruyère (1956-7), 27 
Leahy (1990), 132, 139, 142 
Munro (2009), 17 
Porter and Moss (1964), 647 
Schmidt (1919), 166 n. 913-4 
Strudwick and Taylor (2003), 112 
Vandier (1952), 85 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Length of 
Object 

203 cm 

Width of 
Object 

67 cm 

Height of 
Object 

87 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Front Text: is a Htp-di-nsw along the top and the main part an invocation to 
the deceased with name, title and genealogy. On the posts are text, 
one damaged and the other an invocation to Wepwawet.   
Vignettes: on red and white background, a green anthropomorphic 
snake with a blue wig and beard, identified as nb-dwAt, green 
shoulders, red stola, yellow seated mummiform body, holding a knife 
with a mAat feather on the head. A black anthropomorphic panther, 
identified as k-f-dd, with a blue wig, green shoulders, red stola, yellow 
seated mummiform body and holding a knife. A green 
anthropomorphic vulture, identified as nb-nrw, with a blue wig, green 
shoulders, red stola, yellow seated mummiform body, holding a knife 
and with a mAat feather on the head. Bottom is palace façade.  

Right Side Text: an invocation to the deceased along the top and in the main text. 
The posts are text, both invocations to Horus. 
Vignettes: a table of offerings with the deceased on the left, identified, 
with red-skin, a black wig, red headband, cone, green collar, blue 
dress and seated in a chair holding red and blue linens and an abA 
scepter. On the right is a red-skinned priest with a short black wig, 
blue collar and kilt and a leopard-skin tunic. He is walking with one 
arm extended towards the table. 
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Back Text: Htp-di-nsw formula to funerary deities along the top and in the 
main part an invocation to the deceased. The posts are text, with 
invocations to Neith and Anubis. 
Vignettes: on red and white background a red anthropomorphic 
hippopotamus, identified as nb-imnt, with a blue wig, shoulders, red 
stola, yellow seated mummiform body, holding a knife with a mAat 
feather on the head. A green anthropomorphic crocodile?, identified 
as nb-Haa, with a blue wig, green shoulders, red stola, yellow seated 
mummiform body, holding a knife with a mAat feather on the head. A 
black anthropomorphic jackal, identified as nb-qrsw, with a blue wig, 
green shoulders, red stola, yellow seated mummiform body, holding a 
knife with a mAat feather on the head. 

Left Side 
 

Text: an invocation to the deceased along the top and in the main part. 
The posts are text, one damaged and the other with an invocation to 
Nut. 
Vignettes: in the middle is a white falcon with blue and red striped 
shoulders, red stola, and a red mummiform body lying on Ss. An imiut 
fetish, nb, wDAt. On either side is a green-skinned female with a short 
black wig, blue collar, red dress and standing with one arm over her 
breast and holding red and blue linen. 

Top Front Text: invocations to the deceased down the middle and along the side. 
Vignettes: blue falcon with yellow and blue shoulders, yellow stola, 
red mummiform body lying on palace façade. Dd, Snw, green-skinned 
god with a blue wig and beard, yellow uraeus, yellow and blue striped 
shoulders, yellow stola and standing mummiform body, holding a wAs 
scepter. Green-skinned deceased, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband and long white shroud, standing with her hands in 
adoration. A solar barque with a white anthropomorphic falcon with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders and stola, red seated mummiform body 
with a yellow and blue cobra encircling it wearing a white crown. A 
blue anthropomorphic ibis with a red wig, blue body, yellow kilt and 
is walking with one arm raised. wDAt. Crouching Seshat, identified, 
with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress, red and blue 
linen and holding the barque. imnt, large goose, bA bird with red-skin, 
blue wig, red headband and blue wings. Green-skinned deceased, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband and long white shroud, 
standing with her hands in adoration. Green-skinned god with a blue 
wig and beard, yellow uraeus, yellow and blue striped shoulders, 
yellow stola and standing mummiform body, holding a wAs scepter. 
Snw, Dd. Blue falcon with yellow and blue shoulders, yellow stola, red 
mummiform body lying on palace façade. 

Top Back Text: invocations to the deceased down the middle and along the side. 
Vignettes: white falcon with yellow and green shoulders, yellow stola, 
red mummiform body lying on a shrine. Dd, Snw, green-skinned 
seated goddess with a blue wig, red headband, yellow and blue striped 
shoulders, yellow mummiform body, holding an anx. Green-skinned 
god with a small black cap and beard, (Ptah?) yellow and green 
shoulders, yellow stola and a red standing mummiform body. A solar 
barque with a green-skinned god with a double plume crown, blue 
beard, yellow and green shoulders, red seated mummiform body with 
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a yellow cobra encircling it wearing a red crown. A green-skinned 
goddess with a blue wig, cone, red dress is standing with the oar. 
wDAt. Crouching green-skinned Seshat, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, red dress, red and blue linen and holding the barque. A 
blue and yellow wr bird. Green-skinned deceased, identified, with a 
blue wig, yellow headband, cone, red dress sitting on her heels with 
arms in adoration. Green-skinned god with a white crown, beard, 
yellow and green shoulders, red seated mummiform body holding an 
anx. Green-skinned Neith, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow and green shoulders, yellow seated mummiform body holding 
an anx. Dd, Snw. A white falcon with yellow and green shoulders, 
yellow stola, red mummiform body lying on a shrine. 

Top Sides Undecorated. 
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Catalogue # 107 
Coffin Inner coffin of Irbastetwedjanefw (ir-bAstt-wDA-nfw), lady of the 

house, daughter of King Takelot III and Kakat, singer of the great 
house.  

Inv # Paris, Musée de l’Opéra, 17 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus, Louvre, E 3872 
Provenance Thebes?  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Leahy (1990), 132, 139, 142 
Porter and Moss (1964), 647 
Strudwick and Taylor (2003), 98 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink-skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A black brick pattern with red bands at the bottom. Coronet is a red 

band, white feathers band and another red band.  
Collar  Three rows of solid bands, five rows of vegetal motif, red stola. In the 

middle, a green-skinned Ma’at, identified, with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and a blue seated mummiform body, a mAat feather on her 
head and she is holding an anx. 

Nut  Green ram with horns, yellow solar disk and uraeus, blue and yellow 
striped wig, shoulders and a blue body, with yellow legs. In its talons 
is a Snw. Three rows of outstretched wings with blue plumes and red 
tips. 

Register 1 On the left is a green cobra with a red and green body and a white 
crown, a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk 
and uraeus, green shoulders, yellow mummiform body, holding a wAs 
scepter, crook and flail (Ra-Harakhty?), standing in a shrine in the 
shape of qrsw. Green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, cone, 
yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, holding a mAat 
feather and red and blue linen. Green anthropomorphic jackal with a 
red wig, green shoulders, yellow standing mummiform body, holding 
a mAat feather and red and blue linen. On the right is a green cobra 
with a red and green body and a white crown, green-skinned god with 
a white crown, beard, yellow and green shoulders, a yellow 
mummiform body, holding a wAs scepter, crook and flail, red and blue 
linen, standing in a shrine in the shape of qrsw. Green-skinned 
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Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding red and blue 
linen. Red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding yellow 
and blue linen. 

Central 
Median 

Abydos Fetish with a double plume crown and red solar disk. One 
row of vertical text with genealogy. 

Register 2 On the left is a blue anthropomorphic ibis with a red wig, yellow 
collar, blue body, half yellow and half green kilt, walking with an anx 
it its hand. A green-skinned goddess with a blue wig, yellow collar, 
red dress, red and blue linen and standing with an anx it her hand. On 
the right is a blue anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red collar, 
red solar disk and uraeus, blue body, yellow top, half yellow and half 
green kilt walking with a wAs it its hand. Other deity unaccessible. 
The text is an invocation to the deceased. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar, red dress and standing holding red and blue 
linen. A blue-skinned god with a blue wig, beard, yellow collar, red 
top, half yellow and half green kilt and walking.  On the right is a blue 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, body, green top, half yellow 
and half green kilt, red and blue linen and walking with one arm 
raised. The other deity is unaccessible. 

Register 4 On the left is a blue-skinned god with a blue wig, yellow collar, red 
top, half yellow and half green kilt and walking. A green-skinned 
goddess with a blue wig, yellow collar and red dress, standing. On the 
right is a green-skinned god with a short blue wig, yellow shoulders, 
green standing mummiform body, holding a wAs scepter and flail. The 
other deity is unaccessible. 

Feet Green-skinned goddess crouching on a doorway with a blue wig, red 
dress and three rows of blue plumes with red tips. Two Snw. 

Base Htp-di-nsw formula. 
Bottom  Apis bull, white bull with black spots, horns, red blanket with the 

yellow-skinned deceased, identified, on it with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow shoulders and a yellow and white mummiform 
body. 

Back Damaged but a Dd pillar with a vertical row of genealogy. Red and 
blue linen and the remaining text on the sides are genealogy. 
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Catalogue # 108 
Coffin Inner coffin of Itnedjes (it-nDs), son of Montuirdis and Tadi. 
Inv # Paris, Louvre, N 2564 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

180 cm 

Width of 
Object 

56 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Dark-brown skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears 
and lost false beard.  

Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands on the end. 
The coronet has a row of multicoloured rectangles and a standing 
winged green-skinned Nephthys, identified with a blue wig and red 
dress.  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands, nineteen rows of vegetal motif with the 
last row as oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut  Yellow-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, red collar and a yellow dress, crouching on a doorway. 
Four rows of wings, yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue 
plumes with red tips. She is holding mAat feathers. Text is an 
invocation to her. On both sides is a green ram with a double plume 
crown, solar disk with horns, red breast, on a standard with incense, 
vignette BoD spell 85. Single row of genealogy.  

Register 1 Vignette BoD spell 125. Table of offerings with a lotus flower, red-
skinned deity with a double plume crown, red solar disk with horns, 
blue wig, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and 
holding a wAs scepter. White anthropomorphic falcon with a red solar 
disk, blue wig, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body and 
holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned Osiris with atef crown, blue 
beard, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and 
holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, 
red dress, standing with outstretched wings. Then twelve red-skinned 
deities with blue wigs and beards, yellow shoulders, green standing 
mummiform bodies, red and blue linen, and holding mAat feathers. On 
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the other side of the table is black anthropomorphic ibis Thoth with a 
blue wig, green collar, blue body, half-red-half-white kilt, scroll, 
walking and holding the hand of the deceased. Red-skinned deceased 
with a blue wig and a long green kilt. Green-skinned Ma’at, 
identified, with a red dress and feather head. Ammut on shrine. Four 
red-skinned deities and a scale with a seated anthropomorphic falcon 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and green mummiform body and a 
black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
green seated mummiform body.  

Central 
Median 

One line of hieroglyph text. Htp-di-nsw formula with titles and 
genealogy.  

Register 2 On the left is a red anthropomorpic baboon with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body and a wAs scepter. On the 
right is a red-skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green 
standing mummiform body and a wAs scepter. 

Register 3 
 

On the left is a green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body and a wAs scepter. On the 
right is a black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body and a wAs scepter. 

Register 4 On both sides is a black anthropomorphic jackal with a a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and a wAs scepter. 

Register 5 On the left is a black anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body and a wAs scepter. On the 
right is a red-skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green 
standing mummiform body and a wAs scepter. 

Register 6 On the left is a red-skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, 
green standing mummiform body and a wAs scepter. On the right is a 
green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, 
green standing mummiform body and a wAs scepter. 

Register 7 On the left is a red-skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, 
green standing mummiform body and a wAs scepter. On the right is a 
red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green 
standing mummiform body and a wAs scepter. 

Feet Standing green-skinned winged Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar and red dress. She has four rows of wings, 
yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes with red tips. She 
is holding an mAat in each hand. Two wDAt eyes. Snake going around 
the entire contour of the coffin. 
The text is a Htp-di-nsw formula. 

Base anx, wAs, nb. Palace façade on the sides. 
Bottom  Standing winged goddess. 
Back Very damaged in the middle but some Htp-di-nsw formula. 
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Catalogue # 109 
Coffin Inner coffin of Antjau (ant-TAw), son of Ankhor and Tjesneithperet, 

lady of the house, daughter of the chief of the Meshwesh Antanakht. 
Inv # Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum, ROM 910.12.1-2 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

190.6 cm 

Width of 
Object 

54.66 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

33.05 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and side-burns. Protruding 
ears. Broken nose. 

Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands on the end. 
The coronet a red band, row of white and green leaves with red dots, 
row of multicoloured rectangles and a standing green-skinned winged 
Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red collar and dress. Her wings have 
three rows: red, blue and green plumes. She is holding a mAat feather 
in each hand. Text is an invocation to her. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Twelve rows of vegetal motif with the last 
row as oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut  Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
collar and dress, crouching on nbw with a black jackal lying 
underneath. Four rows of wings, yellow with blue spots, blue, green 
and blue plumes with red tips. On both sides a walking green ram 
with a red breast and incense. Text is an invocation to Nut. One row 
of text that is partly damaged but has the name and genealogy of the 
deceased.  

Central 
Median 

Vignette BoD spell 89. Deceased, red-skinned, blue wig, yellow-and-
red striped shoulders, red-and-yellow mummiform body, on a lion bed 
with four jars underneath, sSr, dSrt crown and a bA above. Seven rows 
of vertical hieroglyphs composing invocations to various funerary 
deities. 

Register 1  On the left is Amset(y), identified, with red-skin, blue wig and beard, 
cone, red and blue striped shoulders, green standing mummiform 
body and holding emmer. On the right is Hapi, identified, a red 
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anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, yellow and blue striped 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body and holding emmer.  

Register 2 
 

On the left is Anubis imy-wt, a green anthropomorphic jackal with a 
red collar and top, blue body, half-green-and-half-red kilt, walking, 
holding an anx and emmer. On the right is Anubis imy-wt, a green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a red collar, blue top and body, half-
green-and-half-red kilt, walking, holding an anx and emmer. 

Register 3 On the left is Geb, identified, with blue-skin, wig, red collar, half-
green-and-half-red kilt, tail, walking and holding emmer. On the right 
is Horus, xnty-nn-mAA, a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue 
wig, cone, red shoulders, green standing mummiform body, holding 
emmer. 

Feet wDAt on palace façade. 
Base anx, wAs, nb, and palace façade on the sides. 
Bottom  Black and white Apis bull running with a red blanket. Rest is 

damaged. 
Back On the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra and then also to other 

funerary gods. The middle is damaged. The right is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw and to other funerary gods. 
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Catalogue # 110 
Coffin Inner coffin of Padikhonsu (pA-di-xnsw), chief of department in estate 

of Amun at Thebes. Son of Hahat and lady of the house Diisistet. 
Inv # Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum, ROM 906. 28. 10. 1-278 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

200.75 cm 

Width of 
Object 

50.8 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

27.95 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. No protruding ears. 
Wig  A red and blue striped tripartite wig. The coronet has a band of white 

feathers, a red band and an Axt in the middle.  
Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Nine rows of feathers and beads. 
Register 1 On the left a white anthropomorphic falcon with yellow crown of 

Upper Egypt, blue wig, yellow shoulders and stola, red standing 
mummiform body, holding a wAs scepter. White anthropomorphic 
falcon, blue wig, cone, blue body, yellow collar, red top, half-yellow-
and-half-green kilt, holding incense and yellow and red linen. Green-
skinned Nephthys, identified, with blue wig, red headband, yellow 
collar, red dress, standing with an anx and sxm staff. Green 
anthropomorphic snake with yellow double plume crown and red 
solar disk, blue wig, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform 
body, blue, yellow and red linen, holding a mAat feather. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body and blue and yellow linen. On the right 
gree-skinned Osiris with the yellow crown of Upper Egypt, uraeus, 
yellow shoulders, stola, red standing mummiform body, holding a wAs 
scepter. Blue anthropomorphic ibis Thoth with a red wig, solar disk, 
yellow collar, blue body, half-yellow-and-half-blue kilt, holding 
scroll, red and yellow linen and walking. Green-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress 

																																																								
78	Some images provided by author, others provided by Gayle Gibson, copyright of the Royal Ontario 
Museum.	
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standing and holding lotus scepter and an anx. White anthropomorphic 
falcon with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, yellow standing 
mummiform body and red and blue linen. Red anthropomorphic 
baboon with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body and blue and yellow linen.  

Central 
Median 

A yellow vertical column but no text.  

Register 1  On left invocation to Osiris, on the right an invocation to the 
deceased. 

Register 2 
 

On both sides a white falcon with outstretched wings, red solar disk 
and Snw.  

Register 3 On the left an offering formula and on the right an invocation to 
Osiris. 

Register 4 On the left a green anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig and beard, 
double plume crown, red solar disk, yellow shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body, red and blue linen and holding a knife. Behind a 
green anthropomorphic crocodile with a blue wig, double plume 
crown, red solar disk, yellow shoulders, red seated mummiform body 
and holding a knife. On the right a green anthropomorphic snake with 
a blue wig and beard, double plume crown, red solar disk, yellow 
shoulders, red standing mummiform body, red and blue linen and 
holding a knife. Then a red anthropomorphic hippopotamus with a 
blue wig, double plume crown, red solar disk, yellow shoulders, red 
seated mummiform body and holding a knife. 

Feet On both sides a red anthropomorphic hippopotamus with a blue wig, 
double plume crown, red solar disk, yellow shoulders and a red 
standing mummiform body, blue and yellow linen and a knife.  

Base N/A 
Bottom  N/A 
Back Htp-di-nsw to Ra-Harakhty. 
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Catalogue # 111 
Coffin Wooden coffin of Ankhshepenwepet (anx-Sp-n-wpt), singer in the 

residence of Amun. 
Inv # New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MMA 25. 3. 202 a-b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, TT 56 Userhat. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Aston (1991), 106 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

188 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, earrings and fring. 
Protruding ears. 

Wig  A black brick wig with yellow bands at the bottom and a yellow 
vulture headdress. The coronet has a red band, white feathers with red 
dots, a yellow band and in the middle a black scarab with a red solar 
disk in the front and back legs. imnt, iAbt, Axt below. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Ten rows of white and green feathers with 
the last being oval pendants.  

Nut  Green-skinned winged goddess with a blue wig, red headband, collar 
and dress crouching on nbw. Four rows of wings, yellow with blue 
spots, blue, green and blue plumes with red tips. She is holding mAat 
feathers. Text is an invocation to Nut and a Htp-di-nsw formula with 
her name and title. 

Register 1 Vignette BoD spell 125. Green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, 
blue beard, yellow shoulders and a green standing mummiform body 
holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned Isis with a black wig, cone, 
yellow collar, red dress, red and blue linen, standing with one arm in 
adoration. White anthropomorphic falcon with the atef crown, blue 
wig, yellow shoulders, standing green mummiform body holding a 
wAs scepter. Yellow-skinned goddess (Nephthys/Ma’at?) with a black 
wig, cone, green collar and dress, blue and red linen, standing with 
one arm in adoration. Black anthropomorphic jackal, blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, and a green standing mummiform body, red linen and 
holding a mAat feather. A green anthropomorphic animal? with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders, and a green standing mummiform body, red 
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linen and holding a mAat feather. A black anthropomorphic ibis with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders, and a green standing mummiform body, 
red linen and holding a mAat feather. A white anthropomorphic falcon 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, and a green standing mummiform 
body, red linen and holding a mAat feather. A red-skinned deity with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders, and a green standing mummiform body, 
red linen and holding a mAat feather. A green anthropomorphic jackal 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, and a green standing mummiform 
body, red linen and holding a mAat feather. A red anthropomorphic 
baboon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, and a green standing 
mummiform body, red linen and holding a mAat feather. A white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, and a 
green standing mummiform body, red linen and holding a mAat 
feather. Other side of the table, with a black and red nw pot. Black 
anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, with a red wig, cone, black body, green 
collar, top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking with one arm in 
adoration and the other holding the deceased with green-skin, blue 
wig, red headband, cone, red dress and standing. Then a scale with 
hippopotamus Ammut and imnt. Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty. 

Central 
Median 

Vignette BoD spell 89. Deceased lying on a lion bed with four jars 
and sSr below and a bA above. The deceased has green-skin, a blue 
wig, cone, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. There are 
five rows of vertical text as invocations to Ptah, Ra-Harakhty, Geb, 
Osiris imntiw and Osiris Behdet.  

Register 2  On the left red-skinned Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig and 
beard, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body 
holding emmer. On the right red-skinned Hapi, identified, with a blue 
wig and beard, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform 
body holding emmer. 

Register 3 
 

On the left green-skinned Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig 
and beard, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body 
holding emmer.  On the right, green-skinned Amset(y), identified, 
with a blue wig and beard, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body holding emmer. 

Register 4 On the left red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig and beard, 
cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body holding 
emmer. On the right red-skinned Anubis, nb-tA-Dsr, with a blue wig 
and beard, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body 
holding emmer. 

Register 5  On the left green-skinned Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, identified, with a blue 
wig and beard, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform 
body holding emmer. On the right green-skinned Horus, identified, 
with a blue wig and beard, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body holding emmer. 

Register 6 On the left red-skinned Horus, Xnty-nn-mAA, with a blue wig and 
beard, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body 
holding emmer. On the right red-skinned Hry-bq=f, with a blue wig 
and beard, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body 
holding emmer. 

Feet wDAt, Ss  
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Base Palace façade.  
Bottom  N/A 
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 112 
Coffin Inner coffin of Tabakenkhonsu (tA-bAk-n-xnsw), lady of the house, 

daughter of Hor, priest of Montu, son of the priest of Montu 
Neseramun and Tamyt, daughter of the priest of Amun Nakhtefmut. 

Inv # New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MMA 96. 4. 3 a-b 
Other coffins Middle coffin MMA 96. 4. 2 a-b, Outer qrsw sarcophagus MMA 96. 

4. 1 a-b 
Provenance Thebes, pit of the hypostyle hall of Hatshepsut’s temple at Deir el-

Bahri. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 83-89 
Fazzini (1988), 16.10, 26 
Kitchen (1972), 212-16 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, (1991), 168 
Porter and Moss (1964), 649 
Taylor (1984), 33-46 
Vittmann (1978), 56-8 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. Close association with the 
Besenmut family. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

170 cm 

Width of 
Object 

48.9 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

White 

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at bottom. 

The coronet has a red band, band of white feathers with red tips, a 
green band and a red one, then in the middle a black scarab. 

Collar  Seven rows of solid bands. Six rows of vegetal motif with the last 
ending in oval pendants. Yellow stola.  

Nut  Green-skinned winged goddess with a blue wig, yellow solar disk and 
uraeus, yellow collar and red dress, crouching on nbw. Three rows of 
wings: yellow, green and blue. Holding an anx in each hand. 
Invocation to deceased. 

Register 1 Abydos fetish in the middle. On both sides of it is a green 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, blue body, white top, half-
green-and-half-red kilt, blue tail, walking with an arm in adoration. 
Behind on both sides are two green-skinned naked children with short 
black wigs and locks, hand in mouth, identified on the left as 
Duamutef and then Amset(y), and on the right Qebehsenuef and Hapi. 
The text on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis tp-Dw=f and on 
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the right imy-wt. 
Register 2 On both sides of the fetish is a green anthropomorphic jackal, 

identified as Anubis, with a blue wig, blue body, red top, half-green-
and-half-red kilt, tail, walking and in adoration. Then green-skinned 
goddess with a blue wig, red dress and standing. Invocation to the 
deceased. 

Register 3 
 

On both sides a green anthropomorphic ram with red solar disk and 
horns, blue wig, green shoulders, red standing mummiform body, 
green and blue linen and holding a mAat feather. Then behind on the 
left is a green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, green 
shoulders, red seated mummiform body and holding a mAat feather. 
On the right a green anthropomorphic hippopotamus with a blue wig, 
green shoulders, red seated mummiform body and holding a mAat 
feather. 

Register 4 On the left is a green falcon sitting on imnt. On the right is a heron 
(G31) sitting on imnt. The text is an invocation to the deceased. 

Feet Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, red 
dress and crouching. Three rows of wings: yellow with blue spots, 
green and blue plumes with red tips. Invocation to Isis.  

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom  Black and white Apis bull running with horns. Deceased lying on its 

back with red-skin, blue wig, white and blue striped shoulders and a 
blue mummiform body. 

Back N/A. 
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Catalogue # 113 
Coffin Middle coffin of Tabakenkhonsu (tA-bAk-n-xnsw), lady of the house, 

daughter of Hor, priest of Montu, son of the priest of Montu 
Neseramun and Tamyt, daughter of the priest of Amun Nakhtefmut. 

Inv # New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MMA 96. 4. 2 a-b 
Other coffins Inner coffin MMA 96. 4. 3 a-b, Outer qrsw sarcophagus MMA 96. 4. 

1 a-b 
Provenance Thebes, pit of the hypostyle hall of Hatshepsut’s temple at Deir el-

Bahri. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 83-89 
Fazzini (1988), 16.10, 26 
Kitchen (1972), 212-16 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, (1991), 168 
Porter and Moss (1964), 649 
Taylor (1984), 33-46 
Vittmann (1978), 56-8 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. Close association with the 
Besenmut family. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

White 

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet has a red band, 

band of white feathers with red tips, a red band, then in the middle 
Axt, imnt, iAbt. 

Collar  Five rows of solid bands. Six rows of feathers and beads, the last 
being oval pendants.  

Register 4 One row of vertical hieroglyphs comprising a Htp-di-nsw formula. 
Feet Continuation of hieroglyphs.  
Base N/A 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back N/A. 
Trough Htp-di-nsw formula to funerary deities. 
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Catalogue # 114 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Tabakenkhonsu (tA-bAk-n-xnsw), lady of 

the house, daughter of Hor, priest of Montu, son of the priest of 
Montu Neseramun and Tamyt, daughter of the priest of Amun 
Nakhtefmut. 

Inv # New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MMA 96. 4. 1 a-b 
Other coffins Inner coffin, MMA 96. 4. 3 a-b, Middle coffin, MMA 96. 4. 2 a-b 
Provenance Thebes, pit of the hypostyle hall of Hatshepsut’s temple at Deir el-

Bahri. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 83-89 
Fazzini (1988), 16.10, 26 
Kitchen (1972), 212-16 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, (1991), 168 
Porter and Moss (1964), 649 
Taylor (1984), 33-46 
Vittmann (1978), 56-8 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. Close association with the 
Besenmut family. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Length of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Height of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

White  

Front Text: is an invocation to various funerary gods and then to the 
deceased. 
Vignettes: on red and white background, five green-skinned male 
deities with black wigs and beards, cones, yellow shoulders, red 
stolae, white standing mummiform bodies, all with a bottom border of 
palace façade and on the posts. 

Right Side Text: Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb and then the deceased.  
Vignettes: On both sides of middle vertical text a wDAt eye, nb, palace 
façade and a green-skinned deity with a black wig and beard, cone, 
yellow shoulders, red stola, white standing mummiform body.  
A red wooden falcon perched on the corner post. 

Back Text: continual of invocation to various funerary gods and then to the 
deceased. 
Vignettes: on red and white background, five green-skinned male 
deities with black wigs and beards, cones, yellow shoulders, red 
stolae, white standing mummiform bodies, all with a bottom border of 
palace façade and on the posts. 
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Left Side 
 

Text: an invocation to the Isis along the top and in the main part. 
Vignettes: Table of offering with a lotus flower. Green-skinned Osiris 
with the atef crown, blue beard, white standing mummiform body and 
holding the crook.  

Top Front Text: Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty and other funerary gods 
down the middle.  
Vignettes: From right to left, a green falcon with blue and yellow 
striped shoulders, a red mummiform body, lying down on Ss. wDAt, nb. 
A green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk (Ra-
Harakhty?), yellow shoulders, green stola, red standing mummiform 
body holding a wAs scepter. Green anthropomorphic ibis Thoth with a 
red wig, blue body, white top, half-red-and-half-yellow kilt, tail, 
holding scroll and walking. Holding the hand of the deceased with 
red-skin, black wig, white shroud and a cone. Green anthropomorphic 
snake with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform 
body, red and yellow linen, and holding a mAat feather. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a black wig, blue body, yellow top, half-
yellow-and-half-red kilt, embalming a red-skin male with a black wig, 
yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body. On the other side, 
embalming, is a green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, blue 
body, white top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, tail. Two green 
anthropomorphic jackals, the one on the right with a double plume 
crown, with blue wigs, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform 
bodies, red and blue linen, and holding a mAat feathers. In the middle a 
blue-skinned god with a black wig, red collar, yellow top, half-
yellow-and-half-red kilt, green tail and standing with his arms raised. 
Blue-skinned goddess stretched over them. (Nut and Geb). White-
skinned deceased with a blue wig, cone, and white shroud. Standing 
with arm in adoration. White anthropomorphic falcon with red solar 
disk and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty?), blue wig, yellow shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned 
Isis, identified, with a blue wig, yellow collar, red dress and standing 
with her arms on the shoulders of the anthropomorphic falcon. A 
green falcon with blue and yellow striped shoulders, a red 
mummiform body, lying down on Ss. wDAt, nb. Border is row of Xkr.  

Top Right Vignette: Red solar disk with two cobras. bdt.  
Top Back Text: Htp-di-nsw to Osiris imntiw and Geb. 

Vignettes: A green falcon with blue and yellow striped shoulders, a 
red mummiform body, lying down on Ss. wDAt, nb. Green-skinned 
Osiris with the atef crown, black beard, yellow shoulders, green stola, 
red standing mummiform body holding a wAs scepter. White-skinned 
deceased with a blue wig, cone, and white shroud standing with one 
arm in adoration. Green anthropomorphic ram with yellow solar disk 
and horns (Ra?), blue body, white top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, 
green tail and both arms in adoration. Solar barque with a white 
anthropomorphic falcon, red solar disk and uraeus (RaHarakhty?) 
black wig, blue body, yellow top and kilt, seated on a throne holding a 
wAs scepter inside a shrine. Behind is a white anthropomorphic falcon 
with the double crown, red wig, blue body, white top, half-yellow-
and-half-red kilt as the oarsman. imnt. In front of the shrine is the 
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kneeling deceased with yellow-skin, blue wig, cone, and white 
shroud. Sitting on the bank is a yellow-skinned naked child with a red 
solar disk, black wig and lock, his hand in his mouth and the other 
holding a flail. Then a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, red and blue linen 
and holding a mAat feather. Green anthropomorphic jackal with a red 
wig, blue body, white top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, white tail, 
holding a cup and other arm giving libation to red-skinned male with 
a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and red standing mummiform 
body. Then white-skinned deceased with a blue wig and white shroud 
with arms in adoration to a lotus flower with a double plume crown 
and Snw bottom. Red-skinned god with a blue wig, red shoulders, 
yellow standing mummiform body, a red anthropomorphic baboon 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red standing mummiform 
body, a green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red shoulders 
and a yellow standing mummiform body and a green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a red 
standing mummiform body all standing on palace façade. Four sons 
of Horus. A green falcon with blue and yellow striped shoulders, a red 
mummiform body, lying down on Ss. wDAt, nb. Across the very top is 
a row of vertical text, two red wooden seated falcons and a red 
wooden lying down jackal.  

Top Left Two Snw, two green anthropomorphic feline demons with blue wigs, 
yellow shoulders, red kneeling bodies and holding knives. nfr. 
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Catalogue # 115 
Coffin Inner coffin of Wedjaren (wDA-rn), lady of the house, daughter of the 

priest of Montu, lord of Thebes, scribe of the two treasuries of the 
house of Amun Pakhtiu and lady of the house Neskhonsu. 

Inv # New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MMA O.C.22 a-b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Elias, (1996), 112 
Lieblein (1981), no. 1124 
Porter and Moss (1964), 647 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

188 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, earrings and fringe. 
Protruding ears drawn on. 

Wig  A black brick wig with yellow bands at the bottom and a yellow 
vulture headdress holding a Snw. The coronet has green-skinned 
Nephthys, with a blue wig, red headband, red dress crouching on nbw. 
Four rows of wings: yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue 
plumes. Text is an invocation to her. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Twenty-two rows of vegetalmotif with the 
last being oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut  Red-skinned winged Nut with a yellow wig, red headband, uraeus, 
green collar and dress crouching. Four rows of wings: yellow with 
blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes with red tips. She is holding 
an anx in each hand and there are two wDAt eyes above. On both sides 
is a green ram with a red breast, double plume crown and red solar 
disk standing on a standard with incense in front (vignette of BoD 
85). Text is an invocation to Nut and a row of text with geneaology of 
the deceased. 

Central 
Median 

Vignette BoD spell 89. Deceased lying on a lion bed with four 
canopic jars (Four sons of Horus) below and a bA above. The deceased 
has green-skin, a blue wig, red headband, red-and-black-striped 
shoulders and a green mummiform body. There are five rows of 
vertical text with invocations.  

Register 1 On the left a white anthropomorphic falcon, identifed as Ra-Harakhty, 
with a red solar disk and uraeus, red body, green top, half-green-and-
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half-white kilt, tail, walking and holding an anx and wAs79. 
Register 2 
 

On the left blue-skinned Khepri, identified, with a black, black scarab, 
yellow collar, red top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, tail, walking and 
holding an anx and wAs. 

Register 3  On the left red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue 
wig, red body, green collar and top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, 
tail, walking and holding an anx and wAs. 

Register 4 On the left black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as xnty-
sH-nTr, with a blue wig, black body, red collar and top, half-white-
and-half-green kilt, tail, walking and holding an anx and wAs.  

Register 5 On the left white anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, 
with a blue wig, red body, green collar and top, half-white-and-half-
green kilt, tail, walking and holding an anx and wAs. 

Register 6 On the left white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as xnty-
nn-mAA, with a black wig, blue body, red collar and top, half-white-
and-half-green kilt, tail, walking and holding an anx and wAs. 

Register 7 On left black anthropomorphic ibis Xry-bq=f, identified, with a blue 
wig, red body, white top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, tail, walking 
and holding an anx and wAs. On the right red-skinned Heka, identified, 
with a blue wig, green top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, tail, 
walking and holding an anx and wAs. 

Register 8 On the left blue-skinned Shu, identified, with a black wig, feather, red 
collar and top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, tail, walking and 
holding an anx and wAs. On the right blue-skinned Osiris, identified, 
with a black wig and beard, red top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, 
tail, walking and holding an anx and wAs. 

Register 9 On the left gree-skinned Tefnut, identified, with a blue wig, red collar 
and dress, standing and holding an anx and wAs. On the right black 
anthropomorphic jackal Wepwawet, identified, with a blue wig, red 
body, green top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, tail, walking and 
holding an anx and wAs. 

Register 10 On the left green-skinned Neith, identified, with a red crown, red 
collar and dress, standing and holding an anx and wAs. On the right 
green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red collar and dress, 
standing and holding an anx and wAs. 

Register 11 On the left green-skinned Selkis, identified, with a black wig, black 
scorpion, red collar and dress, standing and holding an anx and wAs. 
On the right green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red 
collar and dress, standing and holding an anx and wAs. 

Feet Text. 
Base anx, wAs, nb with palace façade on the side. Snake. 
Bottom N/A 
Back Htp-di-nsw, Dd pillar with a double plume crown and red solar disk 

with two cobras and two imnt. 

																																																								
79	All vignettes on the right are inaccessible at the moment up until register 7 based on angle of coffin 
in case.	
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Catalogue # 116 
Coffin Middle coffin of Heribsenes (h-ib-sn-s), lady of the house and sistrum 

player of Amun. 
Inv # New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MMA 33.5 a-b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

181 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Face  Wood skin, inlaid eyes, black eyebrows and no ears. 
Wig  A black wig tressed and textured with a wood vulture headdress 

holding two Snw. Yellow band at the bottom. 
Central 
Median 

Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty, Ptah and Osiris in one vertical 
row. 

Feet Continuation of text. 
Base N/A  
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 117 
Coffin Inner coffin of Shep (Sp), noble, lady of the house. 
Inv # New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MMA O.C. 6 b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

198.4 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, earrings and fringe. 
Protruding ears. 

Wig  A black brick wig with yellow bands at the bottom and a yellow 
vulture headdress holding Snw. The coronet has a band of green 
feathers, yellow, green, red and green bands and then in the middle a 
red solar disk and two imnt. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Twenty-two rows of feathers and beads 
with the last being oval pendants.  

Register 1 Vignette BoD spell 125. On the left, green-skinned Osiris with the 
atef crown, beard, yellow shoulders. green standing mummiform body 
and holding the crook, flail and wAs scepter. Table of offerings with a 
lotus flower, red Ammut, identified, with a blue wig and green body 
sitting on a shrine. Green anthropomorphic ibis, Thoth (nb-nTr-di?), 
with a blue wig, blue body, white top, half-white-half-green kilt and 
one arm rasied in adoration with a scroll. Green-skinned deceased 
with a blue wig, cone, yellow collar, red dress and standing with one 
hand holding Thoth and the other in adoration. On the right, green-
skinned Osiris with the atef crown, beard, yellow shoulders, green 
standing mummiform body and holding the crook, flail and wAs 
scepter. Table of offerings with a lotus flower, green anthropomorphic 
ibis Thoth, with a blue wig, blue body, yellow top, half-green-half-
white kilt, walking and holding the hand of the deceased with green-
skin, blue wig, cone, red dress and one arm in adoration. Green-
skinned Ma’at, identified, with a blue wig, yellow collar, red dress 
and standing with one arm in adoration. 

Central One row of vertical text, Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris. 
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Median 
Register 2  On the left red anthropomorphic baboon, with a blue wig, red 

shoulders, and a green standing mummiform body. On the right red-
skinned deity, with a blue wig and beard, red shoulders, and a green 
standing mummiform body. 

Register 3 
 

On the left white anthropomorphic falcon, with a blue wig, green 
shoulders, and a red standing mummiform body. On the right, green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig and beard, green shoulders, 
and a red standing mummiform body. 

Register 4 On the left green anthropomorphic jackal, with a blue wig, red 
shoulders, and a red standing mummiform body. On the right green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, red shoulders, and a green 
standing mummiform body. 

Register 5  On the left white anthropomorphic falcon, with a blue wig, green 
shoulders, and a red standing mummiform body. On the right red-
skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, green shoulders, and a red 
standing mummiform body. 

Register 6 On the left red-skinned deity, with a blue wig and beard, red 
shoulders, and a green standing mummiform body. On the right green 
anthropomorphic ibis, with a blue wig, red shoulders, and a green 
standing mummiform body. 

Feet On both sides a black jackal with a red scarf lying on a shrine. 
Base Text.  
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 118 
Coffin Middle coffin of Nesiamun (Ns(i)-imn). 
Inv # New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MMA 26.3.11 a-b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri Priests Cemetery. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Allen (2005), 36-7 
Davies (2001), 178 
Mininberg (2000), 60-66 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

196.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

54 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

43 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. No ears. 
Wig  A blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. The coronet has a band of white and green leaves, 
multicoloured rectangles, black, red and blue bands and a black 
scarab in the middle with two wDAt eyes. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Eight rows of feathers and squares. In the 
middle on the left is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, 
red solar disk, yellow shoulders, a blue seated mummiform body 
holding a wAs. On the right is a green-skinned deity with a blue wig, 
yellow disk, shoulders, red stola, blue seated mummiform body and 
holding an anx.  

Central 
Median 

One row of vertical text, a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris.  

Body All black. 
Feet All black. 
Base N/A  
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 119 
Coffin Coffin lid of Tawaher (tA-wAH-hr), lady of the house and singer of 

Amun-Ra, daughter of priest Diskhonsu and lady of the house Ruru. 
Inv # New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MMA 86.1.30 
Other coffins  
Provenance Edfu? Excavations of Maspero 1885-6. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Daressy (1928), 10 
Porter and Moss (1964), 831 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood, gesso and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

165 cm 

Width of 
Object 

40 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front  Text: Invocation to deceased in the main text and along the top. 
Vignettes: From left to right, a solar barque with a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with red solar disk and uraeus, Ra-Harakhty, 
with red body, green collar and top, half-white-and-half yellow kilt, 
walking and holding an anx and wAs scepter in a shrine. Behind him is 
a blue-skinned Horus, identified, with a black wig and beard, red 
collar and top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, using an oar. A white 
anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified, with a blue wig, red body, 
white top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, walking and using an oar. 
In front of Ra-Harakhty, facing him is a blue-skinned Heka, 
identified, with a red wig, white top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, 
one arm raised in adoration and walking. Then green-skinned Hathor, 
identified, with a black wig, red collar and dress, standing and a 
green-skinned Ma’at, identified, with a black wig, red collar and dress 
and standing. Then red-skinned Wepwawet, identified, with a blue 
wig and beard, green collar and top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, 
walking, then lotus flowers and two falcons and a wDAt eye. Then a 
yellow-skinned seated child holding a flail on a shrine. The next 
vignette is an offering table with a red-and-black nw pot and a lotus 
flower. A green-skinned female with a blue wig, yellow collar, red 
dress is standing with both arms in adoration. 

Right  Text: Invocation to different goddesses. 
Vignettes: A black scarab with wings and holding a red solar disk in 
its front legs. Below is a blue-skinned deity, kneeling and holding a 
red solar disk. Flanking on the left is green-skinned Nephthys, 
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identified, and on the right Isis, with blue wigs, red headbands and 
dresses, crouching with one arm in adoration. 

Back  Text: Invocation to a variety of gods. 
Vignettes: A solar barque with a green anthropomorphic ram with 
horns and a red solar disk, red body, green top, half-green-and-half-
yellow kilt, walking and holding an anx and wAs. Then a small green-
skinned Ma’at, identified, with a blue wig, yellow collar, red dress, 
standing with an anx and a snake around her. In front a red-skinned 
Horus, identified, with a blue wig, green top, half-green-and-half-
yellow kilt, walking, lotus flowers with two falcons, a green bird on 
top of a shrine.  
The next vignette is a large table of offerings with lotus flowers. A 
green-skinned female with a blue wig, yellow collar, red dress is 
standing with both arms in adoration. 

Left  Text: Offerings. 
Vignettes: An Axt in the middle and then on both sides, bAw, imnt and 
two walking black jackals with red scarves. 
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Catalogue # 120 
Coffin Inner coffin of Shebenwen (S-bn-wn), sistrum player of Amun-Ra and 

daughter of Nedjhor. 
Inv # New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MMA 31.3.102 a-b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Middle terrace coffin cache, MMA 1930-1. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Elias (1993), 374.44 
Porter and Moss (1964), 649 
Taylor and Strudwick (2003), 112 

Date of 
Object 

25th? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood, gesso and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

188 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. No ears. 
Wig  A black wig with heavy detail of tresss with wood bands at the 

bottom. The coronet has a band of multicoloured rectangles, white 
and green leaves, rectangles, white flowers and more rectangles. The 
middle is damaged. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Eight rows of beads and the middle is 
damaged. 

Register 1 Vignette BoD spell 125. Green anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) with a 
black wig, blue body, green collar, yellow top, half-green-and-half-
yellow kilt, tail, walking with hand holding the deceased’s. Yellow-
skin deceased with a black wig, yellow headband, cone, green collar, 
yellow shround and holding an ib. Behind is green-skinned Ma’at, 
identified, with a blue wig, yellow collar, blue dress and standing. 
Then a green anthropomorphic ram goddess with a blue wig, green 
dress and standing. Then green-skinned Osiris with a blue wig, the 
atef crown and uraeus, white mummiform body, sitting on a throne 
and holding the crook and flail. An imiwt fetish and snake. Behind is 
green-skinned Isis with a black wig, red headband, collar and blue 
dress with a red sash, standing with one arm in adoration and the 
other holding linen. Behind is green-skinned Nephthys. 

Register 2  Text to the deceased. 
Register 3 
 

Row of seated mummiform gods with mAat feathers. Text and then 
standing gods with mAat feathers. 

Register 4 More text but badly damaged. 
Feet Missing. 
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Base Missing. 
Back From top to bottom: a black scarab with a red solar disk and two 

cobras with uraei. wDAt, nb, solar barque with a yellow-skinned deity 
with a blue wig and uraeus with an oar. Two yellow-skinned 
goddesses with red dresses standing. A yellow-skinned deity 
crouching with arms raised and on both sides two adoring baboons. 
Kneeling yellow-skinned Isis and Nephthys, identified with blue 
wigs, green collars and white dresses. Their arms in adoration to a 
green-skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, red headband, red 
shoulders and stola, white standing mummiform body on lotus 
flowers. A large blue goddess stretches over them. Below, a large 
yellow-skinned goddess with a blue wig, collar, dress and standing on 
nbw. On the left is a heron standing on iAbt and on the right a white 
falcon with a red solar disk and uraeus sitting on imnt. 
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Catalogue # 121 
Coffin Inner coffin of Isisirdas (Ast-ir-di-s), noble lady of the house, daughter 

of priest of Amun Namenkhamun and lady of the house Gawetseshen. 
Inv # New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MMA 30.3.44 a-b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Asasif, North Temple of Hatshepsut, Valley Burial 39B. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

J. Elias (1993), 527.III.3, 528 
Porter and Moss (1964), 625 
PN I, 3.19  

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood, gesso and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

180 cm 

Width of 
Object 

50 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

42 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A plain blue wig with yellow bands at the bottom and a yellow 

vulture headdress. The coronet has a red band, white and green leaves 
and in the middle a standing green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with 
a red dress and outstretched wings. Text dedicated to her.  

Collar  Six rows of solid bands. Eight rows of vegetal motif with the last 
being oval pendants.  

Nut Register  Yellow-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a black wig, red 
headband, green collar and dress crouching on nbw. Four rows of 
wings: yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes with red 
tips. She is holding mAat feathers. Text is an invocation to her. On 
both sides a green ram with a double plume crown, red solar disk and 
uraeus with horns, red breast, standing on a standard. 

Central 
Median 

Vignette BoD spell 89. Deceased lying on a lion bed with four jars 
below and a bA, pt above. The deceased has green-skin, a black wig, 
red shoulders and a green mummiform body. There are five rows of 
vertical text as an invocation to the deceased.  

Register 1  On the left inner vignette is red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, 
identified, with a black wig, red shoulders and a green standing 
mummiform body in a shrine. Then green anthropomorphic falcon 
Qebehsenuef, identified with a black wig, yellow shoulders and a 
green standing mummiform body in a shrine. On the right inner 
vignette green-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a black wig and 
beard, red shoulders and a green standing mummiform body in a 
shrine. Then green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified with 
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a black wig, yellow shoulders and a green standing mummiform body 
in a shrine. 

Register 2 
 

On the left white anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as imy-
wt, with a black wig, red shoulders and a green standing mummiform 
body in a shrine. On the right green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, 
identified as imy-wt, with a black wig, yellow shoulders and a green 
standing mummiform body in a shrine. 

Register 3 On the left green-skinned Horus, identified as nDty-it=f, with a black 
wig and beard, red shoulders and a green standing mummiform body 
in a shrine. On the right green-skinned Geb, identified, with a black 
wig and beard, yellow shoulders and a green standing mummiform 
body in a shrine. 

Register 4 On the left green anthropomorphic ibis Xry-bq=f, identified, with a 
black wig, yellow shoulders and a green standing mummiform body 
in a shrine. On the right green anthropomorphic falcon Horus, 
identified as xnty-nn-mAA, with a black wig, cone, yellow shoulders 
and a green standing mummiform body in a shrine. 

Register 5 On both sides a wDAt eye on palace façade. 
Feet Standing green-skinned Isis, identified, with a black wig, red 

headband, red dress and four rows of wings: yellow, blue, green and 
blue plumes with red tips, holding two mAat feathers. The text is an 
invocation to her. 

Base anx, wAs, nb pattern. 
Bottom N/A 
Back Middle and sides are text of invocations to the deceased. 
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Catalogue # 122 
Coffin Inner coffin of Amenirdis (Imn-ir-di-s), singer of Amun, daughter of 

Wepwawetmes. 
Inv # Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 25013.2.1-2 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Gasse (1996), 158-162, pls. XXXVIII-XXXIX, 1-3, 4-XL, 1-2 
Grenier (1993), 25 
Marucchi (1899), 169 no. 142 
 
  

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

180 cm 

Width of 
Object 

47.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

28.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Large protruding ears. 
Wig  A yellow and blue striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom and a yellow vulture headdress. The coronet has a band of 
white leaves, yellow, red and another yellow band and then in the 
middle a black scarab holding a Snw. On the left is iAbt, imnt on the 
right with nb under.  

Collar  Two rows of solid bands. Six rows of feathers and beads with the last 
being oval pendants.  

Nut  Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband 
and dress, crouching. Three rows of wings: yellow with blue spots, 
green and blue plumes with red tips.  

Register 1 Vignette of BoD spell 125. A white anthropomorphic falcon Ra-
Harakhty with a red solar disk and uraeus, blue wig, yellow shoulders, 
red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs. Behind is green-
skinned Osiris with the atef crown, blue beard, yellow shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs. Then green-skinned 
Isis and Nephthys, identified, with blue wigs, red dresses, standing 
with arms in adoration and holding linen. A red-skinned deity with a 
blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body and 
holding a mAat feather and linen. A red anthropomorphic baboon with 
a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body 
and holding a mAat feather and linen. A green anthropomorphic falcon 
with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform 
body and holding a mAat feather and linen. A black anthropomorphic 
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jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform 
body and holding a mAat feather and linen. They compose the four 
sons of Horus. In front of Ra-Harakhty is a green snake with a red wig 
and blue beard, black anthropomorphic ibis Thoth with a blue wig, 
green body, blue top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, walking with the 
hand of the deceased, green-skinned deceased with a blue wig, cone 
and red dress. Behind a damaged scale and imnt. 

Register 2 The middle vignette is a green falcon with a blue wig, cone, blue 
shoulders and a red mummiform body with a sxm, wDAt, nb. On the 
left, the inner vignette is a green-skinned crouching Neith with a blue 
wig, red dress and holding linen with one arm in adoration. The outer 
vignette is a black anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, cone, 
shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding a mAat feather and 
linen. On the right side, the inner vignette is a green-skinned 
crouching goddess with a blue wig, red dress and holding linen with 
one arm in adoration. The outer vignette is a black anthropomorphic 
ibis with a blue wig, cone, shoulders, standing mummiform body and 
holding a mAat feather and linen. 

Register 3 
 

The middle vignette is from BoD spell 89 with the deceased, green-
skinned, blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and green mummiform 
body, on a lion bed with seven jars underneath and a red sun with rays 
and a bA bird above. On both sides is a vignette with a white falcon 
with outstretched wings with a red solar disk, wDAt, nb. 

Register 4 An Abydos fetish down the center. On both sides the inner vignette is 
a green anthropomorphic ram with horns and a red solar disk, a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and holding 
a mAat feather and linen. On the left the outer vignette is damaged and 
on the right is a black anthropomorphic crocodile with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and holding a 
mAat feather and linen. 

Register 5 The inner figures are damaged, but seated mummiform bodies remain. 
On the left side the outer vignette is an anthropomorphic red baboon 
with a blue wig, yellow shoudlers and a green standing mummiform 
body. On the right is a red-skin deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulder 
and a standing green mummiform body. 

Register 6 Text only: inpw imy-wt. 
Feet Text with an invocation to Ra-Harakhty and on both sides a lying 

down black jackal with a red scarf on a shrine.  
Base Palace façade. 
Bottom N/A 
Back Damaged. 
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Catalogue # 123 
Coffin Inner coffin lid of Payefiou (py-f-iw), wab priest of Amun, son of 

Harsiese, wab priest of Amun and lady of the house Saai? 
Inv # Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 25109 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Gasse (1996), 164-9, pl XLI80 
PN I, 127.9 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

202 cm 

Width of 
Object 

70 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

46 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Dark81 skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A striped tripartite wig with bands at the bottom. The coronet is very 

damaged but has a solar disk with two uraeus and some text.  
Collar  Four rows of solid bands. Twelve rows of feathers and beads with the 

last being oval pendants.  
Nut  A winged solar disk with text: an invocation to the deceased with 

genealogy.  
Register 1 Vignette of BoD spell 125. Anthropomorphic falcon Ra-Harakhty 

with a solar disk and uraeus, wig, shoulders, standing mummiform 
body and holding a wAs. Behind is Osiris with the atef crown, beard, 
shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding a wAs. Then Isis 
and Nephthys, identified, with wigs, dresses, and standing with arms 
in adoration and holding linen. A deity with a wig, shoulders, 
standing mummiform body. An anthropomorphic baboon with a wig, 
shoulders, and standing mummiform body. An anthropomorphic 
falcon with a wig, shoulders, and standing mummiform body. An 
anthropomorphic jackal with a wig, shoulders, and standing 
mummiform body. They make the four sons of Horus. imnt. In front 
of Ra-Harakhty is a snake, then anthropomorphic ibis Thoth with a 
wig, body, top, kilt, walking with the hand of the deceased, with a 
wig, cone, kilt and arms in adoration. Behind a damaged scale and a 

																																																								
80	Images in publication.	
81	The publication did not offer coloured photographs and it was not on display in the Vatican gallery, 
therefore all descriptions lack colour reference unless stated in Gasse.	
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seated baboon, Thoth with a solar disk. 
Register 2 Text comprising a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Register 3 
 

The middle vignette is damaged from BoD spell 151 with the 
deceased, on a lion bed with Anubis standing above. On both sides is 
a vignette with a falcon with outstretched wings with a solar disk, 
wDAt. 

Register 4 Text comprising a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Register 5 This vignette is Ra-Harakhty, the anthropomorphic falcon with solar 

disk and uraeus sitting in the solar barque with a mummiform body 
and holdign a mAat feather. A standing anthropomorphic falcon is 
behind with a kilt as the oarsman. On the shore behind there are 
adoring baboons with solar disks. In front of Ra-Harakhty is a cobra 
with a white crown of Egypt and the rest damaged with only an 
adoraing baboon on the far side. 

Feet Text comprising of offerings and the identification of Nephthys.   
Base N/A 
Bottom N/A 
Back Lid only. 
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Catalogue # 124 
Coffin Coffin of Anonymous. 
Inv # Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 25108 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Gasse (1996), 163, pl. XL, 382 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood  
Height of 
Object 

157 cm 

Width of 
Object 

40 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

31.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

 

Face  Dark83 skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. 
Wig  Fragment of a vulture headdress84.  
Collar  Two rows of solid bands. Eight rows of feathers and beads with the 

last being oval pendants.  
Central  One row of vertical hieroglyphs comprising an invocation. 
Body Broken. 
	

																																																								
82	Images in publication.	
83	The publication did not offer coloured photographs and it was not on display in the Vatican gallery, 
therefore all descriptions lack colour reference unless stated in Gasse.	
84	Possible identification for female coffin, based on previous data collected.	
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Catalogue # 125 
Coffin Inner coffin of Tayimen (tA-y-imn), noble lady of the house of 

Nephthys, daughter of Djedmontuiufankh.  
Inv # Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 25001.2.1-285 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Gardiner (1951), 110 
Gasse (1996), 170-9, pls XLII-XLVII, 1 
Marucchi (1899), 175-6 no. 148 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood, gesso and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

184 cm 

Width of 
Object 

50 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

36 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Light86 skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and fringe. Large 
protruding ears. 

Wig  A black brick wig with bands at the bottom and a vulture headdress.  
Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Sixteen rows of feathers and beads with 

the last being oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 
Nut  Winged Nut, identified, kneeling on a false door with dark-skin, with 

a wig and dress. Four rows of wings: light with blue spots, and three 
rows of plumes. On both sides a ram with a double plume crown, 
solar disk and horns standing on a standard with incense in front. The 
text is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw.  

Register 1 Vignette of BoD spell 125. An anthropomorphic falcon Ra-Harakhty 
with a solar disk and uraeus, wig, shoulders, and a standing 
mummiform body and holding a wAs. Behind is Osiris with the atef 
crown, beard, shoulders, and a standing mummiform body and 
holding a wAs. Then a deity with a double plume crown and ram horns 
(Amun?), with shoulders, and a standing mummiform body holding a 
wAs. Then Isis and Nephthys, identified, with wigs, dresses, standing 
with arms in adoration and holding linen. Then eleven other deities, 
mix of human, anthropomorphic falcon, baboon, and jackals. Before 
Ra-Harakhty are seven similar deities then Ammut, a scale and imnt.  

Register 2 A solar barque with Ra-Harakhty in the center as an anthropomorphic 
falcon with a solar disk and uraeus seated with a standing Isis and 

																																																								
85	Images in publication.	
86	No colour images so used Gasse description when needed.	
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Nephthys behind. The rest of the barque is damaged. On the right are 
two adoring baboons and eight deities in mummiform holding linen 
and mAat feathers. On the left there are seven deities. 

Central 
Median 

Vignette of BoD spell 151 with the deceased on a lion bed in 
mummiform. Four jars below and an anthropomorphic jackal Anubis 
above. Five lines of vertical text comprising Htp-di-nsw formulas to 
Ra-Harakhty (2x), Geb, Osiris Wennefer and Osiris xnty-imntiw. 

Register 3 
 

On the left, the inner vignette is a anthropomorphic jackal with a wig, 
shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding emmer. The outer 
vignette is a deity with a wig, shoulders and a standing mummiform 
body and holding emmer. On the right, the inner vignette is a deity 
with a wig, shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding 
emmer. The outer is an anthropomorphic ibis with a wig, shoulders, 
standing mummiform body and holding emmer. 

Register 4 On the left the inner vignette is a deity with a wig, shoulders, standing 
mummiform body and holding emmer. The outer is an 
anthropomorphic falcon with a wig, shoulders, standing mummiform 
body and holding emmer. On the right, the inner vignette is an 
anthropomorphic jackal with a wig, shoulders, standing mummiform 
body and holding emmer. The outer is an anthropomorphic ibis with a 
wig, shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding emmer. 

Register 5 On the left is an anthropomorphic ibis with a wig, shoulders, standing 
mummiform body and holding emmer. On the right is a deity with a 
wig, shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding emmer. 

Register 6 On the left is a deity with a wig, shoulders, standing mummiform 
body and holding emmer. On the right is an anthropomorphic ibis 
with a wig, shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding 
emmer. 

Register 7 On the left is a deity with a wig, shoulders, standing mummiform 
body and holding emmer. On the right is an anthropomorphic falcon 
with a wig, shoulders, standing mummiform body and holding 
emmer. 

Register 8 On the left is an anthropomorphic ibis? with a wig, shoulders, 
standing mummiform body and holding emmer. On the right is an 
anthropomorphic baboon with a wig, shoulders, standing mummiform 
body and holding emmer. 

Feet Damaged text.  
Base anx, wAs, nb and the sides are palace façade. 
Bottom Running apis bull with the deceased on its back. 
Back Dd pillar with a double plume crown, solar disk, horns and two cobras 

with solar disks. The pillar is holding a crook and flail. There are two 
imnt. A snake is around the entire coffin. 
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Catalogue # 126 
Coffin Coffin of Anonymous. 
Inv # Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 25009.2.1-2 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Gasse (1996), 201-2, pls LIV, 1, LIV, 287 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood  
Height of 
Object 

185 cm 

Width of 
Object 

63 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

52 cm 

Background 
colour 

 

Face  Dark88 skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows large protruding ears 
and a trace of earrings. 

Wig  Damaged. 
Collar  Damaged. 
Body Heavily damaged.  
Base Plain. 
Back Trace of a pillar of wood for support, typical of Late Period 

construction. 
	

																																																								
87	Images in publication.	
88	The publication did not offer coloured photographs and it was not on display in the Vatican gallery, 
therefore all descriptions lack colour reference unless stated in Gasse.	
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Catalogue # 127 
Coffin Inner coffin of Taditirynefer (tA-dit-iry-nfr), noble lady of the house, 

daughter of Thothirdis, daughter of Tacheriakh. 
Inv # Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 25005.2.1-2 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Gasse (1996), 180-200, pls XLVII, 2-IL, 1, 3-L, 1L, 2, LI-LIII 
Marucchi (1899), 145-7 no. 133 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

182 cm 

Width of 
Object 

49 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

38 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and fringe. Protruding ears. 
Wig  A black brick wig with yellow bands at the bottom and a yellow 

vulture headdress.  
Collar  One row of solid bands. Twenty-seven rows of geometric shapes with 

the last being oval pendants.  
Nut  Yellow-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, green 

headband and dress, crouching on a doorway. Four rows of wings: 
yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes with red tips. On 
both sides a green ram with a double plume crown, solar disk and 
horns, red breast standing on a standard with incense in front. The text 
is an invocation to Nut and then a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-
imntiw. 

Register 1 Vignette of BoD spell 125. A table of offerings with a lotus flower. 
To the right is green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, blue beard, 
yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and holding a 
wAs. Then behind is green anthropomorphic falcon Ra-Harakhty with 
a red solar disk and uraeus, yellow shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body and holding a wAs. Green-skinned (Amun?) with 
the double plumed crown and horns, yellow shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body and holding a wAs. Then green-skinned Isis and 
Nephthys, identified, with blue wigs, red dresses, standing with one 
arm in adoration and holding linen. A red-skinned deity, a green 
anthropomorphic ibis, a red-skinned deity, a green-skinned deity, a 
black anthropomorphic ibis and three red-skinned deities all with blue 
wigs, cones, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform bodies and 
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holding each a mAat feather and linens. On the other side of the table is 
blue anthropomorphic ibis Thoth with a blue wig, body, white kilt and 
holding a scroll and linen. Behind is the deceased, green-skinned with 
a white shroud. Then Ammut sitting on a shrine and behind a 
damaged scale with a standing anthropomorphic jackal and ibis with 
mummiform bodies. Another anthropomorphic ibis in a standing 
mummiform body is on the end.  

Central 
Median 

Vignette of BoD spell 151. The deceased, yellow-skinned, blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and green mummiform body lying on a lion bed 
with jars underneath and a black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis 
above holding an ib. There are seven rows of vertial hieroglyphs 
comprising of Htp-di-nsw formulas to various funerary gods.  

Register 2 On the left, the inner vignette has a damaged face but a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a standing green mummiform body. The outer 
vignette is a red-skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
standing green mummiform body. On the right, the inner vignette is a 
white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, cone, yellow 
shoulders and a standing green mummiform body, holding a sxm. The 
outer vignette is a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and a standing green mummiform body. 

Register 3 
 

On the left, the inner vignette is damaged and the outer is a red-
skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a standing green 
mummiform body. The right inner vignette is a red-skinned deity with 
a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a standing green mummiform body. 
The outer is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and a standing green mummiform body. 

Register 4 The left vignette is damaged and the right is a black anthropomorphic 
ibis with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a standing green 
mummiform body. 

Register 5 The left vignette is damaged and the right is a black anthropomorphic 
jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a standing green 
mummiform body. 

Register 6 The left vignette is a red-skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and a standing green mummiform body. The right is a green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a 
standing green mummiform body. 

Feet On each side a wDAt eye and the text is an invocation to the deceased.  
Base anx, wAs, nb and the sides are palace façade. 
Bottom A running apis bull with the deceased on its back and a bA above. 
Back Htp-di-nsw formulae. 
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Catalogue # 128 
Coffin Inner coffin of Hetepheres (Htp-Hr-s), lady of the house. 
Inv # Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 38073.2-1. 
Other coffins Old number 22954 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bongrani-Fantoni, Haikal, Nolli (1978), 153-82 
Gasse (1996), 180-200, pls XLVII, 2-IL, 1, 3-L, 1L, 2, LI-LIII 
Grenier (1993), 13 
Haikal (1989), 13-23 
Marucchi (1899), 150-8, nos. 139-40 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

172 cm 

Width of 
Object 

45 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

26 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrow. Small protruding ears. 
Wig  A black brick wig with yellow bands at the bottom and a 

multicoloured rectangles headband. 
Collar  Five rows of solid bands. Nine rows of feathers and beads with the 

last being oval pendants.  
Nut  Winged falcon with a green ram head with a yellow solar disk and 

horns holding a Snw in each talon. Three rows of green plumes.  
Register 1 On the left, the inner vignette is green-skinned Hathor, identified, 

with a white wig, red solar disk with horns, red dress and standing 
with an anx and wAs. She is beside the standing red-skinned deceased 
with a black wig, cone and white shroud with both arms raised in 
adoration. The outer vignette is a standing green anthropomorphic 
ram, identified as bA-anx (Khnum?), with horns, blue wig, blue body, 
top, kilt and tail and holding an anx and wAs. On the right, the inner 
vignette is green anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, identified as lord of 
Hermopolis, with a white wig, red body, green top, kilt and tail and 
standing while holding an anx and wAs. The deceased is beside him, 
standing and red-skinned with a black wig, white shroud and arms in 
adoration. The outer vignette is a standing anthropomorphic crocodile 
with horns, a wig, top and kilt. The text below is part of BoD spell 76. 

Central 
Median 

Abydos fetish with a Dw mountain on the bottom and two winged 
felines around the fetish.   

Register 2 On the left inner vignette is a red anthropomorphic baboon, Hapi, 
identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and a green 
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standing mummiform body holding linen. The outer is white 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, 
cone, yellow shoulders and a green standing mummiform body 
holding linen. On the right inner vignette is red-skinned Amset(y), 
identified, with with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and a green 
standing mummiform body holding linen. The outer is black 
anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and a green standing mummiform body holding linen. The 
text below is part of BoD spell 81. 

Register 3 
 

On the left, the inner vignette is white anthropomorphic Ra-Harakhty, 
identified, with a white wig, green body, top, red kilt, tail, standing 
and holding an anx and wAs. Beside him is green-skinned Osiris with 
the atef crown, a blue beard, yellow shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body and holding an anx and wAs. The outer vignette is 
the deceased with red-skin, a black wig, white shroud and arms in 
adoration. The right inner vignette is black anthropomorphic jackal 
Anubis, identified as tp-Dw=f, with a red wig, green body, top, kilt, 
tail, standing and holding the hand of the deceased who has red-skin, 
a black wig, and white shroud. The outer vignette is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, body, top, kilt and holding 
the other hand of the deceased. The text below is part of BoD spell 
44.  

Register 4 The left vignette is green-skinned Ma’at, identified with a white wig, 
red headband, red dress, standing and holding an anx and lotus 
scepter. Beside her is green-skinned Nun, identified, with a black wig, 
red headband, top, kilt and holding an anx and wAs. The right vignette 
is green-skinned Ha, identified, with a black wig, green top and kilt 
with one arm raised and the other holding the deceased, with red-skin, 
a black wig and white shroud. The text below is part of BoD spell 93. 

Feet On each side a black jackal with a red scarf lying down on a shrine, 
the left identified as Anubis tp-Dw=f, and the right as Wepwawet. 

Base A green rectangle. 
Bottom A running apis bull with the deceased on its back. 
Back Dd pillar with an anx above with two red arms holding a solar disk. On 

the bottom left Nephthys is crouching and iAbt is above her and the 
bnw bird. On the right mirrors Isis with imnt and a falcon. Along both 
sides are adoring red baboons. The text is BoD spells 56, 59 and 89. 
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Catalogue # 129 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Ankhefenkhons i (anx-f-n-xnsw), prophet 

of Montu, son of Besenmut i and lady of the house Taneshut.  
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41001bis 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41042, middle coffin CG 41043 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Lieblein (1871), nos, 1090, 1093, 1096, 1109, 1117, 1123 
Moret (1913), 22-38, pls. III-VI 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
PN I, 67.9, II, 347 
Taylor (1984), 31, 40 
Vittmann (1978), 6-10, 14-5, 29-30, 44 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

219.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

64 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

55.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: Above the vignette is genealogical information, the panel 
contains an invocation to skr-nb-S, Geb, Isis, Qebehsenuef, and 
Anubis. The post on the left has an invocation and on the right to 
Qebehsenuef.   
Vignette: The top register is the twelve hours of night, named with 
green-skin, four blue and seven black wigs, red solar disks, yellow 
collars and red dresses in shrines. The lower register from the left to 
the right, are seven deities; red anthropomorphic bull skr-nb-S, 
identified, green anthropomorphic uraeus, identified Geb?, green 
anthropomorphic falcon, head of a red solar disk with a wDAt eye 
inside, identifed Isis?, green anthropomorphic ram with solar disk, 
identified as Qebehsenuef,  green anthropomorphic falcon, identified 
as Anubis, and a green anthropomorphic vulture, identifed as Anubis, 
all with blue wigs, cones and seated mummiform bodies. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains an invocation to the deceased. The post on the left is an 
invocation to Hapi and on the right Montu.  
Vignette: In the middle a green-skinned Osiris, identified, with a blue 
wig with a uraeus, green beard, yellow collar and green mummiform 
body, lying on his stomach on a lion bed with wood (T13) above and 
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below: a blue white crown (S1), red crown (S3), atef crown (S8), 
double plume crown (S9) with ram horns, a bow (T10), double-
headed arrow, scepter (S42), dagger (T8), kilt (S26), blue cap (S7) 
and on either side of the bed an imiut fetish. The left vignette is green-
skinned Selkis, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
collar, red dress, standing with one arm over her chest. Then a red-
skinned running (heel lifted) deity with a blue wig, red headband, blue 
collar and kilt, with arms raised in adoration and holding linen. Then 
a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, cone, yellow 
shoulders and red standing mummiform body, holding mAat. The right 
vignette is a green-skinned goddess with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow collar, red dress, standing with one arm raised and the other 
holding out linen. Then a red-skinned running (heel lifted) deity with 
a blue wig, red headband, blue collar and kilt, with arms raised in 
adoration and holding linen. Then a yellow anthropomorphic falcon 
with a blue wig, cone, green shoulders and red standing mummiform 
body, holding mAat. The register below on the left has a green 
anthropomorphic hippopotamus with a blue wig, cone, with incense in 
front and (U25). On the right is the same figure, but with an open 
mouth and imnt behind. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is genealogical information, the panel 
contains the names of the twelve hours of night and an invocation to 
the deceased. The post on the left is an invocation and genealogical 
information and the right is an invocation to skr-nb-S. 
Vignette: The top register is the twelve hours of night, named with 
green-skin, four blue and seven black wigs, red solar disks, yellow 
collars and red dresses in shrines. The lower register from the left to 
the right, are seven deities; green anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, 
identified, green-skinned Amset(y) with blue beard, identified, black 
anthropomorphic jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, red 
anthropomorphic bull, identifed Htpw-Dd=f, green anthropomorphic 
lion, identified as nbt-imA-xr, green anthropomorphic uraeus with blue 
beard, identified as skr-nb-S, and blue anthropomorphic falcon, 
identifed as dwAt-r-mwt=f-nTr), all with blue wigs, cones and seated 
mummiform bodies. Below the entire side is palace façade.  

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Horus nDty-it=f, the 
panel contains an invocation to Anubis, Wepwawet, Osiris and Geb. 
The post on the left is an invocation to Wepwawet and on the right to 
Anubis xnty-sH-nTr.  
Vignette: In the middle white anthropomorphic Horus, identified, 
with a black wig, double crown, red body, green top, half-yellow-and-
half green kilt, yellow-and-green tail, erecting a Dd pillar with a 
double plume crown and horns.  On other side is a green 
anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) with a black wig, blue collar, red body, 
green top, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, blue belt. On either side of 
the middle scene is a black anthropomorphic jackal, identified on the 
left as Wepwawet and the right as Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, with blue and 
red wigs, yellow collars, blue bodies, green tops, half-yellow-and-
half-red or half-blue-and-half-yellow kilt, yellow-and-black tails. 
Below the register is a on the left a green anthropomorphic vulture 
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with a blue wig, two separating feathers on its head, yellow shoulders 
and a red seated mummiform body. On the right is a a red 
anthropomorphic hippopotamus with a blue wig, two separating 
feathers on its head, yellow shoulders and a red seated mummiform 
body. They are both facing outwards and holding knives. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased.  
Vignette: Front left to right, a yellow-and-green uraeus with a red 
solar disk and uraeus, extended wings sitting on Ss. A white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a red solar disk and uraeus, red-and-
yellow striped shoulders, striped mummiform body. A red 
anthropomorphic hippopotamus with atef crown, blue wig, yellow-
and-blue striped shoulders, red standing mummiform body and 
holding the crook and flail. A table of offerings. The red-skinned 
deceased with a blue wig, cone, blue collar, yellow-and-black striped 
kilt. A large blue-and-red fish on nb on a shrine. 2x a red-skin seated 
deity with a green collar and top, yellow kilt, green belt with both 
hands holding a lizard on a stick. a small shrine, a green 
anthropomorphic ram with a red wig, uraeus, blue body, blue top, 
yellow collar, yellow-and-red kilt, seated, and holding a green snake. 
A green anthropomorphic crocodile with a blue wig, yellow collar, 
blue body, blue top, red-and-yellow kilt, blue belt and holding a blue 
snake. Two red-and-green baboons sitting on a shrine. Damage. a red-
skinned deity, kneeling with a blue collar, green top, yellow kilt, 
presenting a white gazelle as offering. A green anthropomorphic ram 
with a blue wig, double plume crown, blue-and-yellow striped 
shoulders, red-and-yellow mummiform body, standing with a knife. A 
green anthropomorphic turtle with a blue wig, blue body, yellow 
collar, red top, yellow kilt, crouching and holding a knife. A green 
anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, blue-and-yellow striped 
shoulders, red-and-yellow standing mummiform body holding a knife. 
A partly damaged walking anthropomorphic feline with a red wig, 
uraeus, blue body, yellow collar, green top, yellow-and-red kilt, 
yellow tail with one arm raised and the other holding an anx. Sms. The 
red-skinned  deceased with a blue wig, cone, collar, yellow-and-black 
kilt, standing and holding out an oil jar (W1). A table of offering with 
a lotus flower. A blue anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red 
solar disk, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body and holding a wAs. A white anthropomorphic 
falcon with a red solar disk and uraeus, red-and-yellow striped 
shoulders, striped mummiform body. A yellow-and-green uraeus with 
a red solar disk and uraeus, extended wings sitting on Ss. Below the 
entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Right Vignette: nfr in the middle and on either side a wDAt eye, on the left 
iAxt, imnt, the right Axt, iAbt. 

Top Back Vignette: Front left to right, a yellow-and-green uraeus with a red 
solar disk and uraeus, extended wings sitting on Ss. A white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a red solar disk and uraeus, red-and-
yellow striped shoulders, striped mummiform body. A blue 
anthropomorphic ram with the double plume crown and solar disk, 
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blue wig, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body and holding wAs. The red-skinned deceased with a 
blue wig, cone, long yellow kilt, holding out a pot. A shrine with two 
damaged wDAt eyes. On either side of the shrine is a red-skin seated 
priest with a blue wig, panther tunic and an arm raised in adoration. 
Blue and red vulture Mut, identified, on a pedestal. A red 
anthropomorphic hippopotamus with a blue wig, standing with a 
knife.  A seated deity with double plumes as a head, red-skin, blue 
collar and top, yellow kilt, arm across chest. A standing red-skinned 
deity facing front with a yellow cap crown, green collar, green dress, 
one arm raised the other holding linen. A pintail duck (G41) on a 
shrine. A red-skin deity with a blue collar, top, half-blue-and-half-
white kilt, walking and holding a knife. A red-skin deity with a blue 
collar, top, half-blue-and-half-white kilt, walking. Two red-skin 
seated deities with a blue collar, green tops, yellow kilts and holding 
lizards on sticks. A standing blue-skin deity with a white collar, red 
top and yellow kilt. Table with three nw pots. The deceased is facing 
the table with red-skin, cone, blue wig, long yellow kilt and arms in 
adoration. A green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, stolam and red standing mummiform body, holding a 
crook. A white anthropomorphic falcon with a red solar disk and 
uraeus, red-and-yellow striped shoulders, striped mummiform body. 
A yellow-and-green uraeus with a red solar disk and uraeus, extended 
wings sitting on Ss. Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Left In the middle a Dd pillar with ram horns and on each side is Snw. On 
the left is a blue anthropomorphic uraeus with a blue wig, female face 
and green body, identified as Isis. On the right identical Nephthys.  
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Catalogue # 130 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Neseramun (Ns-r-Imn), priest of Montu 

and Amun, son of Ankhefenkhons i and lady of the house Neskhons. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41002 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41044, middle coffin CG 41045. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 88 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Catalogue Loret (1897), n. 1289 
Lieblein (1871), nos. 1089, 1090, 1093, 1096, 1109, 1129 
Moret (1913), 38-61, pls. VII-IX 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
PN I, 173.19 
Vittmann (1978), 14-5, 26, 30 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

248 cm 

Width of 
Object 

106 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

65 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris Ddt, the 
panel contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, Anubis imy-wt, 
Geb and Horus xnty-nn-mAA. The posts have with a wDAt eye on palace 
façade above, and then each an invocation to the deceased.  
Vignette: From the left to the right, standing in five shrines are red-
skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, beard, cone, blue-and-
red striped shoulders and green mummiform body. Green 
anthorpomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, cone, 
blue-and-red striped shoulders and a red mumiform body. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified imy-wt, with a blue wig, 
cone, blue-and-red striped shoulders and a white mummiform body. 
Green-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red 
striped shoulders and a red mummiform body. White 
anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified xnty-mAA, with a blue wig, 
cone, blue-and-red striped shoulders and a green mummiform body. 
At the bottom of the left post is a standing Neith with outstretched 
arms and on the right a similar Isis. Below the entire side is palace 
façade. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains an invocation to Isis. The posts have with a wDAt eye on 
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palace façade above, and then on either side an invocation to the 
deceased.  
Vignette: In the middle a green-skinned Isis, identified, with a white 
wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress, kneeling on nbw and 
holding a Snw. At the bottom of the left post is a standing Isis with 
outstretched arms and on the right a similar Seshat. Below the entire 
side is palace façade. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty and 
part of BoD 128, the panel contains invocations to Hapi, 
Qebehsenuef, Heka, and Nr-nf-ds=f. The posts have with a wDAt eye 
on palace façade above, and then on the left an invocation to Atum 
and the right to the deceased.  
Vignette: From the right to the left, two wDAT eyes above a false door, 
and then standing in four shrines are red anthorpomorphic baboon 
Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red striped shoulders 
and a green mumiform body. White anthropomorphic falcon 
Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red striped 
shoulders and a red mummiform body. Green-skinned Heka, 
identified, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red striped shoulders and a 
white mummiform body. Red-skinned Nr-nf-ds=f, with a blue wig, 
cone, blue-and-red striped shoulders and a red mummiform body. At 
the bottom of the left post is a standing Isis with outstretched arms 
and on the right a similar Anuket. Below the entire side is palace 
façade. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains an invocation to Nephthys. The posts have with a wDAt eye 
on palace façade above, and then on the left an invocation to Osiris 
and on the right to the deceased.  
Vignette: In the middle a green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a 
white wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress, kneeling on 
nbw and holding a Snw. At the bottom of the left post is a standing Isis 
with outstretched arms and on the right a similar Nephthys. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. The panel is 
broken but contains genealogical information and an invocation 
below to the deceased. 
Vignette: Front left to right, the deceased with red-skin, blue wig, red 
headband, cone, green collar, blue kilt, and panther tunic, walking 
with arms in adoration. Then a procession of twelve alternating red or 
blue-skinned deities, walking with blue wigs, alternating red or green 
collars, half-green-and-half-white kilts, green tails all pulling the solar 
barque. On in is a lotus flower with two falcons perched on it. Inside 
the shrin, encircled by a green snake, is a walking green 
anthropomorphic ram with a red solar disk and horns, green wig, blue 
body, half-green-and-half-white kilt and green tail. Before him is 
green-skinned Ma’at, identified, with black hair, yellow collar and red 
dress, standing. Behind her is a snake. Behind the barque is Sms, aH. 
Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Right Vignette: An Axt in the middle and on either side imnt, two walking 
black jackals and bAw. 
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Top Back Text: The panel is an invocation below to the deceased and part of 
BoD 15. 
Vignette: Front left to right, the deceased with red-skin, blue wig, red 
headband, cone, green collar, blue kilt, and panther tunic, walking 
with arms in adoration. Then a procession of twelve deities, eight are 
alternating red or blue-skinned deities, and four are green 
anthropomorphic ram deities. They are walking with blue wigs, 
alternating red or green collars, half-green-and-half-white kilts, green 
tails all pulling the solar barque. On it is a slouching green-skinned 
goddess with black hair, a red dress and one arm bent. Above written 
sryt. Then a red-skinned deity with a black wig, half-green-and-half-
white kilt, green tail, walking with linen. A standing Isis, identified, 
with green-skin, a blue wig, red headband, red dress. A chest with a 
pyramid base, a eye on top, lotuses and nature coming out of it with 
two falcons perched. Five walking red or blue-skinned deities, with 
black wigs, half-green-and-half-white kilts, green tails. Green-skinned 
Hathor, identified, with a blue wig, red solar disk, red headband, 
yellow collar and red dress. Inside the shrine is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a black wig, red solar disk and uraeus 
(Ra-Harakhty), blue body, half-green-and-half-white kilt, green tail, 
holding wAs and anx. Sms. Two standing red and blue-skinned deities, 
with blue wigs, half-green-and-half-white kilts, green tails, and each 
holding an oar. Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Left Panel missing. 
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Catalogue # 131 
Coffin Wooden outer qrsw sarcophagus of Wennefer (Wn-nfr), divine father 

of Amun, son of Ankhefenkhons i and lady of the house Neskhons. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41006 
Other coffins Inner wooden anthropoid coffin CG 41046 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbier (1975), 92-7 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1127 
Moret (1913), 92-99, pls XIII-IV 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 79.19 
Vittmann (1978), 30 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

212 cm 

Width of 
Object 

76 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

51 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, Heka, and Xry-bq=f. The 
post on the left is an invocation to Geb and the right Anubis imy-wt. 
Vignette: From the right to the left, standing in four shrines are red-
skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, cone, green shoulders, 
black stola and a yellow mumiform body. Black anthropomorphic 
jackal Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, cone, green shoulders, 
black stola and a yellow mumiform body. Red-skinned Heka, 
identified, with a blue wig, cone, green shoulders, black stola and a 
yellow mummiform body. Black anthropomorphic ibis Xry-bq=f, with 
a blue wig, cone, green shoulders, black stola and a yellow mumiform 
body. Below this entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: The panel contains an invocation to Isis. The posts on the left is 
an invocation to Osiris Ddt and on the right to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Vignette: In the middle in a shrine is standing green-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, yellow collar and red dress, one arm to her 
face and the other with red and blue linen. Below the entire side is 
palace façade. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains invocations to Hapi, Qebehsenuef, Geb, and Horus xnty-mAA. 
The post on the left is an invocation to Atum and the right to the 
deceased.  
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Vignette: From the right to the left, standing in four shrines are red 
anthorpomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, cone, 
green shoulders, black stola and a yellow mumiform body. White 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, 
cone, red collar, yellow body and holding a wAs. Red-skinned Geb, 
identified, with a blue wig, cone, green striped shoulders and a yellow 
mummiform body. White anthropomorphic falcon Horus xnty-mAA, 
with a blue wig, cone, red collar, yellow body and holding a wAs. 
Below this entire side is palace façade. 

Left Text: The panel contains an invocation to Nephthys. The post on the 
left is an invocation to Ptah and on the right to Anubis xnty-sH-nTr.  
Vignette: In the middle in a shrine is standing green-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, yellow collar and red dress, one 
arm to her face and the other with red and blue linen. Below the entire 
side is palace façade. 

Top  Top missing. 
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Catalogue # 132 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Pediamun (p(A)-di-Imn), priest of Montu, 

son of lady of the house Tabetjet and Besenmut, son of 
Ankhefenkhons i. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41008 
Other coffins Inner wooden anthropoid coffin CG 41057 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 192 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1094 
Moret (1913), 101-17 
Piehl (1886), 56 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 121.23 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

204 cm 

Width of 
Object 

78 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

88 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty, the 
panel contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, Anubis imy-wt, 
and Geb. The post on the left has a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris Ddt 
and on the right Mendes.  
Vignette: From the left to the right, standing in four shrines are red-
skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red 
striped shoulders and a red mumiform body holding wAs. Red-skinned 
Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red striped 
shoulders and a red mumiform body holding wAs. Red-skinned 
Anubis, identified imy-wt, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red striped 
shoulders and a red mumiform body holding wAs. Red-skinned Geb, 
identified, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red striped shoulders and a 
red mumiform body holding wAs. Below the entire side is palace 
façade. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an genealogical information, the panel 
contains an invocation to Isis. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Osiris Wennefer and on the right Osiris Behdet.  
Vignette: In the middle a green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue 
wig, red headband, and red dress, standing in a shrine with red and 
blue linen and one arm raised to her mouth. Below the entire side is 
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palace façade. 
Back Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty, the 

panel contains invocations to Hapi, Qebehsenuef, Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, 
and Geb. The post on the left has a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra and 
Horus m Axt and on the right Anubis tp-Dw=f.  
Vignette: From the left to the right, standing in four shrines are red-
skinned Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red striped 
shoulders and a red mumiform body holding wAs. Red-skinned 
Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red striped 
shoulders and a red mumiform body holding wAs. Red-skinned 
Anubis, identified xnty-sH-nTr, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red 
striped shoulders and a red mumiform body holding wAs. Red-skinned 
Geb, identified, with a blue wig, cone, blue-and-red striped shoulders 
and a red mumiform body holding wAs. Below the entire side is palace 
façade. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains an invocation to Nephthys and genealogy. The posts on the 
left is an invocation to Anubis xnty-sH-nTr and on the right Anubis 
imy-wt.  
Vignette: In the middle a green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a 
blue wig, red headband, and red dress, standing in a shrine with red 
and blue linen and one arm raised to her mouth. Below the entire side 
is palace façade. 

Top Front Top missing. 
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Catalogue # 133 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Tabetjet (tA-bA-TAt), lady of the house, 

daughter of the priest of Montu Pediamun and Babaiut, wife of 
Besenmut and mother of Pediamun, priest of Montu. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41009 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41058, middle anthropoid coffin CG 41059. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Catalogue Loret (1897), n. 1285 
Guilhou (2006), 31-8 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1189 
Moret (1913), 117-35, pls. XV-XVII 
Piehl (1886), 54, pls. LIII-LIV 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 356.17 
Vittmann (1978), 40 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

220 cm 

Width of 
Object 

91 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

96 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, Anubis imy-wt, Geb and 
Horus xnty-mAA. The post on the left is Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris 
Ddt and on the right Geb.  
Vignette: From the left to right, standing in five shrines are red-
skinned Amset(y), Duamuted, Anubis imy-wt, Geb and Horus xnty-
mAA all identified, with blue wigs, black beards, red headbands, cones, 
yellow shoulders and green standing mummiform bodies holding 
emmer. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is genealogical information, the panel 
contains an invocation to Isis. The post on the left a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Atum and on the right Ra-Harakhty. 
Vignette: In the middle a green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue 
wig, red headband, and red dress, kneeling on nbw and holding a Snw. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains invocations to Hapi, Qebehsenuef, Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, and 
Horus nDty-it=f. The post on the left is Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris 
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xnty-imntiw and on the right Ptah.  
Vignette: From the left to right, standing in four shrines are red-
skinned Hapi, Qebehsenuef, Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, and Horus nDty-it=f, 
all identified, with blue wigs, black beards, red headbands, cones, 
yellow shoulders and green standing mummiform bodies holding 
emmer. Two wDAT eyes above a false door*. Below the entire side is 
palace façade. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation genealogical information, 
the panel contains an invocation to the deceased. The post on the left 
is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris Wennefer and on the right to Montu.  
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine, a green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, and red dress, crouching on 
nbw and holding a Snw. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. The panel is an 
invocation to the deceased. 
Vignette: Front left to right, the deceased with green-skin, blue wig, 
red headband, cone, red dress, standing with arms in adoration. Then 
a procession of nine deities, five with alternating red or blue-skin, 
then four green anthropomorphic rams, all with blue wigs, black 
beards, red or green tops, half-green-and-half-white kilts, green tails 
all pulling the solar barque with a snake-headed rope. The barque 
contains a green-skinned child with blue lock of hair, hand to their 
mouth and holding a flail. Then standing on a pedestal is green-
skinned Meret, identified, with her arms in adoration, a blue wig, red 
dress and linen. White anthropomorphic falcon with a blue body, red 
top, half-green-and-half-white kilt, green tail, holding an oar. Two 
green-skinned goddesses, Ma’at, identified and then one with a red 
solar disk and uraeus. They have blue wigs, red headbands, and red 
dresses. Blue-skinned deity with a black wig and beard, half-green-
and-half-white kilt, green tail, and one arm raised in adoration. In a 
shrine, standing is a white anthropomorphic falcon, with a red disk 
and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty), black wig, blue body, half-green-and-half-
white kilt, green tail, holding a wAs and anx. Sms, aH, white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a black wig, blue body, half-green-and-
half-white kilt, and green tail. Below the entire scene is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Right Vignette: Snw, water, pot then two wDAt eyes. Below are two black 
jackals with flails and a Xkr pattern. 

Top Back Text: The panel is an adoration text. 
Vignette: Front left to right, the deceased with red-skin, blue wig, red 
headband, cone, red dress with arms in adoration. Then a procession 
of eleven deities, one green anthropomorphic crocodile and the rest 
are alternating red or blue-skinned deities. They are walking with blue 
wigs, black beards, alternating red or green tops, half-green-and-half-
white kilts, green tails all pulling the solar barque. On it a lotus with 
two falcons perched, two red-skinned deities either side of the shrine. 
Snake. In shrine standing green anthropomorphic ram with a blue 
body, black wig, red disk and holding a wAs and anx. In front is green-
skinned Isis, identified, with a vulture headdress and a red dress and 
holding an anx. A blue snake. Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Left Vignette: Snw, water, pot then two wDAt eyes. Below are two black 
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jackals with flails and a Xkr pattern. 
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Catalogue # 134 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Djedhy (Dd-hy), priest of Amun, son of 

lady of the house Tairi and Kamut, priest of Amun, son of Besenmut, 
priest of Amun, brother of Ankhefenkhons i.  

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41011 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Moret (1913), 139-50 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
PN I, 412.1 
Vittmann (1978), 8, 26-8 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

210 cm 

Width of 
Object 

91 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

81 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Osiris Ddt, the panel 
contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, Anubis imy-wt, Geb and 
Horus. The posts have with a wDAt eye on palace façade above, and 
then invocation to Osiris. 
Vignette: From the left to the right, standing in five shrines are red-
skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders 
and green mummiform body. Green anthorpomorphic jackal 
Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and a 
green mumiform body. Blue anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, 
identified imy-wt, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and a green 
mummiform body. Red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig, 
black beard, cone, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. 
Yellow anthropomorphic falcon, damaged identity, with a blue wig, 
cone, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. At the bottom 
of the left post is a standing Nut with outstretched arms and on the 
right a similar Neith. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Osiris, the panel contains 
an invocation to Isis and Horus. The posts have on either side a wDAt 
eye,  then an invocation to Osiris.  
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine, green-skinned Isis, identified, 
with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress, crouching 
on nbw and holding a Snw. At the bottom of the left post is a standing 
Seshat with outstretched arms and on the right a similar Isis. Below 
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the entire side is palace façade. 
Back Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty, the 

panel contains invocations to Hapi, Qebehsenuef, Heka, and ir-in=f-
ds=f. The posts have with a wDAt eye on palace façade above, and 
then on the left an invocation to Atum and the right genealogical 
information.  
Vignette: From the right to the left, two wDAT eyes above a false door, 
and then standing in four shrines are red anthorpomorphic baboon 
Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and a green 
mumiform body. White anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, 
identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and a green 
mummiform body. Red-skinned Heka, identified, with a blue wig, 
black beard, cone, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. 
Red-skinned Nr-nf-ds=f, with a blue wig, cone, black beard, yellow 
shoulders and a green mummiform body. At the bottom of the posts 
are two standing Isis with outstretched arms. Below the entire side is 
palace façade. 

Left Only posts remain, on left a wDAt eye, invocation to Osiris and at the 
bottom a standing Isis with outstretched arms. On the right, a wDAt 
eye, invocation to Osiris and at the bottom a standing Nephthys with 
outstretched arms. 

Top Front Top missing. 
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Catalogue # 135 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Harsiese (Hr-sA-Ast), priest of Montu, son 

of Neferheres and priest of Montu, Neseramun, son of 
Ankhefenkhons i Grandfather of Tjesmutpert. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41013 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41051 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, cache of priests of Montu found by Mariette. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 188 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1090 
Moret (1913), 153-8 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 250.13 
Vittmann (1978), 41-3 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

219 cm 

Width of 
Object 

94 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

80 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Text: Above the vignette is damaged but some genealogical 
information remains, the panel contains invocations to Amset(y), 
Duamutef, Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, Horus nDty-it=f and Heka.  
Vignette: From the left to the right, standing in five shrines are red-
skinned Amset(y), identified, red-skinned Duamutef, identified, red-
skinned Anubis identified xnty-sH-nTr, red-skinned Horus, identified 
nDty-it=f, and red-skinned Heka, all with blue wigs and beards, either 
yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body or green shoulders 
and a red mummiform body. They are all holding emmer. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the Isis with genealogical 
information, the panel contains an invocation to Isis. The post on the 
left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Atum and Ptah and on the right to Ptah 
and Geb. 
Vignette: In the middle a green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue 
wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress, kneeling on nbw and 
holding a Snw. Above is pt. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Missing. 
Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the Nephthys with 

genealogical information, the panel contains an invocation to the 
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deceased. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis imy-
wt and Ra Hr-m-Axt and on the right to Geb. 
Vignette: In the middle a green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a 
blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress, kneeling on nbw 
and holding a Snw. Above is pt. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Top missing. 
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Catalogue # 136 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Ankhefenkhons ii (anx-f-n-xnsw), priest of 

Montu and Amun, son of Neseramun, priest of Montu and lady of the 
house Neskhons  

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41001 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41048, middle coffin CG 41049 and qrsw CG 41004. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 188 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Lieblein (1871), nos, 1090, 1093, 1096, 1109, 1117, 1123 
Moret (1913), 1-22, pls I-II 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
PN I, 67.9, II, 347 
Taylor (1984), 31, 40 
Vittmann (1978), 7, 29 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

242 cm 

Width of 
Object 

103 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

65 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains an invocation to the deceased and parts of BoD 30 and 29. 
The post on the left is an invocation to Qebehsenuef and part of BoD 
28 and the right pXr-sSm 
Vignette: Six red-skinned deities with wigs, cones, green shoulders, 
red stolae and standing mummiform bodies in shrines. No 
identifications. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Horus nDty-it=f, the 
panel contains an invocation to the deceased. The post on the left is an 
invocation to Wepwawet and the right to Anubis xnty-sH-nTr.  
Vignette: In the middle a standing green-skinned Osiris with the atef 
crown, blue beard, yellow collar, red mummiform body, arms crossed 
and holding the crook. Behind is Horus, identified nDty-it=f  a green 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, double crown, green body, 
yellow collar, blue top, yellow belt, half-green-and-half-red kilt, 
yellow-and-green tail, walking with arms in adoration to Osiris. On 
the other side of Osiris is a kneeling green-skinned Isis, identified, 
with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress. Both of 
her hands are touching the ground. Above is a Xkr pattern and below a 
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false door. On either side of the door are outward facing red-skinned 
deities with blue wigs, beards, green shoulders, yellow stolae and 
white standing mummiform bodies. Below the entire side is palace 
façade. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Ra-Harakhty, the panel 
contains an invocation to the deceased and parts of BoD 25 and 23. 
The post on the left is an invocation to Sekhmet and the right to 
Duamutef. 
Vignette: Six red-skinned deities with wigs, cones, green shoulders, 
red stolae and standing mummiform bodies in shrines. No 
identifications. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Isis, the panel contains an 
invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Amset(y) and on the right Hapi.  
Vignette: In the middle green anthropomorphic falcon Ra-Harakhty, 
identified, with an atef crown, yellow wig, green shoulders, red stola 
and a red standing mummiform body, holding a wAs. An offering 
table. The red-skinned deceased, identified, with a cone, green collar, 
panther skin tunic, walking with one hand over the table. On either 
side in a shrine are red-skinned deities with blue wigs, beards, green 
shoulders, yellow stolae and white standing mummiform bodies. The 
entire bottom of the side is palace façade and the top is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased and PT 27959 
(Teti). The panel is an adoration text to Atum and genealogical 
information. 
Vignette: From left to right, the deceased with red-skin, black wig, 
green collar, long kilt, and panther tunic, walking with arms in 
adoration. Then a procession of six alternating red or blue-skinned 
deities and four green anthropomorphic rams, walking with blue wigs 
and beards, alternating yellow or green collars, red or green tops, 
yellow belts, half-green-and-half-white kilts, all pulling the solar 
barque with a snake rope. On it is a red-skinned deitiy with their hand 
to mouth, a black lock and the left holding a flail, lotus flowers with 
two falcons perched on them, two blue-skinned deities standing. In 
the middle is a shrine, surrounded by a large uraeus standing on Ss, a 
green anthropomorphic ram with a black wig, red solar disk and 
horns, blue body, half-green-and-half-white kilt, standing with wAs 
and anx. Before him is green-skinned Meret, identified, with three 
lotus flowers on her head, a black wig, red dress and offering an anx. 
Snake behind her, Sms (T18), aH (O11). Below the entire side is a Xkr 
pattern. 

Top Right Vignette: In the middle nfr, two wDAt eyes on either side, and flanking 
each side are green-skinned deities kneeling, with short black wigs, 
green shoulders and red mummiform bodies. Behind a Snw. The row 
below has a Dd pillar and fourteen cobras with red disks on either side 
of it. 

Top Back Text: The panel is an invocation to the deceased. 
Vignette: Front left to right, the deceased with red-skin, black wig, 

																																																								
59	Note from Moret, 1.	
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green collar, long kilt, and panther tunic, walking with arms in 
adoration Then a procession of ten deities, the first a green 
anthropomorphic crocodile and the rest red-skinned deities, walking 
with blue wigs, alternating red or green collars, half-green-and-half-
white kilts, green tails all pulling the solar barque. Two wr birds 
perched on lotus flowers, in front of a shrine, a standing white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a black wig, blue body, yellow collar, 
half-green-and-half-white kilt, two standing gren-skinned goddesses 
with blue wigs, and red dresses. The middle of the shrine is damaged 
but a red-skin deity with a green top, half-green-and-half-white kilt is 
standing and holding wAs and anx. Three standing blue-skinned 
deities, with blue wigs, half-green-and-half-white kilts, green tails, 
with arms in adoration. Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Left Text: An invocation to Isis and Nephthys. 
Vignette: On the far left a standing Isis, identified, with green-skin, 
blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress. On the right is 
similar Nephthys, identified. In the middle is a winged blue-skinned 
Nut, identified, kneeling on a doorway with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow collar and a red dress. Her wings are blue and green with red 
tips. 
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Catalogue # 137 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Nekhtubasterau (nxt-bAst-rw), noble lady 

of the house, daughter of priest of Montu, Ankhefenkhons iv and 
Wedjarens. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41005 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41050 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1127 
Moret (1913), 88-92 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
Vittmann (1978), 50 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

196 cm 

Width of 
Object 

87 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

98 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Missing. 
Right Missing. 
Back Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-

imntiw, the panel contains invocations to Amset(y), Hapi, Horus xnty-
mAA, Xry-bq=f. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris 
nb-Ddt.  
Vignette: From the left to right, in shrines, red-skinned Amset(y) with 
a blue wig and beard, green collar and red standing mummiform 
body. Green anthropomorphic jackal Hapi with a blue wig, orange 
collar and green standing mummiform body. Green anthropomorphic 
falcon Horus with a blue wig, green collar and red standing 
mummiform body. Green anthropomorphic ibis Xry-bq=f with a blue 
wig, orange collar and green standing mummiform body. On the far 
right are two wDAt eyes and a false door. Below the entire side is 
palace façade. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Nephthys, the panel 
contains a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw and genealogy. 
The post on the left a Htp-di-nsw formula to Atum and on the right to 
Osiris.  
Vignette: In the middle standing green-skinned Nephthys, identified, 
with a blue wig, red headband, collar and dress, with one arm raised 
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to her face with linen. Below the entire side is palace façade. 
Top  Missing. 
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Catalogue # 138 
Coffin Fragment of outer krsw sarcophagus of Besenmut ii (BA-sn-mwt), 

priest of Montu, son of Ankhefenkhons i and Tashepenkhons. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41007 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41050, Fragment of outer qrsw CG 41024. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1092 
Moret (1913), 99-101 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

205 cm 

Width of 
Object 

70 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

50 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Missing. 
Right Text: invocation to the deceased but damaged.  

Vignette: Damaged but traces of a green-skinned goddess with a red 
dress standing in a shrine with one arm raised holding linen. 

Back Missing 
Left Missing. 
Top  Missing. 
Posts Front: The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ptah and the 

right to Osiris nb-AbDw.  
Right: The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis imy-wt 
and the right to Anubis xnty-sH-nTr. 
Back: The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-Ddt and 
the right to nTr-xp=f-r-wAwt.  
Left: The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis nb-tA-Dsr 
amd the right to Anubis tp-Dw=f. 
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Catalogue # 139 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Namenkhepare (nA-mnx-pA-ra), priest of 

Montu, son of Ankhefenkhons i and Neskhons. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41010 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Elias (1993), 730 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Moret (1913), 135-9 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 169.21 
Vittmann (1978), 5, 28, 30, 60 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

210 cm 

Width of 
Object 

84 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

90 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Missing. 
Right Missing 
Back Text: Above the vignette is damaged but there is some genealogical 

information, the panel contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, 
Anubis nb-tA-Dsr and Geb. The post on the right is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Osiris nb-Ddt. 
Vignette: From left to right, red-skinned Amset(y) with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, stola and red standing mummiform body. Green-
skinned Duamutef with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, stola and green 
standing mummiform body. Red-skinned Anubis with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, stola and a red standing mummiform body. Green-
skinned Geb with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, stola and green 
standing mummiform body. Two wDAt eyes and a false door. Below 
the entire side is palace façade. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains an invocation to Nephthys and some genealogical 
information. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis 
imy-wt and the right to Anubis nb-tp-Dw=f-nb-tA-Dsr. 
Vignette: In the center in a shrine is standing green-skinned Nephthys 
with a blue wig with a vulture headdress, red collar and dress, one 
arm raised with linen. On both sides a green-skinned deity with a blue 
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wig, red headband, cone, blue beard, yellow-and-blue striped 
shoulders, a red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Top  Missing. 
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Catalogue # 140 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Tjesmutpert (Ts-mwt-prt), noble lady of the 

house, daughter of priest of Amun, Hor, son of the priest of Montu 
Harsiese, son of priest of Montu Neseramun. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41014 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41053. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Moret (1913), 158-66, pl. XVIII 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
Vittmann (1978), 49 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

186 cm 

Width of 
Object 

64 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

68 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-
imntiw and genealogical information, the panel contains invocations 
to Hapi,  Qebehsenuef, Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, Geb and Heka. The post 
on the left has a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-Ddt and on the right 
to Osiris xnty-imntiw.  
Vignette: From the left to the right, in shrines, standing green-skinned 
Hapi, with a black wig and beard, cone, striped shoulders and red 
mummiform body. Green-skinned Qebehsenuef, with a black wig and 
beard, cone, striped shoulders and a red mumiform body. Green-
skinned Anubis, with a black wig and beard, cone, striped shoulders 
and a red mummiform body. Red-skinned Geb with a black wig and 
beard, cone, striped shoulders and a green mummiform body. Green-
skinned Heka with a black wig and beard, cone, striped shoulders and 
a red mummiform body. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Amun, the panel 
contains an invocation to Isis. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Osiris and on the right Ra-Harakhty. 
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine, standing green-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a black wig, yellow collar and red dress, one arm 
raised with linen.  

Back Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-Ddt, the 
panel contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, Anubis imy-wt, 
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Horus nDty-it=f, and Xry-bq=f. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Osiris nb-anx and on the right Osiris Wennefer.  
Vignette: From the left to the right, in shrines, standing green-skinned 
Amset(y), with a black wig and beard, cone, striped shoulders and red 
mummiform body. Green-skinned Duamutef, with a black wig and 
beard, cone, striped shoulders and a red mumiform body. Green-
skinned Anubis, with a black wig and beard, cone, striped shoulders 
and a red mummiform body. Red-skinned Horus with a black wig and 
beard, cone, striped shoulders and a green mummiform body. Green-
skinned Xry-bq=f with a black wig and beard, cone, striped shoulders 
and a red mummiform body. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is text, the panel contains an invocation to 
Nephthys. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis tp-
Dw=f and on the right to Ra-Harakhty.  
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine, standing green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a black wig, yellow collar and red dress, and one arm 
raised with linen.  

Top Front Text: Down the center is an invocation to the deceased. 
Vignette: From right to left, standing green-skinned deceased with a 
black wig, red headband, blue lotus flower, red dress. Eight red-or-
blue-skinned deities, with blue/black wigs, green-or-yellow collars, 
red-or-yellow tops, half-white-and-half-blue or half-green-and-half-
white kilts, and yellow tails. Pulling a rope. Solar barque with two 
green-skinned goddesses with blue wigs, and red dresses. a blue-
skinned deity. in the middle circled by a snake is a green 
anthropomorphic ram with a blue wig, red solar disk, yellow 
shoulders and a red standing mummiform body, holding a mAat 
feather. In front, a kneeling green-skinned Ma’at, identified, with a 
blue wig and red dress. Two blue-skinned deities. Below the entire 
side is Xkr. 

Top Right Red solar disk with two uraei with yellow white crowns. bdt  
Top Back Text: invocation to deceased. 

Vignette: From right to left, standing green-skinned deceased with a 
black wig, red headband, blue lotus flower, red dress, arms in 
adoration. Four red-or-blue-skinned deities and four green 
anthropomorphic rams, with blue/black wigs, green-or-yellow collars, 
red-or-yellow tops, half-white-and-half-blue or half-green-and-half-
white kilts, and yellow tails. Pulling a rope. Solar barque with a lotus 
flower with two falcons perched in it. A blue-skinned deity, two 
green-skinned goddesses with blue wigs, and red dresses, another 
blue-skinned deity with his right hand on the shrine. in the middle in 
the shrine is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a black wig, red 
solar disk, blue-body, standing and holding wAs, and anx. In front, a 
blue-skinned and red-skinned deity, the second holding an oar. 
Another oar. Below the entire side is Xkr. 

Top Left Nfr, 2 wDAt eyes and a Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis imy-wt. bdt 
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Catalogue # 141 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Ditankh/Taamunshepenankh (dit-anx/ tA-

Imn-Sp-n-anx), daughter of priest of Montu Nebneteru. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41019 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41060, middle coffin CG 41061. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Catalogue Loret (1897), n. 1287 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Moret (1913), 194-99 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 317.1 
Vittmann (1978), 48-9 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

238 cm 

Width of 
Object 

93 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

122 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Ra-Harakhty, the panel 
contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, Anubis imy-wt, and 
Horus xnty-nn-mAA. The post on the left has a Htp-di-nsw formula to 
Osiris Wennefer and on the right to Ptah.  
Vignette: From the left to the right, in shrines, standing red-skinned 
Amset(y), with a blue wig, beard, cone, striped shoulders and red 
mummiform body. Green anthorpomorphic jackal Duamutef, with a 
blue wig, striped shoulders and a green mumiform body. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, with a blue wig, striped shoulders 
and a red mummiform body. Wood anthropomorphic falcon Horus, 
with a blue wig, striped shoulders and a green mummiform body. 
Below the entire side is a stripe and circle pattern. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Isis, the panel contains an 
invocation to Isis. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to 
Osiris skr-nTr-Hr-StA and on the right Osiris wa-nTrw-nb-abDw. 
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine, standing green-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress, 
one arm raised with linen. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw, the 
panel contains invocations to Hapi, Qebehsenuef, Anubis xnty-sH-nTr 
and Geb. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-Ddt 
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and on the right Atum.  
Vignette: From the left to right, in shrines, red anthorpomorphic 
baboon Hapi, with a blue wig, green-blue-and-red striped shoulders 
and a red mumiform body. White anthropomorphic falcon 
Qebehsenuef, with a blue wig, green-blue-and-red striped shoulders 
and a green mummiform body. Green anthropomorphic jackal 
Anubis, with a blue wig, green-blue-and-red striped shoulders and a 
red mummiform body. Red-skinned Geb with a blue wig, green-blue-
and-red striped shoulders and a green mummiform body. Below the 
entire side is a circle and stripe pattern. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb, the panel 
contains an invocation to Nephthys. The post on the left is a Htp-di-
nsw formula to Hapi and on the right to Geb.  
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine, standing green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress, 
and one arm raised with linen. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Top  Missing. 
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Catalogue # 142 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Hor ii (Hr), priest of Montu and Amun, son 

of priest of Montu, Irethorru and lady of the house Gerhatseshnu.  
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41017 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41062 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1112 
Moret (1913), 174-87 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
Vittmann (1978), 5 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

222 cm 

Width of 
Object 

87 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

49 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Text: Above the vignette is genealogical information, the panel 
contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, Anubis imy-wt, Geb and 
Horus nDty-it=f. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb 
and the right to Ra-Harakhty.  
Vignette: From the left to right, red-skinned Amset(y) with a blue 
wig, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, red standing mummiform 
body and holding a wAs scepter. Green anthropomorphic jackal 
Duamutef with a blue wig, cone, green shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. Black anthropomorphic 
jackal Anubis with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. Red-skinned 
Geb with a blue wig, cone, green shoulders, red standing mummiform 
body and holding a wAs scepter.  Green-skinned Horus with a blue 
wig, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, red standing mummiform 
body and holding a wAs scepter. Below the entire side is palace 
façade. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation, the panel contains an 
invocation to Nephthys. The post on the left and right a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to skr-xnty-m-Wsir and the right to Osiris nb-Ddt. 
Vignette: In the middle a standing green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress, 
with one arm raised holding linen. Below the entire side is palace 
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façade. 
Back Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty, the 

panel contains invocations to Hapi, Qebehsenuef, Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, 
Ir-nf-Ds=f and Horus xnty-mAA. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Osiris Wennefer and the right to Atum.  
Vignette: From the left to right, red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi 
with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. White anthropomorphic 
falcon Qebehsenuef with a blue wig, cone, green shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. Black 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue 
striped shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs 
scepter. Red-skinned Ir-nf-Ds=f with a blue wig, cone, green 
shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter.  
Green-skinned Horus with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue striped 
shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation, the panel contains an 
invocation to Isis. The post on the left and right a Htp-di-nsw formula 
to Ptah. 
Vignette: In the middle a standing green-skinned Isis, identified, with 
a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress, with one arm 
raised holding linen. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. On the front the 
text is an invocation to the deceased and part of BoD 15 and an 
invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Vignette: Front right to left, the deceased with red-skin, green collar, 
panther tunic, walking with arms in adoration. Then a procession of 
nine deities, the first five alternating red or blue-skinned deities, 
walking with black wigs and beards, alternating red or green tops, 
half-green-and-half-white kilts, and yellow belts, the last four are 
green anthropomorphic rams and they are all pulling the solar barque. 
On it is a green-skinned naked child with a black lock. Standing 
green-skinned Meret, identified with a black wig and lotus, red dress 
and holding linen. A lotus flower with two falcons perched on it. A 
blue and a red-skin deity with black wigs and beards, yellow collars, 
red tops, half-green-and-half-white kilts. Inside the shrine, a black-
skin deity with a half-green-and-half-white kilt holding a wAs scepter 
and an anx. a red-skin deity and a black skin deity with similar outfits, 
the second with an oar. Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Right Panel missing. 
Top Back Text: the text is an invocation to the deceased and part of BoD 15 and 

an invocation to Osiris nb-Ddt. 
Vignette: Front left to right, the deceased with red-skin, green collar, 
panther tunic, walking with arms in adoration. Then a procession of 
nine deities, the first five alternating red or black-skinned deities, 
walking with black wigs and beards, alternating red or green tops, 
yellow or green collars, half-black-and-half-white or half-green-and-
half-white kilts, and yellow belts, the last four are green 
anthropomorphic ibises and they are all pulling the solar barque. On it 
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is a lotus flower with two falcons perched on it. Standing green-
skinned goddess, with a black wig, red dress and holding linen. A 
standing black-skin deity with black wig and beard, red top, half-
green-and-half-white kilt, yellow belt. Inside the shrine with a serpent 
around, a green anthropomorphic falcon with black body and wig, red 
solar disk with uraeus and horns, holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 
Standing damaged Ma’at, identified with green-skin, red dress. Black-
skin deity with a black wig and beard, red top, yellow belt and half-
green-and-half-white kilt. A red-skin deity a black wig and beard, 
green top and half-black-and-half-white kilt. Below the entire side is a 
Xkr pattern. 

Top Left Panel missing. 
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Catalogue # 143 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Gautseshen (GAwt-Ssn), lady of the house 

and daughter of priest of Montu Hor and Djedmutiwsankh. Aunt of 
Hor ii. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41018 
Other coffins Inner coffin AEIN 1522, middle coffin CG 41063. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n.1114 
Moret (1913), 187-94, pl. XIX 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
Schmidt (1919), 199 n.113 
Vittmann (1978), 5 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

212 cm 

Width of 
Object 

80 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

83 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains an invocation to the deceased. The post on the left is a Htp-
di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-Ddt and the right to Osiris xnty-sH-nTr.  
Vignette: From the left to right, seven red-skinned deities with blue 
wigs, red headbands, cones, black beards, yellow-and-red shoulders, 
green standing mummiform bodies all in shrines. Below the entire 
side is palace façade. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains an invocation to Ra-Harakhty. The post on the left is a Htp-
di-nsw formula to Anubis imy-wt and the right to Osiris tp-Dw=f. 
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine a standing green-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and 
red dress, with one arm raised holding linen. On the left side in a 
shrine a white anthropomorphic falcon and on the right a black 
anthropomorphic jackal with blue wigs, cones, black beards, yellow-
and-red shoulders, and green standing mummiform bodies. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains an invocation to the deceased. The post on the left is a Htp-
di-nsw formula to Atum and the right to Geb.  
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Vignette: From the left to right, seven red-skinned deities with blue 
wigs, red headbands, cones, black beards, yellow-and-red shoulders, 
green standing mummiform bodies all in shrines. Below the entire 
side is palace façade. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains an invocation to Ra-Harakhty. The post on the left is a Htp-
di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty and the right to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine a standing green-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress, 
with one arm raised holding linen. On either side in shrines a red-skin 
deity with a blue wig, red headband, cone, black beard, yellow-and-
red shoulders, and a green standing mummiform body. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased.  
Vignette: Front right to left, the deceased with green-skin, black wig, 
red headband, yellow collar, white shroud walking with arms in 
adoration to sun with rays and two uraei. Then a procession of six 
deities, with alternating red or blue-skin, walking with black or red 
wigs, yellow collars, red-yellow-and-black striped or half-blue-and-
half-yellow kilts, then four green anthropomorphic rams and they are 
all pulling the solar barque. Standing green-skinned Meret, identified 
with a blue wig and lotus, yellow collar, red dress with arms bent. A 
white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue body, black wig, red collar, 
yellow kilt, green tail and standing with legs apart spearing a snake 
over the barque wearing a double crown (Horus). Blue-skin deity with 
a black wig, red headband, cone, black beard, yellow collar, half-blue-
and-half-yellow kilt, standing with one arm behind touching the 
shrine. In shrine, encircled by a snake, white anthropomorphic falcon 
Ra, identified, with a red body, blue wig, green collar, half-blue-and-
half-yellow kilt, blue tail and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. Green-
skinned Isis and Nephthys, identified, standing with black wigs, red 
headbands, yellow collars and red dresses. A white anthropomorphic 
falcon with a red body, blue wig, white collar, half-blue-and-half-
yellow kilt and holding an oar. Lotus flower, wDAt eye and blue 
falcon. Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Right Panel missing. 
Top Back Vignette: Front right to left, the deceased with green-skin, black wig, 

red headband, yellow collar, white shroud walking with arms in 
adoration to sun with rays and two uraei. Then a procession of ten 
deities, with alternating red or blue-skin, walking with black or red 
wigs, yellow collars, red-yellow-and-black striped or half-blue-and-
half-yellow kilts, all pulling the solar barque. A seated green-skinned 
naked child with a black lock and hand to his mouth. A red solar disk. 
A standing blue-skin deity with a black wig and beard, yellow collar, 
green top, half-red-and-half-yellow kilt. A standing green-skinned 
goddess with a black wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress. 
In a shrine encircled by a snake,  a green anthropomorphic ram with a 
blue body, black wig, red solar disk, yellow collar, green top, half-
red-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail and holding a wAs scepter and an 
anx. Serpent. A blue-skin deity. Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 
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Top Left Panel missing. 
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Catalogue # 144 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Tatenisis (tit-n-Ast), lady of the house and 

daughter of priest of Amun Amunhotep and Tapenu, mother of 
Khaahor. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41020 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1897), 195 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Elias (1993), 74 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Legrain (1893), 34, 101 
Lieblein (1871), n.1131 
Mariette (1897) II, 521 
Moret (1913), 199-207, pls. XX-XXII 
Piehl (1886) I, 55, 139 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
Schmidt (1919), 202 nos.142-44 
Taylor (2006), 357-64 
Vittmann (1978), 165 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

227 cm 

Width of 
Object 

87 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

100 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Atum, the 
panel contains an invocation to the deceased. The post on the left is a 
Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis nb-Dsr and the right to Anubis imy-wt.  
Vignette: On the far right, standing blue anthropomorphic jackal 
Anubis, identified, with a blue body, wig, yellow collar, top and half-
blue-and-half-yellow kilt, blue belt and tail, holding a wAs scepter and 
an anx. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Ptah, the panel contains 
the name of the deceased and a table of offerings. The post on the left 
is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Duamutef and the right to Qebehsenuef. 
Vignette: In a shrine, the deceased with yellow-skin, a blue wig, 
collar, red dress, sitting in a chair in front of a table of offerings. One 
arm over the table the other holding a scepter. On both sides is a 
shrine. Below the entire side is palace façade. 
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Back Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw, the 
panel contains an invocation to the deceased. The post on the left is a 
Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis nb-r-qrr-sA and the right to Wepwawet.  
Vignette: On the far right is standing green anthropomorphic ibis 
Thoth, identified with a red body, white collar, yellow top, half-blue-
and-half-yellow kilt, one arm raised and the other holding papyrus. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw. The 
post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Anset(y) and the right to 
Hapi. 
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine a standing green-skinned (Osiris), 
with a blue wig and beard, double plume crown with a red solar disk 
and horns, yellow shoulders and a red standing mummiform body, 
holding the crook and flail. On either side is a shrine. Below the entire 
side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. Front is an 
invocation to deceased. 
Vignette: Front left to right, a white falcon with yellow shoulders, and 
a red mummiform body lying on palace façade. A Dd pillar with a 
double plume crown, red solar disk and horns. A standing green-skin 
(Ptah) with a blue cap wig, blue beard, yellow shoulders, stola, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. The 
deceased, identified with yellow-skin, a blue wig, collar and red dress, 
crouching with her arms in adoration. A black jackal lying on a 
shrine. Abydos Fetish. A solar barque. A shrine with a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk and uraeus, 
yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding an anx. 
In a smaller shrine, a bnw bird with a wDAt eye above. In front of the 
barque the yellow-skinned deceased with a blue wig, collar and dress 
dress standing with an oar. On the shore, the same deceased has her 
arms raised in adoration to a blue-skin deity with a yellow white 
crown of Upper Egypt, blue beard, yellow shoulders, stola, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. A Dd pillar 
with a double plume crown, red solar disk and horns. A white falcon 
with yellow shoulders, and a red mummiform body lying on palace 
façade 

Top Right Panel missing. 
Top Back Vignette: Front left to right, a white falcon with yellow shoulders, and 

a red mummiform body lying on palace façade. A Dd pillar with a 
double plume crown, red solar disk and horns. The deceased, 
identified with yellow-skin, a blue wig, collar and red dress, 
crouching with her arms in adoration. A standing green-skin Ptah, 
identified, with a blue cap wig, blue beard, yellow shoulders, stola, 
red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 
An offering table with a lotus flower and pot. On a shrine, a bA bird 
with a red-skin face, blue wig, blue-and-red wings and yellow feet, 
with a Dd amulet around its neck. Incense. White anthropomorphic 
falcon Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and 
red standing mummiform body. Below him is white anthropomorphic 
jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and 
red standing mummiform body. Anubis, identified, as a black jackal 
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lying on a shrine. Red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders and red standing mummiform body. Below him is 
red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders and red standing mummiform body. The deceased, 
identified, standing with arms in adoration, a table of offering with a 
lotus flower. Osiris and Isis, identified, in a double shrine with blue-
skin, Osiris a black beard and yellow white crown of Upper Egypt and 
Isis a black wig, yellow shoulders and red mummiform seated bodies. 
A white falcon with yellow shoulders, and a red mummiform body 
lying on palace façade 

Top Left Panel missing. 
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Catalogue # 145 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Naneferheres (NA-nfr-Hr.s), lady of the 

house and wife of priest of Montu and Amun, Neseramun. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41012 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Jansen-Winkeln (2009), 429 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n.1090 
Moret (1913), 150-3 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
Vittmann (1978), 41 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

101 cm 

Width of 
Object 

85 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

61 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Right Text: Above the vignette is the mention of Isis. The post on the left is 
a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty with the name of the deceased, 
and on the right to Geb and Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine a standing yellow-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, blue collar and red dress, 
with one arm raised, the other holding linen. Below the entire side is 
palace façade. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is the mention of Nephthys. The post on the 
left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-Ddt and Anubis imy-wt and on 
the right to Anubis xnty-sH-nTr and Osiris. 
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine a standing yellow-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, blue collar and 
red dress, with one arm raised, the other holding linen. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 
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Catalogue # 146 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Takhentmin (tA-xnt(t)-mnw), lady of the 

house and daughter of priest of Montu and Amun, Neseramun  and 
lady of the house Naneferheres. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41015 
Other coffins Inner coffin, CG 41052 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n.1089 
Moret (1913), 166-8 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 367.2, II, 325 
Vittmann (1978), 43 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

186 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

44 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: No posts remain. The pannel contains invocations to Hapi, 
Duamutef, Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, and Horus xnty-mAA. 
Vignette: in shrines, red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi with a blue 
wig, cone, yellow-and-black striped shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body and holding a mAat feather. Green anthropomorphic 
jackal Duamuted with a blue wig, cone, yellow-and-black striped 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body and holding a mAat 
feather. Blue anthropomorphic jackal Anubis with a blue wig, cone, 
yellow-and-black striped shoulders, green standing mummiform body 
and holding a mAat feather. Damaged deity. 

Back Text: No posts remain. The pannel contains invocations to Amset(y), 
Qebehsenuef, Anubis imy-wt, and Geb. 
Vignette: in shrines, red-skin Amset(y) with a blue wig and beard, 
cone, yellow-and-black striped shoulders, green standing mummiform 
body and holding a mAat feather. Green anthropomorphic jackal 
Qebehsenuef with a blue wig, yellow-and-black striped shoulders, 
green standing mummiform body and holding a mAat feather. Black 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis with a blue wig, yellow-and-black 
striped shoulders, green standing mummiform body and holding a 
mAat feather. Red-skin deity with a blue wig and beard, cone, yellow-
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and-black striped shoulders, green standing mummiform body and 
holding a mAat feather. 
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Catalogue # 147 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Irethoreru (irt-Hr-irw), priest of Montu, 

son of priest of Montu Nespasef, son of Besenmut i, and noble lady of 
the house Tashepenkhonsu. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41016 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n.1111 
Moret (1913), 168-74 
Munro (2009), 1-5 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
PN I, 42.11 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

204.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

83 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

77 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased with 
genealogical information, the panel contains an invocation to Osiris 
nb-Ddt. The left post is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-Ddt and the 
right to Osiris Wennefer.  
Vignette: From left to right, seven green-skinned deities with blue 
wigs and beards, red headbands, cones, blue kilts, standing and 
holding each a mAat feather. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: only posts remain. The left post a Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb 
and the right to Anubis tp-Dw=f. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is damaged text with some genealogical 
information, the panel contains an invocation to Osiris nb-Ddt and 
genealogical information. The left post is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ptah 
and the right to Atum.  
Vignette: From left to right, seven green-skinned deities with blue 
wigs and beards, red headbands, cones, blue kilts, standing and 
holding each a mAat feather. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw, the 
panel contains an inovation to Ra-Harakhty. The left post is a Htp-di-
nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty and the right to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Vignette: In the middle, a white mummiform falcon with a red solar 
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disk and uraeus, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, red body. Behind 
it is a wDAt eye and (nb-mAa-hrw). On either side is a green-skinned 
deity with a blue wig and beard, red headband, cone, blue kilt and 
holding a mAat feather. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw and 
genealogy. Front is part of BoD spell 26. 
Vignette: From left to right, a white mummiform falcon, with a red 
solar disk and uraeus, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, and a red 
body. A wDAt eye on Ss. A white mummiform falcon with a blue wig, 
red solar disk with uraeus, yellow shoulders, green body and arms out 
holding a wAs scepter. Standing red-skinned deceased with a blue wig, 
cone, green collar, long green kilt and arms in adoration. In the 
middle a yellow anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar 
disk and uraeus, yellow shoulders and a green standing mummiform 
body inside a shrine in a barque. A cobra with a yellow-and-green 
white crown surround the shrine. Above the shrine are two wDAt eyes. 
The same scene mirrors the other side. Below the entire side is a Xkr 
pattern. 

Top Right Damaged but traces of a nfr and two wDAt eyes. 
Top Back Text: an invocation to the deceased. 

Vignette: From left to right, a white mummiform falcon, with a red 
solar disk and uraeus, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, and a red 
body. A wDAt eye on Ss. A white mummiform falcon with a blue wig, 
red solar disk with uraeus, yellow shoulders, green body and arms out 
holding a wAs scepter. Standing red-skinned deceased with a blue wig, 
cone, green collar, long green kilt and arms in adoration. In the 
middle a yellow anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar 
disk and uraeus, yellow shoulders and a green standing mummiform 
body inside a shrine in a barque. A cobra with a yellow-and-green 
white crown surround the shrine. Above the shrine are two wDAt eyes. 
The same scene mirrors the other side. Below the entire side is a Xkr 
pattern. 

Top Left Damaged but traces of a nfr and two wDAt eyes. 
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Catalogue # 148 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Nesamunopet (Ns-Imn-ipt), priest of 

Montu, son of vizier and prophet of Amun Nesmin and Tatenisis. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41022 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41067 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Legrain (1912), 97-8 
Lieblein (1871), n.1134 
Mariette (1897), 971 
Moret (1913), 219-26 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
PN I, 173.20 
Taylor and Strudwick (2003), 134 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

215 cm 

Width of 
Object 

78 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

83 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: The pannel contains an invocation to the deceased.  
Vignette: The posts and above section are composed of blue, red and 
blue stripes. From the left to right, in four shrines, two standing red-
skinned deities with blue wigs, green shoulders and yellow or red 
mummiform bodies. A white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, 
green shoulders and yellow mummiform body. A black 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, green shoulders and a red 
mummiform body. They are all holding a mAat feather. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: The pannel contains continued text from the back section.  
Vignette: The posts and above section are composed of blue, red and 
blue stripes. In the middle, in a shrine a standing green-skinned deity, 
with a blue wig, double plume crown with a red solar disk and horns, 
blue shoulders and a red mummiform body holding a wAs scepter. 
Above is written kA-imnt. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: The pannel contains an invocation to the deceased.  
Vignette: The posts and above section are composed of blue, red and 
blue stripes. From the left to right, in four shrines, three standing red-
skin deities with blue wigs, green shoulders and yellow or red bodies 
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(alternating). A white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, green 
shoulder and red standing mummiform body. They are all holding a 
mAat feather. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Left Text: The pannel contains an invocation to the deceased.  
Vignette: The posts and above section are composed of blue, red and 
blue stripes. In the middle, in a pavillion is a yellow falcon with a 
blue wig, cone, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders and a red 
mummiform body on Ss on palace façade. Above the pavillion is a 
horizontal piece of wood (T13) and a fire-drill (U28). On either side, 
in a shrine, is a red anthropomorphic hippopotamus with a blue wig, 
double plume crown with a red solar disk, green shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a mAat feather. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. The pannel 
contains an invocation to the deceased. 
Vignette: Front left to right, wDAt on palace façade. Standing green 
anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) with a blue wig, cone and green body. 
Above a pintail duck (G39), iAbt, table of offerings, standing green-
skinned Osiris with the atef crown, blue beard, yellow shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter (Hry-pt-qnbt-nb-
pt-tA). Yellow falcon with a blue wig, cone, yellow-and-blue striped 
shoulders and a red mummiform body. In the middle is a solar barque, 
with an anthropomorphic falcon holding an oar, (V36). In the center 
of the barque is kneeling yellow anthropomorphic falcon Ra, 
identified, with a blue wig, red solar disk, yellow shoulders and a red 
mummiform body, holding a mAat feather. A blue uraeus with a 
yellow white crown encircles the god. Red-skinned deceased with no 
hair, cone, green collar, yellow top, blue belt, white-and-yellow 
striped long kilt, standing and holding linen. iAbt. text and then 
standing deceased with no hair, green collar, yellow top, blue belt, 
white-and-yellow striped long kilt, standing with arms in adoration. 
Above is sA. table of offering with a lotus flower, facing the deceased 
is a yellow anthropomorphic falcon (Ra-Harakhty) with a black wig, 
red solar disk, blue body, yellow collar, green top, blue belt, half-
yellow-and-half-white kilt, blue tail and holding a wAs scepter and an 
anx. Red-skinned deity with a blue wig and beard, cone, kneeling with 
green shoulders and a yellow mummiform body, holding a flail and a 
mAat feather. Yellow mummiform falcon with a blue wig, cone, 
yellow shoulders and red body on Ss. Below the entire side is a Xkr 
pattern. 

Top Right In the middle is a big scepter (S42) between two lying down black 
jackals with red scarves on two shrines (Anubis). Then two Snw on 
either side. 

Top Back Text: The pannel contains an invocation to the deceased.  
Vignette: From left to right, a yellow mummiform falcon with a blue 
wig, cone, yellow shoulders and red body on Ss, a yellow 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow white crown with 
uraeus (Horus), green shoulderss, yellow standing mummiform body 
and holding a wAs scepter. On a pedestal, an ib. facing inwards, 
standing green anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) with a blue wig, cone, 
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yellow shoulders, red mummiform body, blue linen and holding a 
mAat feather. table of offerings with a lotus flower. Dd pillar with a 
double plume crown, red solar disk and horns. Yellow 
anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as nDty-it=f, with a red 
solar disk, black wig, blue body, yellow collar, green top, red-and-
blue belt, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, green tail, and holding a 
wAs scepter and an anx. Solar barque. Two red solar disks identified as 
Isis and Nephthys. damaged deity, green-skinned deity with a solar 
disk, green shoulders and yellow standing mummiform body. Green-
skin deity with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and red 
standing mummiform body, holding a crook. A kneeling yellow 
anthropomorphic falcon with a red solar disk, green shoulders, a 
yellow mummiform body and holding a mAat feather. Facing them is 
the red-skinned deceased with no hair, cone, green collar, yellow top, 
blue belt, white-and-yellow striped long kilt, crouching with arms in 
adoration.  Green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, blue beard, 
yellow-and-black striped shoulders, red standing mummiform body 
and holding a wAs scepter. table of offering with a lotus flower. 
Standing green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar and red dress. Dd pillar. A yellow 
mummiform falcon with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and red 
body on Ss. Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Left In the middle a nfr with two wDAt eyes on either side and then two Snw 
on either side.  
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Catalogue # 149 
Coffin Fragment of outer qrsw sarcophagus of Besenmut (bA-sA-n-mwt), 

priest of Montu, son of Ankhefenkhons i and Tashepenkhons. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41024 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41050, Fragment of outer qrsw 41007. 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 189 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
De Rougé (1890), pl. LVI 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n.1092 
Moret (1913), 229-37, pl. XXVa 
Munro (2009), 3, 5 
Piehl (1886), I, 53, pls. XLIV, C-IL 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 98.16 
Van Dijk (ed.) (1997), 6 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

205 cm 

Width of 
Object 

50 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

White 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased. The pannel 
contains invocations to Hapi, Qebehsenuef and Heka. 
Vignette: From left to right, in shrines, green-skinned Hapi with a 
blue wig, black beard, yellow-and-black striped shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body. Red-skinned Qebehsenuef with a black 
beard, yellow-and-black striped shoulders, red stola, green standing 
mummiform body. Green-skinned Heka with a blue wig, black beard, 
yellow-and-black striped shoulders, red standing mummiform body. 
Two wDAt eyes and a false door. Below the entire side is palace 
façade. 
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Catalogue # 150 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Neskhonsut (Ns-xnsw-t), lady of the 

house, daughter of the prophet of Montu, Hormaat. Wife of 
Ankhefenkhons i. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41025 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Elias (1993), 352-83, 718-22 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), nos.1265, 1113 
Moret (1913), 237-53, pls. XXVI-XXVII 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 178.20 
Seeber (1976), 216 n.4 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

211 cm 

Width of 
Object 

78 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

53 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Front Text: The panel contains a section of BoD spell 147, four names of 
wDAt eyes and an offering to the deceased. The post on the left is an 
invocation to Osiris and the right to Amun.  
Vignette: The yellow-skinned deceased, identified, is standing with a 
blue wig, cone, yellow collar and dress, with her arms in adoration. A 
table of offerings with a lotus flower. A goddess with yellow-skin, a 
blue wig, yellow collar and dress holding a scepter (S42) and emmer. 
Vignette of BoD spell 147 with seven yellow-faced cows with red 
lying down bodies, red solar disks ith double plume crowns and 
horns, around their necks are sistrums (Y8) and a mnit (S18) on 
shrines. In front of each are six breads and one vase, which is 
identified in the text above, and then a white bull, identified as 
Amenti, walking with the same offerings in front. Four falcon-headed 
oars with a wDAt eye above, all are identified, then four sons of Horus, 
blue-skin deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body. A red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, 
green shoulders and white standing mummiform body. A red 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body and a green anthropomorhic jackal with a 
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blue wig, green shoulders and a white standing mummiform body. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: The pannel is BoD spell 125. The post on the left is an 
invocation to Hathor and the right to Khonsu.  
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: The pannel contains an invocation to the deceased and BoD 
spell 125. The post on the left is an invocation to Mut and the right to 
Ptah. 
Vignette: The entire side is encased with a pannel with two colums 
with a lotus flower top and two cobras with yellow sun disks. From 
the left to the right: forty-two jury gods with blue/red-skin, blue/black 
wigs and beards, yellow shoulders, red/white standing mummiform 
bodies. Yellow-skinned standing deceased with arms raised above 
head, black wig, cone and red dress. Small yellow-skinned standing 
Ma’at, identified, with a white dress. Yellow-skinned standing 
deceased with arms in adoration. White anthropomorphic falcon 
Horus, identified, with a blue wig, red body, yellow collar, blue top, 
half-yellow-and-half-white kilt, black tail, walking and holding left 
section of scale. Small squatting mummiform Ma’at, identified. 
Standing anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified, with a black wig, 
blue body, yellow top, half-yellow-and-half-white kilt, black tail, 
walking and holding the right side of the scale with ib. Small goddess 
with black wig and yellow dress, squatting on a green snake. Blue 
anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, identified, with a black wig, blue body, 
yellow collar, tail and kilt, writing on a pallette. Ammut with a blue 
wig and red body sitting on a shrine. Table of offerings with a lotus, 
facing the procession red-skinned Osiris with the white crown and 
uraeus, red mummiform body seated on a throne and holding the 
crook and flail.  
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Left Text: The pannel is BoD spell 125. The post on the left is an 
invocation to Anubis tp-Dw=f and the right to Horus nDty-it=f. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Damaged down the center. The pannel contains sections of text 
from BoD spell 147, 149, 150, Aat II, and Aat VI-VIII. 
Vignette: Red-skinned standing deceased. Red anthropomorphic 
standing baboon, missing head deity, serpent tail. Standing deity with 
damaged head. Red-skinned deity with a half-yellow-and-half-white 
kilt, blue belt. Black snake with red legs.  
Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Right Missing 
Top Back Text: The pannel contains sections of text from BoD spell 147, 149, 

150, Aat II, and Aat VI-VIII. 
Vignette: Yellow-skinned deceased, identified, with black wig, cone, 
blue collar, white dress, standing with arms in adoration. Table of 
offerings with a lotus flower. Red anthropomorphic baboon with a 
blue wig, yellow-and-white top, yellow collar, blue kilt and tail, 
walking with emmer and scepter. Red-skinned standing deceased. 
Red anthropomorphic standing baboon, missing head deity, serpent 
tail. Standing deity with damaged head. Red-skinned deity with a 
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half-yellow-and-half-white kilt, blue belt. Black snake with red legs. 
Double offering table. 
Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Left In the middle a yellow sun disk with rays and on either side the trace 
of a bird.  
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Catalogue # 151 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Isisenakhbit (Ast-n-Ax-bit), lady of the 

house, wife of prophet of Monut Nesptah, mother of Montuemhat, 
governor of the south and commander of Thebes. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41033 
Other coffins Inner coffin CG 41072 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 192 
De Rougé (1890), xlix 
Legrain (1912), 169 
Lieblein (1871), n. 2313 
Moret (1913), 284-7 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
PN I, 4.3 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

112 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Front Text: The pannel contains an invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw, above 
is an invocation to the deceased and the post on the left is a Htp-di-
nsw formula to Osiris nb-Ddt and the right to Anubis xnty-sH-nTr.  

Right Text: The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-AbDw 
and the right to Anubis nb-tA-Dsr. 

Back Text: The pannel contains an invocation, above is an invocation to the 
deceased and the post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb and 
the right to Anubis tp-Dw=f. 

Left Text: The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ptah and the right 
to Anubis imy-wt. 

Top Front Text: Invocation to the deceased down center and in the sides. 
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Catalogue # 152 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Khaahor (xAa-Hr), priest of Montu, son of 

Nesmin, vizier and prophet of Amun and lady of the house Tatenisis. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41021 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 195 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
De Rougé (1877), xlviii, li 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Legrain (1912), 98-101 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1103 
Moret (1913), 208-19, pls. XXIII-XXIV 
Piehl (1886), 1, pls. XLIX-LI 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
PN I, 262.13 
Schmidt (1919), 199 n.1139 
Sharpe (1837), 18, 69B 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

219 cm 

Width of 
Object 

74 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

78 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Front Text: The pannel contains invocations and above an invocation to the 
deceased. The post on the left side is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris 
nb=Dsr and the right to Osiris HqA. 
Vignette: Red anthropomorphic bull with a uraeus, horns, blue wig, 
green collar, blue belt, green kilt, named nd-ds. Green 
anthropomorphic hippopotamus with a black wig, double plume 
crown with red solar disk, blue body, yellow-and-green collar, yellow 
top, blue belt, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, named nb-mAa-hrw. 
Red anthropomorphic ram with a green head, horns, blue wig, double 
plume crown with a red solar disk, red body, yellow collar, blue top, 
belt and kilt, named nb-Sff-mAa-hrw. Yellow double-headed 
anthropomorphic uraeus with blue beards, double plume crown with 
red solar disks, blue body, black wig, green collar, yellow top, blue 
belt and half-yellow-and-half-red kilt.  

Right Text: The pannel BoD spell 56, above the pannel is an invocation. 
The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris Hkt-anx and the 
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right to Osiris aA.  
Vignette: On the left, green anthropomorphic crocodile with a white 
wig, double plume crown with red solar disk, yellow collar, top, blue 
belt, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt. facing in. On the right, green 
anthropomorphic uraeus with a blue beard, red body, double plume 
crown with red solar disk, yellow collar, green top, blue belt, green 
kilt. Both are holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: The pannel contains the naming of the four sons of Horus and 
above an invocation to Amun-Ra. The post on the left is an invocation 
to Osiris xnty-imntiw and the right to Osiris nb-Ddt.  
Vignette: Amset(y), identified with blue-skin, black beard, wig and 
cone, yellow collar, top, blue belt, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, 
standing, holding a wAs scepter and an anx. Red anthropomorphic 
baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, cone, red body, yellow 
collar, green top and kilt, blue belt, standing, holding a wAs scepter 
and an anx. Yellow anthropomorphic falcon Duamutef, identified, 
with a blue wig, body, yellow collar and top, blue belt, half-yellow-
and-half-green kilt, standing, holding a wAs scepter and an anx. Black 
anthropomorphic jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, with a red body, 
blue wig, cone, yellow collar, green top and kilt, blue belt, standing, 
holding a a wAs scepter and an anx. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Left Text: The pannel is an adoration text, above is an invocation to the 
deceased. The post on the left is an invocation to Osiris Wennefer and 
the right to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Vignette: White anthropomorphic falcon Ra-Harakhty, identified, 
with a blue-and-yellow-striped wig, red solar disk and uraeus, blue 
body, yellow collar, top, blue belt, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, 
walking, holding a wAs scepter and an anx. On the right, the deceased, 
identified, with red-skin, blue short hair, beard, cone, white kilt, blue 
belt, yellow collar, panther tunic, right hand down and left holding the 
tail of the tunic. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the center an invocation to the deceased. The pannel is an 
invocation. 
Vignette: Left to right, white mummiform falcon with a white wig, 
stola, mnit, lying on a false door. Green-skinned deity with a white 
crown and uraeus, beard, (Osiris), yellow shoulders, stola, red 
standing mummiform body holding a wAs scepter. Standard with ib. 
Yellow-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
green collar, red dress and holding a scepter and an anx. Blue-skinned 
god with a black wig and beard, yellow collar, red top, yellow-and-
green belt, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, walking and hold two nw 
pots. Yellow solar disk anthropomorphic deity with a red body, arms 
cut at biceps, blue collar, yellow top, blue-and-red belt, half-yellow-
and-half-blue kilt, walking. Yellow anthropomorphic gazelle with a 
black wig, blue body, yellow collar, red top, half-green-and-half-red 
kilt, walking with two nw pots. wDAt anthropomorphic deity with blue 
body, red shroud, holding the crook and flail, walking. On top are the 
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four sons of Horus, red anthropomorphic jackal, red-skinned deity, 
black anthropomorphic falcon, yellow anthropomorphic baboon, all 
have blue wigs, cones, yellow-and-green shoulders, red standing 
mummiform bodies, and linen. Below is a green anthropomorphic 
uraeus and red anthropomorphic hippopotamus with blue wigs, 
double plume crowns with red solar disks, yellow shoulders, red 
seated mummiform bodies and holding knives. named nbt-mAa-hrw, 
nbt-ds. Green-skinned deity with yellow white crown, blue beard 
(Osiris), yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body and 
holding a wAs scepter. Dd pillar with double plume crown, red solar 
disk and horns. White falcon with green-and-yellow-striped 
shoulders, mnit, red mummiform body lying on palace façade.  

Top Right Scepter and two black jackals, identified as Wepwawet, with red 
scarves lying down. 

Top Back Text: The pannel contains an invocation to the deceased.  
Vignette: White mummiform falcon with a white wig, stola, mnit, 
lying on a false door. Red-skinned deity with a blue wig, green beard, 
cone, green shoulders, yellow standing mummiform body with linen. 
Black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, cone, red body, yellow 
collar, green top, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, blue belt, walking, 
holding a wAs scepter and an anx. Green anthropomorphic lion 
goddess with a blue wig, blue collar, yellow body, red dress, walking, 
holding a scepter and an anx. Solar barque, two yellow 
anthropomorphic falcons with oars, in the middle surrounded by a 
yellow uraeus is a yellow anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, 
red solar disk and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty), yellow shoulders and red 
crouching mummiform body, holding a wAs scepter. Red-skinned 
deceased with an oar. Yellow-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, 
red headband, green collar, red dress, standing, holding a scepter and 
an anx. Red-skinned deceased with no hair, cone, yellow collar, long 
white-and-yellow kilt, arms in adoration. Green anthropomorphic ibis 
with an atef crown, red wig, yellow top, blue belt, half-yellow-and-
half-green kilt, walking with papyrus and linen (Thoth). Green-
skinned deity with a yellow white crown, blue beard (Osiris), yellow 
shoulders, red standing mummiform body. White mummiform falcon 
with a white wig, stola, mnit, lying on a false door. 
Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Left Nfr, two wDAt eyes and two Snw. 
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Catalogue # 153 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagi fragments of Amenirdis (Imn-ir-di=s), 

daughter of Paiu. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41032 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Lieblein (1871), nos. 1119-21 
Moret (1913), 283-4 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

210 cm 

Width of 
Object 

105 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Fragment of 
top 

Text: fragmented text. 

Posts Invocations to the deceased. 
Fragment of 
Pannel 

Text: The text is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis tp-Dw=f-imy-wt-nb-
tA-Dsr. 
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Catalogue # 154 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Amenirdis (Imn-ir-di=s), singer of Amun, 

daughter of Nesmin and lady of the house Tatenisis. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41023 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 195 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
De Rougé (1890), li 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Legrain (1912), 102-3 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1119-21 
Moret (1913), 226-9 
Piehl (1886), 55 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

219 cm 

Width of 
Object 

105 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

70 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Front Text: The post on the left side is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Sokar and 
the right to Ptah. 

Right Text: The pannel is blue stripes, above the pannel is an invocation to 
the deceased and the post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris 
nb-Ddt and the right to Sokar.  
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-
imntiw and the right to Geb. The text is an invocation to the deceased. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Left Text: The pannel is blue stripes, above the pannel is and invocation to 
Isis and genealogy. The post on the left is Htp-di-nsw formula to 
Osiris -HqA and the right to Osiris nb-anx-di=f. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Damaged down the center. The pannel contains sections of text 
from BoD spell 147, 149, 150, Aat II, and Aat VI-VIII. 
Vignette: Red-skinned standing deceased. Red anthropomorphic 
standing baboon, missing head deity, serpent tail. Standing deity with 
damaged head. Red-skinned deity with a half-yellow-and-half-white 
kilt, blue belt. Black snake with red legs.  
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Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 
Top Right Missing 
Top Back Text: The pannel contains sections of text from BoD spell 147, 149, 

150, Aat II, and Aat VI-VIII. 
Vignette: Yellow-skinned deceased, identified, with black wig, cone, 
blue collar, white dress, standing with arms in adoration. Table of 
offerings with a lotus flower. Red anthropomorphic baboon with a 
blue wig, yellow-and-white top, yellow collar, blue kilt and tail, 
walking with emmer and scepter. Red-skinned standing deceased. 
Red anthropomorphic standing baboon, missing head deity, serpent 
tail. Standing deity with damaged head. Red-skinned deity with a 
half-yellow-and-half-white kilt, blue belt. Black snake with red legs. 
Double offering table. 
Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Left In the middle a yellow sun disk with rays and on either side the trace 
of a bird.  
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Catalogue # 155 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Harsiese (Hr-sA-Ast), priest, son Keri. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41026 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Moret (1913), 254-64, pls. XXVIII-XXX 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
PN I, 250.13 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

209.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

68 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

76 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: The pannel contains BoD spell 145, above is an invocation to 
the deceased. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris 
xnty-imntiw and the right to Osiris nb-HH-tA. 
Vignette: Red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a black wig and 
beard, red-yellow-blue striped shoulders and a yellow standing 
mummiform body. White anthropomorphic falcon Hapi, identified, 
with a blue wig, red-yellow-blue striped shoulders and a red standing 
mummiform body. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: The pannel contains invocations to Amset(y), Hapi, Duamutef 
and Qebehsenuef, and above the pannel is an invocation to the 
deceased. The post on the left is an invocation to Isis and the right to 
Nephthys.  
Vignette: From left to right; iAbt, red anthropomorphic baboon 
Duamutef, identified, with a black wig, striped shoulders, yellow 
stola, and a red standing mummiform body. Then black 
anthropomorphic jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, with a red wig, 
striped shoulders, red stola and a yellow standing mummiform body. 
Column. Yellow anthropomorphic falcon Hapi, identified, with a blue 
wig, striped shoulders, yellow stola and a red standing mummiform 
body. Red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a black wig and beard, 
striped shoulders, red stola and a yellow standing mummiform body. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: The pannel contains BoD spell 145, above the pannel is an 
invocation to the deceased. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Anubis tp-Dw=f and the right to Ra-Atum. 
Vignette: Black anthropomorphic jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, with 
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a blue wig, red-yellow-blue striped shoulders, and a red standing 
mummiform body. Red anthropomorphic baboon Duamutef, 
identified, with a blue wig, red-yellow-blue striped shoulders and a 
yellow standing mummiform body. Below the entire side is palace 
façade. 

Left Text: The pannel contains a Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb and other 
gods, above is an invocation to the deceased. The post on the left is a 
Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Atum and the right to Khnum. 
Vignette: In the middle, the red-skinned deceased, identified, with a 
black false beard, blue wig, double plume crown with red solar disk 
and horns, striped shoulders, yellow stola and a red standing 
mummiform body. Behind is black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, 
identified imy-wt, with a blue wig, red body, yellow collar and top, 
half-yellow-and-half-white kilt, blue tail, walking with one arm raised 
to the deceased. In front is a red-skinned priest, identified Iwn-mwt=f 
with a black beard, blue wig, black tresse, white kilt, panther tunic 
one arm raised to his mouth and the other holding a pot. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. The pannel 
contains an invocation to the deceased and BoD spells 82 and 138. 
Vignette: Front left to right, yellow mummiform falcon, with a blue 
wig, red-and-blue striped shoulders, red stola and mnit. a Dd pillar. 
Green-skin Osiris with a yellow white crown and uraeus, red-and-blue 
shoulders, red stola and a yellow standing mummiform body, holding 
a wAs scepter and an anx. Red-skinned deceased standing on the 
barque with an oar, blue wig and beard, cone, yellow collar, top and 
kilt. Yellow anthropomorphic falcon with red solar disk and uraeus 
(Ra-Harakhty), with a blue wig, striped shoulders, yellow stola, red 
seated mummiform body. benw bird. wDAt eye. Red-skinned deceased 
crouching with a blue wig and beard, cone, yellow collar, top and kilt, 
arms in adoration. Black jackal with a red scarf, lying on a shrine. 
Abydos Fetish. Red-skinned deceased with a blue wig and beard, 
cone, yellow collar, top and kilt, arms in adoration. Green-skinned 
Ptah, identified, with a short black wig, striped shoulders, yellow 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. A 
yellow mummiform falcon, with a blue wig, red-and-blue striped 
shoulders, red stola and mnit. 

Top Right Two wDAt eyes. 
Top Back Text: The panel contains an invocation to the deceased.  

Vignette: From left to right a yellow mummiform falcon, with a blue 
wig, red-and-blue striped shoulders, red stola and mnit. a Dd pillar. 
Green-skin Osiris with a yellow white crown and uraeus, red-and-blue 
shoulders, red stola and a yellow standing mummiform body, holding 
a wAs scepter and an anx. Red-skinned deceased on hands and knees in 
adoration to Osiris with a blue wig and beard, cone, yellow collar, top 
and kilt. Red-skinned Amset(y) and Hapi, identified with blue wigs 
and beards, striped shoulders, red standing mummiform bodies. Black 
jackal with a red scarf lying on a shrine. Red-skinned Duamutef and 
Qebehsenuef, identified with blue wigs and beards, striped shoulders, 
red standing mummiform bodies. Red-skinned deceased crouching 
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with a blue wig and beard, cone, yellow collar, top and kilt, arms in 
adoration. Green-skinned Osiris, identified, with a black beard, 
yellow white crown, striped shoulders, yellow seated mummiform 
body on a shrine. Red-skinned xnty-imntiw identified, with a blue 
wig, black beard, striped shoulders and a yellow seated mummiform 
body on a shrine. A yellow mummiform falcon, with a blue wig, red-
and-blue striped shoulders, red stola and mnit. 

Top Left Black jackal Anubis, identified, with a yellow collar lying on a shrine. 
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Catalogue # 156 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Irethoreru (irt-Hr-rw), son of Padikhonsu, 

and lady of the house Gemarisis.  
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41028 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Moret (1913), 264-9 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

208 cm 

Width of 
Object 

77 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

87 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: The pannel contains BoD spell 1, above is a yellow and red 
stripe and the posts are stripes.  
Vignette: Six red-skinned deities facing left, with blue wigs, cones, 
green collars and white stnading mummiform bodies. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: The pannel and above contain BoD spell 1. The posts are 
stripes. 
Vignette: In the middle, standing green-skinned Isis, identified, with a 
blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress. Left hand to her 
mouth and the other holding linen. On either side a red-skin deity wth 
a blue wig, cone, green shoulders and a white standing mummiform 
body. Standing on Axt. Two columns. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: The pannel contains BoD spell 1, above is a yellow and red 
stripe and the posts are stripes.  
Vignette: Six red-skinned deities facing right, with blue wigs, cones, 
green collars and white stnading mummiform bodies. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Left Text: The pannel and above contain BoD spell 1. The posts are 
stripes. 
Vignette: In the middle, standing green-skinned Nephthys, identified, 
with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar and red dress. Left hand 
to her mouth and the other holding linen. A column. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. The pannel 
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contains an invocation to the deceased. 
Vignette: Front right to left, red-skinned deceased, identified, 
damaged but white top, cone, green kilt and in adoration. Facing him 
a procession of seven deities with red/blue-skin, blue/black wigs, 
cones, red/green tops, yellow collars, half-white-and-half-yellow kilts, 
identified as Amset(y), Horus aA-nb-pt, Osiris Wennefer, Thoth, 
Atum, Shu and Tefnut. Solar barque. wr, Sms, green anthropomorphic 
falcon Horus, aA-nb-pt, identified, with a black wig, yellow and red 
solar disk, green collar, blue body, red top, half-green-and-half-white 
kilt, holding an oar and an anx. Green-skinned Isis, identified, 
standing with a blue wig, cone, red dress. A serpent and an oar. Green 
anthropomorphic baboon with a black wig, red disk, blue body, red 
top, half-green-and-half-white kilt, standing and holding a wAs scepter 
and an anx. Xkr below.  

Top Right nfr and two wDAt eyes with a Snw on either side.  
Top Back Text: The panel contains an invocation to the deceased.  

Vignette: Front right to left, red-skinned deceased, identified, 
damaged but white top, cone, green kilt and in adoration. Facing is a 
solar barque pulled by seven deities, with red/blue-skin, blue/black 
wigs, cones, red/green tops, yellow collars, half-white-and-half-
yellow kilts, identified as Shu, Atum, Geb, Osiris, Horus, Montu and 
Wennefer. A crouching red-skinned goddess on the barque with her 
hand to her face, with a blue wig, yellow collar and red dress. wDAt 
eye. Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a black wig, lotus flowers on 
her head, a red dress and her arms raised. Amset(y), identified with 
blue-skin, a black wig, cone, green collar, red top, half-green-and-
half-yellow kilt, standing. Red-skinned Hapi, identified, with a blue 
wig, cone, green collar, red top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, 
standing. Green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, cone, 
red dress and standing. Yellow-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue 
wig, cone, and green dress, standing. Duamutef, identified with red-
skin, a blue wig, cone, yellow collar, red top, half-green-and-half-
yellow kilt, standing with arm raised and linen. Shrine. Green 
anthropomorphic falcon with a black wig, blue body, standing, half-
green-and-half-yellow kilt, holding a wAs scepter and an anx.  

Top Left Missing. 
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Catalogue # 157 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Pami (pA-mi) priest of Montu and Amun at 

Karnak, son of Pakhar, priest of Amun, chief of the city, vizier, son of 
Pami, third priest of Amun, chief of the city, vizier, son of 
Irbastetwedjanefw, lady of the house, daughter of King Takelot III. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41036 
Other coffins Inner coffin, E 3863 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bruyère (1956), 26 
Gauthier (1914), 359 
Lieblein (1871), n.1015 
Mariette (1889), pls. LXXVI-LXXVIII 
Moret (1913), 298-301 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
Schmidt (1919), 166-7, nos. 915-18 
Weil (1908), 134 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

202 cm 

Width of 
Object 

70 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

82 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Right Missing. 
Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased and in the 

pannel to Nephthys. The posts are striped.  
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine a standing yellow-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, green collar and 
red dress, with one arm raised, the other holding linen. Below the 
entire side is palace façade. 

Back Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw, and 
the pannel contains the same. There are no remaining posts. 
Vignette: In six shrines, red-or-green-skinned deities with blue wigs, 
black beards, yellow-or-blue shoulders, yellow-or-green mummiform 
standing bodies, linen and holding mAat feathers. Below the entire side 
is palace façade. 

Front Above the vignette is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-Ddt, and the 
pannel contains one to various funerary gods. There are no remaining 
posts. 
Vignette: In six shrines, a yellow-skinned deity with a blue wig, cone, 
black beard, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, yellow standing 
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mummiform body. Then a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue 
wig, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, a red standing mummiform 
body, then a green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, cone, 
yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, yellow standing mummiform 
body. Then a green anthropomorphic jackal with a red wig, yellow-
and-blue striped shoulders, red standing mummiform body and then 
two green-skinned deities with cones, blue wigs, black beards, 
yellow-and-blue striped shoulders and standing mummiform bodies. 
All have linen and are  holding mAat feathers. Below the entire side is 
palace façade. 
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Catalogue # 158 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Tasheritenisis (tA-Srt-n-Ast), noble lady of 

the house, daughter of priest of Montu, Osorkon, and noble lady of 
the house Tamenkhetamun. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41037 
Other coffins Inner coffin, CG 41065 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Moret (1913), 301-13 
Lieblein (1871), n.1097 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

232 cm 

Width of 
Object 

83 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

92 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: The pannel contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, 
Anubis imy-wt, Geb and Horus. Above is a Htp-di-nsw formula to 
Osiris xnty-imntiw. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to 
Osiris and the right to nTr-aA-xp=f-Hr-wAwt. 
Vignette: In shrines, red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue 
wig, black beard, green shoulders, white standing mummiform body, 
green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, 
green shoulders and a red standing mummiform body. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified, with a blue wig, green 
shoulders and a white mummiform body. Green-skinned Geb, 
identified, with a black beard, blue wig, green shoulders and a red 
standing mummiform body. White anthropomorphic falcon Horus, 
identified, with a blue wig, green shoulders and a white standing 
mummiform body. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Right Text: The pannel is an invocation to Isis and above to the deceased. 
The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis nb-tA-Dsrt and 
the right to Ra-Harakhty. 
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine, green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, black collar and red dress 
holding a Snw. She is kneeling on nbw. Below the entire side is palace 
façade. 

Back Text: The pannel contains invocations to Hapi, Qebehsenuef, Anubis 
imy-wt, Heka and ir-n-ds=f. Above is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris 
xnty-imntiw. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris and 
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the right to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Vignette: In shrines, red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, 
with a blue wig, green shoulders, white standing mummiform body, 
white anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue 
wig, green shoulders and a red standing mummiform body. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified, with a blue wig, green 
shoulders and a white mummiform body. Then two red-skinned 
deities with black beards, blue wigs, green shoulders and red standing 
mummiform bodies. Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Left Text: The pannel and above contain an invocation to Nephthys. The 
post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb and the right to Anubis 
imy-wt. 
Vignette: In the middle, in a shrine, green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, black collar and red dress 
holding a Snw. She is kneeling on nbw. Below the entire side is palace 
façade. 

Top  Missing.  
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Catalogue # 159 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Nesmin (Ns-mnw), priest of Akhmim, son 

of priest of Min Djedhor, and lady of the house Sesheshet. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41031 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Moret (1913), 279-82, pls. XXXIV-XXXV 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
Schmidt (1919), 201, n. 1140 
Weil (1908), 154 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

208 cm 

Width of 
Object 

90 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

75 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Front The posts are undecorated. The pannel contains a Htp-di-nsw formula 
and invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw and genealogy.  
Vignette: In shrines, right to left, six deities with blue wigs, red seated 
mummiform bodies and holding a mAat feather. The first is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon, then a yellow-skinned deity, a yellow 
anthropomorphic rabbit, a yellow anthropomorphic uraeus, a yellow 
anthropomorphic lion and a yellow anthropomorphic vulture. 

Right The posts are undecorated.  
Vignette: kneeling yellow-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, 
red headband and dress. Outstretched wings are blue, red and blue 
plumes. Her hands are raised to her head. 

Back The posts are undecorated. The pannel contains a Htp-di-nsw formula 
to Osiris xnty-imntiw and genealogy.  
Vignette: In shrines, six deities, from left to right, with blue wigs, red 
seated mummiform bodies and holding a mAat feather. The first is a 
yellow anthropomorphic vulture, then a yellow anthropomorphic lion, 
a yellow anthropomorphic uraeus, a yellow anthropomorphic rabbit, a 
yellow-skinned deity and a white anthropomorphic falcon. 

Left The posts are undecorated.  
Vignette: kneeling white-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue 
wig, red headband and dress. Outstretched wings are blue, red and 
blue plumes. She is holding in each hand a mAat feather.  

Top Front Text: Down the center is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw.  
Vignette: From right to left, four red-skinned deities with blue wigs, 
red headbands, white tops, half-white-and-half-blue kilts, walking and 
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pulling the solar barque with a blue-and-white serpent with a solar 
disk rope. Barque has a lotus flower on it in the front and back. A 
white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk, red 
body, white top, half-white-and-half-blue kilt, walking and holding an 
oar, he is facing behind. Standing yellow-skinned Nephthys and Isis, 
identified, with blue/black wigs, red headbands and dresses, holding 
hands. White anthropomorphic falcon with a yellow solar disk and 
uraeus (Ra-Harakhty), blue wig, red body, half-yellow-and-half-blue 
kilt, standing with a uraeus surrounding him, wearing a yellow-and-
blue white crown. A white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, 
red solar disk, red body, white top, half-white-and-half-blue kilt, 
walking and holding an oar. 

Top Right White solar disk with wings and two uraei coming down with white 
crowns and two black jackals lying down on either side. 

Top Back Vignette: From left to right, four red anthropomorphic ibises with 
blue wigs, red headbands, white tops, half-white-and-half-blue kilts, 
walking and pulling the solar barque with a blue-and-white serpent 
with a solar disk rope. Barque has a lotus flower on it in the front and 
back. A white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk, 
red body, white top, half-white-and-half-blue kilt, walking and 
holding an oar, he is facing behind. Standing yellow-skinned Neith 
and Selkis, identified, with blue/black wigs, red headbands and 
dresses, holding hands. Black scarab with a uraeus surrounding him, 
wearing a white-and-blue white crown. A white anthropomorphic 
falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk, red body, white top, half-white-
and-half-blue kilt, walking and holding an oar. 

Top Left Red solar disk with wings and two uraei coming down with white 
crowns and two black jackals lying down on either side.  
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Catalogue # 160 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Wedjaires (wDA-ir.s), singer of Amun, 

daughter of Kenhor. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41038 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Moret (1913), 313-7, pls. XXXVII-XXXVIII 
Porter and Moss (1964), 646 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

190 cm 

Width of 
Object 

64 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

64 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Front Text: Above the pannel contains a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-
imn tiw. The posts are striped.   
Vignette: From right to left, above pt, imnt, a black anthropomorphic 
jackal with a black wig, red headband, cone, yellow shoulders, red 
stola and a red standing mummiform body. A white anthropomorphic 
falcon with a black wig, red headband, cone, yellow shoulders, red 
stola and a red standing mummiform body. A red anthropomorphic 
baboon with a black wig, red headband, cone, yellow shoulders, red 
stola and a red standing mummiform body. Green-skinned deity with 
a black wig, red headband, cone, yellow shoulders, red stola and a red 
standing mummiform body. White falcon on imnt, linen. All have 
tables with disks in between and two bound papyrus plants. 

Right Text: Above the pannel contains a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-
imntiw. The posts are striped.   
Vignette: A black scarab with wings that are yellow and black spots, 
green and blue plumes with red tips, holding a red solar disk in its 
front legs and a Snw in its back. On either side are two white falcons 
with double plume crowns with red solar disks, red mummiform 
bodies and mnit. 

Back Text: Above the pannel contains a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-
Ddt. The posts are striped.   
Vignette: From left to right, above pt, a green anthropomorphic falcon 
with a black wig, red headband, cone, yellow shoulders, red stola and 
a red standing mummiform body. A white anthropomorphic falcon 
with a black wig, red headband, cone, yellow shoulders, red stola and 
a red standing mummiform body. A green anthropomorphic baboon 
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with a black wig, red headband, cone, yellow shoulders, red stola and 
a red standing mummiform body. Green-skinned deity with a black 
wig, red headband, cone, yellow shoulders, red stola and a red 
standing mummiform body. White falcon on imnt, linen. All have 
tables with disks in between and two bound papyrus plants. 

Left Text: Above the pannel contains a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-
imntiw. The posts are striped.   
Vignette: A white bull with black spots (Apis), blue horns, with a red-
and-blue blanket over its back, running. Table of offerings with bread 
and a lotus flower. Hapi identified above. 

Top Front Text: Down the center is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-Ddt.  
Vignette: From left to right, cobra with a yellow solar disk. Three 
standards, black jackal, uraeus, SdSd, white falcon and double emmer. 
Standing yellow-skinned Isis and Nephthys, identified, with black 
wigs, red headbands, red dresses, linen and holding lotus scepters. 
Five red-skinned deities pulling the barque, they all have no hair 
except the last with short black wig. All have white tops and half-
white-half-green kilts. Barque has the head of a cow in the front and 
gazelle in the back. Anubis on standard again. Triple shrines. Yellow-
skinned deity with a black wig and an oar. Xkr below. 

Top Right Nfr, two wDAt eyes on Ss. 
Top Back Vignette: From left to right, red-skinned deity with an oar. Solar 

barque. In a shrine, mummy on a lion bed with white-skin, blue wig, 
red mummiform body. Two white-and-black cows. Red-skinned deity 
with a black wig, white top, half-green-and-half-white kilt, walking 
with a wAs scepter. Three standards. Two red-skinned female deities 
with black wigs, red headbands, black skirts and hands to naked 
chests in mourning. Black anthropomorphic jackal with a black wig, 
red body, white top, white kilt and holding a red solar disk, walking. 
cobra with a yellow solar disk. 

Top Left Nfr, two wDAt eyes on Ss. 
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Catalogue # 161 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Meresamenet (mr-s-imn-t), singer in the 

harem of Amun, daughter of Userken and Shaamenimes, 
granddaughter of Takelot III. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41035 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Maspero (1885), 11 
Moret (1913), 290-8, pl. XXXVI 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

190 cm 

Width of 
Object 

53 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

37 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: Above the pannel is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris. The pannel 
contains invocations to Thoth, nb-HH, Hapi, Duamutef, Qebehsenuef 
and Amset(y).  
Vignette: From right to left, six seated deities, identified, with the first 
being green anthropomorphic ibis Thoth with a double plume crown, 
solar disk, horns and uraeus, blue wig, yellow-and-black striped 
shoulders and a white body, holding linen. Green-skinned deity nb-HH 
with a blue wig, yellow-and-black striped shoulders and a white body, 
holding linen. Red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, with a blue wig, 
yellow-and-black striped shoulders and a white body, holding linen. 
White anthropomorphic falcon Duamutef, with a blue wig, yellow-
and-black striped shoulders and a white body, holding linen. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal Qebehsenuef, with a blue wig, yellow-and-
black striped shoulders and a white body, holding linen. Green 
anthropomorphic uraeus Amset(y), with a blue wig and beard, yellow-
and-black striped shoulders and a white body, holding linen. 

Right Too fragmented. 
Back Text: Above the pannel is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris and BoD 59, 

61. The pannel contains invocation to the deceased and to Thoth, 
Amset(y), Hapi, Qebehsenuef, Anubis and Osiris.  
Vignette: From left to right, green anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, with a 
double plume crown, solar disk, horns, blue wig, yellow shoulders 
and a white body, holding a knife. Green-skinned Amset(y) with a 
blue wig and beard, cone, yellow-and-black striped shoulders and a 
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red body, holding a knife. White anthropomorphic falcon Hapi, with a 
blue wig and beard, cone, yellow-and-black striped shoulders and a 
red body, holding a knife. Red anthropomorphic baboon 
Qebehsenuef, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a white body, 
holding a knife. Green anthropomorphic falcon Anubis, with a blue 
wig and beard, cone, yellow-and-black striped shoulders and a red 
body, holding a knife. Green anthropomorphic uraeus Osiris, with a 
blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and a white body, holding a 
knife. 

Left Text: The pannel contains the name of the deceased and Anubis tp-
Dw=f-xnty-sH-nTr. 
Vignette: In the middle, BoD 151, with the deceased, green-skinned, 
blue wig, red headband, yellow-and-blue shoulders, red mummiform 
body, lying on a lion bed with two jars of fat underneath and on either 
side a Dd pillar. Anubis, identified, is above as a blue jackal with a 
blue body, yellow collar, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, green tail 
and holding a jar over the mummy.  

Top Front Text: Down the center a Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb and Ra. The 
pannel contains an invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Vignette: From left to right, yellow falcon with a yellow-and-black 
striped shoulders, mnit, red mummiform body lying on sS. wDAt eye. 
Dd pillar. Three deities with damaged heads, red, yellow and red 
seated bodies. The deceased kneeling, facing deities, with blue-skin, 
black wig, cone, yellow collar, red dress, arms down and incense in 
front. Four standing deities with blue wigs, cones, green or yellow-
and-blue striped shoulders, and yellow or red bodies. Green-skinned 
deceased standing with a black wig, cone, yellow-and-black striped 
shoulders, red body. Same deceased facing other way. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal, identified as Atum, with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, red seated body and holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned 
Isis and Nephthys with blue wigs, green shoulders and yellow 
standing bodies. Dd pillar. yellow falcon with a yellow-and-black 
striped shoulders, mnit, red mummiform body lying on sS. 

Top Right In the middle three nfr, then a wDAt eyes and two Snw on either side. 
Top Back Text: The panel contains an invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 

Vignette: From left to right, yellow falcon with a yellow-and-black 
striped shoulders, mnit, red mummiform body lying on sS. Dd pillar. 
Green-skinned Nephthys and Isis, identified, with blue wigs, red 
headbands, yellow-and-black shoulders, and red seated bodies. 
Yellow anthropomorphic falcon Osiris, identified, with a blue wig, 
yellow white crown, yellow-and-black shoulders, and red seated 
body. The deceased standing, facing deities, with blue-skin, black 
wig, cone, yellow collar, red dress, arms down and incense in front. 
Scale. Two wDAt eyes above. Blue Ammut with an open mouth, red 
wig with a mAat feather. A red baboon seated above with a mAat 
feather. Green-skinned deceased, identified, facing out with a black 
wig, cone, yellow collar, red dress, and standing. Damaged deity with 
a blue wig, green-and-black striped shoulders, and yellow seated 
body. wAs scepter. Hippopotamus with an open mouth, double plume 
crown and solar disk. Green uraeus with a blue beard, double plume 
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crown and red solar disk. Dd pillar. yellow falcon with a yellow-and-
black striped shoulders, mnit, red mummiform body lying on sS. 

Top Left Red solar disk with uraei holding an anx each, rays coming down. 
Black jackals, identified as Anubis with red scarves and flails, lying 
down 
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Catalogue # 162 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Peftauamin (pf-tAw-a-min), son of 

Harsiese. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41030 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Lieblein (1871), n. 1304 
Moret (1913), 273-8, pl. XXXIII 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

218 cm 

Width of 
Object 

72 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

81 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: Above the pannel is BoD 24. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw and the right to Ra-Harakhty-Atum.  
Vignette: The pannel contains eleven red-skinned deities with black 
wigs and beards, yellow-blue-and-red striped shoulders and 
alternating yellow and red standing mummiform bodies, in shrines.  
Below the entire scene is palace façade.  

Right Text: Above the pannel is BoD 24. The post on the left and right are a 
Htp-di-nsw formulae to Ra-Harakhty-Atum. The pannel contains three 
red-skinned deities with black wigs and beards, yellow-blue-and-red 
striped shoulders and alternating yellow and red standing mummiform 
bodies, in shrines.  Below the entire scene is palace façade. 

Back Text: Above the pannel is BoD 24. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Ra-Harakhty-Atum and the right to Ptah-Sokar-Osiris.  
Vignette: The pannel contains eleven red-skinned deities with black 
wigs and beards, yellow-blue-and-red striped shoulders and 
alternating yellow and red standing mummiform bodies, in shrines.  
Below the entire scene is palace façade. 

Left Text: Above the pannel is BoD 24. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Ptah-Sokar-Osiris and the right to Osiris xnty-imntiw. The 
pannel contains three red-skinned deities with black wigs and beards, 
yellow-blue-and-red striped shoulders and alternating yellow and red 
standing mummiform bodies, in shrines.  Below the entire scene is 
palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down center BoD 38. The pannel contains an invocation to 
Osiris and BoD 28. The pannel contains BoD 86. 
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Vignette: From left to right, a yellow falcon with a blue wig, red-and-
blue shoulders, mnit, red mummiform body lying on palace façade. 
Red-skinned deceased standing with no hair, white shroud with black 
stripes, blue collar and arms in adoration. Green-skinned Osiris with 
the atef crown, beard, red-and-blue shoulders, yellow seated body on 
a shrine. Red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig, beard, red-
and-blue shoulders, yellow seated body on a shrine. bA bird wit red-
skin, beard, blue wig, Dd pillar around neck, on a shrine. benw bird, 
large wr bird, text and a yellow falcon with a blue wig, red-and-blue 
shoulders, mnit, red mummiform body lying on palace façade. 

Top Right On either side of nfr, a wDAt eye. 
Top Back Text: The pannel contains BoD 27 and 28.  

Vignette: From left to right, a yellow falcon with a blue wig, red-and-
blue shoulders, mnit, red mummiform body lying on palace façade. 
Two green-skinned goddesses with a sail, blue wigs, yellow collars, 
red dresses and standing (the second with a red headband). Blue-
skinned deity with a short blue wig (Ptah), black beard, red-and-blue 
shoulders, blue standing body and holding a scepter. Red-skinned 
deceased standing with no hair, white shroud with black stripes, blue 
collar and arms in adoration. Red-skinned deity with a blue wig, 
yellow collar, blue top, half-yellow-and-half-white kilt, red belt, 
walking and holding a and a wAs scepter and an anx. Red-skinned 
deceased. Yellow falcon with a blue wig, red-and-blue shoulders, 
mnit, red mummiform body lying on palace façade. 

Top Left In the middle, black jackal Anubis, identified, with a white collar 
lying on an inverted pyramid. imnt. On the left, red anthropomorphic 
baboon Duamutef, identified, with striped shoulders and a red 
standing mummiform body. Black jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, 
with the same. On the right red-skinned Amset(y) and white 
anthropomorphic falcon Hapi, identified, with the same description. 
imnt. 
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Catalogue # 163 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagi fragments of Pedisis (p-di-Ast), vizier, son of 

vizier Harsiese. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41029 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Legrain (1912), 183 
Moret (1913), 270-3, pls. XXXI-XXXII 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
Weil (1908), 158 n. 38 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

232 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

83 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: The pannel contains an invocation to Isis.  
Vignette: Green-skinned Seshat, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, yellow collar, red dress and arms outstretched. Green 
anthropomorphic uraeus with a white wig, mAat feather, orange collar 
and red standing body, holding linen and a mAat feather. Obelisk, 
sarcophagus with a red-skinned mummy on it with a blue wig, white 
shoulders and red body. On top, the red-skinned deceased with a 
black wig, red headband, cone, blue collar and long white outfit, 
kneeling with arms in adoration. incense. A red-skinned deity with a 
blue wig, black beard, yellow collar, green top, half-orange-and-half-
white kilt, yellow-and-blue tail and walking. Green-skinned goddess 
with a blue wig, orange collar, red dress and standing. Blue-skinned 
deity with a blue wig, black beard, yellow collar, green top, half-
orange-and-half-white kilt, yellow-and-blue tail and walking, facing 
the other way. Pulling the barque. Three baboons in adoration with 
three stars. Large base with a wr bird on it. Black anthropomorphic 
ibis Thoth, identified, with a red wig, blue body, orange top, half-
orange-and-half-white kilt, blue tail, walking with one arm in 
adoration with linen. Green-skinned Ma’at, identified, with a blue 
wig, orange collar, red dress and holding linen with one arm up and 
the other behind her. Blue-skinned Atum, identified, with the double 
crown, blue collar, orange top, half-orange-and-half-white kilt, blue 
tail, sitting on a throne and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. Green-
skinned Nephthys, with a blue wig, orange collar, red dress and 
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holding linen with one arm in adoration. Red-skinne deity with a blue 
wig, beard, red headband, half-orange-and-half-white kilt, walking 
with linen and an oar. Star. Incense. Two baboons in adoration. 
Yellow anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, cone, orange collar, 
red standing body, holding linen and a mAat feather. Red 
anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, cone, orange collar, red 
standing body, holding linen and a mAat feather. Green-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress and 
arms outstretched. 
Below the entire scene is palace façade.  
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Catalogue # 164 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Neskhons ii (ns-xnsw), noble lady of the 

house, daughter of Djedkhonsuiufankh, the fourth prophet of Amun 
and lady of the house Tasasaat, wife of Neseramun and mother of 
Ankhefenkhons ii.  

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41003 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Baillet (1896), 188 
Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Elias (1993), 352-83, 782-5 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n.1133, 1270 
Moret (1913), 61-75, pls. X, XI 
Porter and Moss (1964), 643 
Seeber (1976), 216 n. 5 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

224 cm 

Width of 
Object 

85 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

56 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased. The pannel 
contains BoD 125. The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb 
and on the right to Atum. 
Vignette:  On left the green-skinned deceased, identified, with a black 
wig, cone, yellow collar and white dress, standing in adoration. 
Nineteen deities in shrines with either green-skin, a blue wig, blue 
shoulders and red standing mummiform body or red-skinned with a 
blue wig, white shoulders and green standing body. Below the entire 
side is palace façade. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Horus nDty-it=f. The 
pannel contains a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty and Atum. The 
posts contain BoD 125. 
Vignette: Green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, blue collar, red 
shroud and holding the crook and flail. Green-skinned Isis and 
Nephthys, identified, with blue wigs, yellow collars, red dresses, 
standing with one arm in adoration the other holding an anx. On the 
far left in a shrine is green-skinned Ra-Harakhty, identified, facing 
outward with a black wig and beard, stola, blue shoulders and a red 
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standing body. On the far right in a shrine is green-skinned Ra-
Harakhty, identified, facing outward with a black wig and beard, 
stola, blue shoulders and a red standing body.  Below the entire side is 
palace façade. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is the name of the deceased. The pannel 
contains BoD 125. The posts are Htp-di-nsw formulae to Wepwawet. 
Vignette:  On left the green-skinned deceased, identified, with a black 
wig, cone, yellow collar and white dress, standing in adoration. 
Nineteen deities in shrines with either green-skin, a blue wig, blue 
shoulders and red standing mummiform body or red-skinned with a 
blue wig, white shoulders and green standing body. Below the entire 
side is palace façade. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to Horus nDty-it=f. The 
pannel contains a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty and Atum. The 
posts contain BoD 125. 
Vignette: The blue-skinned deceased, identified, with a blue wig, 
cone, blue shoulders and red standing mummiform body. Table of 
offerings with flowers. Blue anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, identified, 
with a black wig, blue body, white top, half-red-and-half-green kilt, 
blue tail, with one arm in adoration and the other holding papyrus. In 
a shrine. Below the shrine, a crouching green-skinned winged goddess 
with a blue wig, red dress and three rows of wings: blue, red and 
green plumes. On either of the far sides is a green-skinned deity with 
a black wig, beard, stola, blue shoulders and a red standing body. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the middle is an invocation to the deceased. The pannel 
also contains one. 
Vignette: The first register; iAbt. a white falcon with a blue wig, red 
solar disk and uraeus, striped shoulders and a red mummiform body. 
Table of offerings with lotus. Green-skinned deceased, identified, 
with a black wig, cone, white dress, standing and holding an ib. Blue-
skinned Nut, with long black hair is arched over the scene and is held 
up by blue-skinned Shu with a black wig and beard, yellow collar, 
half-green-and-half-red kilt, black tail. Lying on his elbow is green-
skinned Geb with a black wig and beard, white top, white kilt and 
black belt. On either side of this is a standing green anthropomorphic 
ram with a black wig, horns, yellow collar, blue body, half-green-and-
half-red kilt, green tail with both arms raised in an offering pose. The 
twelve hours of night, all identified, with green-skin, black wigs, 
yellow collars and red dresses, standing with stars on their heads. The 
second register; green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, red shroud, 
seated on a throne and holding the crook and flail. Table of offerings. 
Seated on a shrine, hippopotamus Ammut with a blue wig, and white 
body. Blue anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, identified, with a black wig, 
blue body, white top, half-white-and-half-red kilt, white tail, standing 
and holding a palette. Scale with baboon seated above. Blue 
anthropomorphic jackal (Anubis) with a black wig, blue body, half-
green-and-half-red kilt, holding an ib, on HqA. Green-skinned goddess 
with black wig and white dress, crouching. White anthropomorphic 
falcon (Horus) with a black wig, blue body, red top, half-white-and-
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half-red kilt, with one hand on the scale, the other raised behind him. 
Ma’at, identified with a white dress. Green-skinned deceased with a 
black wig, red headband, yellow collar and white dress on hands and 
knees. Green-skinned deceased with a black wig, cone, white dress, 
standing with arms raised in adoration. Small green-skinned Ma’at, 
identified, with a blue wig and red dress, holding the shoulder of the 
deceased and the other to her chest. Dd pillar. Green-skinned Osiris 
with the atef crown, blue shoulders and red standing body. iAbt. Solar 
barque. Deceased holding an oar. Seated white anthropomorphic 
falcon with black wig, red solar disk and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty), with 
green shoulders and a red body. bnw bird. Falcon-headed oar. Below 
the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Right N/A 
Top Back Text: The pannel contains invocations to the deceased and in register 

two BoD 1.  
Vignette: First register; from right to left, green-skinned Osiris with 
the atef crown, red shroud and holding the crook and flail. Table of 
offerings. Green-skinned deceased, identified, with a black wig, cone, 
white dress, standing and holding an ib. Green-skinned deceased with 
a black wig, cone, white dress, standing. In front a damaged deity 
holding her hand. Behind green-skinned Isis, identified, with a black 
wig, red dress, standing with one arm in adoration. Behind the 
deceased is a blue anthropomorphic jackal with a blue body, red top, 
black tail. imnt with a falcon with a double crown on it. Twelve hours 
of the day, identified, with green-skin, black wigs, white disks, red 
dresses, standing.  

Top Left N/A 
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Catalogue # 165 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus fragments of Taba (tA-bA). 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41034 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Lieblein (1871), n.1252 
Moret (1913), 287-290 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

188 cm 

Width of 
Object 

64 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

31 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Posts Htp-di-nsw formulae to Ra-Harakhty, Osiris Wennefer, Atum and 
Geb. Above sections Htp-di-nsw formulae to Osiris xnty-imntiw, 
Osiris and an invocation to Nut. 

Top Front Down the center a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw. The text 
contains a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris Wennefer.  
Vignette: The green-skinned deceased with a blue wig and red dress is 
standing with arms raised in adoration. Facing the deceased are ten 
deities pulling the solar barque, they have alternating red or blue skin, 
blue wigs, red or green tops, blue collars, half blue and half white 
kilts and a blue tail. On the barque there are two green-skinned 
goddesses with blue wigs, red dresses and standing. Then there is a 
red-skinned deity, just like the others, with his head facing the other 
way and an arm raised towards the shrine. Inside the shrine is a 
standing green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue body, a blue wig a 
red top and a green kilt, the deity extends his right hand and his left an 
anx. Behind the shrine there is a Sms sign and two falcon headed oars. 
The bottom is decorated with Xkr. 

Top Right nfr, two wDAt eyes on sS. 
Top Back The green-skinned deceased with a blue wig and red dress is standing 

with arms raised in adoration. Facing the deceased are ten deities 
pulling the solar barque, they have alternating red or blue skin, blue 
wigs, red or green tops, blue collars, half blue and half white kilts and 
a blue tail. The solar barque has a wr bird and two perched falcons on 
a lotus. Two green-skinned goddesses with blue wigs and red dresses 
are standing and identified as Isis and Nephthys. A white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a red body. The shine is encircled by a 
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green serpent. A green anthropomorphic baboon has a red solar disk 
with horns, blue body, half-green-and-half-white kilt, walking, and 
holding a wAs scepter and an anx. Green-skinned goddess with a 
missing head, red dress holding ananx. Sms. Two falcon-headed oars. 
The bottom is decorated with Xkr. 

Top Left Red-skinned deity, without a beard, cut off at the knees, on his head is 
a red solar disk held up by two arms and he has a blue wig with a red 
headband, a green collar and top and a half-blue-and-half-white kilt. 
A red-skinned bA bird with a blue body has his arms in adoration on a 
shrine. Two anthropomorphic baboons with a red body and their 
hands in adoration. A Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty. 
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Catalogue # 166 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Anonymous. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41040 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Moret (1913), 317-20, pl. XXXIX 
Schmidt (1919), 182, n.1008 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

205 cm 

Width of 
Object 

75 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

42 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Large pt with yellow stars along side. Below is a row of Dd, tit. 
Right Text: The pannel contains on the left an invocation to Anubis imy-wt-

xnty-sH-nTr and the right to Atum.  
Vignette: Green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis with a red wig, green 
body, red top, kilt, walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. Red-
skinned Atum with the double crown, collar, top, striped kilt walking 
and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 

Back Large pt with yellow stars half-way along side. Below is a row of Dd, 
tit. 

Left Green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
red dress, crouching on nbw with outstretched wings: green and blue 
plumes and holding an anx in each hand. 

Top Front From right to left, the solar barque is pulled by two black standing 
jackals and a black anthropomorphic jackal with a green body and 
green striped kilt. The barque has a lotus flower. A lying down sphinx 
with an atef crown. Two green-skinned deities with black wigs, white 
kilts, one standing on a shrine with arm in adoration. Inside the shrine 
is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a red solar disk and uraeus 
(Ra-Harakhty) and a red mummiform standing body. Red-skinned 
deity with an oar. Two oars. 

Top Right A red solar disk with uraeus and rays. Black jackals with red scarves 
lying down. 

Top Back From right to left, a green-skinned deity, green anthropomorphic 
jackal, green anthropomorphic baboon, green anthropomorphic falcon 
and a green anthropomorphic ram with horns, all with blue wigs, 
green-and-black striped shoulders and kilts. They are pulling the 
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barque. A lotus flower. Green-skinned Isis and Nephthys, identified, 
with blue wigs, red dresses, standing. Inside a circle are two red-
skinned deities with short wigs, kilts and are holding a sail. Red-
skinned deity with an oar. Two falcon-ended oars. 

Top Left Red solar disk with wings and uraei. 
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Catalogue # 167 
Coffin Middle coffin lid of Isisenakhbit (Ast-n-Ax-bit), lady of the house, wife 

of prophet of Monut Nesptah, mother of Montuemhat, governor of the 
south and commander of Thebes. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41072 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus, CG 41033 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

De Rougé (1890), xlix 
Legrain (1912), 169 
Lieblein (1871), n. 2313 
Gauthier (1913), 533-5 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
PN I, 4.3 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes. 

Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

240 cm 

Width of 
Object 

95 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

59 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, and eyebrows. 
Wig  Blue-and-white striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at bottom. 

The coronet has a red band, band of shapes and florals, blue band and 
in the middle red solar disk with wings: yellow with black spots, 
green and blue plumes with red tips and two uraei holding an anx. 
bHdt 

Collar  Seven rows solid bands. Fifteen rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Central 
Median 

Two rows of vertical text, an invocation to the deceased.  

Feet  Text continued. 
Base N/A 
Bottom Undecorated.    
Back Undecorated. 
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Catalogue # 168 
Coffin Trough of inner coffin of Irethau (irrt-TAt), son of priest of Montu 

Djedhy and Tashenesi. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41070 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Gauthier (1913), 502-13, pl. XXIX 
Porter and Moss (1964), 646 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood, gesso and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

205 cm 

Width of 
Object 

60 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

18 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Wig Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet has a blue band, 
multicolored rectangles, white and green leaves, red band, and text, a 
damaged invocation to the deceased. 

Base Palace façade and Dd, tit. 
Back Blue-skinned Shu, identified, with a black beard and wig, red 

headband, orange collar, red top, half-white-and-green kilt, blue belt, 
green tail and him coming out of Dw. He holds a Dd pillar with horns 
on top, eyes, and is holding a crook and flail. On the left iAbt, right 
imnt.  

Trough  On the left side is green-skinned kneeling Nephthys, identified, with a 
yellow wig, red headband, orange collar, red dress and holding Snw. 
Two baboons in adoration with blue wigs, red headbands and green 
bodies. Red-skinned deceased, identified, with a black wig, red 
headband, cone, green collar, belt, white kilt, kneeling in adoration. 
wDAt eye and black jackal with a red scarf. Red-skinned bA bird with a 
black wig and beard, blue body, red headband, cone, perched on a 
false door in adoration. Green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a 
blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress and standing. One 
arm raised in adoration. The text is an invocation to the deceased. The 
right is the same but with Isis in place of Nephthys. 
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Catalogue # 169 
Coffin Outer coffin fragments of Nesamunopet (Ns-Imn-ipt), priest of 

Montu, son of vizier and prophet of Amun Nesmin and Tatenisis. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41067 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus, CG 41022 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Gauthier (1913), 465-9, pl. XXXVIII 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Legrain (1912), 97-8 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1134 
Mariette (1864), 231 
Maspero (1883), n. 4929 
Porter and Moss (1964), 645 
PN I, 173.20 
Taylor and Strudwick (2003), 134 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

205 cm 

Width of 
Object 

90 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

16 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face Red skin, detailed black eyes and eyebrows, protruding ears and a 
missing false beard.  

Wig Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has blue and red bands, white and green leaves, 
and a green band. 

Collar Five rows of solid bands. Seven rows of vegetal motif with the last 
being oval pendants. A line of text with an invocation to the deceased.  

Trough A row of text, invocation to the deceased. 
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Catalogue # 170 
Coffin Inner coffin fragments of Takhentmin (tA-xnt(t)-mnw), lady of the 

house and daughter of priest of Montu and Amun, Neseramun and 
lady of the house Naneferheres. 

Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41052 
Other coffins Outer qrsw sarcophagus, CG 41015 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 92-7 
Elias (1993), 552 
Gauthier (1913), 216-20 
Kitchen (1986), 224-31 
Lieblein (1871), n.1089 
Porter and Moss (1964), 644 
PN I, 367.2, II, 325.8 
Vittmann (1978), 43 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

173 cm 

Width of 
Object 

50 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

14 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Wig Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet has a yellow band, 
green and white leaves with red dots, multicolored rectangles, yellow, 
blue, red and yellow bands, in the middle a red solar disk with two 
yellow uraei. On either side bHdt toponym.  

Base Palace façade. 
Back Three rows of vertical text, an invocation to the deceased and BoD 

89.  
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Catalogue # 171 
Coffin Trough of inner coffin of Neskhons (ns-xnsw) lady of the house, 

daughter of the priest of Montu Unnufer and Wedjarenes. 
Inv # Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41055 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri, Mariette cache of Montu priests. 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1975), 94 
Elias (1993), 542 
Gauthier (1913), 255-66, pl. XVIII 
Porter and Moss (1964), 646 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated based upon genealogical associations with the Besenmut family 
and the documentation of the cache of priest at Thebes.  

Materials Wood, gesso and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

195 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

15 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Wig Blue-and-red striped tripartite wig. The coronet has a red band, 
multicolored rectangles, white and green leaves and in the middle 
text, BoD 22. 

Base Dd, tit.  
Back On the left, Nephthys, and the right Isis, identifed, with a blue wig, 

red headband, yellow collar and dress, holding linen and other arm to 
face. body is tit amulet. Blue-skin deity with a black wig and beard, 
red headband, yellow collar, red top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, 
blue belt, green tail, standing and holding up a Dd pillar with a double 
plume crown, red solar disk and horns. Two uraei with a red solar 
disk. On either side of the pillar are long uraei, identified as Nephthys 
on the left and Isis on the right, coiled into one another at the bottom. 
At the top a black scarab with wings and a red solar disk in its front 
legs and Snw in the back. Three rows of wings: yellow with blue 
spots, green and blue plimes with red tips. The text are invocations to 
the deceased. 
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Catalogue # 172 
Coffin Inner coffin of Inamonnefneb (in-Imn-n=f-nb). 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 1-a 
Other coffins Middle coffin, AMM 1-b, Outer anthropoid coffin AMM 1-c 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Broekman (2011), 93 
Taylor (1989), 58, nos. 546-7 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

184 cm 

Width of 
Object 

50.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

40 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears painted on, 
chin post, false beard broken off with black tresses. 

Wig  Blue-red-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a red band, white and green feathers with red 
dots, a yellow band, red, and yellow band and in the middle a black 
scarab with a red solar disk in the front and Snw in the back legs. imnt 
on either side. 

Collar  Five rows of solid bands. Six rows of white feathers and beads.  
Nut  Green-skinned winged goddess with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 

solar disk, yellow collar and red dress kneeling. Three rows of wings, 
yellow, green and blue plumes with red tips. She is holding mAat 
feathers. Text is an invocation Osiris xnty-imntiw. 

Register 1 In the middle, red-skinned deceased with a blue wig, red headband, 
cone, blue collar, green top and long green kilt, walking. In front a 
green snake with a blue beard and cone. Green-skinned Osiris with 
the atef crown, blue beard, yellow shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. White anthropomorphic 
falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty), 
yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and holding a wAs 
scepter. Green anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, beard, cone, 
yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, holding a mAat 
feather and linen. On the left with an invocation to Ra. The inside 
vignette is a green-skinned deity, with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body, yellow-and-blue linen 
and holding a mAat feather. Red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, yellow-and-
blue linen and holding a mAat feather. On the right te inside vignette is 
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a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, cone, yellow 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body, yellow-and-blue linen 
and holding a mAat feather. Then a green anthropomorphic jackal with 
a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, yellow-
and-blue linen and holding a mAat feather. Together they make the 
four sons of Horus. Invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 

Register 2  In the middle, a white falcon with a blue wig, cone, yellow-and-blue 
striped shoulders, mnit, red mummiform body lying on Ss. wDAt, nb. 
On either side, a green anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, beard, 
cone, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, yellow-and-
blue linen and holding a mAat feather. A white falcon with a blue wig, 
red solar disk and uraeus, and outstretched wings, wDAt. The text is 
offerings. 

Register 3 
 

In the middle, BoD spell 154 with the deceased lying on a lion bed 
with five jars underneath and a red solar disk with two cobras above. 
The deceased has green-skin, a blue wig and beard, red headband, 
yellow shoulders, and green mummiform body. On the left, on the 
inside, a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body, yellow-and-blue linen 
and holding a mAat feather. The outside a green anthropomorphic 
snake with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body, yellow-and-blue linen, and holding a mAat feather. 
On the right, the inside is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue 
wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, yellow-
and-blue linen and holding a mAat feather. The outside is a green 
anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, cone, beard, yellow 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body, yellow-and-blue linen 
and holding a mAat feather.  

Register 4 In the middle, a solar barque with a white anthropomorphic falcon 
with a blue wig, red solar disk and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty), yellow 
shoulders and a red seated mummiform body with a cobra around him 
with a yellow white crown. Oar with a wDAt eye above. Another on 
the other side. A white falcon. 

Register 5 An Abydos Fetish in the middle of this register and the next. The left, 
on the inside is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, cone, 
yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body, yellow-and-blue 
linen and holding a mAat feather. Outside a green anthropomorphic 
snake with a blue wig and beard, cone, yellow shoulders, red 
mummiform body, yellow-and-blue linen and holding a mAat feather. 
On the right, the inside is a green anthropomorphic ibis with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body, yellow-and-
blue linen and holding a mAat feather. The outside a green 
anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, beard, yellow shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body, yellow-and-blue linen and holding a mAat 
feather. 

Register 6 On either side a white falcon with outstretched wings. 
Feet Some damaged text of an invocation to Anubis xnty-sH-nTr, and a 

black jackal with a red scarf on a shrine with a mAat feather. 
Base Stripes.  
Bottom  Black bull with a white face, red solar disk with horns, red blanket 
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and deceased on its back, with red-skin, cone, yellow shoulders, red 
mummiform body and incense in front.  

Back Dd pillar down the center with linen, a double plume crown with red 
solar disk, ram horns and two uraei with red disks. Above large red 
solar disk with two uraei holding an anx, and rays coming down. Sides 
are tp-Dw=f nb-pr imnt iAbt then snake with a yellow body, blue beard 
and a cone. 
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Catalogue # 173 
Coffin Middle coffin of Inamonnefneb (in-Imn-n=f-nb). 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 1-b 
Other coffins Inner coffin, AMM 1-a, Outer anthropoid coffin AMM 1-c 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

210 cm 

Width of 
Object 

64 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

70 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears, short black 
beard. 

Wig  Blue-red-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a red band, white and green feathers with red 
dots, a yellow band, red, and yellow band and in the middle red Axt. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Seven rows of white feathers and beads.  
Central  
Median 

Single line of hieroglyphs of a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-
imntiw with genealogy. 

Feet  Continuation of formula 
Base 
 

N/A. 

Bottom Undecorated. 
Trough Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
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Catalogue # 174 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin of Inamonnefneb (in-Imn-n=f-nb). 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 1-c 
Other coffins Inner coffin, AMM 1-a, middle coffin AMM 1-b 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

220 cm 

Width of 
Object 

81 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

101 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears, missing false 
beard.  

Wig  Blue-red-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet damaged and dirty but some white feathers.  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Eight rows of white feathers and beads. 
Last row is oval pendants and the invocation is to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 

Nut Red solar disk with wings; yellow, blue and green plumes with red 
tips. 

Register 1 BoD spell 125. Green-skinned Osiris with black beard, atef crown, 
yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs 
scepter. Behind green snake with a blue beard, atef crown. Then a 
white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk and 
uraeus (Ra-Harakhty), yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform 
body and holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned Isis and Nephthys, 
identified, with blue wigs, red headbands, yellow collars, red dresses 
and standing with linen. Green-skinned deity with a blue wig, beard, 
cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body, linen and 
holding a mAat feather. White anthropomorphic falcon with a blue 
wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, linen 
and holding a mAat feather. Red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue 
wig, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body, linen 
and holding a mAat feather. Damaged green jackal, comprising four 
sons of Horus. In front of Osiris is another green snake with a blue 
beard and atef crown. Green anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) with a red 
wig, cone, blue body, yellow top, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, 
green tail, walking and hand in adoration with linen. The other 
leading the red-skinned deceased with a blue wig, green top and kilt, 
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walking but damaged. Damaged deity. Scale with a red Ammut with a 
blue wig. wDAt eye. 

Register 2 Invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw and genealogy. 
Register 3 In the middle, BoD spell 154, the deceased on a lion bed with jars 

underneath, and red solar disk with rays above. Deceased has green-
skin, blue wig and beard, cone, yellow shoulders, and green 
mummiform body. On either side white falcon with red solar disk and 
uraeus, outstretched wings and a wDAt eye. Invocations. 

Register 4 Damaged invocation with genealogy. 
Feet  White mummiform falcon with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue striped 

shoulders, mnit, lying on Ss, wDAt, nb on left.  
Base N/A. 
Bottom Undecorated. 
Trough Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw and genealogy. 
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Catalogue # 175 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin of Hor (Hr), priest of Amun, son of priest 

Isisdifnakht.  
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 3-a 
Other coffins Inner coffin, AMM 3-b 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint and varnish. 
Height of 
Object 

202 cm 

Width of 
Object 

70 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

70 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears, short beard.  
Wig  Blue-red-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. The coronet; red band, white feathers with red dots, yellow 
band and in middle red Axt. 

Collar  Five rows of solid bands. Six rows of white feathers and beads.  
Nut Red solar disk with two uraei, wings; yellow, blue and green plumes 

with red tips. 
Register 1 Blue anthropomorphic ibis with yellow disk, red wig, blue body, 

yellow collar, top and kilt, walking and holding papyrus and the other 
leading the red-skinned deceased with a black wig, cone, yellow 
collar, top and long kilt, walking and holding an anx. Behind him, 
green-skinned Ma’at, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, red 
dress, standing, holding an anx and lotus scepter. Scale with a red 
baboon with a green body sitting on top. Red dog (Ammut) seated and 
a black anthropomorphic jackal with a red wig, yellow shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body holding linen and a mAat feather. In front 
of Thoth is a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red disk, 
yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding linen 
and a mAat feather. Blue anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, 
double plume crown, green shoulders, yellow standing mummiform 
body, holding linen and a mAat feather. Yellow anthropomorphic lion 
with a blue wig, red disk, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform 
body, holding linen and a mAat feather. 

Register 2 Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw and genealogy. 
Register 3 In the middle, white mummiform falcon with a blue wig, yellow 

shoulders, mnit, red stola and red lying body on Ss. wDAt, nb. On either 
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side, a green-skinned goddess with a red wig, yellow collar, red dress, 
kneeling on nbw, holding linen on one hand and the other raised to 
her face. 

Register 4 Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw and genealogy. 
Feet  Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Base N/A. 
Bottom Undecorated. 
Trough Undecorated. 
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Catalogue # 176 
Coffin Inner coffin of Ity (iti), lady of the house, daughter of the scribe of the 

necropolis of Amun, Nespakashuty. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, H.III.VVV app-1 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

176 cm 

Width of 
Object 

52 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

53 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears. 
Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. The coronet has a red band, white and green feathers with red 
dots, a green band and in the middle a green-skinned standing 
Nephthys, identified, with a white wig, red headband, yellow collar, 
red dress with her arms down, and three rows of wings: yellow, blue 
and green plumes with red tips. Invocation to the deceased. 

Collar  Four rows of solid bands. Nine rows of vegetal motif.  
Nut  Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a white wig, red headband, 

yellow solar disk, yellow collar and red dress crouching on a 
doorway. Four rows of wings: yellow, blue, green and blue plumes 
with red tips. Text on the left a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-
imntiw and the right to Osiris nb-Ddt. The text below has the name of 
the deceased and some genealogy. 

Register 1 BoD spell 125 vignette. In the middle, invocation to Osiris. On the 
left, green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, yellow shoulders, red 
seated mummiform body on a throne and holding a wAs scepter. Table 
of offerings with a lotus flower. Blue anthropomorphic ibis with a red 
wig, cone, blue body, white top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, 
walking and leading the green-skinned deceased with a blue wig, 
cone, white sheer dress and walking. Scale. Red-and-green baboon 
with a red solar disk and palette (Thoth) sitting on a shrine and a 
green faced Ammut with double plume crown and a yellow body on a 
shrine. On the right, a white anthropomorphic falcon with a white 
wig, red solar disk and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty), yellow shoulders and a 
green seated mummiform body on a throne and holding a wAs scepter. 
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Table of offerings with a lotus flower. Green anthropomorphic ibis 
with a red wig, cone, blue body, white top, half-white-and-half-yellow 
kilt, walking and with a hand in adoration with linen. Leading the 
green-skinned deceased with a white wig, white sheer dress and 
walking. Scale. Red-and-green baboon with a red solar disk and 
palette (Thoth) sitting on a shrine and a green faced Ammut with 
double plume crown and a red body on a shrine. 

Register 2  In the middle, a white falcon with a red disk, red-and-blue striped 
shoulders, mnit, red mummiform body with bead net lying down. 
wDAt, nb. On the left, inside, facing out green-skinned Neith, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress and 
kneeling on nbw. She has one arm in adoration. On the outside is red-
skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig and beard, green 
shoulders, white standing mummiform body and holding linen and a 
mAat feather. Black anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with 
a white wig, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and 
holding linen and a mAat feather. On the right, inside, facing out green-
skinned Selkis, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
collar, red dress and kneeling on nbw. Red anthropomorphic Hapi, 
identified, with a blue wig, cone, green shoulders, white standing 
mummiform body and holding linen and a mAat feather. White 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, 
cone, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and holding 
linen and a mAat feather.  

Register 3 In the middle, text with the name of the deceased. BoD spell 89 
vignette with the deceased on a lion bed with the four sons of Horus 
canopic jars underneath, all identified, and a bag of linen with a bA 
bird above. The deceased has red-skin, a blue wig, white shoulders, 
red-and-green mummiform body and on either side is a white falcon 
with a red solar disk and outstretched wings, wDAt, nb. 

Register 4 An Abydos Fetish in the middle of this register and the next. The left, 
on the inside is black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified, with 
a blue wig, green shoulders, white standing mummiform body, linen 
and holding a mAat feather. Then red-skin Geb, identified, with a blue 
wig and beard, yellow shoulders, green mummiform body, linen and 
holding a mAat feather. A white anthropomorphic falcon with a white 
wig, cone, green shoulders, white standing mummiform body, linen 
and holding a mAat feather. On the right, the inside is black 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified, with a blue wig, green 
shoulders, white standing mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat 
feather. Then white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified nDty-
it=f, with a blue wig, cone, yellow-and-blue-striped shoulders, green 
standing mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Red-skin 
Xry-bAq=f, identified, with a blue wig and beard, cone, green 
shoulders, white standing mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat 
feather. Below is the name of the deceased. 

Register 5 On either side a wDAt on Ss. 
Feet Invocation to the deceased. Yellow-skinned winged goddess with a 

red dress crouching on a doorway with three rows of wings: yellow 
with blue spots, green and blue plumes with red tips. 
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Base Palace façade.  
Bottom  Text is invocation to the deceased.  
Back Text down the middle is an invocation to Ra-Harakhty, Atum, Ptah 

and others. On the left, Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw-nb-
AbDw. On the right, Htp-di-nsw formula to Anubis imy-wt-tp-Dw=f-nb-
tA-Dsr-xnty-sH-nTr and Osiris. 
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Catalogue # 177 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin of Irhapiiaw (ir-Hpi-iAw), wab priest, son of 

Khonsunebankh and lady of the house Kas. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, L.XII.2-b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint and gesso. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears, yellow-and-
blue tressed false beard.  

Wig  Blue-red-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet had a red band, white and green leaves with red 
dots, yellow and green bands and in the middle a red Axtm imnt (R), 
iAbt (L).  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. 19 rows of green feathers. 
Nut Red solar disk with two green uraei, three rows of wings; yellow with 

blue spots, green and blue plumes with red tips. Text is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw. Below a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris 
xnty-imntiw with genealogy. 

Register 1 BoD spell 125. Table of offerings with a lotus flower. A white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk and uraeus 
(Ra-Harakhty), yellow-and-blue-striped shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned Isis and 
Nephthys, identified, with blue wigs, red collars and dresses and 
standing with one arm in adoration. Red-skinned deity with a blue 
wig, black beard, yellow-and-blue-striped shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Red 
anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue-striped 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat 
feather. Green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow-and-
blue-striped shoulders, green standing mummiform body, linen and 
holding a mAat feather. White anthropomorphic falcon with a blue 
wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, linen 
and holding a mAat feather, comprising four sons of Horus. Green 
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anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue-striped 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat 
feather. Red-skinned deity with a blue wig, black beard, yellow-and-
blue-striped shoulders, green standing mummiform body, linen and 
holding a mAat feather. Other side of the table, green anthropomorphic 
ibis (Thoth) with a black wig, blue body, red collar, white top, half-
green-and-half-white kilt, walking and linen and papyrus in hand. The 
other leading the red-skinned deceased with a blue wig, white collar 
and top, long green kilt, walking with arm in adoration. Behind is 
green-skinned Ma’at, identified, with a feather as a head, red dress 
and standing with her arm on the shoulder of the deceased. Scale with 
a green Ammut with a blue wig and red shoulders. imnt. Below a Htp-
di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw with genealogy. 

Register 2 Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw and genealogy. Below a Htp-
di-nsw formula to Osiris. 

Register 3 In the middle, BoD spell 89, the deceased on a lion bed with four jars 
underneath, and a bA above. Deceased has green-skin, blue wig and 
black beard, cone, yellow-and-blue-striped shoulders, and red-and-
yellow mummiform body. On either side white falcon with red solar 
disk and uraeus, outstretched wings, a wDAt eye and nb. Below a Htp-
di-nsw formula to Osiris Wennefer.  

Register 4 Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw and genealogy. Below a Htp-
di-nsw formula to Osiris. 

Register 5 Right to left; red-skinned Amset(y), identified with a blue wig, black 
beard, yellow-and-blue-striped shoulders, a green standing 
mummiform body, holding linen and a mAat feather. Red 
anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, yellow-
and-blue-striped shoulders, a green standing mummiform body, 
holding linen and a mAat feather. Green anthropomorphic jackal 
Duamuted, identified, with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue-striped 
shoulders, a green standing mummiform body, holding linen and a 
mAat feather. White anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, 
with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue-striped shoulders, a green standing 
mummiform body, holding linen and a mAat feather. Red-skinned Geb, 
identified, with a blue wig and beard, yellow-and-blue-striped 
shoulders, a green standing mummiform body, holding linen and a 
mAat feather. Green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified, with a 
blue wig, yellow-and-blue-striped shoulders, a green standing 
mummiform body, holding linen and a mAat feather. Below is a 
damaged Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 

Feet  White mummiform falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk and uraeus, 
red-and-blue striped shoulders, mnit, red body lying on a shrine, wDAt, 
nb and a scepter on left.  

Base N/A. 
Bottom Undecorated. 
Trough Damaged but offering formula with genealogy.  
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Catalogue # 178 
Coffin Inner coffin of Harerem (hr-r-m), son of Wedjahor and Tapertwet. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 23-b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Broekman (2011), 93 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint and gesso. 
Height of 
Object 

185 cm 

Width of 
Object 

50 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

43 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears, tressed 
cuved false beard.  

Wig  Blue-red-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a red band, white leaves with red dots, green, 
yellow and red bands and in the middle a black scarab with a red solar 
disk in its front legs and a Snw with pt in the back. imnt (R), iAbt (L).  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Six rows of feathers and beads, the last 
being oval pendants. 

Nut Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow solar disk, yellow collar, red dress with black bead net, 
crouching on a doorway. The wings have three rows: blue and yellow 
plumes, green, blue plumes with red tips. The rest is a red background 
with black bead net.  

Register 1 Vignette BoD 125. A green snake with a beard (Atum).  Green-
skinned Osiris with the atef crown, a black beard, yellow shoulders, 
red standing mummiform form body with black bead net, holding a	
wAs	scepter.	Behind is a red-skin deity with blue wig, black beard, 
cone, yellow shoulders, green standing body, linen and holding a mAat 
feather. A red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, cone, yellow 
shoulders, red standing body with a bead net. A green 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, and 
green standing body with linen and holding a mAat feather. A green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red 
standing body with bead net, linen and holding a mAat feather. They 
comprise the four sons of Horus. Green anthropomorphic 
hippopotamus with a blue wig, yellow double plume crown, yellow 
shoulders, green standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 
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Green anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, a mAat feather on its 
head, yellow shoulders, red standing bead net body, linen and holding 
a mAat feather. On other side is a green anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) 
with a red wig, blue body, green top, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, 
walking with linen and a hand in adoration, the other leading the 
deceased with red-skin, cone, white top, long white kilt and walking. 
Scale. Red-faced Ammut with a blue body and a mAat feather on top. 
Green seated anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, red body with bead net and holding a mAat feather. imnt. 

Register 2 Vignette of BoD 89 with the deceased, identified, on a lion bed with 
four jars underneath, red-skin, blue wig, red headband, yellow 
shoulders, green body. On either side a green falcon with a blue wig 
and red solar disk with outstretched wings and a wDAt eye.  

Register 3 A solar barque with a lotus flower on either end, seated red-skinned 
Isis, identified, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and green body, 
linen and holding a mAat feather. Green anthropomorphic falcon with a 
red solar disk and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty), with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, red seated body with bead net, linen and holding a a mAat 
feather. Standing green-skinned Isis, identified, with a black wig, red 
dress with bead net, and oaring the barque. imnt. On either side, two 
red baboons with green bodies and red solar disks, standing in 
adoration.  

Register 4 In the middle an Abydos Fetish. On the left inside, a green 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red 
seated body with bead net. Outside, a green anthropomorphic jackal 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and green seated body. On the right 
inside, a green anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, red seated body with bead net. Outside, a green 
anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, beard, a mAat feather above 
his head, yellow shoulders and a green seated body. They all have 
linen and are holding a mAat feather. 

Register 5 The left inside is green-skinned Isis, identified, with a black wig, red 
headband, yellow collar, red dress with bead net, crouching with one 
arm in adoration. Outside, a green anthropomorphic feline with a blue 
wig, a mAat feather above its head, yellow shoulders and green 
standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. On the right inside is 
green-skinned Neith, identified, with a black wig, red headband, 
yellow collar, red dress with bead net, crouching with one arm in 
adoration. Outside, a red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, 
cone, yellow shoulders, green standing body, linen and holding a mAat 
feather. The goddess are holding a mAat feather. 

Feet  Green-skinned winged Isis, identified, with a blue wig, yellow collar, 
red dress with bead net, kneeling and three rows of wings: yellow-
and-blue, green, blue plumes with red tips.  

Base Stripes. 
Bottom Invocation to Anubis. 
Trough Dd pillar with linen, two hands emerging from the top holding a 

yellow solar disk, with a wDAt underneath, and nb-mAat. On the bottom 
is a tit amulet and on either side imnt. Sides, tp-Dw=f, yellow cobra 
with a white crown, beard, double mAat feather on back, nb-pr-dwAt, 
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lotus with double plume crown and red solar disk. mnit, Snw. Yellow 
snake with beard. 
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Catalogue # 179 
Coffin Inner coffin of Pawiamen (pA-wiA-Imn), son of Djedhoriwfankh and 

Neskhonsu, daughter of Nesibenhat. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 6-b 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden (1997), 16 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint and gesso. 
Height of 
Object 

200 cm 

Width of 
Object 

54 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

44 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears, blue-and-
yellow tressed cuved false beard.  

Wig  Blue-red-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a red band, white leaves with red dots, 
yellow and red bands, in the middle a black scarab with a red solar 
disk in its front legs and a Snw in the back.  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Six rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants. 

Nut Green-skinned winged goddess, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, kneeling on nbw. The 
wings have three rows: white with blue spots, green, blue plumes with 
red tips. Text is an invocation.  

Register 1 In the middle, vignette of the red-skinned deceased with a blue wig, 
red headband, blue collar, green top, long green kilt and walking. A 
green snake with a beard and cone. Green-skinned Osiris with the atef 
crown, blue beard, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body 
and holding a wAs scepter. White anthropomorphic falcon with a blue 
wig, red solar disk with uraeus (Ra-Harakhty) with yellow shoulders, 
red standing body and holding a wAs scepter. On the left,  inside 
Amset(y), identified, with red-skin, blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders, red standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Hapi, 
identified, red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, green standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. On 
the right inside, Duamutef, identified with a white anthropomorphic 
falcon, blue wig, yellow shoulders, green standing body, linen and 
holding a mAat feather. Qebehsenuef, identified, a green 
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anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red 
standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Green snake with a 
beard and cone. 

Register 2 In the middle a white falcon with blue-and-red-striped shoulders, red 
mummiform body, mnit, lying on sS. a wDAt eye and nb. On either 
side, Anubis identified as a green anthropomorphic snake with a blue 
wig and beard, yellow shoulders, red standing body, linen and holding 
a mAat feather. A white falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk with 
uraeus and outstretched wings. a wDAt eye. 

Register 3 Vignette BoD 154 with the deceased, green-skinned, blue wig and 
beard, white headband, yellow shoulders and a red mummiform body, 
lying on a lion bed with five jars underneath and a red solar disk with 
two yellow uraei holding an anx, with rays down the middle. On either 
side a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, green standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 
Green anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders, red standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 

Register 4 In the middle and Abydos Fetish. On either side, the inside is a green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red 
standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Outside a green 
anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders, 
green standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 

Register 5 On either side, a green anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig and 
beard, yellow shoulders, green standing body, linen and holding a 
mAat feather. A red anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, red standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 

Feet  Htp-di-nsw formula to various gods. Black jackal with a red scarf, a 
mAat feather and flail lying down. 

Base Stripes. 
Bottom White-and-black spotted bull (Apis) with horns, red blanket and the 

deceased on its back with red-skin, blue wig and beard, yellow 
shoulders and a red mummiform body, with incense in front.  

Trough Down the middle, a Dd pillar with a double plume crown and red solar 
disk with horns, two yellow uraei with yellow disks and linen. Either 
side, tp-Dw=f-Dd-nb-pr, lotus with double plume crown, yellow snake 
with a cone and blue beard.  
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Catalogue # 180 
Coffin Inner coffin of Tadinebuy (T-di-nbwy), lady of the house. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, H.III.P.1-c 
Other coffins Middle coffin, Leiden, H.III.P.1-b 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint and gesso. 
Height of 
Object 

170 cm 

Width of 
Object 

46 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

27 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears drawn on. 
Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. The coronet has a red band, white leaves with red dots, green, 
yellow and red bands, in the middle a black scarab with a red solar 
disk in its front legs. imnt (L) iAbt (R). 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Five rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants. 

Nut Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, kneeling on a doorway. 
The wings have three rows of blue plumes. Text is an invocation to 
Osiris on the left and right to Anubis xnty-sH-nTr.  

Central 
Median 

Abydos Fetish followed by a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-AbDw. 

Register 1 In the middle, vignette BoD 125. Green-skinned Osiris with the atef 
crown, blue beard, yellow shoulders, red standing body, and holding a 
wAs scepter. Table of offerings with a lotus flower. Green-skinned 
deceased with a black wig, red headband, cone, yellow collar, red 
dress, standing with one arm in adoration with linen. Invocation to 
Ra-Harakhty. On either side, red-skinned deity with a blue wig, red 
headband, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing body and holding a 
wAs scepter. On the right an invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw and the 
left a Dd pillar with a red solar disk.  

Register 2 On either side a blue-skinned deity with a black wig, red headband, 
cone, yellow collar, red-and-green top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, 
green tail, walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. White falcon 
with a blue wig, red solar disk with uraeus, outstretched wings and a 
wDAt eye. 
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Register 3 From the inside out, on either side, a green anthropomorphic jackal 
with a black wig, blue body, , red-and-green top, half-yellow-and-
half-red kilt, green tail, walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 
Red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, cone, yellow 
shoulders, green standing body and holding a wAs scepter. A green 
anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, cone, beard, yellow 
shoulders, red standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 

Register 4 On either side, on the inside a white anthropomorphic falcon with a 
blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing body, linen and 
holding a mAat feather. On the outside a white falcon with a blue wig, 
red solar disk and uraeus and outstretched wings. A wDAt eye.  

Register 5 On either side, a green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, red standing body and holding a wAs scepter. A 
green anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, cone, yellow 
shoulders, green standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 
Green snake with a blue beard and atef crown. 

Register 6 On either side a wDAt eye on sS. 
Feet  An invocation. 
Base Palace façade. 
Bottom Damaged invocation.  
Back Invocation to Ra-Harakhty.  
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Catalogue # 181 
Coffin Middle coffin of Tadinebuy (T-di-nbwy), lady of the house. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, H.III.P.1-b 
Other coffins Inner coffin, Leiden, H.III.P.1-c 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

186 cm 

Width of 
Object 

54 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

47 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears. 
Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. The coronet has a red band, white leaves with red dots, 
yellow, red and yellow bands, in the middle a red solar disk with two 
uraei and each holding an anx. On either side imnt. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Nine rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants. 

Central 
Median 

Three rows of vertical text; a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty with 
genealogical information. 

Feet  Continued text. 
Base N/A. 
Bottom Undecorated.  
Back Invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw.  
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Catalogue # 182 
Coffin Inner coffin of Kakaiu (kA-kA-(iw)), lady of the house, daughter of 

Namenkhamun and Isisenkhebubit. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 4-b 
Other coffins Middle coffin, AMM 4-a 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Leemans (1840), 185-6 
Porter and Moss (1964), 827 
PN I, 169.20, 349.6 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint and gesso. 
Height of 
Object 

172 cm 

Width of 
Object 

49 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

31 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, and small protruding ears. 
Wig  Black brick tripartite wig. The coronet has a red band, white and 

green leaves, white band, multicoloured rectangles, in the middle a 
black scarab with a red solar disk in its front legs and Snw in the back. 
On either side imnt and below a red solar disk with two uraei.  

Collar  Five rows of solid bands. Eight rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants. Red stola at bottom. 

Nut Green-skinned winged goddess, with a blue wig, yellow solar disk, 
yellow collar, red dress, crouching on a doorway. The wings have 
three rows: blue, green and blue plumes with red tips. Red 
background with green beads in a bead net.  

Central 
Median 

Abydos Fetish followed by a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-
imntiw. 

Register 1 On the left, red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, beard, 
cone, yellow shoulders, stola, green standing body and holding a wAs 
scepter. Green anthropomorphic jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, with 
a blue wig, yellow shoulders, stola, green standing body and holding a 
wAs scepter. Red anthropomorphic hippopotamus with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, green standing body, linen and holding a mAat 
feather. On the right, red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, 
with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, stola, green standing body 
and holding a wAs scepter. Green anthropomorphic falcon Duamutef, 
identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing 
body and holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned deity with a blue wig 
and beard, yellow shoulders, green standing body and linen. Below is 
a Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb. 
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Register 2 On the left, green anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as nDty-
it=f, with a black wig, blue body, yellow collar, white top, half-green-
and-half-white kilt, with an arm in adoration. Red-skinned deity with 
a blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders, green standing body, linen 
and holding a mAat feather. On the right, green anthropomorphic ibis 
Thoth, identified, with a black wig, blue body, yellow collar, white 
top, half-green-and-half-white kilt, with an arm in adoration. Green-
skinned deity with a blue wig, beard, yellow shoulders, green standing 
body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 

Register 3 On the left, green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, yellow 
shoulders, green body and holding a wAs scepter. Table of offerings 
with a lotus flower. White-skinned deceased with a black wig, cone, 
green collar, and a long white shroud. Green anthropomorphic falcon 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green standing body, linen and 
holding a mAat feather. On the right, green-skinned Osiris with the atef 
crown, yellow shoulders, green body and holding a wAs scepter. Table 
of offerings with a lotus flower. White-skinned deceased with a black 
wig, cone, green collar, and a long white shroud. White 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green 
standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Below is a Htp-di-nsw 
formula to Anubis imy-wt. 

Register 4 On the left, a green anthropomorphic heron with a white wig, yellow 
shoulders, green body, linen and holding a mAat feather. On the inside 
of either side is a green anthropomorphic jackal with a black wig, 
black body, white top, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, walking with 
two hands raised holding linen. On the right, a red anthropomorphic 
baboon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green body, linen and 
holding a mAat feather. Below is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Horus the 
elder.   

Register 5 On either side, in the middle is a green falcon, with a red solar disk 
and outstretched wings and a wDAt eye. On the left is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green 
standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather.  

Register 6 On either side a wDAt eye. 
Feet  Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, collar, red dress and 

kneeling with an anx in each hand. Her wings have three rows: 
yellow, green and blue plumes with red tips.  

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom Black-and-white bull with a solar disk, uraeus and horns, running 

with the deceased on its back. Incense in front.   
Back Htp-di-nsw to Ra-Harakhty on the sides and in the middle to Osiris 

xnty-imntiw.  
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Catalogue # 183 
Coffin Middle coffin of Kakaiu (kA-kA-(iw)), lady of the house, daughter of 

Namenkhamun and Isisenkhebubit. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 4-a 
Other coffins Inner coffin, Leiden, AMM 4-b 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Leemans (1840), 185-6 
Porter and Moss (1964), 827 
PN I, 169.20, 349.6 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint and gesso. 
Height of 
Object 

190 cm 

Width of 
Object 

70 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

64 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, and small protruding ears. 
Wig  Blue-and-yellow-striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. The coronet has a yellow band, white and green leaves, 
yellow band, in the middle a red solar disk. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Nine rows of flowers and beads, the last 
being oval pendants.  

Central 
Median 

An invocation formula to Ra-Harakhty, with the name and title of the 
deceased.  

Feet  Continuation of the invocation formula.  
Base N/A 
Bottom Undecorated. 
Trough Htp-di-nsw formula.  
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Catalogue # 184 
Coffin Inner coffin of Petisis (p-di-Ast), son of Pakharenkhonsu. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 19-d 
Other coffins Middle coffin, AMM 19-d, Outer coffin, AMM 19-a 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Pleyte (1896), 54, pl. I 
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden (1997), 17 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

176 cm 

Width of 
Object 

36 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

22 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears and a black 
tressed curved false beard. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a red band, white and green leaves, 
multicoloured rectangles, yellow and red bands, in the middle a black 
scarab with a red solar disk in its front legs and Snw in the back.  

Collar  Five rows of solid bands. Seven rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants.  

Nut Winged green ram with horns, yellow solar disk, blue-and-yellow 
striped wig, collar, three rows of blue plumed wings and Snw in its 
talons. Below a white falcon with a blue-and-yellow collar, yellow 
stola, mnit, red mummiform body, scepter and identification as skr-
nTr. 

Central 
Median 

An Abydos Fetish with a yellow solar disk and two uraei with a white 
crown and red crown, followed by a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris 
xnty-imntiw. 

Register 1 On the left, green-skinned Osiris, identified, with the atef crown, 
beard, yellow-red-and-blue striped shoulders, yellow stola, red 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. Behind is 
green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow collar, red dress, holding linen and one arm raised in 
adoration. Green-and-yellow uraeus with a white crown in front of 
Osiris, then the deceased, identified, with red-skin, a black wig, red 
headband, cone, green collar, yellow top and kilt, walking with arms 
in adoration. Same scenario on the right but Isis and the uraeus has 
the red crown. Below is an invocation to the deceased.  

Register 2 On the left, a white anthropomorphic falcon, with a blue-and-yellow 
wig, red disk and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty), blue body, red top, yellow 
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kilt, seated on a throne with a wAs scepter. Behind red-skinned 
Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, red headband, cone, beard, 
yellow collar, blue top, half-yellow-and-half-blue kilt, blue tail, 
walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. Red anthropomorphic 
baboon Hapi, identified, with a black wig, cone, blue body, red top, 
half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, blue tail, walking and holding a wAs 
scepter and an anx. On the right, the deceased, identified, with red-
skin, no hair, white collar, yellow top and long kilt, walking, wearing 
sandals, holding grain and one arm in adoration. Behind is green 
anthropomorphic falcon Duamutef, identified, with a black wig, blue 
body, yellow collar, red-and-green top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, 
blue tail, walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, red 
body, green top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, blue tail, walking and 
holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 

Register 3 On the left, blue anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, identified, with a red 
wig, blue body, yellow top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, blue tail, 
walking, holding a scroll and in adoration. On the outside, a brown 
anthropomorphic crocodile with a black wig, two yellow mAat 
feathers, a blue body, red top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, blue tail, 
walking and holding a knife and an anx. On the right is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon, identified as Horus nDty-it=f, with a black 
wig, blue body, yellow top, kilt and tail, walking in adoration with 
linen. On the outside, a green anthropomorphic snake with a black 
wig, beard, two yellow mAat feathers, red body, yellow collar, green 
top, half-yellow-and-half-blue kilt, walking and holding a knife.  

Register 4 On either side, a blue anthropomorphic ram, identified as Khnum, 
with a black wig, horns, double plume crown with red solar disk, blue 
body, yellow collar, blue top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, walking, 
linen and in adoration. Ram on standard. wDAt eye. White falcon with 
a red solar disk and uraeus, outstretched wings, an anx, wAs, mAat. 

Register 5 On the left, green-skinned Neith, identified, with a red headband, 
yellow collar, red dress, crouching with one arm raised in adoration. 
A green anthropomorphic feline with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, 
red standing body, linen and holding a knife. On the right, green-
skinned Selkis, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
collar, red dress, crouching with one arm raised in adoration. A green 
anthropomorphic feline with a blue wig, two mAat feathers above her 
head, yellow shoulders, red standing body, linen and holding a knife. 

Feet  On either side, black jackal, identified as Wepwawet, with a red scarf 
lying on a standard, with a red solar disk and uraeus. 

Base Stripes. 
Bottom Black-and-white bull with a yellow-and-blue collar, running with the 

deceased, red-skin, beard, blue wig, red headband, striped shoulders, 
yellow stola, red mummiform body, on its back.   

Back N/A  
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Catalogue # 185 
Coffin Middle coffin of Petisis (p-di-Ast), son of Pakharenkhonsu. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 19-c 
Other coffins Inner coffin, AMM 19-d, Outer coffin AMM 19-a 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Pleyte (1896), 54, pl. I 
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden (1997), 17 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

192 cm 

Width of 
Object 

48 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

43 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears and small 
black false beard. 

Wig  Red-blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a red band, white leaves, green band, 
multicoloured rectangles, red and yellow bands, in the middle a red 
Axt.  

Collar  Five rows of solid bands. Six rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants.  

Nut Protruding arms and hands with multicolored rectangular bands 
decoration on bracelets. Clenched fists.  

Central 
Median 

Genealogical information. 

Feet  Text continued.  
Base N/A. 
Bottom Undecorated.   
Back Undecorated.  
Trough Invocation text. 
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Catalogue # 186 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin of Petisis (p-di-Ast), son of Pakharenkhonsu. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 19-a 
Other coffins Inner coffin, AMM 19-d, Middle coffin AMM 19-c 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Pleyte (1896), 54, pl. I 
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden (1997), 17 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

222 cm 

Width of 
Object 

72 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

52 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears and small 
black false beard. 

Wig  Red-blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a red band, white leaves, yellow band, 
multicoloured rectangles, two bands, in the middle a black scarab 
with a yellow solar disk in its front legs and Snw in the back.  

Collar  Five rows of solid bands. Nine rows of feather and beads. Red stola. 
Nut Protruding arms covered in text, an invocation to the deceased, with 

multicolored rectangular design on the bracelets, clenched fists and a 
red ib. Red solar disk with two uraei, wings: white and green plumes. 
On either side a green anthropomorphic snake with a beard, blue wig, 
two mAat feathers, yellow shoulders, red standing body, linen and a 
knife. bHdt toponym.  

Register 1 Vignette BoD 125. Green-and-yellow snake with a blue beard. White 
anthropomorphic falcon with black wig, red solar disk and uraeus 
(Ra-Harakhty), blue body, red-and-green top, yellow kilt, seated on a 
throne and holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned Osiris, identified, 
with the atef crown, blue beard, red collar, red mummiform standing 
body and holding the crook and flail. Green-skinned Isis and 
Nephthys, both identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
collar, red dress, standing with Isis holding linen and Nephthys an 
anx. Each have one arm raised in adoration. White anthropomorphic 
falcon Horus, identified nDty-it=f, with a black wig, dual crown, blue 
body, yellow collar, green top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, blue tail, 
walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. Other side is blue 
anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, identified, with a red wig, yellow collar, 
blue body, yellow top, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, walking and 
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leading the deceased, identified, with red-skin, no hair, blue collar, 
yellow top and long kilt, walking and holding grain. Scale. Green-
skinned Ma’at, identified, with a blue wig, white headband, yellow 
collar and red dress. Green anthropomorphic jackal with a red wig, 
blue body, yellow collar, top, kilt and tail, walking and holding one 
hand to the scale the other an ib. Baboon seated on the scale and 
below. Two wDAt eyes on top and a green Ammut below.  

Register 2 Invocation to the deceased. 
Register 3 In the middle vignette BoD 151, black anthropomorphic jackal 

Anubis, identified tp-Dw=f, with a red wig, blue body, yellow collar, 
top and kilt, standing over the deceased on a lion bed with four jars 
underneath and red-skin Isis, identified, blue wig and beard, red 
headband and red bird body above. On the left, green-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, 
red dress, crouching on nbw, with one arm raised. Green-skinned 
Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, cone, red headband, yellow 
shoulders, red standing body and linen. Red anthropomorphic baboon 
Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, cone, blue shoulders, yellow 
standing body, linen and knife. On the right, green-skinned Isis, 
identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress, 
crouching on nbw, with one arm raised. White anthropomorphic 
falcon Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, 
red standing body and linen. Green anthropomorphic jackal 
Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, blue shoulders, yellow 
standing body and linen. 

Register 4 Invocation to the deceased.   
Feet  Htp-di-nsw to Ra-Harakhty. White falcon with yellow-red-and-blue 

striped shoulders, mnit, yellow stola, red mummiform body lying on 
sS. On a doorway. Scepter with mnit. On either side, a green-skinned 
deity with short black hair, green-and-yellow collar, red kneeling 
mummiform body. 

Base N/A 
Bottom Black-and-white bull with horns, scarf, red blanket with the deceased 

on its back, wig, beard, collar and stola. name and sS in front.    
Back N/A  
Trough Invocation to Ra-Harakhty. 
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Catalogue # 187 
Coffin Inner coffin of Peftjauneith (p-f-iAw-nt), controller of temple, son 

Haphetefen, priest of Amun and lady of the house Mereneith. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 5-e 
Other coffins  
Provenance Saqqara 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Anđelković and Elias (2013), 576, 579 
Dunand and Lichtenberg (2006), 67 
Leemans (1890), pls. I-VII 
Moussa (1984), 53 
Raven (1993), 117 
Schneider (1981), n.127 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

240 cm 

Width of 
Object 

63 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

36 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Green skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears and a black 
tressed curved false beard. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom.  

Collar  Seven rows of solid bands. Seven rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut Yellow-skinned Nut, identified, with black wig, red headband, red 
solar disk, green collar and dress, crouching with four rows of wings: 
blue-and-yellow, blue, green and blue with red tips. She is holding, in 
each hand, a mAat feather. On the left, yellow-skinned Isis, identified, 
with a black wig, red headband, green collar and dress, kneeling and 
holding a Snw. On the right, yellow-skinned Nephthys, identified, 
with a black wig, red headband, green collar and dress, kneeling and 
holding a Snw. 

Register 1 The text is an invocation. On the left, the top figure is red-skinned 
Amset(y), identified, with a black wig and beard, green shoulders, and 
white standing mummiform body. Below, green anthropomorphic 
jackal Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, yellow striped shoulders, 
red standing body. On the right, top figure is red anthropomorphic 
baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, blue striped shoulders, 
yellow standing mummiform body. Below, white anthropomorphic 
falcon Qebehsenuef with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green standing 
body. The rest is text. 
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Feet  On the left, yellow-skinned Isis, identified, with a black wig, red 
headband, green collar and dress kneeling on nbw, reaching for Snw. 
On the right, yellow-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a black wig, 
red headband, green collar and dress kneeling on nbw, reaching for 
Snw. The text are invocations to the two goddesses. 

Base Text. 
Bottom N/A    
Back Four lines of vertical text of an invocation to the deceased.   
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Catalogue # 188 
Coffin Inner coffin of Hatetemhat (Hat-yt-m-HAt), son of Hormerwenn. 
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 7-a 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Boeser (1907), E.II.53 
Leemans (1890), pls. M-II 
Raven (1996), 72-4, n. 29 
Schneider (1988), 40 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

186 cm 

Width of 
Object 

54 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

27 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Yellow skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, and protruding ears. 
Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig. 
Collar  Eleven rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval pendants. Falcon 

terminals. 
Nut Yellow-skinned goddess with black wig, red headband, red solar disk, 

green collar and dress with bead net, crouching with three rows of 
wings: blue, green and blue with red tips. She is holding, in each 
hand, a mAat feather. On the left, red-skinned Amset(y), identified, 
with a black wig and beard, striped shoulders and green standing 
mummiform body. Green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, 
identified, with a black wig, striped shoulders and a red standing 
body. On the right, green anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, 
with a black wig, striped shoulders and a red standing body. White 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a black wig, 
striped shoulders and a green standing body.  

Central 
Median 

A Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 

Register 1 On the left, yellow-skinned Isis, identified, with a black wig, green 
collar and dress, and holding a lotus scepter. Green anthropomorphic 
ibis Xry-bAk=f, identified, with a black wig, red body, yellow collar, 
green top, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, yellow tail and holding a 
wAs scepter and an anx. On the right, red-skinned mAA-tf-f, identified, 
with a black wig, yellow collar, green top, half-yellow-and-half-green 
kilt, yellow tail, walking, and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 
Yellow-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a black wig, green collar 
and dress and holding a lotus scepter.  
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Register 2 On either side a green anthropomorphic jackal, identified on the left 
as Anubis imy-wt, and on the right xnty-sH-nTr, with a black wig, red 
body, blue collar, green top, half-yellow-and-half-green kilt, yellow 
tail, walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx.  

Register 3 On the left, white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as nDty-
it=f, with a black wig, red body, green collar, top, half-yellow-and-
half-green kilt, walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. On the 
right the same deity but identified as Horus xnty-mAA. 

Feet  On either side, a black jackal with a red scarf lying on a shrine, 
identified in the left as Anubis imy-wt, and on the right xnty-sH-nTr. 

Base Red and green stripes. 
Bottom N/A.    
Back White falcon with an atef crown and horns, blue wings, white body, 

perched on imnt, with the text being four rows down the center, an 
invocation to the deceased. 
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Catalogue # 189 
Coffin Inner coffin of Hor (Hr), priest of Amun, son of priest Isisdifnakht.  
Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, AMM 3-b 
Other coffins Outer anthropoid coffin, AMM 3-a 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Boeser (1907), E.II.53 
Leemans (1890), pls. M-II 
Taylor and Strudwick (2003), 114 n.178 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint and varnish. 
Height of 
Object 

177 cm 

Width of 
Object 

47 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

27 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears. 
Wig  Blue and yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. The coronet is a yellow band, red band, band of white leaves, 
a white band, a red band and the middle is a black scarab beetle 
holding a red solar disk in its front legs and coming out of the Dw 
mountain.  

Collar  Five rows of solid bands, and five rows of vegetal motif. 
Nut Green anthropomorphic ram with horns, a blue wig and a yellow solar 

disk above its head. Striped body, three rows of wings; yellow, green 
and blue plumes. In each talon is a Snw.  

Register 1 On the left is a blue cobra with a green-white crown, a white 
anthropomorphic falcon (Ra-Harakhty) with a blue wig, yellow solar 
disk and uraeus, yellow shoulders and a red mummiform body, 
holding a wAs scepter. The deceased, identified, has red-skin, black 
wig, cone, green collar, top and long kilt, with arms in adoration. On 
the right is a blue cobra with a green-white crown, green-skinned 
Osiris with a yellow atef crown, yellow shoulders and a red standing 
mummiform body, holding a wAs scepter. The deceased, identified, 
has red-skin, black wig, cone, green collar, top and long kilt, with 
arms in adoration.  

Register 2 In the center a white falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk and uraeus, 
three rows of wings, yellow and two rows of green-blue plumes, 
holding a Snw in each talon. Underneath is a vignette of the deceased, 
green-skin, blue wig and beard, yellow shoulders and white body with 
four jars underneath. On the left is a green-skinned kneeling 
Nephthys, identified, with a red wig, yellow collar, red dress, one arm 
in adoration and the other holding linen, on nbw. A black 
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anthropomorphic jackal, with a red wig, green shoulders, yellow 
standing mummiform body, red and blue linen and holding a mAat 
feather. Behind is a red anthropomorphic baboon, with a blue wig, 
cone, green shoulders and yellow standing mummiform body, with 
linen and holding a mAat feather. On the right is green-skinned 
kneeling Isis, identified, with a red wig, yellow collar, red dress, one 
arm in adoration, and the other holding linen, on nbw. White 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow cone, shoulders, red 
standing mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Behind 
is a yellow anthropomorphic uraeus with a blue wig, green shoulders, 
yellow standing mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat feather.  

Register 3 In the middle, separating both sides is an Abydos Fetish. On either 
side is a white falcon with a red solar disk and uraeus, outstretched 
wings and an anx and wAs scepter above and a wDAt eye in front.  

Register 4 On the left, a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, yellow 
solar disk, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, linen 
and holding a mAat feather. Behind is a red anthropomorphic baboon 
with a blue wig, cone, green shoulders, yellow standing mummiform 
body, linen and a mAat feather. On the right is a green 
anthropomorphic ibis with a blue wig, yellow solar disk, shoulders, 
red standing mummiform body, linen and a mAat feather. Behind is a 
black anthropomorphic jackal with a red wig, green shoulders, yellwo 
standing mummiform body, linen and a mAat feather. 

Feet  In the middle is a Htp-di-nsw formula and on either side is a black 
jackal lying down with a collar and a mAat feather. 

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom N/A. 
Back Down the middle is a Dd pillar with linen and on top a double plume 

crown with red solar disk and horns. On either side at the top is tp-
Dw=f, and then on the left is a red anthropomorphic baboon with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, linen and 
holding a mAat feather. Then in front a green anthropomorphic uraeus 
with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform 
body, linen and holding a mAat feather. On the right is a yellow 
anthropomorphic jackal with a red wig, green shoulders, red standing 
mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat feather. In front is a green 
snake with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform 
body, linen and holding a mAat feather. The register below on either 
side is a yellow anthropomorphic feline with a blue wig, yellow 
uraeus on head, red sholders, yellow seated mummiform body and 
holding a mAat feather. The next register is a lotus scepter with a 
double plume crown with red solar disk above and mnit on the sides.  
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Catalogue # 190 
Coffin Middle coffin of Ankhhor (anx-Hr), priest of Montu in Thebes, son of 

Hor, priest of Montu, overseer and scribe of the house of Amun and 
noble lady of the house Nesmut. 

Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum Van Oudheden, RO.III-c 
Other coffins Inner coffin, Leiden, RO.III-b, Outer qrsw sarcophagus, Leiden, 

RO.III-a. 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1980), 308 
Kees (1959), 64-5 
Porter and Moss (1964), 637, 828, 834 
Raven (1981), 7-21 
Schmidt (1919), figs. 1030, 1033 
Taylor (1984), 27-57 
Vittmann (1978), 37-9, 55-6, 59-60 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Besenmut and Hor A family genealogy. 
Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

204 cm 

Width of 
Object 

47 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

67 cm 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears, blue-and-
yellow-striped curled beard. 

Wig  Blue-red-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a red band, white and green feathers with red 
dots, a multi-coloured rectangular band, white feathers and in the 
middle red Axt with two uraei. 

Collar  Four rows of solid bands. Eight rows of vegetal motif with the last 
being oval pendants.  

Central  
Median 

Damaged single line of hieroglyphs. 

Feet  Undecorated 
Base N/A 
Bottom Undecorated. 
Trough Red band for writing, but no hieroglyphs remain. 
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Catalogue # 191 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Ankhhor (anx-Hr), priest of Montu in 

Thebes, son of Hor, priest of Montu, overseer and scribe of the house 
of Amun and noble lady of the house Nesmut. 

Inv # Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, RO. III-a 
Other coffins Inner coffin, Leiden, RO.III-b, middle coffin, Leiden, RO.III-c 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1980), 308 
Kees (1959), 64-5 
Porter and Moss (1964), 637, 828, 834 
Raven (1981), 7-21 
Schmidt (1919), figs. 1030, 1033 
Taylor (1984), 27-57 
Vittmann (1978), 37-9, 55-6, 59-60 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty 

Dating  Besenmut and Hor A family genealogy. 
Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

210 cm 

Width of 
Object 

79 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

86 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains invocations to Amset(y), Qebehsenuef, Anubis imy-wt, and 
Geb. The post on the left is Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris and on the 
right Horus nDty-it=f.  
Vignette: Standing in four shrines are red-skinned Amset(y), 
Qebehsenuef, Anubis imy-wt, and Geb all identified, with blue wigs, 
beards, red headbands, yellow shoulders, red stolae, green standing 
mummiform bodies and holding linen and a mAat feather. Below the 
entire side is palace façade.  

Right Text: The panel contains an invocation, which is damaged. The post 
on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Horus xnty-mAA and on the right 
to Osiris.  
Vignette: In the middle, green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a 
black wig, red headband, red dress, one arm up and holding linen. 
Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains invocations to Amset(y), Duamutef, Anubis, and Horus xnty-
mAA. The post on the left is Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty and on 
the right Anubis.  
Vignette: Standing in four shrines are red-skinned Amset(y), 
Duamutef, Anubis, and Horus xnty-mAA all identified, with blue wigs, 
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beards, red headbands, yellow shoulders, red stolae, green standing 
mummiform bodies and holding linen and a mAat feather. Below the 
entire side is palace façade.  

Left Text: The panel contains an invocation to Isis, which is damaged. The 
post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Xry-bAq=f and on the right 
to Atum.  
Vignette: In the middle, green-skinned Isis, identified, with a black 
wig, red dress, one arm up and holding linen. Below the entire side is 
palace façade. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. The panel is an 
invocation to the deceased. 
Vignette: The red-skinned deceased with a white top, long white kilt, 
in front of a table of offerings with a lotus. A green anthropomorphic 
crocodile with red-skin, blue wig, green top, half-yellow-and-half-
green kilt. Seven alternating red and blue-skinned deities with blue 
wigs, green/red tops, half-yellow-and-half-green kilts. Four green 
anthropomorphic rams with blue wigs, horns, red-skin, green tops, 
half-yellow-and-half-green kilts and all pulling a barque. A white 
anthropomorphic falcon with red-skin, a blue wig, white top, half-
green-and-half-white kilt, holding an oar. Green-skinned Ma’at, 
identified, with a blue wig, feather on her head, red dress. A red-
skinned deity with a blue wig, green top, half-green-and-half-white 
kilt. Green-skinned Ma’at, identified, with a blue wig, feather on her 
head, red dress. A white anthropomorphic falcon with red-skin, a blue 
wig, white top, half-green-and-half-white kilt. Green-skinned Isis 
with a blue wig and a red dress. Red-skinned deity with a blue wig, 
green top, half-green-and-half-white kilt. White anthropomorphic 
falcon with a red solar disk, blue wig, red-skin, green top, half-green-
and-half-white kilt, holding a wAs scepter in a shrine. A white 
anthropomorphic falcon with red-skin, a blue wig, white top, half-
green-and-half-white kilt. Green-skinned Ma’at, identified, with a 
blue wig, feather on her head, red dress. A red-skinned deity with a 
blue wig, green top, half-green-and-half-white kilt. Below the entire 
scene is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Right Vignette: A red solar disk held up by two red hands, a red-skin bA bird 
with a blue wig and blue wings. On either side, two red-and-green 
baboons with red solar disks in adoration pose. Damaged bottom. 

Top Back Text: The panel is an adoration text. 
Vignette: The red-skinned deceased with a white top, long white kilt, 
in front of a table of offerings with a lotus. A green anthropomorphic 
crocodile with red-skin, blue wig, green top, half-yellow-and-half-
green kilt. Ten alternating red and blue-skinned deities with blue 
wigs, green/red tops, half-yellow-and-half-green kilts, all pulling a 
barque. A white anthropomorphic falcon with red-skin, a blue wig, 
white top, half-green-and-half-white kilt, holding an oar. Green-
skinned goddess with a papyrus clump on her head with a blue wig, 
red dress. A blue-skinned deity with a blue wig, green top, half-green-
and-half-white kilt. Green-skinned goddess, with a blue wig, red 
dress. A white anthropomorphic falcon with red-skin, a blue wig, 
white top, half-green-and-half-white kilt. Damaged deitiy in a shrine. 
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A white anthropomorphic falcon with red-skin, a blue wig, white top, 
half-green-and-half-white kilt. Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a 
blue wig, feather on her head, red dress. Rest is damaged. Below the 
entire scene is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Left Vignette: Two wDAt eyes, nfr, Snw. 
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Catalogue # 192 
Coffin Inner coffin of Tairtkap (tA-irt-kAp), lady of the house, daughter of 

priest of Amun Hor, and lady of the house Djedkhonsuisankh. 
Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 4 
Other coffins Outer anthropoid coffin, ÄM 3 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 50-5 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

178.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

53 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

28 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Green-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and protruding ears.  
Wig  Black tripartite wig with yellow bands at bottom. Traces of a vulture 

headdress but damaged. The coronet has a red band, white and green 
leaves with a red dot, green and red bands and in the middle green-
skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
collar, red dress, wings: yellow-and-blue, blue, green and blue plumes 
and crouching on nbw. The text is an invocation to the deceased.  

Collar  Five rows solid bands, thirteen rows of flowers and beads, the last 
being oval pendants.  

Nut Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, wings: yellow with blue spots, 
blue, green and blue plumes with red tips, and crouching on nbw. The 
text is a invocation to the deceased. Below there is another one. 

Central 
Median 

Seven rows of vertical text, of an invocation to the deceased. The 
vignette is BoD 154 with the deceased, green-skin, blue wig, yellow-
and-black striped shoulders and green mummiform body, lying on a 
lion bed. 

Register 1 On the left, blue-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a black wig, 
yellow collar, red top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, 
walking and holding emmer and an anx. On the right, red 
anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a black wig, blue 
body, yellow collar, red top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, green 
tail, walking and holding emmer and an anx.  

Register 2 On the left, green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with 
a blue wig, red body, yellow collar, green top, half-green-and-half-
yellow kilt, green tail, walking and holding emmer and an anx. On the 
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right, green anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a 
blue wig, red body, yellow collar, green top, half-green-and-half-
yellow kilt, green tail, walking and holding emmer and an anx. 

Register 3 On either side, green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as 
imy-wt-nb-tA-Dsr, with a black wig, blue body, yellow collar, red top, 
half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, walking and holding linen 
in both hands.  

Register 4 On the left, red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig, black beard, 
yellow collar, green top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, 
walking and holding emmer and an anx. On the right, red-skinned 
Horus, identified nDty-it=f, with a blue wig, black beard, green collar, 
green top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, walking and 
holding emmer and an anx. 

Feet  Text continued from central with a wDAt eye on ether side on sS. 
Base Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, yellow collar, red 

dress, wings: yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes 
with red tips, crouching. Invocation to her. On the sides, anx, wAs, nb. 

Bottom Invocation to the deceased.    
Back In the middle, seven rows of vertical text: Htp-di-nsw formula to 

Osiris xnty-imntiw, Ra-Harakhty, Anubis, Ptah-Sokar-Osiris, Atum, 
Geb and Anubis xnty-sH-nTr-imy-wt-nb-tA-Dsr. On the sides, a Htp-di-
nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
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Catalogue # 193 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin of Tairtkap (tA-irt-kAp), lady of the house, 

daughter of priest of Amun Hor, and lady of the house 
Djedkhonsuisankh. 

Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 3 
Other coffins Inner coffin, ÄM 4 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 50-5 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

200 cm 

Width of 
Object 

78 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

93 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Green-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and protruding ears.  
Wig  Black tripartite wig with yellow bands at bottom. Traces of a vulture 

headdress but damaged. The coronet has a red band, white and green 
leaves with a red dot, green and blue bands and in the middle green-
skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
collar, red dress, wings: yellow-and-blue, blue, green and blue plumes 
and crouching on nbw. The text is an invocation to the deceased.  

Collar  Four rows solid bands, seventeen rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants.  

Nut Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, wings: yellow with blue spots, 
blue, green and blue plumes with red tips, and crouching on nbw. The 
text is a invocation to the deceased. Below there is another one. 

Central 
Median 

Seven rows of vertical text, of an invocation to the deceased and 
various gods. The vignette is BoD 89 with the deceased, green-skin, 
blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and green mummiform body, lying 
on a lion bed with a bA bird above. 

Register 1 On the left, red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig and 
beard, yellow collar, green top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, 
yellow tail, walking and holding emmer and an anx. On the right, red 
anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, red body, 
yellow collar, green top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, yellow tail, 
walking and holding emmer and an anx.  

Register 2 On the left, green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with 
a black wig, blue body, yellow collar, red top, half-green-and-half-
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yellow kilt, yellow tail, walking and holding emmer and an anx. On 
the right, white anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with 
a black wig, blue body, yellow collar, red top, half-green-and-half-
yellow kilt, yellow tail, walking and holding emmer and an anx. 

Register 3 On either side, green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on 
the left as xnty-sH-nTr and on the right as imy-wt-tp-Dw=f-nb-tA-Dsr, 
with a blue wig, red body, green top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, 
yellow tail, walking and holding linen in both hands.  

Register 4 On the left, blue-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig, black 
beard, yellow collar, red top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, yellow 
tail, walking and holding emmer and an anx. On the right, blue-
skinned Horus, identified nDty-it=f, with a blue wig, black beard, 
yellow collar, red top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, yellow tail, 
walking and holding emmer and an anx. 

Feet  Text on the left, a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris and on the right to Ra-
Harakhty, with a wDAt eye on ether side on sS. 

Base N/A 
Bottom Undecorated.    
Back N/A 
Trough Invocation to the deceased, then five rows of horizontal text, 

invocation to the deceased for three rows, then to Osiris Wennefer 
and then Ra-Harakhty. 
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Catalogue # 194 
Coffin Inner coffin of Pedibastet (p-di-bAstt) son of Horwedja and lady of the 

house Tamiau. 
Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 43 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Ägyptisches Museum Berlin (1961), 66 
Lieblein (1871), n. 1290 
Porter and Moss (1964), 822 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, gesso, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

178 cm 

Width of 
Object 

56 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

47 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears and black 
beard.  

Wig  Blue-red-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a red band, green band, white and green 
leaves, damaged goddess and damaged invocation to Nephthys.  

Collar  Three rows solid bands. Twelve rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut Green-skinned goddess, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow solar 
disk, yellow collar, red dress, wings: yellow with blue spots, blue, 
green and blue plumes with red tips, and crouching on a doorway. On 
either side Iis a green ram with a double plume crown with a red solar 
disk and horns, red scarf and walking. The text is a invocation to Nut. 
Below there is an invocation to Nut. 

Central 
Median 

Five rows of vertical text, a Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb, Ptah-Sokar-
Osiris, Osiris nb-Ddt, nb-pt, and Osiris Wennefer. Vignette BoD 151. 
Deceased, red-skinned, black wig and beard, yellow shoulders, green 
mummiform body, on a lion bed with two jars underneath and black 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis above, with a red wig and incense. 
On the left green-skinned Isis and on the right Nephthys, identified, 
with black wigs and red dresses. 

Register 1 Vignette BoD 125. Table of offerings with a lotus flower. Red-
skinned deity with a blue wig, double plume crown, red solar disk and 
horns, yellow shoulders, green standing body and holding a wAs 
scepter. White anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk 
and uraeus (Ra-Harakhty), green shoulders, red standing body and 
holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned Osiris with a blue beard, atef 
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crown, yellow shoulders, green standing body and holding a wAs 
scepter. wDAt, nb. Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a black wig, red 
dress, standing with outstretched wings. Green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a black wig, red dress, standing with one arm in 
adoration with linen. Red-skinned deity with a black wig, yellow 
shoulders, green standing body and holding linen and a mAat feather. 
Green anthropomorphic jackal with a black wig, green shoulders, red 
standing body, and holding linen and a mAat feather. White 
anthropomorphic falcon with a black wig, yellow shoulders, green 
standing body and holding linen and a mAat feather. Green 
anthropomorphic jackal with a black wig, green shoulders, red 
standing body, and holding linen and a mAat feather. Other side of 
table is blue anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) with a red wig, green body, 
yellow top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, walking with 
one arm in adoration and the other leaded the red-skinned deceased 
with a blue wig, red headband, white kilt and walking with arm in 
adoration. Behind is Ma’at, identified with a feather for a head, green 
body, white dress, linen and holding the shoulder of the deceased. 
Scale. imnt. Ammut seated with a red crocodile face and 
hippopotamus body, double plume crown. Invocation to Nut below. 

Register 2 On the left, red-skinned Amset(y), identified with a black wig, cone, 
yellow shoulders, green standing body and holding emmer. A green 
anthropomorphic ibis with a black wig, cone, yellow shoulders and 
green standing body, holding emmer. On the right, red 
anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified with a black wig, cone, 
yellow shoulders, green standing body and holding emmer. White 
anthropomorphic falcon with a black wig, yellow shoulders, green 
standing body and holding emmer.  

Register 3 On the left, green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with 
a black wig, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and 
holding emmer. Green-skinned deity with a black wig, cone, green 
shoulders, red standing body and holding emmer. On the right, white 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a black wig, 
yellow shoulders, green standing body and holding emmer. Green 
anthropomorphic ibis with a black wig, green shoulders, red standing 
body and holding emmer.  

Register 4 On the left side, green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on 
the left as nb-tA-Dsr, with a black wig, yellow shoulders, green 
standing body and holding emmer. White anthropomorphic falcon 
with a black wig, cone, yellow shoulders and green standing body.  
On the right black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as xnty-
sH-nTr, with a black wig, yellow shoulders, green standing body and 
holding emmer. White anthropomorphic falcon with a black wig, 
yellow shoulders and a green standing body. 

Register 5 On the left, blue-skinned Geb, identified, black wig and beard, yellow 
collar, red top, half-red-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, walking 
emmer and holding an anx. On the right, white anthropomorphic 
falcon Horus, identified as nDty-it=f, with a blue wig, blue body, red 
top, half-red-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, walking emmer and 
holding an anx. 
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Register 6 On the left, green anthropomorphic ibis, identified as Xry-bAk=f, black 
wig, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing body and holding emmer.  
On the right white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified, with a 
black wig, cone, yellow shoulders, green standing body and holding 
emmer. 

Feet  wDAt eye on palace façade. The text is an invocation to the deceased. 
Base anx, wAs, nb. sides are palace façade. 
Bottom Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a black wig, red dress, kneeling 

with one arm to chest and the other extended. Text damaged in parts. 
Below a white-and-black bull (Apis) with horns and a red-skinned 
mummy on its back in a red blanket. On the left, green-skinned 
Selkis, identified, with a blue wig, yellow dress, kneeling and holding 
a Snw. On the right, green-skinned Neith, identified, with a blue wig, 
red dress, kneeling with her arms in adoration to a pyramid.  

Back A Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-Ddt around the trough. The sides 
are Htp-di-nsw formulae to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
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Catalogue # 195 
Coffin Inner coffin of Pesthenfi (pA--s-Tnf), priest of Amun in Karnak, son of 

priest of Amun Pediamun, son of Pepi, son of priest of Montu 
Padiamun, son of Patchety and lady of the house Seshepisis. 

Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 52 
Other coffins Middle coffin, ÄM 51, Outer coffin (lost), ÄM 50 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Ägyptisches Museum Berlin (1961), 74 
Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 40-50 
Lieblein (1871), n.1116 
Minutoli (1824), pls. XXXV-VI 
Müller (1935), 85-6, nos. 51-2 
Porter and Moss (1964), 822 
PN I, 128.20 
Priese (1991), 211, n. 128 
Schmidt (1919), 178, nos. 989-92 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

177 cm 

Width of 
Object 

51.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

46 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears and black 
false tressed curled beard.  

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet has a red band, 
white and green leaves with a red dot, multicolored rectangles, white 
and green leaves with a red dot, red band and in the middle green-
skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
collar, red dress, crouching on a doorway, with one arm raised in 
adoration with linen. The text is an invocation to Nephthys.  

Collar  Five rows solid bands, nine rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval 
pendants.  

Nut Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, wings: yellow with blue spots, 
blue, green and blue plumes with red tips, and crouching on nbw. The 
text is a invocation to Nut. Below there is an invocation to the 
deceased. 

Central 
Median 

One row of vertical text, a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty.  

Register 1 On the left, red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig and 
beard, cone, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, green standing body, 
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and holding a wAs scepter. Green anthropomorphic jackal 
Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue striped 
shoulders, green standing body, and holding a wAs scepter. On the 
right, red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, 
cone, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, green standing body, and 
holding a wAs scepter. White anthropomorphic falcon Duamutef, 
identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, 
green standing body, and holding a wAs scepter. They are all in 
shrines. Below a Htp-di-nsw formula to Geb. 

Register 2 On either side, green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on 
the left as xnty-sH-nTr and on the right xnty-sH-nTr-nb-tA-Dsr, with a 
black wig, blue body, yellow top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, 
yellow tail, walking and holding linen and incense. Below is an 
invocation to Atum. 

Register 3 On the left, blue-skinned Geb, identified, with a black wig and beard, 
red headband, yellow collar, top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, 
green tail, walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. On the right, 
white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified nDty-it=f, with a 
black wig, cone, blue body, yellow collar, top, half-green-and-half-
yellow kilt, green tail, walking and holding a wAs scepter and an anx. 
They are all in shrines. Below an invocation to Ptah-Sokar-Osiris. 

Register 4 On either side wDAt eye on Ss, on palace façade. Invocation on the left 
to Ptah and on the right to Ptah-Sokar-Osiris. 

Feet  Green-skinned goddess with a red solar disk and horns, blue wig, 
yellow collar, red dress, wings: yellow with blue spots, blue, green 
and blue plumes with red tips, crouching. Invocation to Isis. 

Base anx, wAs, nb, Dd. 
Bottom Invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw.    
Back In the middle, a Htp-di-nsw formula to the deceased, on the left one to 

Osiris and on the right to the deceased.  
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Catalogue # 196 
Coffin Middle coffin of Pesthenfi (pA-s-Tnf), priest of Amun in Karnak, son 

of priest of Amun Pediamun, son of Pepi, son of priest of Montu 
Padiamun, son of Patchety and lady of the house Seshepisis. 

Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 51 
Other coffins Inner coffin, ÄM 52, Outer coffin (lost), ÄM 50 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 40-50 
Lieblein (1871), n.1116 
Minutoli (1824), pls. XXXV-VI 
Müller (1935), 85-6, nos. 51-2 
Porter and Moss (1964), 822 
PN I, 128.20 
Schäfer and Andrae (1925), 385 
Schmidt (1919), 178, nos. 989-92 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

200 cm 

Width of 
Object 

69.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

73 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Brown-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears and black 
false tressed curled beard.  

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig. The coronet has a red band, 
white and green leaves, multicolored rectangles, white and green 
leaves, red band and in the middle green-skinned Nephthys, 
identified, with a blue wig, red dress, crouching, with one arm raised 
in adoration with linen. The text is an invocation to Nephthys.  

Collar  Three rows solid bands, nine rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval 
pendants.  

Central 
Median 

Three rows of vertical text, a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-
imntiw. Vignette: red-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, beard, white 
shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. 
Behind, white-skinned Isis, identified, with a black wig, red dress, 
arm in adoration with linen. Table of offerings with a lotus flower. 
Red-skinned deceased with a black wig, headband, disk, white collar, 
top, kilt, walking, with arm in adoration.  

Feet  Text continued from central median. 
Base N/A 
Bottom Undecorated.    
Trough A Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
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Catalogue # 197 
Coffin Inner coffin of Harsiese (Hr-sA-Ast) priest of Montu in Thebes. 
Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 8237 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Leahy (1990), 143 
PN I, 250.13 
Taylor (1984), 39 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, gesso, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

185 cm 

Width of 
Object 

53 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

45 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, protruding ears and black 
false tressed curled beard.  

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet has a red band, white and green leaves with a red 
dot, multicolored rectangles, and in the middle green-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a black wig, red headband, yellow collar, 
red dress, crouching on nbw, with one arm raised above her head. The 
text is an invocation to Nephthys.  

Collar  Five rows solid bands. Thirteen rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants.  

Nut Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
solar disk, red collar, dress, wings: yellow with blue spots, blue, green 
and blue plumes with red tips, and crouching on nbw. The text is a 
invocation to Nut. Below there is an invocation to the deceased. 

Central 
Median 

Five rows of vertical text, an invocation to the deceased. Vignette: 
BoD spell 89 with the deceased, red-skinned, blue wig and beard, 
yellow shoulders and red mummiform body, lying on a lion bed with 
four jars underneath and a bA bird above. 

Register 1 On the left, red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, yellow 
collar, green top, half-red-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, walking 
emmer and holding an anx. On the right, red anthropomorphic baboon 
Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, red body, green top, half-red-and-
half-yellow kilt, green tail, walking emmer and holding an anx. 

Register 2 On the left, green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with 
a blue wig, yellow collar, green body, red top, half-red-and-half-
yellow kilt, green tail, walking emmer and holding an anx. On the 
right, white anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a 
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blue wig, blue body, red top, half-red-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, 
walking emmer and holding an anx. 

Register 3 On either side, green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on 
the left as imy-wt and on the right xnty-sH-nTr, with a blue wig, yellow 
collar, red body, green top, half-red-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, 
walking emmer and holding an anx. 

Register 4 On the left, blue-skinned Geb, identified, black wig and beard, yellow 
collar, red top, half-red-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, walking 
emmer and holding an anx. On the right, white anthropomorphic 
falcon Horus, identified as nDty-it=f, with a blue wig, blue body, red 
top, half-red-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, walking emmer and 
holding an anx. 

Register 5 On the left, green anthropomorphic ibis, identified as Xry-bAk=f, blue 
wig, red body, green collar and top, half-red-and-half-yellow kilt, 
green tail, walking emmer and holding an anx. On the right red-
skinned deity, damaged, with a blue wig, green collar and top, half-
red-and-half-yellow kilt, green tail, walking emmer and holding an 
anx. 

Feet  wDAt eye on palace façade. The text is an invocation to the deceased. 
Base anx, wAs, nb. 
Bottom Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a black wig, red headband, yellow 

collar, red dress, crouching on nbw, with one arm raised above her 
head. Invocation to deceased. 

Back A Htp-di-nsw formula to the deceased. 
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Catalogue # 198 
Coffin Inner coffin of Hat (HAt) son of Padikonsuy and lady of the house 

Wedjanebes.  
Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 8501 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Brech (2008), 155-7 
Erman (1899), 275 n. 8501 
Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 135-7 
Morenz (1955), 238-43 
PN I, 232.13, II, 375 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, gesso, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

177 cm 

Width of 
Object 

55 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

45 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Yellow-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, and large protruding ears.  
Wig  Plain blue tripartite wig. 
Collar  Seventeen rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval pendants. Falcon 

terminals. 
Nut Green-skinned goddess with a blue wig, red headband, yellow solar 

disk, green collar, red dress, wings: multicolored rectangles, green 
and blue plumes with red tips, and kneeling on palace façade. She is 
holding a mAat feather in either hand. 

Central 
Median 

Four rows of vertical text, genealogy, an invocation to Nut and PT 
447.  

Register 1 On the left, yellow-skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, 
red standing body and holding linen. On the right, green 
anthropomorphic baboon with a blue wig, green shoulders, red 
standing body and holding linen. They are both in shrines. 

Register 2 On the left, green anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, green 
shoulders, stola, white standing body and holding linen. On the right, 
black anthropomorphic jackal with a black wig, green shoulders, 
stola, white standing body and holding linen. They are both in shrines. 

Register 3 On either side, a green-skinned goddess, identified as Isis on the left 
and Nephthys on the right, with blue wigs, red headbands, yellow 
collars, white and red dresses, kneeling on nbw with one arm raised to 
head. 

Feet  An invocation to Anubis, identified as nb-tA-Dsr, and on either side a 
black jackal with a flail lying on a shrine, below a false door. 
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Base anx, wAs, nb. 
Bottom Bull with horns running with the deceased in mummiform on its back. 

Above is a bA bird with Snw. All in a Snw. 
Back Undecorated. 
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Catalogue # 199 
Coffin Inner coffin of Ken-Hor (kn-Hr), priest of Min. 
Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 8499 
Other coffins Middle coffin, ÄM 8498, outer qrsw sarcophagus, ÄM 8497 
Provenance Akhmim 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Erman (1899), 274-5, pl. 55 
Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 127-9 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

202 cm 

Width of 
Object 

53 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

54 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, and eyebrows. 
Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at bottom. 

Traces of a vulture headdress but damaged. The coronet is damaged. 
Collar  Five rows solid bands. Eight rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval 

pendants. In the middle, an Abydos Fetish with a blue 
anthropomorphic ram with horns on the left, blue body, green top, 
white kilt, with one arm raised in adoration with linen. On the right, a 
blue anthropomorphic ibis with a red wig, top and white kilt, one arm 
raised in adoration with linen. Above there is yellow-skinned 
Nephthys on the left and Isis on the right, identified with blue wigs 
and green dresses, with one arm in adoration with linen. 

Central 
Median 

One row of vertical text, an Htp-di-nsw formula to the Ra-Atum, with 
a black jackal lying at the top. 

Feet  Text continued. 
Base N/A 
Bottom Undecorated.    
Back Undecorated. 
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Catalogue # 200 
Coffin Middle coffin of Ken-Hor (kn-Hr), priest of Min. 
Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 8498 
Other coffins Middle coffin, ÄM 8499, outer qrsw sarcophagus, ÄM 8497 
Provenance Akhmim 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Erman (1899), 274-5, pl. LV 
Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 127-9 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

211 cm 

Width of 
Object 

63 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

75 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Damaged and burnt. 
Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig traces but damaged. Possible 

vulture headdress. 
Collar  Vegetal motif but exact rows too damaged to determine. 
Central 
Median 

One row of vertical text, an Htp-di-nsw formula, damaged in many 
places. 

Feet  Text continued. 
Base N/A 
Bottom Undecorated.    
Back Undecorated. 
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Catalogue # 201 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Ken-Hor (kn-Hr), priest of Min. 
Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 8497 
Other coffins Inner coffin, ÄM 8499, Middle coffin, ÄM 8498 
Provenance Akhmim 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Erman (1899), 274-5, pl. LV 
Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 127-9 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

211 cm 

Width of 
Object 

86 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

97 cm 

Background 
colour 

White 

Front Text: Above the pannel is an invocation to Ra-Harakhty and Atum. 
The posts contain offerings.   
Vignette: Five blue-skinned deities with blue wigs, black beards, red-
and-blue striped shoulders, yellow stola, alternation blue and yellow 
standing bodies, in shrines. Beside each is a pink and yellow 
doorway. 

Right Text: The posts contain Htp-di-nsw formulae to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Vignette: Two red-skinned deities with blue wigs, yellow headbands, 
black beards, blue-and-red striped shoulders, red standing bodies, 
holding linen and facing each other in shrines. 

Back Text: Above the pannel is an invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw. The 
posts contain offerings.   
Vignette: Four blue-skinned deities with blue wigs, black beards, red-
and-blue striped shoulders, yellow stola, red standing mummiform 
bodies in shrines. Beside each is a pink and yellow doorway. 

Left Text: Above the pannel is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
The post on the left is a Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris nb-AbDw, and the 
right to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
Vignette: A doorway. A red-skinned deity with a blue wig, beard, 
yellow shoulders and a yellow standing body in a shrine. 

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to Ra-Harakhty.  
Vignette: A white falcon with a blue wig, double plume crown, 
yellow disk and uraeus, yellow shoulders, stola, mnit, red 
mummiform body lying down on palace façade. Blue-skinned Ptah, 
identified, with a short black wig, beard, yellow shoulders, stola, blue 
standing body and holding a Dd pillar. The red-skinned deceased, 
identified, with a blue wig, yellow top, white kilt and walking, and 
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facing Ptah. Yellow anthropomorphic rabbit facing the other 
direction, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, stola, and red standing 
body. A blue-and-red double headed snake with a blue wig, shoulders, 
red stola and yellow standing body. Black jackal Anubis, identified, 
with a red scarf lying on an inverted pyramid. Red-skinned deceased, 
identified, with a black wig, yellow collar, blue-and-yellow top, 
yellow kilt, walking and in adoration facing Anubis. Blue-skinned 
Osiris, identified as xnty-imntiw, with the atef crown, a beard, yellow 
shoulders, stola, red seated body. Blue-skinned Isis, identified, with a 
black wig, red headband, beard, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, 
red stola, yellow seated body. Blue-skinned Mut, with a black wig, 
red headband, yellow shoulders, stola, red seated body on a shrine. 
Blue falcon with a double crown, yellow shoulders and stola, red 
body on a shrine, mnit. imnt. 

Top Right Black jackal lying down with a red scarf.  
Top Back Vignette: Blue falcon with a double crown, yellow shoulders, blue 

stola, red body on a shrine, mnit. Blue-skinned Osiris, identified, with 
a beard, atef crown, yellow shoulders, stola, blue standing body, 
holding a wAs scepter on a large pedestal with a Dd pillar. Red-skinned 
deceased, identified, with a black wig, yellow collar, blue-and-yellow 
top, yellow kilt, walking and in adoration. Red anthropomorphic 
baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, yellow-and-red shoulders, 
red standing body and holding linen. Red-skinned Amset(y), 
identified, with a blue wig and beard, red shoulders, yellow standing 
body and linen. Facing a black jackal with a red scard lying on an 
inverted pyramid. Abydos Fetish. White anthropomorphic falcon 
Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue shoulders, 
yellow stola, red standing body and linen. Black anthropomorphic 
jackal Qebehsenuef, identified, with a red wig, blue-and-red 
shoulders, red stola and yellow standing body. Red-skinned deceased, 
identified, with a black wig, yellow collar, blue-and-yellow top, 
yellow kilt, walking and in adoration. Facing blue-skinned Osiris, 
identified as xnty-imntiw, with a beard, atef crown, yellow shoulders 
and stola, blue standing body and holding a scepter. White falcon with 
a double crown and disk, damaged. 

Top Left Two wDAt eyes. 
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Catalogue # 202 
Coffin Inner coffin of Tadithorpare (tA-di-t-Hr-pA-ra), son of Rer. 
Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 8509 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Brech (2008), 44-5 
Erman (1899), 342 n. 8509 
Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 130-1, 203-4 
PN I, 374.6 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

177 cm 

Width of 
Object 

52 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

39 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and protruding ears. 
Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at bottom.  
Collar  Four rows solid bands. Eleven rows of vegetal motif, the last being 

oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 
Central 
Median 

An Abydos Fetish followed by a Htp-di-nsw formula to the deceased 
with genealogy. 

Register 1 On the inside, either side is a wDAt eye and on the outside a deity with 
crossed arms.  

Register 2 On the left, the inside is a deity with a wig, beard, and identified as 
Selkis. On the outside is a deity with crossed arms. On the right, 
inside is a standing deity and on the outside is a deity with crossed 
arms. 

Register 3 On the left, the inside is an anthropomorphic falcon and the outside is 
a deity with arms crossed. On the right, inside is an anthropomorphic 
ibis and the outside a deity with crossed arms. 

Register 4 On the left, inside is an anthropomorphic ram with horns and the 
outside is a deity with crossed arms. On the right, inside is an 
anthropomorphic jackal and the outside is a deity with crossed arms.  

Register 5 On either side on the inside is a damaged deity and the outside a deity 
with crossed arms. 

Feet  Text continued from central median. 
Base Text continued with a mummiform falcon on the left. 
Bottom Undecorated.    
Back Undecorated. 
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Catalogue # 203 
Coffin Inner coffin of Nespamai (ns-pA-mAi), priest in Akhmim, son of priest 

Neshor, son of Nespamai, son of Horresnet and lady of the house 
Paeshorineteri. 

Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 31213 
Other coffins Outer anthropoid coffin, ÄM 31212 
Provenance Akhmim 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Ägyptisches Museum Berlin (1989), n.75 
Baines and Malek (1980), 118 
Brech (2008), 215-9 
Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 202 
PN I, 174.21 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

184 cm 

Width of 
Object 

47 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

39.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Yellow skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and large protruding ears. 
Wig  Plain blue tripartite wig. 
Collar  Twenty-six rows of feather and beads motif, the last being oval 

pendants. Falcon terminals. 
Nut Yellow-skinned goddess with a blue wig, yellow disk, collar, green 

dress, kneeling with four rows of wings: blue, yellow, green and blue 
plumes. In either hand is an anx. 

Register 1 Vignette of BoD 154. The deceased, white-skin, blue wig, striped 
shoulders, red mummiform body, lying on a lion bed with four jars 
underneath and a winged solar disk above. On the left, inside is 
yellow-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, collar, green 
dress, kneeling with one arm raised to her face. Behind is a green-
skinned deity, with a blue wig and beard, striped shoulders, red 
standing body and linen. Green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue 
wig, striped shoulders, red standing body and linen. On the right, 
inside is yellow-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, collar, green 
dress, crouching with one arm raised to her face. Behind is a green 
anthropomorphic baboon, with a blue wig and beard, striped 
shoulders, red standing body and linen. White anthropomorphic 
falcon with a blue wig, striped shoulders, red standing body and linen. 

Register 2 Yellow-skinned bA bird with a blue wig, three rows of wings: blue, 
yellow and blue plumes, and holding a Snw in each talon.  

Register 3 Nine rows of vertical text including BoD 15, 85 and 191 and 
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genealogy. 
Feet  On either side a black jackal lying on a shrine. 
Base Palace façade. 
Bottom Snw.    
Back Undecorated. 
Trough 31 on the left and 32 on the right, yellow-skinned deities with blue 

wigs and beards, striped shoulders and alternating red and blue seated 
bodies, holding knives. A large yellow snake around the edge.  
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Catalogue # 204 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin of Nespamai (ns-pA-mAi), priest in Akhmim, 

son of priest Neshor, son of Nespamai, son of Horresnet and lady of 
the house Paeshorineteri. 

Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 31212 
Other coffins Inner coffin, ÄM 31213 
Provenance Akhmim 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Ägyptisches Museum Berlin (1989), n.75 
Baines and Malek (1980), 118 
Brech (2008), 215-9 
Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 202 
PN I, 174.21 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

210 cm 

Width of 
Object 

75 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

64 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Yellow skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, small face and large 
protruding ears. 

Wig  Plain bulbous blue tripartite wig. 
Collar  Twenty-six rows of feather and beads motif, the last being oval 

pendants. Falcon terminals. 
Nut Yellow-skinned goddess with a blue wig, yellow disk, collar, green 

dress, kneeling with four rows of wings: blue, yellow, green and blue 
plumes. In either hand is an anx. 

Register 1 Vignette of BoD 154. The deceased, white-skin, blue wig, striped 
shoulders, red mummiform body, lying on a lion bed with four jars 
underneath and a winged solar disk above. On the left, inside is 
yellow-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, collar, green 
dress, kneeling with one arm raised to her face. Behind is a green-
skinned deity, with a blue wig and beard, striped shoulders, red 
standing body and linen. Green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue 
wig, striped shoulders, red standing body and linen. On the right, 
inside is yellow-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, collar, green 
dress, crouching with one arm raised to her face. Behind is a green 
anthropomorphic baboon, with a blue wig and beard, striped 
shoulders, red standing body and linen. White anthropomorphic 
falcon with a blue wig, striped shoulders, red standing body and linen. 

Register 2 Yellow-skinned bA bird with a blue wig, three rows of wings: blue, 
yellow and blue plumes, and holding a Snw in each talon.  
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Register 3 Eleven rows of vertical text including an invocation to Nut, PT 447 
and genealogy. 

Feet  On either side a black jackal lying on a shrine. 
Base Palace façade. 
Bottom Snw.    
Back Undecorated. 
Trough 24 on the left and 25 on the right, yellow-skinned deities with blue 

wigs and beards, striped shoulders and alternating red and blue seated 
bodies, holding knives. A large yellow snake around the edge.  
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Catalogue # 205 
Coffin Inner coffin of Pa-Cheri (pA-xr.i), priest of Min, son of priest of Min 

Panebes. 
Inv # Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, ÄM 8503/now in Porto, no inv # 
Other coffins  
Provenance Akhmim 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Erman (1899), 275-6 
Brech (2008), 46-8 
Germer, Hannelore, and Lüning (2009), 132-5 
Museu de Historia Natural de Faculdade de Cientas da Universidade 
do Porto (2008), 64-7 
PN I, 116.17 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

173 cm 

Width of 
Object 

43 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, large protruding ears and 
signs of a false beard. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom with a striped and rosette patterened band. Coronet has a row 
of multicolored rectangles, rest hard to see. 

Collar  Three rows of solid bands. Nineteen rows of leaves and flowers motif, 
the last being oval pendants. Falcon terminals. On either side a wDAt 
eye on sS. 

Nut Yellow-skinned goddess with a blue wig, red headband, yellow disk, 
collar, dress with bead net, crouching with four rows of wings. On the 
left a deity with a wig, cone, beard, shoulders, standing body and 
holding linen. An anthropomorphic jackal with a wig, shoulders, 
standing body and holding linen. On the right, an anthropomorphic 
falcon and baboon with a wig, shoulders, standing body and holding 
linen. 

Register 1 Vignette of BoD 125. Table of offerings. On the left, 
anthropomorphic falcon Ra, identified, with a wig, solar disk and 
uraeus, shoulders, standing body and holding the crook and flail. Cow 
anthropomorphic Hathor, identified, with a solar disk and horns, 
dress, linen and one arm in adoration. The dark-skinned deceased 
with a short wig, cone, white top and kilt, bending with one arm in 
adoration. Ma’at, identified with a feather as a head, dress and 
holding the deceased. Anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified with 
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a wig, cone, shoulders, standing body, linen and holding a mAat 
feather. Anthropomorphic falcon Amset(y), identified with a wig, 
cone, shoulders, standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 
Deity Duamutef, identified, with a wig, beard, cone, shoulders, 
standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. On other side, a 
uraeus with the dual crown and a beard. Ammut seated on a shrine. 
Scale with a seated baboon in adoration above. A seated 
anthropomorphic jackal with a wig and kilt has one hand holding the 
scale. A seated anthropomorphic falcon with a wig and kilt, holding 
the scale. Goddess seated on a pole. 

Register 2 Table of offering with lotus flowers. On the left, white 
anthropomorphic falcon Ra, identified, with a red solar disk and 
uraeus, seated mummiform body and holding the crook and flail, on a 
throne. Standing goddess with a wig, headband, dress, linen and hand 
on Ra’s shoulder. An anthropomorphic snake with beard, double 
crown, shoulders, standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 
Standing goddess with a wig, headband, dress, and linen. An 
anthropomorphic jackal with a wig, shoulders, standing body, linen 
and holding a mAat feather. Standing goddess with a wig, headband, 
dress, and linen. A double-headed anthropomorphic snake with a wig, 
red solar disk, shoulders, standing body, linen and holding a mAat 
feather. On the other side is the deceased, with a short wig, cone, long 
kilt and arms in adoration. Deity with a cone, wig, shoulders, standing 
body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Standing goddess with a wig, 
headband, dress, linen and arms in adoration. 

Register 3 In the middle, an Abydos Fetish flanked by Isis, identified, on the left 
and Nephthys, identified on the right. They have wigs, headbands, red 
dress (Isis) and white dress (Nephthys), are standing with one arm in 
adoration and the other holding a stick. On the left, an 
anthropomorphic jackal with a wig, shoulders, standing body, linen 
and holding a mAat feather. Standing Neith, identified, with a wig, 
white dress and hand on the jackal’s shoulder. An anthropomorphic 
rabbit with shoulders, standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 
imnt. On the right, a deity with a wig, beard, cone, shoulders, standing 
body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Standing Neith, identified, 
with a wig, white dress and hand on the shoulder of the deity. Deity 
with a wig, shoulders, standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 
imnt. 

Register 4 Black scarab with a Snw in its front legs and a solar disk in the back. 
Snw on either side with a winged snake. 

Register 5 Table of offerings, on the left a anthropomorphic uraeus with a solar 
disk, wig, shoulders, standing body and holding the crook and flail. 
Standing goddess with a wig, dress in adoration. An anthropomorphic 
ram with horns, wig, shoulders, standing body, linen and holding a 
mAat feather. Standing goddess with a wig, dress. Deity with a wig, 
shoulders, standing body, linen and holding a mAat feather. Other side, 
the deceased but damaged. 

Feet  Isis, identified, with a wig, headband, dress with a bead net, crouching 
on nbw. Three rows of wings. On either side, a Snw, black jackal with 
a scarf, mAat feather and flail lying down, and  imnt with arms. 
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Base anx, wAs, nb 
Bottom Damaged but traces of an Apis bull with a red solar disk and horns 

and a bA bird above.    
Back Offerings on the sides but back hard to see in old photographs. 
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Catalogue # 206 
Coffin Inner coffin of Djehutymose (DHwty-ms), priest of Horus, priest of the 

Golden One, son of the priest of Horus, priest of the Golden One, 
Nespasefy and lady of the house Tareru, daughter of Nakhthor. 

Inv # Ann Arbor, Kelsey Museum, KM 1989.3.1 
Other coffins  
Provenance Edfu, based on titles 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Elias (1993), 105, n.2, 590 
Wilfong (2013)89, 5-112 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint, gesso 
Height of 
Object 

181.25 cm 

Width of 
Object 

52.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

54 cm 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Green-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and protruding ears. Long 
curled tressed black beard. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at bottom. 
The coronet has red band, band of green leaves, a red band nad in the 
middle a green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a white wig, red 
headband, extended wings and crouching on nbw.  

Collar  Three rows solid bands, fifteen rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut White-skinned Nut, identified, with a white wig, red headband with a 
uraeus, white solar disk, green collar, green dress, wings: white, blue, 
green and blue plumes with red tips, and crouching. She is holding an 
anx in each hand and has two wDAt eyes above her. On either side is a 
green ram with a red breast, double plume crown with red solar disk, 
standing on a standard with incense in front. The text is a invocation 
her. 

Central 
Median 

Four lines of vertical text with an invocation and BoD spell 89. The 
vignette is BoD spell 151 with the deceased, Green-skin, green wig, 
beard, cone, yellow-striped shoulders, and a red-and-yellow 
mummiform body, on a lion bed with four canopic jars underneath, 
identified, with a black jackal Anubis with a red wig, white top, green 
kilt, holding incense with a bA bird above the deceased. 

Register 1 On the left, red-skinned Atum, identified, with a black beard, double 
crown, blue top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, yellow tail, walking 

																																																								
89	Images in publication.	
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and holding emmer and an anx. On the right, a damaged identified Ra-
Harakhty. 

Register 2 On the left, damaged green-skinned Osiris, identified, with the atef 
crown, red-and-white kilt, yellow tail, walking and holding emmer 
and an anx. On the right, blue-skinned Khepri, identified, with a black 
wig and beard, red top, green-and-white kilt, walking and holding 
emmer and an anx.  

Register 3 On the left, blue-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a black wig, red 
top, damaged body and holding emmer and an anx. On the right, green 
anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with red-skin, blue wig, 
top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, yellow tail, walking and holding 
emmer and an anx.  

Register 4 On the left, green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as imy-
wt, with red-skin, a blue wig, top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, 
yellow tail, walking and holding emmer and an anx. On the right, 
green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as xnty-sH-nTr, with 
blue-skin, a red wig, top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, yellow tail, 
walking and holding emmer and an anx. 

Register 5 On the left, green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with 
blue-skin, a red wig, top half-white-and-half-green kilt, yellow tail, 
walking and holding emmer and an anx. On the right, white 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with red-skin, a blue 
wig, top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, yellow tail, walking and 
holding emmer and an anx. 

Register 6 On the left, damaged red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue-and-
white top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, yellow tail, walking and 
holding emmer and an anx. On the right, white anthropomorphic 
falcon Horus, identified xnty-mAA, with blue-skin, black wig, red top, 
half-white-and-half-green kilt, yellow tail, walking and holding 
emmer and an anx. 

Register 7 On the left, blue-skinned Heka, identified, with a black wig, red top, 
half-white-and-half-green kilt, yellow tail, walking and holding 
emmer and an anx. On the right, green anthropomorphic ibis Xry-
bAk=f, identified, with red-skin, a blue wig, top, half-white-and-half-
green kilt, yellow tail, walking and holding emmer and an anx. 

Register 8 On the left, red-skinned ir-rn=f-Ds=f, identified, with a damaged wig 
and face, blue top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, yellow tail, walking 
and holding emmer and an anx. On the right, blue-skinned Shu, 
identified, with a damaged head, feather, red top, half-white-and-half-
green kilt, yellow tail, walking and holding emmer and an anx. 

Register 9 On the left, green anthropomorphic jackal Wepwawet, identified, with 
blue-skin, a white wig, red top, damaged bod and holding emmer and 
an anx. On the right, yellow-skinned Tefnut, identified, with a blue 
wig, damaged face, feather, green dress, standing and holding emmer 
and an anx.  

Register 10 On the left, green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red dress, 
standing and holding a scepter and an anx. On the right, green-skinned 
Neith, identified, with the red crown, a red dress, standing, holding a 
scepter and an anx. 
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Register 11 On the left, green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, 
yellow dress, standing and holding a scepter and an anx. On the right, 
yellow-skinned Selkis, identified, with a blue wig, scorpion, green 
dress, standing and holding a scepter and an anx.  

Feet  Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a white wig, red headband, red 
dress with bead net, crouching on nbw. Three rows of wings; yellow 
with blue spots, blue, and green plumes with red tips. Two wDAt eyes. 
An invocation to the Isis. 

Base anx, wAs, nb 
Bottom Black and white Apis bull with a yellow solar disk with the damaged 

deceased on its back. A bA bird above, table, mountain and obelisk. 
BoD spell 9 in text. 

Back Dd pillar with three atef crowns with red solar disks and horns. BoD 
spell 1 and offerings to the deceased in text. 
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Catalogue # 207 
Coffin Inner coffin of Diefiawet (di-f-iwt), noble lady of the house, daughter 

of the temple doorkeeper Heribsunet and lady of the house 
Sedjedetmaatesankh. 

Inv # Dublin, National Museum of Ireland, NMI 1888:23 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint, gesso. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and protruding ears. Broken 
nose. 

Wig  Black brick wig with a yellow vulture headdress and yellow bands at 
the bottom. The coronet has a red headband, a band of leaves and in 
the middle a crouching on nbw Nephthys, identified, with green-skin, 
blue wig, and red dress. 

Collar  Three rows solid bands, twelve rows of vegetal motif, the last being 
oval pendants.  

Nut Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, yellow collar, red 
dress, four rows of wings: plain blue, blue, green and blue plumes 
with red tips, and crouching on a doorway, with an anx and sail in her 
hands. The text is a invocation to the deceased and Nut. Two wDAt 
eyes on either side. 

Central 
Median 

Five rows of vertical text, of an invocation to the deceased. At the top 
a vignette of BoD spell 89 with the red-skinned deceased on a lion 
bed with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red mummiform body with 
yellow lines. Four jars are underneath and a bA bird above. 

Register 1 Vignette BoD spell 125, on the left with a white anthropomorphic 
falcon with a blue wig, the atef crown with a uraeus, yellow 
shoulders, a white shroud, green seated legs on a throne, holding a 
wAs scepter. A Sms, table of offerings with a lotus flower, green 
anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, with green-skin, a black wig, yellow top, 
half-yellow-and-half-white kilt, holding linen in his raised arms in 
adoration and walking, holding the other hand of the deceased. The 
deceased has green-skin, a black wig, cone, white shroud, and is 
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standing. Double feather-headed Ma’at has green-skin, a red dress and 
is standing with one arm on the deceased and the other holding her 
hand. Ammut, with a red crocodile head and a double plume crown, a 
scale, followed by a green-skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, a green standing mummiform body, holding linen and a 
mAat feather. Text in the middle is an invocation to Osiris xnty-imntiw. 
On the right green-skinned Osiris, with the atef crown, yellow 
shoulders, a white shroud, green seated legs on a throne, holding a 
wAs scepter, flail and an anx. A Sms, table of offerings with a lotus 
flower, green anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, with green-skin, a black 
wig, red top, half-red-and-half-white kilt, holding linen in his raised 
arms in adoration and walking, holding the other hand of the 
deceased. The deceased has green-skin, a black wig, white shroud, 
and is standing. Double feather-headed Ma’at has green-skin, a red 
dress and is standing with one arm on the deceased and the other 
holding her hand. Ammut on a shrine with a red crocodile head and a 
double plume crown, a scale, followed by a green-skinned deity with 
a blue wig, yellow shoulders, a green standing mummiform body, 
holding linen and a mAat feather. 

Register 2 On the left, red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig and 
beard, cone, yellow shoulders, red stola, green standing mummiform 
body, holding emmer. On the right, red anthropomorphic baboon 
Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, cone, green 
standing mummiform body, holding emmer in a shrine.  

Register 3 On the left, black anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with 
a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red stola, green standing mummiform 
body, holding emmer. On the right, white anthropomorphic falcon 
Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red 
stola, green standing mummiform body, holding emmer 

Register 4 On the left, black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as nb-tA-
Dsr, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red stola, green standing 
mummiform body, holding emmer.. On the right, black 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified xnty-sH-nTr, with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders, red stola, green standing mummiform body, 
holding emmer. 

Register 5 On the left, red-skinned Geb, identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow 
shoulders, red stola, green standing mummiform body, holding 
emmer. On the right, white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified 
as xnty-mAA, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red stola, green 
standing mummiform body, holding emmer. 

Feet  wDAt eye on Ss on either side. 
Base anx, wAs, nb 
Bottom A crouching on nbw Isis, identified, with green-skin, blue wig, and 

red dress and reaching for Snw. 
Back Text, a Htp-di-nsw formula but hard to read. 
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Catalogue # 208 
Coffin Inner coffin of Nesmutaatneru (Ns-mwt-aAt-nrw), lady of the house, 

daughter of Diusutchanwaset and lady of the house 
Neskhonsupakhered.  

Inv # Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, BMFA 95.1407b 
Other coffins Middle Coffin,  BMFA 95.1407c, Outer qrsw sarcophagus, BMFA 

95.1407d 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri cache under the Hathor Chapel (Naville 1895). 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

D’Auria, Lacovara and Roehrig (1992)90, 173-5 
Elias (1993), 470, 474-7 
Porter and Moss (1964), 649 
PN II, 295.12 
Taylor (2006), 357-64 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dating based on association to Besenmut and Hor A family, and 
discovery with other coffins of the 25th dynasty with genealogical 
connections. 

Materials Wood, paint, plaster, linen. 
Height of 
Object 

169 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Pink-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and fringe. Protruding ears.  
Wig  Plain blue wig with a vulture headdress and yellow bands at the 

bottom. The coronet is a red band, white feathers and the rest N/A.   
Collar  Five rows solid bands, eight rows of vegetal motif, with the last being 

oval pendants.  
Nut Green ram with blue-and-yellow striped wig, yellow solar disk above 

its head, blue body, three rows of blue extended wings and holding a 
Snw in each talon, on top of a doorway. 

Register 1 On both side a blue-and-yellow cobra with a yellow white crown, 
green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, blue beard, yellow 
shoulders, mnit, red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs 
scepter. Then the green-skinned deceased with a black wig, cone and 
dress, a lotus flower, a red-skinned figure, (hard to see).   

Register 2 In the middle white falcon Sokar, identified, with a yellow-and-blue 
collar, mnit, red mummiform body on Ss, in front a scepter with mnit, 
a wDAt on nb. On the left, two blue-skinned naked children, identified 
as Hapi and Amset(y) with a black tresses, yellow collars, hands to 
their mouths, holding linen and each an anx. On the right the same 

																																																								
90	Images in publication.	
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two children but identified as Duamutef and Qebehsenuef. 
Register 3 In the middle, vignette of BoD 89, the green-skinned deceased with a 

blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, red mummiform body lying on a 
lion bed with four jars, a crook, and a flail below and a winged scarab 
above. On the left, green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red 
headband, blue collar, red dress, standing and holding an anx, and the 
other arm in adoration with linen. On the right side, the same goddess 
depicted but identified as Nephthys. Then a red-skinned deity with 
yellow shoulders and a red standing mummiform body. 

Register 4 Abydos Fetish in the central median with winged felines around the 
base. On the left, a white anthropomorphic falcon with a black wig, 
blue body, green top, yellow kilt, red tail, linen and in adoration. A 
red anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, and a 
red standing mummiform body. On the right, blue anthropomorphic 
ibis Thoth, identified, with a red wig, blue body, yellow-and-green 
top, yellow kilt, tail, holding an anx and the other arm in adoration 
with linen. A red-skinned deity with shoulders and a standing 
mummiform body.  

Register 5 On the left, green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified, with a 
red wig, blue body, blue top, yellow kilt, holding an anx  and the other 
in adoration with linen. Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue 
wig and red dress, standing. On the right, Anubis again and another 
similar goddess. 

Register 6 On the left, green-skinned Neith, identified, and on the right Selkis, 
identified with a blue wig, yellow collar, red dress, crouching on nbw, 
with one arm raised in adoration and the other holding an anx. A white 
falcon. 

Feet  Htp-di-nsw to Osiris. Black jackal Anubis, identified, lying down with 
a yellow feather on either side. 

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom Red-skinned priest with a leopard tunic leaping over mountains. 
Back The top on either side, tp-Dw=f, a bA bird in adoration with incense, a 

standing anthropomorphic uraeus with a beard, wig, mummiform 
body holding linen and a knife, invocations to the deceased, lotus 
scepters with a double plume crown and red solar disk. In the middle, 
a large Dd pillar with an invocation to the deceased. 
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Catalogue # 209 
Coffin Middle coffin of Nesmutaatneru (Ns-mwt-aAt-nrw), lady of the house, 

daughter of Diusutchanwaset and lady of the house 
Neskhonsupakhered.  

Inv # Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, BMFA 95.1407c 
Other coffins Inner Coffin,  BMFA 95.1407b, outer qrsw sarcophagus, BMFA 

95.1407d 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri cache under the Hathor Chapel (Naville 1895). 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

D’Auria, Lacovara and Roehrig (1992)91, 173-5 
Elias (1993), 470, 474-7 
Porter and Moss (1964), 649 
PN II, 295.12 
Taylor (2006), 357-64 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dating based on association to Besenmut and Hor A family, and 
discovery with other coffins of the 25th dynasty with genealogical 
connections. 

Materials Wood, paint, plaster, linen. 
Height of 
Object 

186 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

White  

Face  Pink-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and fringe. Protruding ears.  
Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig.   
Collar  Five rows solid bands, nine rows of beads and flowers, with the last 

being oval pendants.  
Central 
Median 

A red winged solar disk with two yellow uraei, three rows of wings; 
yellow with blue spots, blue and green with red tips. Vignette: white 
anthropomorphic falcon (Ra-Harakhty), with a blue wig, red solar 
disk and uraei, shoulders, white standing mummiform body holding a 
wAs scepter. A table of offerings. The green-skinned deceased with a 
blue wig, cone, white dress and arms in adoration. Two rows of text 
down the middle, an invocation to the deceased.  

Feet  Continuation of the invocation. 
Base N/A 
Bottom Undecorated. 
Trough Offering formulae to the deceased. 
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Catalogue # 210 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Nesmutaatneru (Ns-mwt-aAt-nrw), lady of 

the house, daughter of Diusutchanwaset and lady of the house 
Neskhonsupakhered. 

Inv # Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, BMFA 95.1407d 
Other coffins Inner coffin,  BMFA 95.1407b, middle coffin, BMFA 95.1407c 
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri cache under the Hathor Chapel (Naville 1895). 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

D’Auria, Lacovara and Roehrig (1992)92, 173-5 
Elias (1993), 470, 474-7 
Porter and Moss (1964), 649 
PN II, 295.12 
Taylor (2006), 357-64 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dating based on association to Besenmut and Hor A family, and 
discovery with other coffins of the 25th dynasty with genealogical 
connections. 

Provenance Thebes 
Materials Wood, paint, plaster, linen. 
Height of 
Object 

204 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Front Text: An invocation to the deceased, the panel contains no vignette or 
text. The post on the left is Htp-di-nsw formula to Osiris and on the 
right Ptah-Sokar.  

Right Text: The text is a continuation of the invocation to the deceased and 
there is no vignette. The post on the left a Htp-di-nsw formula to 
Osiris on the right to Atum. 

Back Text: The text is a continuation of the invocation to the deceased and 
there is no vignette. The post on the left is Htp-di-nsw formula to 
Atum and on the right Ra-Harakhty.  

Left Text: The text is a continuation of the invocation to the deceased and 
there is no vignette. The post on the left is Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-
Harakhty and on the right Atum.  

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. No vignette or 
text. Black jackal sculpture of Anubis lying down.  

Top Right No decoration. 
Top Back Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. No vignette or 

text. 
Top Left No decoration. 
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Catalogue # 211 
Coffin Inner coffin of Namenkhamen (nA-mn-x-imn), prophet of Montu, son 

of the prophet of Amun Ankhpakhered, great-grandson of Osorkon 
III. 

Inv # Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, BMFA 94.321 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1984), 82-4 
D’Auria, Lacovara and Roehrig (1988)93, 171-2 
Naville (1893-4), 7 
Naville (1986), 6 
Porter and Moss (1964), 649-50 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

184.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

50 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

29 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Brown-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and protruding ears. Long 
curled tressed black beard. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at bottom. 
The coronet has a green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue 
wig, crouching with her arms raised.  

Collar  Three rows solid bands, nine rows of beads, the last being oval 
pendants.  

Nut Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
solar disk, red dress, wings: yellow with blue spots, blue, green and 
blue plumes with red tips, and crouching on nbw. The text is a 
invocation to the deceased. Below there is another one. 

Central 
Median 

One row of vertical text, of an invocation to the deceased.  

Register 1 On the left, red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, beard, 
yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body, holding emmer 
in a shrine. Damaged figure behind but identified as Qebehsenuef. On 
the right, red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue 
wig, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body, holding 
emmer in a shrine. Damaged figure and identification. 

Register 2 On the left, green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified xnty-sH-
nTr, with a blue wig, green shoulders, red standing mummiform body 
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and holding linen and a mAat feather. On the right, green 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified tp-Dw=f-imy-wt, with a 
blue wig, green shoulders, red standing mummiform body and 
holding linen and a mAat feather.  

Register 3 On the left, white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as xnty-
mAA, with a blue wig, green shoulders, standing mummiform body and 
holding emmer in a shrine. On the right, red-skinned Geb, identified, 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body 
and holding emmer in a shrine.  

Register 4 wDAt eye on Ss on either side. 
Feet  Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, red 

dress and damaged body. Four rows of wings; yellow with blue spots, 
blue, green and blue plumes with red tips. An invocation to the 
deceased. 

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom Apis bull with the deceased on its back. 
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 212 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of priest of Montu, Hor (Hr) son of priest of 

Montu, Ankhhor, and lady of the house, Karama. 
Inv # London, British Museum, BM EA 15655 
Other coffins Inner coffin, BM EA 27735 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Mysliwiec (1988), 42, 119, pl. XLIXa 
Porter and Moss (1964), 828 
Sheikholeslami (2003), 132, pl. XCI 
Strudwick (2006), 258-9 
Taylor (2001), 175, pl. LVI(3) 
Taylor (2003), 117, pl. LXXIII 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Besenmut and Hor A family genealogy, plus in situ finding with other 
coffins dated to this dynasty.  

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

204.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

76.2 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

91.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Front Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains invocations. The post on the left is Htp-di-nsw formula to 
Ptah and on the right Osiris.  
Vignette: Standing in four shrines are red-skinned deities with blue 
wigs, beards, cones, red striped shoulders and white standing 
mummiform bodies holding linen and knives. 

Right Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased. The post on 
the left a Htp-di-nsw formula to Ra-Harakhty and on the right Osiris. 
Vignette: On the left the red-skinned deceased with a black wig, cone, 
blue collar, white top, long white kilt, seated, holding a sxm scepter, 
jars are underneath the chair. In front is a table of offerings and on the 
right is a red-skinned priest with a blue side lock, panther-tunic, and 
standing.  Below the entire side is palace façade. 

Back Text: Above the vignette is an invocation to the deceased, the panel 
contains invocations. The post on the left is Htp-di-nsw formula to 
Amun and on the right Amset(y).  
Vignette: Standing in four shrines are red-skinned deities with blue 
wigs, beards, cones, red striped shoulders and white standing 
mummiform bodies holding linen and knives. 

Left Text: Above the vignette is continuation of the invocation, the panel 
contains an invocation to the deceased. The post on the left is a Htp-
di-nsw formula to Osiris and on the right to Osiris.  
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Vignette: In the middle, a white falcon with mnit, a red mummiform 
body lying on Ss and a false door. sxm. On either side a green-skinned 
deity with a short blue wig, yellow shoulders, red kneeling body, feet 
exposed and linen.  

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. The panel is a 
damaged invocation to the deceased. 
Vignette: Front right to left, a white falcon, blue-and-red collar, stola, 
red mummiform body lying on Ss, on palace façade. sxm. White 
anthropomorphic falcon with a red wig, red solar disk (Ra-Harakhty), 
blue-skin, white collar, green top, half-green-and-half-red kilt, tail, 
holding a wAs scepter and an anx. The red-skinned deceased with a 
black wig, cone, white top, long white kilt, and arms in adoration. 
Green-skinned deity with a blue wig, beard, cone, striped shoulders, 
white standing mummiform body, holding linen. A white 
anthropomorphic falcon with red-skin, blue wig, beard, cone, striped 
shoulders, white standing mummiform body, holding linen. Barque 
with the red-skinned deceased with a black wig, cone, white top, long 
white kilt, and arms in adoration. Green-skinned Atum with a double 
crown, beard, striped shoulders, stola, red seated mummiform body, 
and a cobra around him. A heron. wDAt eye. A black anthropomorphic 
jackal with a blue wig, striped shoulders, red standing mummiform 
body and holding linen. A red anthropomorphic baboon with a blue 
wig, cone, striped shoulders, white standing mummiform body, and 
holding linen (making the four sons of Horus). The red-skinned 
deceased with a black wig, cone, white top, long white kilt, and arms 
in adoration. Blue-skinned Osiris, identified, with the atef crown, 
beard, yellow top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, holding a wAs scepter 
and an anx. sxm. A white falcon, blue-and-red collar, stola, red 
mummiform body lying on Ss, on palace façade. On top is a black 
jackal sculpture of Anubis and a white falcon sculpture with a red 
body. Below the entire scene is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Right Vignette: two wDAt eyes, a nfr, Snw. 
Top Back Text: The panel is an invocation. 

Vignette: Front left to right, a white falcon, blue-and-red collar, stola, 
red mummiform body lying on Ss, on palace façade. sxm. Dd pillar 
with a red solar disk and linen. On a platform, yellow-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, and a red 
seated mummiform body. Red-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue 
wig, red shoulders and a white seated mummiform body. Red-skinned 
Osiris, identified, with the atef, yellow shoulders and a red seated 
mummiform body. The red-skinned deceased with a blue wig, cone, 
white top and long white kilt. In a vignette, blue-skinned Shu with a 
black wig, red top, half-yellow-and-half-red kilt, holding up blue-
skinned Nut who stretches over the scene. Below is red-skinned Geb 
with a black wig. There are two green anthropomorphic ram deities 
with horns, red-skin, half-yellow-and-half-blue kilts. Another similar 
description of the deceased. A table of offerings with a lotus flower. 
Green-skinned Osiris with the white crown, a beard, yellow 
shoulders, mnit, a red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs 
scepter. A Dd pillar with a red solar disk and linen. sxm.  
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A white falcon, blue-and-red collar, stola, red mummiform body lying 
on Ss, on palace façade. Below the entire side is a Xkr pattern. 

Top Left Vignette: Two black jackals, identified as Anubis, with a red scarf on 
a shrine. Snw.  
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Catalogue # 213 
Coffin Inner coffin lid fragment of Ta-aa (tA-aA), noble lady of the house, 

daughter of the priest of Montu in Karnak, Djedkhonsefankh and 
noble lady of the house Irtybast. 

Inv # Liverpool, Liverpool World Museum, M 13992 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Gatty (1879-92), I, 30 (132) 
Jansen-Winkeln (2009), 444, pl. CLXXVI 
PN I, 354, n.13 
Taylor (1984), 33, 46-55, figs. 1-2 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

69 cm 

Width of 
Object 

49 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

17 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears.  
Wig  A blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom. On the top is a coronet with a band of white feathers, a band 
of multi-coloured rectangles, band of white feathers with red dots, in 
the middle a winged green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue 
wig, red headband, yellow collar, red dress, and a damaged body. The 
wings are: green, blue and green plumes with red tips.  

Collar  Three rows of solid bands, ten rows of vegetal motif with the last 
being oval pendants.  

Nut Register  Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a black wig, red 
headband, yellow solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, crouching on a 
false door with four rows of wings; yellow with blue spots, blue, 
green and blue plumes with red tips. Text is an invocation to the 
deceased and Nut.  
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Catalogue # 214 
Coffin Inner coffin of lady of the house Nesikhonsupakhered (Ns-xnsw-pA-

Xrd) daughter of the principal controller for Amun, Baketankhonsu, 
and lady of the house Nesiherib. 

Inv # Edinburgh, National Museums Scotland, A. 1910. 90 +A 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Gosse (1915), 98, fig. 113 
Manley and Dodson (2010)94, 79-81 
Taylor (2003), 116, n. 194 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, varnish and paint.  
Height of 
Object 

175 cm 

Width of 
Object 

50 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

25.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, and protruding ears. 
Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig at the top, vulture headdress, 

bottom is a plain black wig, with yellow bands at the bottom. There is 
a tie across the front two parts, a modern repainting of the collar over 
it. The coronet has a band of white feathers with red dots, multi-
coloured rectangles, and in the middle a damaged black scarab with a 
red solar disk. Below a red solar disk with two uraei, rays and bdt. 
Parts are clearly modern repaints.  

Collar  Three rows solid bands. Six rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval 
pendants. Red stolae. Falcon terminals. 

Nut Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, crouching on a false door with 
three rows of wings: plain blue, blue with red tips. The text is a 
invocation to Nut.  

Register 1 In the centre a vignette of the green-skinned deceased with a blue wig, 
cone, red dress and standing with linen and her arms in adoration to 
green-skinned Osiris, identified with his atef crown, beard, yellow 
shoulders, mnit, stola, red standing mummiform body and holding a 
wAs scepter. Behind him is green-skinned Isis and Nephthys, 
identified, with blue wigs and a yellow and red dress, holding linen. 
On the left is red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig and 
beard, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and 
holding a wAs scepter. Behind him is white anthropomorphic falcon 
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Duamutef, identified, with the same outfit. On the right is a white 
anthropomorphic falcon and another red-skinned deity, both with the 
same outfits.  

Register 2 In the centre vignette, a white falcon with striped shoulders, mnit, a 
red mummiform body, lying on Ss. On the left is green-skinned 
Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, yellow collar, red dress, 
crouching with one arm raised in adoration. Behind her is a black 
anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified, with a blue wig, yellow 
shoulders, red-seated mummiform body and holding a mAat feather. 
On the right, green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, yellow 
collar, red dress, crouching with one arm raised in adoration. Behind 
her is a black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as imy-wt, 
with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red-seated mummiform body and 
holding a mAat feather. 

Register 3 In the centre vignette of BoD spell 89 with the red-skinned deceased 
with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders, green mummiform body 
lying on a lion bed with four jars and linen underneath. On either side 
is a white falcon with outstretched wings, and a red solar disk above 
its head. They are flanked by a wDAt eye.  

Register 4 White anthropomorphic falcon sun god with a red solar disk above its 
head, a blue wig, yellow shoulders and red-seated mummiform body, 
holding an anx, inside a barque with a table of offerings. On either 
side, three red-and-green baboons with yellow solar disks and in 
adoration.  

Register 5 In the middle, a Dd pillar with two red kA arms, linen and a wDAt eye. 
On either side, a white anthropomorphic falcon (identified as 
Qebehsenuef on the right) with a green wig, yellow shoulders, red-
seated mummiform body, holding a mAat feather, in a shrine (only on 
left). Behind them is a black anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, red-seated mummiform body, holding a mAat 
feather. 

Register 6 On either side a red-skinned deity with a blue wig, beard, cone, 
yellow shoulders, green-seated mummiform body, holding a mAat 
feather in a shrine. Behind them is a black anthropomorphic ibis with 
a blue wig, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body, holding 
a mAat feather and linen. 

Feet  Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, crouching, with three rows of 
wings: plain blue, blue with red tips. 

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom Damaged text.  
Back A Dd pillar and some Htp-di-nsw formulae. 
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Catalogue # 215 
Coffin Inner coffin lid of Ptahirdis (ptH-ir-di-s) son of Shepenwen. 
Inv # Edinburgh, National Museums Scotland, A. 1911.399.2 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Manley and Dodson (2010)95, 88-9 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th - 26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, plaster and paint.  
Height of 
Object 

181 cm 

Width of 
Object 

53 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

31 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, side beard, chin post and 
protruding ears. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The top of the head is damaged but there is a trace of a red 
solar disk.   

Collar  Four rows solid bands. Ten rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval 
pendants.  

Nut Green-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, crouching on a doorway with four 
rows of wings: yellow-with-blue spots, blue, green, blue with red tips. 
The text is a invocation to Nut.  

Central 
Median 

The vignette is BoD spell 89 with the red-skinned deceased lying on a 
lion bed, with four jars beneath and a bA bird above. The deceased has 
a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green mummiform body. There are 
five lines of vertical text containing an invocation to the deceased. 

Register 1 Vignette of BoD spell 125.  A table of offerings with a lotus on it. 
Then on the left, green-skinned Osiris, identified, with the atef crown, 
a white standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. Then 
green-skinned Isis and Nephthys, identified, with blue wigs, red 
dresses and holding linen. A green snake with a black beard and a 
mAat feather on its head. Then a procession of deities, a red-skinned 
deity with a blue wig, beard, yellow shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body and holding linen. A green anthropomorphic 
jackal, two green anthropomorphic ibises, a white anthropomorphic 
falcon, a red skinned deity and three other deities which cannot be 
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identified clearly, all wearing a blue wig, beard, yellow shoulders, 
green standing mummiform body and holding linen. On the right of 
the table is green anthropomorphic ibis Thoth, with blue-skin, a green 
wig, white top, green kilt, holding a scroll and linen and the hand of 
the deceased, who has red-skin, a short black wig, white top and long 
white kilt. Behind him is green-skinned Ma’at, identified, with a 
feather for a head, red dress and holding the shoulders of the 
deceased. Ammut is seated on a shrine and behind him is a scale. 

Register 2 On the left, red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, beard, 
yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body, linen and 
holding a mAat feather. Behind him is black anthropomorphic jackal 
Duamutef, identified, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green 
standing mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat feather. On the 
right, red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body, linen and 
holding emmer. Behind him is white anthropomorphic falcon 
Qebehsenuef, identified, yellow shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body, linen and holding emmer.  

Register 3 On either side is a black anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified on 
the left as imy-wt and on the right as xnty-sH-nTr, with blue-skin, red 
wig, white top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, holding two linens.   

Register 4 On either side, a red-skinned deity, identified on the left as Horus 
nDty-it=f, and on the right Geb, with a blue wig, beard, yellow 
shoulders, green standing mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat 
feather.   

Register 5 On the left, a damaged vignette and on the right, red-skinned Horus, 
identified as xnty-mAA, with yellow shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat feather. 

Register 6 On either side a wDAt eye. 
Feet  Damaged but traces of a green-skinned goddess. 
Base Damaged but traces of text. 
Bottom Black and white Apis bull with the deceased on its back.   
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 216 
Coffin Inner coffin of Nespakhetitawy (Ns-pA-xt-tAwy), priest of Min, son of 

Paditiset 
Inv # Bern, Bernisches Historisches Museum/Einstein Museum, AE 

1bis 
Other coffins  
Provenance  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Küffer and Siegmann (2007)96, 106-9 
Psota (2001), 56 

Date of 
Object 

Early 25th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

158 cm 

Width of 
Object 

51 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Dark brown-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and protruding ears.  
Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at bottom. 

The coronet is a red band, band with white leaves with red dots, a 
green band, yellow and red bands and in the middle a black scarab.  

Collar  Three rows solid bands, five rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval 
pendants.  

Nut Crossed hands with clenched fists, red crossed-hatched sleeves. On 
the left, green-skin Neith, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow shoulders, red seated mummiform body, mAat feather. Standing 
green anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, red solar disk, yellow 
shoulders, red mummiform body, linen and holding a knife. On the 
right green-skin Ma’at, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow shoulders, red seated mummiform body, mAat feather. Standing 
green anthropomorphic snake with a blue wig, red solar disk, yellow 
shoulders, red mummiform body, linen and holding a knife. 

Register 1 BoD spell 125, green-skinned Osiris with the atef crown, beard, 
yellow shoulders, mnit, red standing mummiform body, holding a wAs 
scepter, crook and flail. A table of offerings with a lotus flower. 
Behind it is yellow-skinned Isis, identified, with a green dress and 
holding linen, yellow-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a red dress 
and holding linen, two naked green-skinned children with funerary 
cones and their hands in their mouths. A green anthropomorphic 
crocodile with a blue wig, red solar disk, yellow shoulders, a red 
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mummiform standing body, holding linen and a mAat feather. On the 
other side of the table behind Osiris is green anthropomorphic ibis 
Thoth with a blue wig, red solar disk, yellow top and kilt and holding 
a scroll. Then the red-skinned deceased with a blue wig, cone, green 
top and kilt, one arm raised in adoration. Two naked green-skinned 
children with funerary cones and their hands in their mouths. A green 
anthropomorphic crocodile with a blue wig, red solar disk, yellow 
shoulders, a red mummiform standing body, holding linen and a mAat 
feather. 

Register 2 Middle vignette is a white falcon with a blue-and-yellow collar, mnit, 
a red mummiform body lying on Ss, wDAt, nb, sxm scepter. On the left, 
a green anthropomorphic jackal with a red wig, red-skin, yellow top 
and kilt, walking and holding an anx and a wAs scepter. A white 
anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, cone, green-skin, yellow top 
and kilt, walking and holding an anx and a wAs scepter. On the right, a 
white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, red solar disk, red-
skin, yellow top and kilt, blue tail, walking and holding an anx and a 
wAs scepter. A green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, red-
skin, yellow top and kilt, walking and holding an anx and a wAs 
scepter. 

Register 3 In the middle vignette of BoD spell 89 with the green-skinned 
deceased with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and red 
mummiform body lying on a lion bed with four jars underneath and a 
bA bird above. On either side a white falcon with a red solar disk and 
uraeus, and three rows of outspread wings. An anx, wAs, Snw. 

Register 4 On the left a damaged anthropomorphic ibis with blue-skin, a yellow 
kilt and tail with an arm in adoration. A damaged yellow-skinned 
goddess with a blue wig, green dress, standing with a lotus scepter 
and an anx. A damaged standing red mummiform figure. On the right, 
a white anthropomorphic falcon with a blue wig, cone, blue-skin, 
yellow top, kilt and tail, walking with arms in adoration. Yellow-
skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, green dress, standing 
with a lotus scepter and an anx. A green anthropomorphic feline with 
a wig, green shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding 
linen.  

Register 5 Down the center is a median with an Abydos Fetish 
On the left, yellow-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, 
green dress, crouching on nbw, facing outward with one arm in 
adoration. A green anthropomorphic crocodile with a wig, yellow flat 
crown, green shoulders, yellow standing mummiform body and 
holding linen. A green anthropomorphic bird with a wig, red solar 
disk, green shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding 
linen. On the right, yellow-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, 
green dress, crouching on nbw, facing outward with one arm in 
adoration. A green anthropomorphic crocodile with a wig, yellow flat 
crown, yellow shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding 
linen. A green anthropomorphic bird with a wig, red solar disk, green 
shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding linen. 

Feet  A scale with a black jackal walking. On the left and right, black jackal 
Anubis lying down with a flail. 
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Base Palace façade. 
Bottom Black and white Apis bull running with the deceased, with yellow-

skin, a blue wig, yellow shoulders, white mummiform body and a red 
blanket on its back. An obelisk.  

Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 217 
Coffin Middle coffin of Schepenese (Sp-n-Ast), daughter of priest of Amun, 

Pasetinef (ÄM 51-52). 
Inv # St Gallen 2, no number 
Other coffins Inner coffin, St Gallen 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Küffer and Siegmann (2007), 110-20 
Müller and Siegmann (1998)97, 37-60 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dated relative to the identification of father Pestjenef (ÄM 51-52) and 
grandfather Padiamun having the title of god’s father of Amun, which 
was the title of the elite found in the cache in the Hathor chapel of the 
Hatshepsut temple at Deir el-Bahri. This title was closely related to 
the members of the Besenmut family that lived during the 26th 
Dynasty at Thebes98. 

Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Red-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, and small protruding ears.  
Wig  Yellow-and-blue striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 

bottom.  
Collar  Three rows solid bands, eleven rows of vegetal motif, the last being 

oval pendants. 
Central 
Median 

Two rows of text with a Htp-di-nsw formula.  

Feet Undecorated. 
Bottom N/A 
Back Undecorated. 
	

																																																								
97	Images in publication.	
98	Küffer and Siegmann (2007), 118-9; Müller and Siegmann (1998), 56-9.	
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Catalogue # 218 
Coffin Inner coffin of Taditisis (tA-dit-Ast), lady of the house, daughter of 

Neskhons and Tanabechenu. 
Inv # Chur, Rätisches Museum, K 1205 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Küffer and Siegmann (2007)99, 122-31 
Metzger (1973), 8-10 
Siegmann (2004) 

Date of 
Object 

25th-26th Dynasty? 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

184 cm 

Width of 
Object 

56 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

43 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, fringe, earrings and 
protruding ears.  

Wig  Plain blue with a yellow vulture headdress. The coronet has a red 
band, white feathers with red dots, a yellow band and in the middle 
green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow collar, red dress, crouching with arms raised to her sides in 
adoration. 

Collar  Three rows solid bands, ten rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval 
pendants.  

Nut Red-skinned Nut, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, yellow 
solar disk, yellow collar, green dress, crouching on a false door, four 
rows of wings: yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue plumes 
with red tips. On either side a green ram with a red breast and walking 
on a standard, vignette BoD spell 85. 

Central 
Median 

Seven rows of an invocation to the deceased. Vignette BoD spell 89 
with the green-skinned deceased with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, 
green mummiform body lying on a lion bed with four jars underneath 
and a bA bird above.  

Register 1 On either side, a green-skinned child with a yellow collar, black lock 
and their hand in their mouth. 

Register 2 On either side, a green-skinned child with a yellow collar, black lock 
and their hand in their mouth. 

Register 3 On either side, a green anthropomorphic jackal, identified as Anubis 
xnty-sH-nTr, with a blue wig, blue-skin, yellow collar, red top, half-

																																																								
99	Images in publication.	
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green-and-half-yellow kilt, walking and holding linen.  
Register 4 On the left a blue-skinned male deity with a black wig, red top, half-

green-and-half-yellow kilt, walking and holding emmer. On the right 
a white anthropomorphic falcon with a black wig, blue-skin, red top, 
half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, walking and holding emmer. 

Register 5 On the left a blue anthropomorphic falcon with a black wig, blue-skin, 
red top, half-green-and-half-yellow kilt, walking and holding emmer. 
On the left a blue-skinned male deity with a black wig, red top, half-
green-and-half-yellow kilt, walking and holding emmer. 

Register 6 On the left a blue-skinned male deity with a black wig, red top, half-
green-and-half-yellow kilt, walking and holding emmer. On the right 
a blue anthropomorphic ibis with a black wig, red top, half-green-and-
half-yellow kilt, walking and holding emmer. 

Feet  wDAt eyes. 
Base anx, wAs, nb 
Bottom N/A 
Back Invocations down the sides and in the middle a Dd pillar with a double 

plume crown, red solar disk, horns and two uraei with red solar disks. 
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Catalogue # 219 
Coffin Inner coffin of Gemtues (gm-tw-s), lady of the house, daughter of 

priest of Amun Djedkhonsuiufankh and lady of the house 
Djedisisisankh. 

Inv # Vevey, Musée Historique, MHV 4231 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Küffer (2014), 137-144 
Küffer and Siegmann (2007)100, 132-6 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating   
Materials Wood, paint. 
Height of 
Object 

173 cm 

Width of 
Object 

50 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

23.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink-skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows, and protruding ears.  
Wig  Plain blue with a yellow vulture headdress and yellow bands at the 

bottom.  
Collar  Four rows solid bands, five rows of vegetal motif, the last being oval 

pendants. Stolae. 
Nut Green-skinned goddess with a blue wig, white headband, yellow solar 

disk, yellow collar, red dress, crouching on a doorway, three rows of 
wings: yellow with blue spots, and two blue plumes with red tips. Red 
cross-stitch background. 

Central 
Median 

One row of text with a Htp-di-nsw formula.  

Register 1 On the left side green-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig, 
yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and holding a wAs 
scepter. Green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body and 
holding a wAs scepter. On the right red anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, 
identified, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. Green anthropomorphic 
falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, 
green standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter.  

Register 2 On the left green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as xnty-
sH-nTr, with a blue wig, blue-skin, top, half-green-and-half-red kilt, 
tail, walking and holding linen. The other deity is damaged. On the 

																																																								
100	Images in publication.	
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right side is green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis, identified as imy-
wt-Hry-tp-Dsr, with a blue wig, blue-skin, top, half-green-and-half-red 
kilt, tail, walking and holding linen. The other deity is damaged. 

Register 3 On the left blue-skinned Xry-bAk=f, identified, with a blue wig, top, 
red kilt, walking and hand in adoration. A black anthropomorphic 
jackal with a blue wig, yellow shoulders and a green standing 
mummiform body. On the right is damaged identified Geb followed 
by another damaged deity. 

Register 4 On the left blue anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as nDty-
it=f, with a black wig, blue-skin, yellow top, half-yellow-and-half-red 
kilt, holding an anx and a wAs scepter. A blue-skinned deity, damaged 
identification, with a blue wig, beard, yellow shoulders, green 
standing mummiform body, linen and holding a mAat feather. On the 
right a damaged figure but identified as Horus xnty-mAA, followed by 
another damaged deity. 

Register 5 On the left damaged Isis, identified and on the right damaged 
Nephthys, identified. 

Register 6 On the left the green-skinned deceased, identified, with a blue wig, 
white shroud with her arms in adoration and holding linen. The right 
side is damaged. 

Register 7 wDAt eyes. 
Feet Green-skinned Isis, identified, with a blue wig, red dress and 

crouching on a doorway with three rows of wings: yellow with blue 
spots, and two blue plumes with red tips. 

Base Palace façade. 
Bottom N/A 
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 220 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin of Asru (As-rw), lady of the house, daughter 

of pA-i-k-S and lady of the house tA-a-imnt. 
Inv # Manchester, Manchester Museum, MAN 1777C 
Other coffins Inner coffin, MAN 1777b 
Provenance Thebes 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Archbold and David (2000) 12, 13, 134, 135, 144, 149 
David (ed.) (2008), 46,47, 48, 110, 112, 130, 145, 160, 213 
Price (2012), 211-213 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

211.5 cm 

Width of 
Object 

75.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

80.5 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow  

Face  Pink skin, defined black eyes, eyebrows and earrings. Protruding ears. 
Black fringe. 

Wig  Blue-and-yellow striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. The coronet on top of the head is a red, blue, yellow and red 
bands with a red Axt in the middle.  

Collar  Six rows solid bands and ten rows of feathers with the last row oval 
pendants. 

Nut  Winged red solar disk with three rows of wings; yellow with blue 
spots, blue, and green with red tips. Text is a damaged invocation to 
the deceased. 

Register 1 BoD spell 125. Table of offerings with an ib jar and a lotus flower. 
White anthropomorphic falcon with a red solar disk and uraeus, Ra-
Harakhty, with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders, green 
standing mummiform body and holding a wAs scepter. Green-skinned 
Isis and Nephthys, identified, with blue wigs, Isis a red headband, red 
dresses holding linen and an arm in adoration. Red-skinned deity with 
a blue wig and beard, yellow-and-blue shoulders, green standing 
mummiform body, holding linen and a mAat feather. Red 
anthropomorphic baboon, green anthropomorphic jackal and red-
skinned deity all with blue wigs and beards, yellow-and-blue 
shoulders, green standing mummiform bodies, holding linen and mAat 
feathers. The other side of the table has a green anthropomorphic ibis, 
Thoth, with blue-skin, black wig, white top, green and white kilt, 
walking, holding linen and a scroll with other hand holding the 
deceased who has green-skin, blue wig, cone, white shroud with other 
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hand in adoration. Green-skinned Ma’at, identified, with a feather-
head, red dress and arms around the deceased. Ammut with a green 
face, blue wig, yellow-and-blue shoulders, green body. Scale with a 
green anthropomorphic jackal with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue 
shoulders, green seated mummiform body holding linen and a mAat 
feather. 

Register 2 Damaged invocation with genealogy. 
Register 3 
 

In the middle vignette BoD spell 151 with the red-skinned deceased 
with a blue wig, yellow-and-blue striped shoulders and a green 
mummiform body lying on a lion bed with four jars underneath. 
Above is black anthropomorphic Anubis with blue-skin, a damaged 
wig, white top and holding a jar above the deceased. On either side is 
a white falcon with a red solar disk and uraeus and three rows of 
outstretched wings standing on a shrine. A wDAt eye. Invocation to the 
deceased.  

Register 4 Htp-di-nsw formula with genealogy. 
Feet White falcon with a red solar disk, mnit, red mummified body lying 

on a platform. Above a shrine is a wDAt eye and nb. Damaged text. 
Base N/A 
Bottom  Undecorated. 
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 221 
Coffin Inner wooden coffin of Ditamunpaseneb (di-t-imn-s-n-b), noble, lady 

of the house, daughter of wab priest of Osiris Amuniufaa 
Inv # Liverpool, Liverpool World Museum, 24.11.81.5A 
Other coffins Outer coffin, 24.11.81.5B 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

171 cm 

Width of 
Object 

52 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

66 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Protruding ears. Broken 
nose. 

Wig  A blue brick patterned tripartite wig. On the top is a coronet with a 
winged green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a yellow wig, red 
headband, yellow collar, red dress, crouching on a doorway. 

Collar  Five rows of solid bands, seventeen rows of feathers and beads with 
the last being oval pendants. Red stola. 

Nut Register  Green-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a blue wig, white 
headband, yellow solar disk, yellow collar, red dress, crouching on a 
doorway with four rows of wings; yellow, blue, green and blue 
plumes with red tips. Text is an invocation to the deceased and Nut. 
Text below is an invocation with genealogy. 

Central 
Median 

Vignette BoD spell 89. Red-skinned deceased with a blue wig, red 
headband, cone, yellow shoulders, green mummiform body on a lion 
bed with four canopics underneath (identified), and a bA bird above. 
Seven columns of writing with an invocation to the deceased. 

Register 1 On the left side, blue-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a black wig, 
red headband, cone, yellow collar, red top, half-white-and-half-green 
kilt, walking and holding emmer. On the right, red anthropomorphic 
baboon Hapi, identified, with a black wig, cone, yellow collar, red 
top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking and holding emmer. 

Register 2 
 

On the left, green anthropomorphic jackal Duamutef, identified, with 
blue-skin, a black wig, yellow collar, red top, half-white-and-half-
green kilt, walking and holding emmer. On the right, white 
anthropomorphic falcon Qebehsenuef, identified, with a black wig, 
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yellow collar, red top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, walking and 
holding emmer. 

Register 3 On the left Anubis, identified as imy-wt-nb-tA-Dsr and on the right 
xnty-sH-nTr, both green anthropomorphic jackals with black-skin, a 
blue wig, white collar and top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, green 
tail, walking and holding up two linens in adoration pose. 

Register 4 On the left, white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, identified as xnty-
mAA, with blue-skin and a blue wig, yellow collar, red top, half-white-
and-half-green kilt, walking and holding a wAs and an anx. On the 
right, a green anthropomorphic snake, with damaged identity, with a 
black wig, yellow collar, red top, half-white-and-half-green kilt, 
walking and holding a wAs and an anx. 

Register 5 On the left, green anthropomorphic ibis identified as Xry-bAk=f, with 
blue-skin and wig, yellow collar, white top, half-white-and-half-green 
kilt, green tail, walking and holding a wAs and an anx. On the right a 
blue-skinned deity with a damaged identity, with with a black wig, 
red headband, cone, yellow collar, red top, half-white-and-half-green 
kilt, walking and holding a wAs and an anx. 

Feet wDAt eyes on a doorway.  
Base anx, wAs, nb 
Bottom  N/A  
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 222 
Coffin Outer anthropoid coffin trough of Ditamunpaseneb (di-t-imn-s-n-b), 

noble, lady of the house, daughter of wab priest of Osiris Amuniufaa 
Inv # Liverpool, Liverpool World Museum, 24.11.81.5B 
Other coffins Inner coffin, 24.11.81.5A 
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th- 26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

202.6 cm 

Width of 
Object 

72.5 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

43 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Trough Left 
Side 

Seventeen vignettes of male deities with red-skin, blue wigs, beards, 
yellow shoulders and alternating standing mummiform bodies, red 
ones and white ones with red stolae. Then a vignette of BoD spell 
125, with the yellow-skinned deceased with a blue wig, red headband, 
white dress, red sash, both arms raised and standing. On left side of 
the deceased is the goddess Ma’at, identified with a feather as a head, 
yellow-skin, red dress and standing. On the other side of the deceased 
is a scale, with a red-skinned male with a blue wig, long white kilt 
and bending to place the ib on the scale. Then a white 
anthropomorphic falcon (Horus) with a blue wig, red-skin, white top, 
half-yellow-and-half-white kilt, with one arm raised. Then a blue 
anthropomorphic jackal (Anubis), with a red wig, blue-skin, white 
top, half-yellow-and-half-white kilt, with one arm raised. Yellow-
skinned female with a blue wig, red headband and white dress, seated. 
A red anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth), with a blue wig, red-skin, white 
top, half-yellow-and-half-white kilt, with raised arms. A blue-and-
white falcon perched on top of a platform. A table of offerings with 
lotuses on it. Rest of the vignette damaged. 

Trough Right 
Side  

Eighteen vignettes of male deities with red-skin, blue wigs, beards, 
blue shoulders and alternating standing mummiform bodies, red ones 
and white ones with red stolae. Then a series of vertical colums of 
text, invocations, a table of offerings and the rest is damaged. 

Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 223 
Coffin Inner coffin of Padiamunnebnesuttawy (pA-di-Imn-nb-nsw-tAwy), wab 

priest of Amun. 
Inv # Liverpool, Liverpool World Museum, M14049 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes? 
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

 
 

Date of 
Object 

26th Dynasty? 

Dating  Dated based upon stylistic comparisons with other coffins that can be 
dated with genealogical information. 

Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

178 cm 

Width of 
Object 

54 cm 

Thickness of 
Object 

41 cm 

Background 
colour 

Yellow 

Face  Dark red skin, defined black eyes and eyebrows. Black beard, false 
beard broken off. Large protruding ears. Broken nose. 

Wig  A yellow-and-blue striped tripartite wig with yellow bands at the 
bottom. On the top is a coronet with a red band, band of white 
feathers and in the middle green-skinned Nephthys, identified, with a 
yellow wig, red dress, crouching. 

Collar  Five rows of solid bands, seventeen rows of vegetal motif with the 
last being oval pendants. Falcon terminals. 

Nut  
 

Red-skinned winged Nut, identified, with a yellow wig, red headband, 
yellow solar disk, green collar and dress, kneeling on a false door 
with four rows of wings; yellow with blue spots, blue, green and blue 
plumes with red tips. On either side is a green ram with a red wig and 
breast, horns, red solar disk with a double plume crown, walking and 
in front a lit incense. Text is a Htp-di-nsw formula. 

Register 1 In the middle a vignette; Abydos fetish with a double plume crown 
and two hippopotami with snake bodies guarding it. On the left side is 
Nephthys, identified, with green-skin, a blue wig, red headband, 
yellow dress arms in adoration holding linen. On the right is Hathor, 
identified, with green-skin, blue wig, red headband, dress and arms in 
adoration holding linen. On the the left side of the vignette is BoD 
spell 125 with a standing Isis, identified with an arm in adoration. 
Seated Osiris with the atef crown, crook and flail, on a shrine. 
Offering table with a lotus flower. Anthropomorphic ibis (Thoth) with 
a solar disk, scroll and linen, holding the hand of the deceased with 
his arm in adoration and a long kilt, the goddess Ma’at, identified, 
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with her arm in adoration and the other on the deceased. Scale with 
imnt, iAbt, a seated baboon holding a scroll with a solar disk on its 
head sitting on a shrine (Thoth), seated Ammut holding a knife. On 
the right, BoD spell 125, standing Isis, identified with an arm in 
adoration. Seated Osiris with the atef crown, crook and flail, on a 
shrine. Offering table with a lotus flower. Anthropomorphic ibis 
(Thoth) with a solar disk, scroll and linen, holding the hand of the 
deceased with his arm in adoration and a long kilt, a goddess. 

Register 2 In the middle, Nut, identified, with a wig and dress, both hands out to 
sides pouring libations onto a crouching deceased on either side. On 
the left are five anthropomorphic rams with horns pulling a cobra-
rope and a barque. Before the barque is a wr bird, then standing 
Hathor, identified, and an anthropomorphic ram with horns holding a 
wAs scepter, surrounded by a shrine of circles, Ra-Harakhty with a 
snake and s standing identified Atum. On the right, an 
anthropomorphic crocodile and three male deities are pulling a similar 
barque. A small bald child sits at the front with his arms raised, 
goddess Ma’at identifed holding a lotus flower kneeling, another 
goddess but damaged, Ra in the shrine, a damaged deity and oars. An 
invocation to Ra-Harakhty.  

Central 
Median 

Vignette BoD spell 151 with the green-skinned deceased with a blue 
wig, cone, yellow striped shoulders, and a white with red bands 
mummiform body on a lion bed with four jars underneath. Above is 
green anthropomorphic jackal Anubis with a red wig, blue-skin, 
holding incense out to the bA bird. Five columns of hieroglyphs down 
the center all invocations. 

Register 3 On the left side, red-skinned Amset(y), identified, with a blue wig and 
beard, yellow striped shoulders, stola, green standing mummiform 
body and holding emmer in a shrine. On the right, red 
anthropomorphic baboon Hapi, identified, with a blue wig, yellow 
striped shoulders, stola, green standing mummiform body and holding 
emmer in a shrine. 

Register 4 
 

On the left and right Anubis, identified as xnty-imntiw, both green 
anthropomorphic jackals with blue wigs, yellow shoulders, green 
standing mummiform bodies, holding emmer in a shrine. 

Register 5 On the left and right Qebehsenuef, identified, both green 
anthropomorphic jackals with blue wigs, yellow shoulders, green 
standing mummiform bodies, holding emmer in a shrine. 

Register 6 On the left, white anthropomorphic falcon Heka, identified, with a 
blue wig, yellow shoulders, green standing mummiform body, 
holding emmer and in a shrine. On the right is white anthropomorphic 
falcon Horus, identified, with a blue wig, cone, yellow shoulders and 
a green standing mummiform body holding emmer in a shrine. 

Feet A black winged scarab with a red solar disk in its front feet and a Snw 
in its back ones. The wings are three rows; yellow with blue spots, 
green and blue plumes with red tips. Two wDAt eyes and an 
invocation. 

Base anx, wAs, nb 
Bottom  N/A  
Back N/A 
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Catalogue # 224 
Coffin Outer qrsw sarcophagus of Nesptah A (Ns-ptH), priest of Montu, lord 

of Thebes, temple scribe in the estate of Amun, and mayor of Thebes, 
son of Khamhor A, vizier and prophet of Amun, and noble lady of the 
house Tabazat. Father of Montuemhat. 

Inv # Deir el-Bahri 41 
Other coffins  
Provenance Thebes, Deir el-Bahri  
Bibliography 
of Object and  
Dating 
Criteria 

Bierbrier (1979), 116 
Bierbrier (1975), 94-5, 104-8 
Kitchen (1986), 230-3, n.163 
Leclant (1961), 261 
Lise (1986), 370, fig. 10 
Milano (1991), 45-9, fig. 10 
Ritner (2009), 558 
Taylor (1987), 229-30 
Tiradritti (1994)101, 65, 109-112, figs. 7-10 
 

Date of 
Object 

25th Dynasty 

Dating  Dating based on association to Besenmut and Montuemhat family, 
and discovery with other coffins of the 25th dynasty with genealogical 
connections. 

Provenance Thebes 
Materials Wood and paint. 
Height of 
Object 

275 cm 

Width of 
Object 

 

Thickness of 
Object 

 

Background 
colour 

Wood 

Front Text: An invocation to the deceased on top of the panel. The panel 
contains invocations to the deceased with genealogical information.  
 
Vignette: From right to left, green anthropomorphic ibis with red-
skin, a blue wig, yellow collar, green top, half-white-and-half-green 
kilt, green tail, walking and holding a scroll (Thoth), inside a shrine. 
Then a green-skinned deity with a blue wig, yellow shoulders, stolae 
and a red-standing mummiform body inside a shrine. Then three 
damaged similar deities. Below is palace façade.   

Right Text: The text is a continuation of the invocation to the deceased and 
the panel is a continuation from the front side.  
 
Vignette: The panel contains a middle image of green-skinned 

																																																								
101	Images in publication.	
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Nephthys, identified, with a blue wig, red headband, red dress, 
standing, holding an anx and wAs scepter inside a shrine. On either 
side (the right is damaged) there is a green-skinned deity with a blue 
wig and beard, yellow shoulders, stolae and a red-standing 
mummiform body inside a shrine. Below is palace façade. 

Back Text: The text is a continuation of the invocation to the deceased and 
there the rest of the panel is damaged, but there are traces of five other 
shrines that contained deities. 

Left Text: There is no remaining text. The panel is badly damaged, with 
traces of three shrines. The post on the right contains an invocation to 
the deceased.  

Top Front Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. The text is an 
invocation to the deceased with genealogical information. Much of 
the text is destroyed. 
 
Vignette: The far left side is destroyed, but the middle vignette 
contains the scene of Nut spread over Geb, with Shu and two rams in 
the middle. Nut has blue-skin and a black wig, whilst Geb is 
crouching on the ground with blue-skin, a blue wig, and white outfit. 
Shu, identified, has both arms raised in the air, with blue-skin, a black 
wig, yellow collar, blue top, half-red-and-half-white kilt, blue tail. On 
either side of him are two green anthropomorpic rams, with red-skin, 
blue wigs, green horns, green tops, green kilts and tails, with arms in 
adoration.  The right scene is the red-skinned deceased, with a black 
wig, cone, yellow collar, green top, long green kilt with arms in 
adoration before a table of offerings with a lotus flower. On the other 
side is green-skinned Osiris, identified, with the atef crown, beard, 
striped shoulders, red-standing mummiform body and holding the 
crook and flail. Behind him is green-skinned Isis, identified, with a 
blue wig, red solar disk and Hathor horns, her symbol, a long red 
dress, and holding an anx and a wAs scepter. A white falcon with a 
funeray cone, striped shoulders, mnit, a red mummiform body lying 
on a false door with a sxm staff in front a a wDAt eye and nb above.  
Below is Xqr frieze. 

Top Right In the middle is nfr, then flanking each side is a wDAt eye and a Sn. 
Top Back Text: Down the centre an invocation to the deceased. In the panel 

there is some broken text, but enough to distinguish an invocation to 
the deceased. 
 
Vignette: The middle vignette remains, while the other two are 
damaged. From right to left inside the solar barque is a heron, then 
white anthropomorphic falcon Horus, with the double crown, a black 
wig, blue-skin, red top, green kilt, linen and manuvering the oar. 
Green-skinned Nephthys and Isis, identified, with blue wigs, red 
dresses and holding an anx and a wAs scepter. Then white 
anthropomorphic falcon Ra-Harakhty, with a red solar disk, blue wig, 
striped shoulders, red standing mummiform body and holding a wAs 
scepter. Facing him is the kneeling red-skinned deceased, with a black 
wig, cone, green top and kilt, with both arms in adoration. A blue-
skinned deitiy with a black wig, red top, half-white-and-half-green 
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kilt, holding an oar. On the front of the barque is a naked red-skinned 
child with a black wig, uraeus and red solar disk, with its hand in its 
mouth. 

Top Left A large vulture with outstretched wings, holding Snw in its talons.  
	
	
	
	
	


